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C L I N I C O P A T H O L O G I C  C O N F E R E N C E

A Four- Year- Old Child With Digital Clubbing
Katherine Schultz,  Allison Divanovic, Christopher Towe, Alexander Miethke, Katie Wusik, Adrienne Hammill, 
and Hermine Brunner

CASE PRESENTATION

Chief symptoms

A four- year- old female presented to our pediatric rheumatol-

ogy clinic with the chief symptom of periodic fevers and abdom-

inal pain.

History of the present illness

The patient’s fevers began 4 months prior to presentation 

following a documented streptococcal pharyngeal infection, 

with a maximum temperature of 104°F. They occurred every 1– 2 

weeks and would then last a duration of 4– 6 hours. Fevers were 

followed by severe abdominal pain that prevented eating. She did 

not have associated emesis, diarrhea, or constipation.

Medical, family, and social history

The past medical history of the patient included allergic rhi-

nitis, characterized by rhinorrhea and congestion, which was 

treated with nasal spray. Otherwise, she was reported to have 

normal growth and development. There was no known family 

history of autoimmunity, including inflammatory bowel disease, 

systemic lupus erythematosus, vasculitis, psoriasis, or Raynaud’s 

syndrome. Social history was noncontributory. There were no 

known relevant environmental exposures.

Review of systems

Review of systems was notable for lack of joint pain or swell-

ing, digital clubbing, myalgia, limp, rash, fatigue, or headaches. 

The patient’s parents denied that she had experienced respiratory 

symptoms, including shortness of breath, dyspnea on exertion, 

cough, or snoring. There was no history of recurrent respiratory 

infections.

Physical examination

The girl was a well- appearing child without dysmorphic 

features. Vital signs were normal, though pulse oximetry was 

not obtained initially. There were no oral lesions, the oropharynx 

was clear, and tonsils were without exudate. Findings of oph-

thalmic examination were normal. Cardiac examination did not 

reveal murmur, rub, gallop, extra heart sounds, or arrhythmia. 

Lung examination demonstrated normal and symmetric air entry 

bilaterally. Her abdomen was soft, nontender to palpation, and 

without hepatosplenomegaly. Musculoskeletal examination was 

notable for redness overlying the distal interphalangeal joints and 

bilateral finger and toe clubbing (Figure 1). There was no evidence 

of synovitis or muscle tenderness or weakness. The patient had a 

normal gait without evidence of limp.

Laboratory evaluation

Results of initial laboratory tests were notable for an elevated 

level of alkaline phosphatase at 1,059 units/liter, but otherwise nor-

mal for transaminases, complete metabolic panel (albumin level of 

6.5 gm/dl and bilirubin level 0.6 mg/dl), complete blood cell count, 

sedimentation rate, S100A8/S100A9, S100A12, complement lev-

els, immunoglobulin levels, and C- reactive protein level (obtained 

between fever episodes). Antinuclear antibodies were negative.

Radiologic evaluation

A chest radiograph demonstrated nonspecific peribronchial 

thickening.
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CASE SUMMARY

The patient is a 4- year- old female child with a family- reported 
history of recurrent fevers and associated abdominal pain who 
was found to have digital clubbing on physical examination.

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

The differential diagnosis of clubbing and of recurrent fevers 
are broad. This review will cover the differential of clubbing, par-
ticularly in the setting of recurrent fever.

The exact mechanism behind clubbing remains controversial, 
though several theories have been proposed (1). One such theory 
suggests that increased serum concentrations of growth hormone 
are associated with clubbing, although that has not been demon-
strated in all cases of patients with clubbing. It has also been 
proposed that local vascular changes lead to arteriovenous anas-
tomoses that result in changes of digital microcirculation, though 
firm evidence in support of this theory is lacking. Another theory 
proposes that clubbing is a function of platelet production, wherein 
the normal process of megakaryocyte breakdown into platelets 
inside the lungs is disrupted, allowing whole megakar yocytes to 
circulate. The megakaryocytes then become trapped in the finger 
or toe tip circulation. There, the megakaryocytes release platelet- 
derived growth factor, ultimately leading to the growth of vascular 
smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts. However, this theory does not 

explain the existence of clubbing in all disease entities (1). Thus, 
the exact pathophysiologic process of clubbing remains unknown.

Despite the pathophysiology being uncertain, clubbing is a 
definite sign of pathologic changes, and the differential diagnosis 
includes primary and secondary causes. Primary clubbing can be 
seen in primary hypertrophic osteoarthropathy (PHO) (2). PHO is 
also known as pachydermoperiostosis, a rare genetic syndrome 
affecting the skin and bones. It is characterized by digital club-
bing, periosteal new bone formation, coarse facial features, and 
skin thickening. It typically arises either during the first year of life 
or during puberty (3). Causes of secondary clubbing are more 
diverse, as detailed below (Table 1). Causes of secondary club-
bing with associated fever are also delineated.

Pulmonary involvement. The presence of clubbing 
raises concern for pulmonary involvement. This includes under-
lying pulmonary disease such as cystic fibrosis, pulmonary arte-
riovenous malformations (AVMs [1]), or causes of diffuse lung 
disease. Diffuse lung disease is further characterized as being 
either intrinsic lung disease (e.g., idiopathic interstitial pneumonia, 
aspiration syndromes), associated with systemic disease (e.g., 
connective tissue diseases, metabolic storage diseases), or found 
in infancy (e.g., due to inborn errors of surfactant metabolism) (4).

Our patient was Caucasian, which could raise suspicion 
for cystic fibrosis, a condition more common in this racial group. 

Figure 1. An example of clubbing on a child’s hand, with notable redness over the distal phalanges. Photo courtesy of Dr. Grant Schulert 
(Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center).
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However, she lacked other signs to suggest cystic fibrosis, such 
as thick or sticky stools or poor growth. Results on a sweat chlo-
ride test were indeterminate, but CFTR gene sequencing did not 
support the presence of a pathologic mutation.

Pulmonary AVMs can result in digital clubbing (1). Such 
AVMs can be the result of direct communication between the 
pulmonary arteries and pulmonary veins. This is most often due 
to congenital malformations (5). Sometimes, pulmonary AVMs 
can be acquired, such as in hereditary hemorrhagic telangiec-
tasia (HHT, also known as Rendu- Osler- Weber syndrome) (5,6). 
They may also be acquired in trauma, metastatic carcinoma, or 
infections (5).

Lastly, diffuse lung disease was excluded as a computed 
tomography (CT) scan of the chest did not show parenchymal 
lung disease.

Cardiac involvement. Cyanotic heart lesions have been 
associated with clubbing (1,7,8). For example, there is a case 
report of a child with unilateral finger clubbing. This child was 
ultimately found to have an absent aortic arch and was relying 

on a patent ductus arteriosus for blood supply (7). There is also 
evidence in the literature of patent ductus arteriosus being asso-
ciated with PHO (8). While PHO is considered a primary cause of 
clubbing, it is worth mentioning here that clubbing as the finding 
of a patent ductus arteriosus should not reassure the clinician that 
another entity, such as PHO, is not involved. These conditions are 
not associated with fever, however, lowering our initial suspicion 
for a primary cardiac cause in this patient. Additionally, her chest 
radiographic was not concerning for cardiomegaly.

Rheumatic diseases. With the presentation of fevers and 
noted clubbing, concern arose for the possibility of systemic 
juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) complicated by lung disease, 
also known as diffuse parenchymal lung disease (9,10). There 
is increasing awareness of lung disease in systemic JIA. Though 
some have suggested the involvement of uncontrolled systemic 
JIA activity or medication exposure as the cause of the increas-
ing rates of systemic JIA– associated lung disease, the exact 
immunopathologic cause remains unknown. It was recently 
reported that up to 78% of patients with systemic JIA and lung 
disease have clubbing (10). Again, these patients are also nota-
bly symptomatic with shortness of breath, cough, and/or chest 
pain (10,11). Our patient did not exhibit pulmonary symptoms, 
but systemic JIA with interstitial lung disease (ILD) remained on 
our differential.

When considering periodic fevers, another rheumatic condi-
tion to consider is chronic infantile neurologic, cutaneous, articular 
(CINCA) syndrome, also known as neonatal- onset multisystem 
inflammatory disease (NOMID) (12). This is a rare autoinflamma-
tory condition characterized by mutation in the FCAS1 gene and 
is within the spectrum of other periodic fever syndromes. Histor-
ically, CINCA/NOMID has been characterized by neonatal onset 
(or young infancy onset) of persistent rash, optic disc changes, 
and progressive neurologic involvement. There have been cases 
of older children who have clubbing associated with this condition 
(12). Our patient lacked a rash, and eye or neurologic involvement, 
to suggest CINCA/NOMID.

Another disease with increasing recognition is COPA syn-
drome, an autosomal dominant autoinflammatory condition 
named for mutations in the COPα gene (13). COPA syndrome is 
characterized by restrictive lung disease, arthritis (14), and renal 
disease (13). Patients with COPA syndrome frequently have 
clubbing due to their underlying restrictive lung disease (14,15). 
COPA syndrome is a relatively new and rare disorder, and the 
incidence and prevalence of this condition are still uncertain. 
Recurrent or periodic fever does not appear to be a defining fea-
ture of COPA syndrome (14,15). This lowered our suspicion that 
COPA syndrome was the cause of our patient’s presentation. 
She also did not have arthritis or renal involvement to support 
this diagnosis.

Interestingly, there is a case report of a child with recur-
rent fevers and hepatosplenomegaly who ultimately developed 

Table 1. Differential diagnoses for digital clubbing*
Pulmonary

Cystic fibrosis†
Diffuse lung disease
Hypersensitivity pneumonitis†
Pulmonary arteriovascular malformation
Hepatopulmonary syndrome

Cardiac
Cyanotic heart disease

Multisystem
COPA syndrome
Sarcoidosis†
CINCA syndrome†
POEMS syndrome†

Gastrointestinal
Inflammatory bowel disease†
Liver disease
Celiac sprue
Juvenile polyposis coli
Neoplastic
Bronchogenic carcinoma†
Pleural tumors†
Lymphoma†
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma†
Mesothelioma†

Infectious disease
Tuberculosis†
Infective endocarditis†
Chronic parasite infection†
HIV†

Vascular
Venous stasis

Psychiatric
Laxative abuse

* Adapted from Spicknall et al (1). CINCA = chronic infantile 
neurologic cutaneous articular syndrome; POEMS = polyneuropathy, 
organomegaly, endocrinopathy, monoclonal gammopathy, and skin 
abnormalities. 
† Diagnoses that can be associated with fever. 
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clubbing secondary to portal hypertension due to Takayasu arte-
ritis (16). Given the report of fevers and the initially elevated level 
of alkaline phosphatase, systemic sarcoidosis was considered. 
Sarcoidosis is a condition characterized by necrotizing granu-
loma formation in multiple tissues with manifestations dependent 
on the organ (17). Our patient did not have lymphadenopathy, 
parenchymal lung disease, organomegaly, or hypercalcemia that 
would suggest this diagnosis, and the elevated alkaline phos-
phatase level normalized spontaneously, further lowering suspi-
cion for this disease.

Gastrointestinal (GI) conditions. GI- related causes of 
clubbing include inflammatory bowel disease, juvenile polypo-
sis, hepatic disorders (1,18), and celiac disease (1). Though our 
patient had abdominal pain following fevers, she did not have 
diarrhea, constipation, mucosal sores, or other findings to sug-
gest primary GI disease. Her initially elevated alkaline phosphatase 
finding normalized without intervention, also lowering our suspi-
cion for primary GI disease.

Neoplastic disease. Clubbing has been associated with 
neoplasms for decades, particularly with pulmonary neoplasms 
(19). However, for our patient, a primary pulmonary neoplasm 
was felt to be unlikely given her age and lack of risk factors, 
such as smoking or exposure to smoke. She also lacked sys-
temic symptoms, such as night sweats, coughing, or weight 
loss, to suggest neoplasm. Her chest radiograph did not 
demonstrate a mass that would be consistent with primary pul-
monary neoplasm.

Infectious disease. Infectious causes of clubbing 
include more indolent infections, such as tuberculosis, infective 
endocarditis, HIV, or chronic parasitic infection (1). She lacked risk 
factors for these infections, lowering suspicion that they were the 
cause of her symptoms. 

CLINICAL COURSE

The patient’s fevers resolved without intervention within  
months of her initial consult visit with rheumatology. It was later 
discovered she had had dental procedures completed prior to her 
episodes. It was thought that perhaps some bacterial seeding had 
contributed to her fevers.

The patient was referred to pulmonology for further evalu-
ation of clubbing noted in the setting of peribronchial thickening 
seen on chest radiograph. Pulmonology evaluation revealed that 
pulse oximetry was 97% on room air. She had a normal 6- minute 
walk test. Chest CT also demonstrated peribronchial thicken-
ing but no other abnormality (Figure 2). As a result, a contrast 
echocardiogram was performed. The echocardiogram showed 
normal cardiac anatomy and function. It also demonstrated 20– 
30 bubbles in the left atrium within 4 beats following injection of 
bubbles into the right heart. This was felt to be concerning for 
pulmonary arteriovenous malformation (AVM) (Figure 3). She was 
then referred to cardiology and gastroenterology and evaluated 
by our GI team due to an elevated level of alkaline phosphatase, 
though this finding normalized without intervention, and the 
cause of the original elevation was not determined. Results from 
a Doppler ultrasound of the patient’s liver were normal. 

Figure 2. Computed tomography scan of the patient’s chest without contrast. There was diffuse but mild nonspecific peribronchial thickening, 
with one such area of peribronchial thickening highlighted (arrow). There was no evidence of interstitial lung disease.
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Figure 3. Echocardiogram with contrast demonstrating 20– 30 bubbles in the left atrium (arrows) within 4 heart beats following injection of 
bubbles into the right side of the heart. Cardiac anatomy and function were normal. LA = left atrium; LV = left ventricle; MV = mitral valve. Color 
figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24428/abstract.

MV

LV

LA

Bubbles

Figure 4. Computed tomography angiogram of the patient’s chest in the axial plane. There was evidence of multiple small pulmonary 
arteriovenous malformations. These are found at the posterior aspects of the bilateral lower lung lobes. They are characterized by enhancement, 
representing feeding arteries and draining veins. The largest pulmonary arteriovenous malformation is highlighted (arrow). Color figure can be 
viewed in the online issue, which is available at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24428/abstract.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24428/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24428/abstract
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Eventually she was referred to the Cincinnati HHT Center of 
Excellence for evaluation and management of HHT. It was then 
noted at the Center that she had 3 skin telangiectasias, found 
on the right wrist, right cheek, and left wrist. A subsequent CT 
angiogram of the chest demonstrated multiple small pulmo-
nary AVMs at the lung bases (Figure 4). A magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) screen of the brain was normal. Genetic testing 
for HHT— endoglin gene (ENG), activin A receptor type II– like 
1 gene (ACVRL1), mothers against DPP homolog 4 (SMAD4), 
growth differentiation factor 2 (GDF2) (20), ephrin type- B receptor 
4 (EPHB4) (21), and Ras p21 protein activator (RASA1) (22)— was 
completed by a laboratory and returned with negative results for 
these genes. There was no family history consistent with HHT. 
Mother and father denied any history of recurrent nosebleeds. 
While most cases of HHT are autosomal dominant as mentioned 
above, there are de novo cases reported (23). There is also an 
increasing amount of data supporting that the first patient with 
HHT in a family may be mosaic, and therefore show a nega-
tive result on blood testing for HHT (24,25). The patient did ulti-
mately meet clinical diagnostic criteria for possible HHT under the 
Curaçao Criteria (6), the recommended criteria used for clinical 
diagnosis of HHT (Table 2).

The patient is currently asymptomatic and being monitored 
in the Cincinnati HHT Center of Excellence every 6 months. 
This Center is a multidisciplinary clinic, with the core specialties 
involved including a hematologist, a genetic counselor, inter-
ventional radiology, and an ear, nose, and throat surgeon. Our 
Center also includes a pulmonologist, a cardiologist, a gastro-
enterologist, a neurologist, a neuroradiologist, a neurosurgeon, 
and a plastic surgeon (26). As part of her monitoring, she will 
require several clinical tests per international guidelines (27). 
She will need a repeat brain MRI upon entering adulthood, 
as brain AVMs can grow with puberty. She will require repeat 
bubble echocardiograms every 2– 3 years to monitor the state 
of her existing pulmonary AVMs and evaluate for anticipated 
complications, such as the risk of embolic and/or infectious 
events. She will require testing of annual hemoglobin levels 
starting at age 35 years due to risk for internal bleeding from 

AVMs (especially GI AVMs), as well as annual liver screening 
with liver function testing. She will also need routine colonos-
copy at age 50 years, or sooner if she has evidence of GI bleed 
(27). Finally, she will also require antibiotic prophylaxis due to 
the risk for infectious emboli secondary to her existing pulmo-
nary AVMs.

DISCUSSION

Hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia is an autosomal dom-
inant disease characterized by vascular dysplasia (28). Mutations 
in several genes— ENG, ACVRL1, MADH4, SMAD, GDF2, RASA1 
(20), EPHB4 (21), RASA1 (22)— have been associated with HHT, 
all of which affect proteins in the transforming growth factor β 
(TGFβ) superfamily (20,28). Unfortunately, a subset of patients and 
families (15– 20%) with HHT do not have an identifiable mutation 
known to cause HHT (28). The majority of patients who do have 
a known genetic mutation will have one in the ENG or ACVRL1 
genes (28).

The vascular abnormalities that characterize HHT can 
occur in any organ, with large vessel involvement affecting 
the liver, lung, and brain (in descending order) and small ves-
sel involvement affecting the nasal mucosa, GI tract, and skin 
(29). Patients classically present with a triad of epistaxis, telan-
giectasias, and a family history of HHT (6). However, in reality, 
patients can present in a myriad of ways, none of which are 
pathognomonic for the disease (29). Additionally, diagnosis in 
childhood is complicated because the Curaçao Criteria (Table 2) 
have been shown to have poor sensitivity and specificity in chil-
dren who are less than 15 years old (30). More concerning, 
patients with vascular malformations may remain asymptomatic 
until the development of a catastrophic event urges them to 
receive medical attention (29).

Our patient only had a few scattered telangiectasias. These 
were noted only after very careful examination and imaging 
suggestive of telangiectasias had been obtained. The most 
important diagnostic clue in evaluating this patient was her pre-
sentation with digital clubbing, which was due to her pulmonary 
AVMs (29).

Pulmonary AVMs are quite common in HHT, affecting up 
to 50% of patients throughout their lifetime (28). Moreover, of 
all cases of pulmonary AVMs, 80– 90% are due to an under-
lying diagnosis of HHT (28). The data are sparse on sporadic 
pulmonary AVMs, and according to our experts, occurrence of 
pulmonary AVMs outside of HHT is rare unless it occurs with 
severe pulmonary, liver, or cardiac disease, which our patient 
lacked.

The diagnosis of pulmonary AVMs is of particular impor-
tance. The direct connection between arterial and venous 
blood supply leaves the patient vulnerable to paradoxical 
emboli that can cause cerebral abscess or stroke (28). Treat-
ment is aimed at embolization of the malformation (28). Other 

Table 2. Curaçao Criteria for diagnosing hemorrhagic hereditary 
telangiectasia*

Epistaxis
Spontaneous, recurrent nose bleeds

Telangiectasias
Multiple
At characteristic sites: lips, oral cavity, fingers, and nose

Visceral lesions
Gastrointestinal telangiectasia, pulmonary AVM, hepatic AVM, 

cerebral AVM, and spinal AVM
Family history

First-degree relative with HHT
* Diagnosis is definite if 3 criteria are present, possible or suspected 
if 2 criteria are present, or unlikely if fewer than 2 criteria are present. 
Adapted from Shovlin et al (6). AVM = arteriovenous malformation; 
HHT = hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia. 
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risks associated with pulmonary AVMs include rupture, leading 
to massive blood loss (28). Therefore, any patient suspected of 
having HHT should be screened with a bubble contrast echo-
cardiogram (31).

Hepatic AVMs are even more common in HHT, with up to 
75% of patients being affected, though not all patients experience 
symptoms (31). When patients do experience symptoms, most 
present with heart failure, portal hypertension, or biliary disease. 
These symptoms can be managed medically (31), though liver 
transplantation is favored in Europe and has demonstrated 
good outcomes (32). Until recently, initial or routine screening for 
hepatic AVMs if asymptomatic (lacking a bruit and with normal 
transaminases) was not routinely recommended in HHT patients 
(31). Our institution recommends checking liver function tests, 
including gamma glutamyl transferase and brain natriuretic pep-
tide, annually.

For rheumatologists, HHT is important as it can mimic 
the skin findings of limited systemic sclerosis (SSc) (formerly 
the CREST variant of scleroderma). Limited SSc is charac-
terized by calcinosis, Raynaud’s phenomenon, esophageal 
involvement, sclerodactyly, and telangiectasia. This was not 
in our initial diagnosis but is worth mentioning here as skin 
findings can precede other findings by years (33). It has 
been suggested that anticentromere antibodies can distin-
guish limited SSc from HHT (33). However, there are case 
reports where this is not the circumstance and distinguish-
ing between limited SSc and HHT may present a diagnostic 
dilemma (34).

There have been reports of other diseases associated with 
HHT. An example is juvenile polyposis HHT (JP- HHT) (31,35), 
an autosomal dominant disorder characterized by gastrointesti-
nal polyps and increased risk for GI cancer (35). These patients 
require further screening with colonoscopy and endoscopy every 
1– 2 years beginning with first symptom or at age 12 years, which-
ever comes first (31).

Interestingly, patients with JP- HHT have a known genetic 
variation in the SMAD4 gene (35,36). SMAD4 encodes a protein 
in the TGFβ pathway (36). This is relevant, as there is also a case 
report of a patient with systemic JIA and JP- HHT with a known 
variation in the SMAD4 gene (36). Though our patient ultimately 
did not have persistent fevers or blood work supporting a diagno-
sis of systemic JIA, this association may be important for rheuma-
tologists who have patients presenting with fevers, clubbing, and 
findings of telangiectasias.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS

Hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia.
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Using Critical Race Theory to Understand Trial 
Participation Among Black Individuals With Systemic 
Lupus Erythematosus: A Qualitative Study of Patients 
and Caregivers
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Objective. Black patients with systemic lupus erythematous (SLE) experience greater disease incidence and 
severity than White patients, and yet they are underrepresented in SLE clinical trials. We applied Critical Race Theory 
to qualitatively explore the influence of racism on the underrepresentation of Black patients in SLE clinical trials and 
to develop a framework for future intervention.

Methods. We conducted focus group sessions in Chicago and Boston with Black adults (ages ≥18 years) with SLE 
and their caregivers. We queried the participants about their knowledge regarding clinical trials, factors that might 
motivate or hinder trial participation, and how race and experiences of racism might impact clinical trial participation. 
Focus group responses were transcribed verbatim and analyzed thematically.

Results. We held 4 focus groups (n = 31 participants); 20 participants had SLE, and 11 were caregivers. All participants 
were Black, 90% were women, and the mean age was 54 years. Qualitative analyses revealed several themes that negatively 
impact trial participation, including mistrust related to racism, concerns about assignment to placebo groups, strict study 
exclusion criteria, and SLE- related concerns. Factors that motivated trial participation included recommendations from 
physicians and reputable institutions, a desire to help the greater good, and culturally sensitive marketing of trials.

Conclusion. Actions to improve clinical trial participation among Black individuals should focus on reframing 
how trial information is presented and disseminated and on reevaluating barriers that may restrict trial participation. 
Additionally, researchers must acknowledge and respond to the presence of racial bias in health care. Community– 
academic partnerships may help build trust and reduce fears of mistreatment among Black individuals with SLE.

INTRODUCTION

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a complex, multi-
system autoimmune disease with significant racial disparities in 
incidence, prevalence, and severity. Black individuals are 2– 4 
times more likely to develop SLE than White individuals (1) and 
have earlier and more abrupt disease onset (2), greater risk of 
lupus nephritis (2,3), and higher disease- related mortality (4) than 
White individuals.

Despite high disease burden (making up 43% of SLE cases), 
Black individuals are underrepresented in SLE clinical trials, com-
prising only 14% of trial participants (5). Failure to represent diverse 
populations in clinical research violates ethical principles of distrib-
utive justice, which require that burdens and benefits of research 
be equitably distributed across racial, ethnic, sex, and social 
groups (6). Additionally, there may be differences in the safety and 
efficacy of new medications based on genetic background (7). 
Although race is a social construct, there is evidence of genetic 
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variability both among Black individuals and between Black and 
White individuals (8). Without the inclusion of Black patients in clin-
ical trials, research findings related to treatment safety and efficacy 
will not be generalizable.

We conducted a systematic review to identify factors impact-
ing the participation of underrepresented groups in rheumatic 
disease research (9). We found that no studies in the rheumatic 
disease population discussed the role of racism, despite historical 
exploitation of Black individuals in research studies and ongoing 
structural, institutional, and interpersonal racism in the US. To fill 
this gap, we used Critical Race Theory as a framework to under-
stand clinical trial decision- making among Black SLE patients and 
their caregivers (10,11). We applied the Public Health Critical Race 
Praxis (PHCRP) (11), which adapts Critical Race Theory to public 
health to understand how exposure to racism may explain, in part, 
the underrepresentation of Black individuals in SLE clinical trials. 
The 4 main components of the PHCRP are as follows: 1) under-
standing racism as it currently exists within society (“contempo-
rary racial relations”), 2) understanding how preexisting beliefs 
about racial groups may shape a project or how the project may 
reinforce those beliefs (“production knowledge”), 3) recognizing 
race as a social construct that may intersect with other sources 
of systemic oppression (“conceptualization and measurement”), 
and 4) use of the knowledge obtained from research to help stop 
root causes of inequity (“action”) (12-15). We used this frame-
work to identify motivating factors, barriers, and mediators to trial 
participation.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Application of the PHCRP. We integrated the 4 com-
ponents of the PHCRP directly into the research process. We 
framed our research questions by operationalizing race as a social 
rather than biologic construct and acknowledged that clinical tri-
als have often functioned as a structural mechanism where rac-
ism/racial hierarchies have operated and been perpetuated. A 

racially diverse, multidisciplinary study team developed the focus 
group moderator guide, drawing on existing literature and the 
PHCRP framework. To incorporate diverse perspectives among 
participants, we held focus groups in 2 racially, ethnically, and 
socioeconomically diverse cities.

Participants and data collection. We conducted focus 
groups in Chicago and Boston with Black individuals with SLE 
ages ≥18 years and their caregivers, who participated in med-
ical decision- making. We included both caregivers and SLE 
caregivers in our focus groups, as several studies describe the 
value of including caregiver– patient dyadic units in research 
designed to improve patient outcomes (16,17). Participants 
were identified through community- based networks and orga-
nizations in primarily Black neighborhoods, SLE support groups, 
local and national associations, and hospital clinics. This study 
was approved by the institutional review boards of Northwest-
ern Feinberg School of Medicine (Chicago) and Mass General 
Brigham (Boston).

Focus groups in both cities were led by experienced Black   
moderators, who followed the same written guide (see Supple-
mentary Appendix A, available on the Arthritis Care & Research 
website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24635/ 
abstract). The sessions were ~90 minutes, were recorded and tran-
scribed verbatim, and detailed notes were taken. Consistent with 
the PHCRP, participants were asked about how race and experi-
ences of racial discrimination might impact trial participation, ways 
to increase Black participation in clinical trials, and their attitudes 
about clinical trials designed to recruit Black patients.

Analyses. Focus group transcripts were analyzed using the 
constant comparative method (18), an inductive data- coding pro-
cess used for categorizing and comparing qualitative data. After 
transcription, 3 researchers (JNW, CS, CHF) reviewed the mod-
erator guide and transcripts to mutually develop a coding system 
that reflected the overarching themes, subthemes, and proposed 
actions gleaned from the focus groups. Initial codes were deter-
mined, after reviewing the transcripts, based on the research 
question of interest and guided by the PHCRP. Specific atten-
tion was paid to terms relevant to experiences of discrimination, 
stigma, historical factors, distrust and structural racism, and the 
ways in which these factors permeated identified themes and 
subthemes. One researcher (MM) additionally analyzed transcripts 
with a specific focus on motivators, barriers, and mediators of trial 
participation and developed corresponding codes, which were 
then reviewed, adjudicated, and incorporated by the full study 
team (JNW, CS, RRG, CHF). We used an iterative approach to 
develop a standard coding framework, which was applied to all 
text from the focus group transcripts. Two coders (MM, CHF) 
independently coded the focus group transcripts; codes were 
entered into ATLAS.ti (MM). Coding results were then compared 
for consistency. The team met multiple times to review themes 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• We applied the Public Health Critical Race Praxis, 

an adaptation of Critical Race Theory, to explicitly 
explore the role of both historical injustices and 
ongoing structural and interpersonal racism on un-
derrepresentation of Black individuals in systemic 
lupus erythematosus (SLE) clinical trials.

• Through focus groups in 2 US cities with Black pa-
tients with SLE and their caregivers, we document-
ed the pervasive role that racism and distrust play 
in the decision to enroll in trials.

• We identified factors that can reduce barriers to en-
rollment, including community engagement, strong 
provider– patient relationships and trust building, 
and culturally sensitive study documents.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24635/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24635/abstract
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and codes in order to ensure consistency and agreement. Focus 
groups were conducted until we determined that thematic satura-
tion had been achieved (19). Based on our previous work among 
Black patients with SLE in Boston and Chicago (20), our a priori 
hypothesis was that there would be differences in attitude, beliefs, 
and experiences related to clinical trials between participants in 
the 2 cities. Thus, we stratified our analyses by city.

RESULTS

We conducted 4 focus group sessions in Boston and Chi-
cago in 2019. The 2 focus groups in Boston included 6 and 9 
participants, respectively. The 2 focus groups in Chicago each 
included 8 participants. All participants identified as Black. Sixty- 
five percent of participants were diagnosed with SLE (n = 20); 11 
were caregivers. Twelve percent of participants had a high school 
education, 23% had attended some college/technical school, 
and 65% had at least a college degree. Fifty- seven percent of 
participants were employed. The mean age of all participants 
was 54 years (range 29– 75 years), and 90% of participants were 
female. The mean age of SLE patients was 51.7 years (range 29– 
71 years), and the mean age of SLE caregivers was 59.6 years 
(range 34– 75 years). There were notable demographic differences 
between participants from the 2 cities. Seventy- three percent of 
Boston participants had previously participated in research, com-
pared to only 43% of Chicago participants. Boston participants 
had longer disease duration (mean 24.4 years) than Chicago 
participants (mean 15.4 years), and 93% of Chicago participants 
were active in a church/faith community compared to 33% of 
Boston participants. Additionally, 87% of Chicago participants 
were college educated, compared to 40% of Boston participants 
(see Supplementary Tables 1 and 2, available on the Arthritis Care 
& Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
acr.24635/ abstract). Thematic analysis of transcripts resulted 
in 6 key themes, including skepticism of clinical trials/research 
(subthemes of trust, racism and historical context, and placebo 
arms), the greater good, SLE- specific factors, physician/institu-
tional influences, influence of social network members, and trial/
research- specific factors (subthemes of exclusion criteria, infor-
mation presentation/marketing of studies).

Skepticism of clinical trials and research. Trust, rac-
ism, and historical context. A key component of critical race 
theory is characterizing how racism currently operates within 
society. We wanted to understand how racism might be per-
petuated within health care and research settings; therefore, 
we explored whether racism impacted the way in which our 
focus group participants experience research and clinical trial 
participation.

Some participants described general mistrust of clinical trials 
and medical practice due to historical racism in health care and 
research. They expressed mistrust of research stemming from 

Table 1. Quotations from participants expressing concern about 
trust, racism, historical context, and placebo arms

Trust, racism, and historical context
But there is a deep mistrust with the African American 

community. First thing a lot of us think of is the Tuskegee 
Experiment…So there’s a deep distrust between the medical 
community and the African   American community. And 
that’s definitely a barrier, even if you are trusting and see the 
benefits. It still lingers in your thought process. (Chicago focus 
group 1, quotation A)

We have had so much racism,… We’re thinking of all the things 
that have happened to us throughout the years. …we’re gonna 
say, oh, no. You all want to do all that disease stuff and testing. 
No. We know what our ancestors went through. (Boston focus 
group 1, quotation B)

There’s that trust factor because maybe people of my generation, 
they’re familiar with that syphilis study… where they were 
supposedly treating these people and they were not. (Chicago 
focus group 2, quotation C)

People, the higher levels of education, the more open they are to 
research, new ideas, participating in studies, helping with that… 
They can understand. Whereas people with lower levels, they 
tend to be more involved with the old belief system. (Chicago 
focus group 1, quotation D)

One of the things we didn’t really talk about is, there’s a divide in 
the socioeconomic groups. I work in a relatively upper middle 
class, and you see they take full advantage of all the medical 
benefits and everything… I come home, I talk to my people, and 
they have no idea. (Chicago focus Group 1, quotation E)

A lot of minorities, especially black families, ’cause we don’t go 
to the hospital, we wait until the very last minute, so when we 
do go to the hospital, we die. “Don’t go to the hospital. They kill 
you. They’re killing you.” I think we’re not educating ourselves to 
learn more about your symptoms, when to go to the hospital…
we are afraid to go to the hospital. (Boston focus group 1, 
quotation F)

Sometimes when you have an African American woman like 
myself come in and complain of pain, it’s not always taken to 
the level of severity if my Caucasian counterpart came in and 
complained of pain. They don’t make that diagnosis as quick. 
That’s scientifically proven. (Chicago focus group 2, quotation G)

I kept saying, “I thought this was anonymous”… it’s not 
anonymous ’cause I notice every time a person of color comes 
in there, they go and mark that paper a certain way, so don’t 
tell me this is anonymous….If you’re differentiating the Blacks 
and the Whites, just tell me that. I’m still gonna do it, but be 
honest with me. Don’t say, “Oh, no. It’s anonymous.” No, it isn’t. 
You’re putting a number down there every time you give out 
one of these things to somebody of color, and I saw the whole 
thing go down. I said, “This is not right. Not right.” (Boston focus 
Group 1, quotation H)

A lot of times, when you hear that statement, “We’re looking 
for Black people,”………our antennas go up. Is this racist or 
something like that? (Boston focus group 1, quotation I)

Placebo arms
It wouldn’t bother me because that’s the only way you’re gonna 

be able to evaluate. (Boston focus group 1, quotation J)
I’m always afraid to participate because the drug interactions. If 

you don’t know whether you’re gonna get a placebo. Placebo’s 
fine, but if it’s one of the drugs, it may interact negatively with 
some of the medicines because I take a lot of medications. 
(Boston focus group 1, quotation K)

It would bother me if I had to participate for months or years and 
found out afterwards that I was taking a placebo. (Boston focus 
group 1, quotation L)

If I finally in my head say, I’ll go ahead and give it a shot….I would 
be teed off if I was in there, and I stayed there 6 months in your 
little study or trial thing, and I was getting the placebo for 6 
months. (Boston focus group 1, quotation M)

 (Continued)

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24635/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24635/abstract
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their knowledge of wrongdoings that occurred during the Tuske-
gee Syphilis Study (21). For these participants, the legacy of Tus-
kegee persisted despite the perceived benefits of clinical research 
(Table 1, quotations A, B, and C).

Two Chicago focus group participants expressed that 
research skepticism would be most common for older people, who 
had more familiarity with the Tuskegee Syphilis Study and more 
negative past experiences with racism (Table 1,  quotation C). One 
participant suggested that more educated Black individuals might 
be less skeptical about research, implying that they may have more 
knowledge of the health care system and would be more likely to 
take advantage of system benefits (Table 1, quotation D).

Several participants highlighted other historical instances of 
racism in medicine, including forced sterilization of Black women 
(22) and the story of Henrietta Lacks (23). Both were described as 
having long- term impact on health care utilization by Black indi-
viduals and as reasons to be skeptical of research. Participants 
were divided about whether these historical situations could 
occur again. Some thought that there were now significant safe-
guards to protect research participants from exploitation; others 
were still skeptical and were therefore hesitant to participate. An 
overall cultural mistrust of health care institutions, leading to less 
utilization of health care services and poorer health outcomes, 
was highlighted as a consequence of racism in research (Table 1, 
quotation F).

Participants also described their current experiences with 
racism. One participant noted a lack of cultural competency 
by physicians, while another reported a history of racial bias in 
assessment and management of her chronic pain (Table 1, quo-
tation G). One participant described an experience where people 
of color were inappropriately tracked in a research study that was 
supposed to be anonymous (Table 1, quotation H). Another par-
ticipant noted skepticism of trials that were only open to Black 
participants, expressing concern that researchers might have rac-
ist motives (Table 1, quotation I). Others, despite being skeptical, 
felt that new therapies needed to be tested among Black individu-
als to demonstrate their usefulness for the Black population.

Placebo arms. Focus group moderators explained ran-
domized trials, specifically random assignment to treatment 
or placebo (control) groups. Reactions to placebo groups 
were mixed. Some participants recognized that placebo arms 

were necessary for evaluating treatment effectiveness (Table 1, 
quotation J). Others preferred to get a placebo over a new 
treatment, as they thought that active treatments would inter-
fere with their current medication regimen (Table 1, quotation 
K). Several participants said they would be disappointed to 
get assigned to a placebo group, as they wanted the poten-
tial benefits of active treatment (Table 1, quotations L– N). One 
participant even stated that the risk of getting a placebo would 
discourage her from participating altogether. Despite possibly 
being assigned to a placebo group, some participants said 
that they would still participate in order to help others (Table 1, 
quotation O). There was less participant resistance to clinical 
trials when they compared the current standard treatment to a 
new treatment (Table 1, quotation P).

The greater good. Several participants felt that clinical trial 
participation was of little personal benefit to them. They thought 
participation would advance science (Table 2, quotation A) or help 
others with SLE (Table 2, quotations B– F), including younger peo-
ple and family members. A few participants specifically wanted to 
help other Black patients with SLE (Table 2, quotation G). Several 
participants thought trial participation was crucial for addressing 
SLE racial disparities (Table 2, quotation H).

SLE-specific factors. Some participants were hesitant to 
participate in trials because of concerns that trial drugs would 
interact negatively with their current medications or that new med-
ications might be metabolized in organ systems already impacted 
by disease (e.g., liver, kidneys). Others were afraid of adding 
another drug to their already complicated medication regimen 
(Table 3, quotation A). Some participants described great difficulty 
in receiving their initial SLE diagnosis and in identifying success-
ful treatments; consequently, they were not interested in receiving 
experimental medications that might negatively impact their cur-
rently stable disease status (Table 3, quotations B and C).

A few participants feared being treated like a guinea pig as 
a result of trial participation, or that living with SLE felt like being a 
part of a large experiment due to frequent clinical visits and speci-
men collections (Table 3, quotations D and E). Several participants 
felt that clinical trials added an extra burden to their already bur-
densome clinical care experience.

Physician and institutional influences. Most partici-
pants were reluctant to enroll in trials without getting approval from 
both their primary care physicians and the doctors who managed 
their SLE (e.g., rheumatologists or nephrologists) (Table 4, quota-
tion A). Most participants did not care about being approached for 
a clinical trial by a physician of the same race or sex (Table 4, quota-
tion B); participants were most concerned about being approached 
by physicians who were credible, trustworthy, good listeners, 
and culturally competent (Table 4, quotations C– E). Two people 
had participated in trials before based on their rheumatologist’s 

That’s kind of one of those things where I’m just like, I don’t want 
to mess around and not get treatment. That’s probably why my 
family is very adamant against clinical trials, because they don’t 
trust the process. (Chicago focus group 1, quotation N)

Yes. I would participate in a study. I might feel a little sad if I 
found out I was the one that got the placebo, but I would still 
participate because I do want to help others. (Boston focus 
group 1, quotation O)

It comforts me to know that it wouldn’t just be a placebo, it would 
be the current medication that is being used. (Chicago focus 
group 2, quotation P)

Table 1. (Cont’d)
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recommendation. They found comfort in the fact that their phy-
sician was often the investigator leading lupus research studies 
(Table 4, quotation F).

Beyond the physician, participants cared about institutional 
credibility and reputation. They also wanted institutional presence 
within the local community beyond conducting research studies 
(Table 4, quotations G and H).

Influence of social network members. Most partic-
ipants relied on social support from family members, friends, 
church members, or lupus support group members. Two partic-
ipants said that their friends/family discouraged research partici-
pation due to knowledge of historical racism in research (Table 4, 
quotation I). One participant felt that family members were con-
cerned that participation might cause disease- related setbacks 
(Table 4, quotation J).

Participants usually discussed health- related plans with fam-
ily members, since family members often bear the responsibility 
of providing illness- related support (Table 4, quotation K). While 
some friends and family discouraged trial participation, some par-
ticipants stated that their friends and family would be the best 
people to get them to consider clinical trials. One participant 

stated that her sister had told her about research studies and 
offered to accompany her to visits. (Table 4, quotation L).

Trial/research-specificfactors. Exclusion criteria. Sev-
eral people identified trial exclusion criteria as a barrier to trial 
participation among Black patients (Table 5, quotation A). They 
felt that researchers failed to explain why they were ineligible for 
studies. One participant said that the lack of adequate commu-
nication made her less interested in future trials and less likely to 
refer her friends and family to trials (Table 5, quotation B). One 
participant was concerned that she might be excluded from tri-
als because of racial discrimination (Table 5, quotation C).

Information presentation and “marketing” of studies. 
Some participants did not know how to get involved in trials. 
Those familiar with trials emphasized the importance of hav-
ing detailed trial information, including written descriptions of 
study drugs, information about prior trial results, and cost. Par-
ticipants wanted to consult their physicians about trial medica-
tions (Table 5, quotation D) and to know in advance what role 
their own physicians would play in the clinical trial process. 
Several participants worried about whether clinical trial par-
ticipation would require them to change primary care doctors 
(Table 5, quotation E).

When asked about ideal recruitment tools, participants men-
tioned YouTube videos and infomercials (Table 5, quotation F). A 
few participants wanted researchers to train trusted community 
leaders and liaisons to talk about SLE clinical trials instead of the 
researchers themselves (Table 5, quotations G– I). They found 
this to be crucial in overcoming issues of trust within the Black 
community. One participant suggested that people who had SLE 
would be the most credible recruiters for clinical trials.

Several participants stressed the importance of in- person meet-
ings before, during, and after clinical trial enrollment (Table 5, 
quotation J). They wanted to meet with other SLE patients, their 

Table 2. Quotations from participants expressing ideas about 
helping the greater good

I know…that to advance in medicine, to advance, that scientifically, 
research must occur. And I know that there’s limits on what 
researchers can do on nonhumans. We’re only going to get so 
far. (Chicago focus group 2, quotation A)

I’ve got to keep in mind, this is not for you. This is for somebody 
else… So you have to go into it with the right spirit, that being, 
I’m willing to participate so the information can be gathered 
that could be helpful for somebody else.” (Chicago focus group 
2, quotation B)

I had a really good doctor who found out exactly what I had and 
continued to work with me for probably the last 7 years and a 
good rheumatologist, so I just make sure that I take care of 
myself. I would do whatever I could to help the next person. 
(Boston focus group 1, quotation C)

Seeing someone sick and not being able to help them made me 
want to learn more about research and participating in any 
study that I can. (Boston focus group 1, quotation D)

I know any trial that I might be involved in is really not gonna help 
me, so— but seeing these very, very young children that are 
being diagnosed with severe disease……They need a chance. In 
that regard, yeah, I’m all for it. Take me. Use me. Take any part of 
me that you want. (Boston focus group 1, quotation E)

And it’s like, okay, but I’m trying to live. I’m trying to maybe see 
them grandbabies. While at the same time I’m for advancement. 
And if something’s not going to help me immediately, I want to 
make it better for the future. It may help my daughters, it may 
help my grandkids. Who knows? Who knows what’s in this gene 
pool? (Chicago focus group 2, quotation F)

I’m positive for it, because we’re so severely underrepresented as 
far as research is concerned. And we need to give an extra push 
to get somebody behind us, because sometimes we’re just 
lagging behind. We just may get left behind completely. 
(Chicago focus group 1, quotation G)

Because with lupus, that’s the higher percentage of people who 
get lupus.… I also think that if research is not done on African 
 Americans, I don’t think the cure will ever be found…Because 
that’s where it lies. (Boston focus group 2, quotation H)

Table 3. Quotations from participants expressing systemic lupus 
erythematosus– specific concerns

It all depends if there’s a medication involved ’cause I’m telling 
you, I got 17 in the morning, 12, and then 8. They’d have to be 
able to work with those meds. If it worked with those, then I 
could fly with you a little bit. (Boston focus group 1, quotation A)

If I’m going to try something new, I want to make sure it doesn’t 
interact with what I’m currently taking. (Chicago focus group 2, 
quotation B)

If I’m stable, why would I want to do a trial? Why would I want to 
rock the boat? (Chicago focus group 2, quotation C)

Right, I’m already functioning, you know, to what the lupus normal 
level is. I don’t want to be worse. (Chicago focus group 2, 
quotation D)

I felt like a guinea pig, it’s because I was seeing my doctor— I got to 
watch my words— weekly. It wasn’t even monthly. Weekly. I felt 
like a guinea pig ’cause during my normal blood and urine, she 
was taking 13 tubes of blood from me. (Boston focus group 1, 
quotation E)

When I said guinea pig……They’re still learning about lupus. They’ll 
forever be learning about lupus. It’s not a set answer. (Boston 
focus group 1, quotation F)
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caregivers, and their health care teams in diverse locations (e.g., 
schools, churches, lupus support group meetings, hospitals) to talk 
about their clinical trial experiences.

Identifying fears, motivating factors, structural 
barriers, and mediators of clinical trial participation. 
We identified specific motivating factors, fears, structural barriers 
and mediators of clinical trial participation among Black patients 

with SLE. A desire to help the greater good was an important facil-
itator of research participation in our sample. Many participants 
expressed motivation to participate in order to help others, includ-
ing their family members, children with SLE, the Black commu-
nity, and science in general. Participants were also motivated to 
participate if they could see some personal benefit, such as being 
assigned to an active treatment that improved their health. Partici-
pant fears included potentially being treated like a guinea pig during 
a trial, reliving previous historical mistreatment of Black individuals 

Table 5. Quotations from participants discussing trial/research- 
specific factors

Exclusion criteria
A lot of the clinical trials, we would like to do them, but a lot 

of times, we don’t qualify because we have lupus or other 
ailments. Why do they make it so hard? Why do you have to be 
so healthy? We may feel healthy and everything, but why do 
you have to have all these standards? You should have some 
unhealthy people in the trial too to test it out on, and most 
of the time, with African  American women, we don’t qualify 
for a lot of the studies unless you lie. (Boston focus group 1, 
quotation A)

So, if I have a question, you must be willing. Not just…cut me off. 
Or, “You’re not eligible.” But actually, talk to me and bring me 
into what you’re doing…Cuz even if I can’t participate…I may 
tell my sister to participate because I believe in your research 
because you’ve explained it better to me. (Boston focus group 
2, quotation B)

If you all are doing a clinical trial and, say…The researcher calls 
me and asks me, do I have any other health issues besides 
lupus. And I say to him, “I have menopause.” They say, “Oh, 
well. I’m sorry. You…can’t do it.” Is that discrimination? Or is that 
because of the research? (Boston focus group 2, quotation C)

Do we have permission to consult our physicians about these 
medications? (Boston focus group 2, quotation D)

Would we have to change doctors to try this clinical- trial stuff? 
(Boston focus group 2, quotation E)

Information presentation/marketing of studies
Something you can even watch. Sometimes that influences 

more than even reading. Where something you can watch that 
talks about research being done. How it’s done. What benefits 
are. How the procedure went through. There’s nothing that 
anybody watches like that. I haven’t seen anything. (Boston 
focus group 2, quotation F)

Leaders in the communities. People that are influencers. People 
that have a heart for people. Those kinds of things. People that 
have the time or want to do it. And it’s open for whoever wants 
to, so that people can come in and do that. (Boston focus 
group 2, quotation G)

The community may not trust the research, where it’s coming 
from. But if there’s steps and there are levels, and you get to 
the people they do trust, then I think that works. (Boston focus 
group 2, quotation H)

Different places, for example, like in a church where they have 
health information or whatever. Places that people trust. 
Maybe not just a person, but communities. Or people, things, 
communities that are trusted in the community? (Boston focus 
group 2, quotation I)

I tried to get my 2 cents in. I would love to do a clinical trial, but— 
and I’d also like to have meetings like this with the people that 
are on the clinical trial, whether it’s the placebo or not, and for 
us to sit and talk about what has happened to our bodies since 
we started taking this particular medication. If these people 
are gonna be in the trial, you need to test them. You need to 
talk to them about their trial before they take the medication 
or the whatever, samples, then while they’re taking it and then 
afterwards. (Boston focus group 1, quotation J)

Table 4. Quotations from participants discussing the influence of 
physicians, institutions, and social network members

Physician/institutional influences
I have a team of 6 doctors, so any one thing, I have to talk to my 

kidney doctor before I can take whatever my rheumatologist 
wants. So I just can’t go blindly into some study. My kidney 
doctor would have a fit. (Chicago focus group 2, quotation A)

It’s not who’s saying it. It’s just how you say it, period. It could 
be if you’re a black lady and you’re saying, "I want you for this 
research ’cause you’re a black woman," I’m still gonna be like, 
"Why do you want me for the research?" (Boston focus group 
1, quotation B)

I don’t really care about the ethnicity of the doctor, but if he 
cannot listen, and he does not include me at the center of the 
care plan….you’re off my case. Because I don’t allow that. I need 
to be involved in the decision making. (Chicago focus group 2, 
quotation C)

For me, that (race) doesn’t matter. I just want to know that the 
person is being truthful. (Boston focus group 2, quotation D)

The best doctor is going to say, look, I don’t know everything 
about lupus, but you tell me what goes on with you. Now, that’s 
the doctor I want, because he’s listening. The one that walks 
in the room thinking he knows everything, he’s not for me. 
(Chicago focus group 2, quotation E)

What made me comfortable was the fact that it was my physician, 
and he is well known. He’s done a lot of research on lupus. And 
so it made me a lot more comfortable to move forward with it. 
(Chicago focus group 2, quotation F)

Is this place in the community outside of this research? Are they 
visible? Are they present? Do we know of them in another 
capacity other than wanting to come and do a clinical study or 
clinical trial? (Chicago focus group 2, quotation G)

Another consideration would probably be who’s doing this 
research.……sometimes reputable names kind of draw more 
attention, patients may feel more comfortable with a reputable 
name like that versus some research facility that they haven’t 
heard of, they know nothing about, have no connections. 
(Chicago focus group 2, quotation H)

Influence of social network members
My friends…..they always say, "Don’t do it. Don’t forget your 

history.” (Boston focus group 1, quotation I)
It’s a topic with my family and myself for quite a few things. I 

would like to be part of clinical trials, but the family is pretty 
adamant to say no. Because they don’t know if the treatment 
will work and if it will make my condition worse. I have had 
times of really bad flares or hospitalizations and things like that, 
and they just don’t want to see that again. (Chicago focus group 
1, quotation J)

I’m very considerate about their feelings, because they are the 
ones that help me when I’m not well…. that decision does 
impact my family, because they’re not around the corner, 
and they’re not up the street….I do have to take that into 
consideration. (Chicago focus group 1, quotation K)

My sister, she gets a study, she’ll tell me of them…As soon as they 
hear about something, they tell me, "Why don’t you go and do 
this?" My sister will be the one to say, "I’ll go with you." She’ll 
take that fear off me…She’ll say, "I’ll go with you." That makes it 
much easier. (Boston focus group 1, quotation L)
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in research, and being misled during research participation. Fears 
regarding placebos were mixed. Some participants feared receiv-
ing a placebo rather than active treatment, while at least 1 person 
expressed a preference for placebos due to fears of exacerbat-
ing existing health issues via new treatments. Structural barriers 
that impacted clinical trial participation included racism (which 
traversed many of the key themes identified), researcher biases, 
and study exclusion criteria, which often alienated Black patients 
with SLE from clinical trial participation. With respect to media-
tors, individuals were more likely to participate in trials if they were 
recommended by their physicians or if they were conducted by 
community- engaged health care institutions. Some individuals 
required the full support of their friends and family members in 
order to participate in research, especially since their loved ones 
were involved in their ongoing care and disease management. 
Appropriate presentation of clinical trials to potential participants 
also served as a mediator. Participants wanted transparency on 
why Black individuals were being targeted for clinical trials as well 
as clear, ongoing information about the trials, from the consent 
process, through study completion, and beyond.

DISCUSSION

Guided by critical race theory and the PHCRP, focus group 
participants explored contemporary racialization as it applies to 
clinical trial participation. Our moderator guide was designed to 
allow participants to address the role of race and discrimination, 
past and present, in research. Most participants wanted open dis-
cussion and felt that it was a critical consideration for trial partic-
ipation. While there were differences in some socio demographic 
factors of participants between cities, themes and quotes paral-
leled each other. The explicit goal of this work was to give a voice to 
underrepresented populations through focus group participation. 
Additionally, we included a racially and ethnically diverse team of 
researchers at every stage of the study. In terms of the PHCRP 
focus on conceptualization and measurement, we considered the 
number of individuals included within each focus group, keep-
ing the size small enough to allow for comfort discussing difficult 
topics. We also aimed for participation diversity with respect to 
geography to explore its interaction with race. Finally, consistent 
with the PHCRP framework, focus group participants discussed 
actionable ways to reduce barriers and improve trial representa-
tion. Through direct discussions with these groups, we can move 
closer to increasing clinical trial participation among Black patients.

Racism and discrimination are frequently discussed in the 
context of health care and clinical trials, as racism- related barriers 
to research participation have been well- documented (24,25). The 
historical exploitation of Black individuals in research studies has 
embedded mistrust of researchers and the research process in 
Black communities (26– 29). Modern- day structural, institutional, 
and interpersonal racism toward Black individuals is an ongoing 
concern.

Our findings build on prior work in this area. In our previous 
systematic review (9), we observed that community engagement 
and ongoing discussions with social network members were crucial 
for promoting clinical trial participation among patients from under-
represented groups. Trust in physicians was a key theme in most 
studies included in the review, as several studies demonstrated that 
physician trust impacted willingness to participate in clinical trials.

Strengths of the present study include deliberately devoted 
attention to the role of racism exposure in willingness to partici-
pate in clinical research using a theoretical framework specifically 
designed to detect and evaluate racism as a contributor to racial 
health disparities. While prior studies have investigated the role of 
race in underenrollment (30– 32), we aimed to explicitly address 
the role of racism as a key factor. The degree to which issues 
related to racism would have been raised as a prominent concern 
without our explicitly asking is unknown; however, the degree and 
depth of discussions suggest that by explicitly addressing rac-
ism, we provided a forum that made it acceptable for racism to 
be discussed. We used PHCRP to frame our study design, data 
collection, and analyses in order to robustly describe the role of 
racism in trial participation.

This study was not without limitations. Many of our partici-
pants were older and had been living with lupus for years; thus, 
we did not capture the perspective of young, newly diagnosed 
individuals. Ninety percent of the focus group participants were 
female; therefore, the perspectives of Black men were limited. 
Although SLE is more common in women than men, there 
still may be intersectionality between race and sex that we could 
not explore. We relied on convenience samples of Black patients 
who primarily attended urban SLE clinics that were run by study 
researcher clinicians. Thus, their attitudes and experiences may 
be different from those of patients less connected to academic 
research centers. Additionally, Chicago participants were primar-
ily middle- class Black patients whose perspectives may not rep-
resent those of Black patients from other socioeconomic status 
groups. We did not clearly differentiate between patients with 
SLE and their caregivers in our analyses. It is possible that we did 
have some increased affirmation of perspectives because of the 
caregivers’ presence. Because of the small sample size and the 
sensitive nature of the topics discussed, we did not present sep-
arate data for patients and caregivers or attribute quotes directly 
to specific individuals. We did this to preserve complete anonym-
ity, which was part of our commitment to our participants.

Additionally, while our study included Black participants from 
2 diverse metropolitan areas (Boston and Chicago), we did not 
specifically design the study to address diverse perspectives 
among Black participants. Because this distinction was not incor-
porated into the study design, we were not able to make specific 
inferences about group differences.

Finally, our findings may not be generalizable to Black 
patients living in other geographic areas, including the American 
South, Europe, or rural settings within the US. Although we cannot 
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generalize to all Black patients, we did achieve considerable diver-
sity in our sample through the recruitment of patients from the 2 
cities, as patients across cities were different with respect to age, 
disease duration, education, research experience, and church/
faith community involvement. Despite these differences, discus-
sions and themes were consistent across cities.

In considering Black participation in SLE clinical trials, 
researchers should recognize the role that disease burden may 
play in both study eligibility and desire for participation. Black 
patients tend to have more severe disease manifestation than 
White patients, which may be either a barrier or a facilitator of trial 
participation. Sicker patients may be more overwhelmed with their 
disease and its impact on their quality of life, potentially making 
them less likely to participate. Alternatively, if their current treat-
ment regimen is not working or causing side effects, they may 
want to try something else. Likewise, differences in disease sever-
ity may contribute to concerns about receiving placebo. Finally, 
given that SLE trials may have strict criteria that exclude sicker 
patients, researchers should re- examine how study exclusion cri-
teria impact potential Black participants.

Consistent with the PHCRP framework, we identified how 
researchers can promote SLE trial participation in Black commu-
nities. Researchers must acknowledge and respond to historical 
and current issues related to racial bias in health care. Engage-
ment with stakeholders (e.g., trusted physicians, friends, fam-
ily members) is crucial for establishing trust and reducing fears 
of mistreatment and discrimination among Black patients with 
SLE. Our participants desired clear and open communication 
about all aspects of SLE clinical trials before, during, and after 
trial participation. To gain trust, researchers must address their 
own implicit biases and invest in Black communities beyond 
just achieving their research goals. They should form authentic 
community– academic partnerships that actively engage com-
munity leaders in the research process. Such partnerships can 
foster clinical trial competency within community spaces and 
provide an important step toward increasing trial participation.
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Racial Differences in Contraception Encounters and 
Dispensing Among Female Medicaid Beneficiaries With 
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus
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Objective. African American and Hispanic women with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) have the highest 
rates of potentially avoidable pregnancy complications, yet racial disparities in family planning among reproductive- 
age women with SLE have not been well- studied. Our objective was to examine whether there are racial differences 
in contraception encounters and dispensing among US Medicaid- insured women with SLE.

Methods. Using Medicaid claims data from 2000– 2010, we identified women ages 18– 50 years with SLE. 
We examined contraception encounters and uptake over 24 months. We used multivariable logistic regression 
to estimate the odds ratio and 95% confidence interval by race/ethnicity of contraception encounters, any 
contraception dispensing, and highly effective contraception (HEC) use, adjusted for age, region, year, SLE severity, 
and contraindication to estrogen. We also compared contraception encounters and dispensing among women with 
SLE to the general population and women with diabetes mellitus.

Results. We identified 24,693 reproductive- age women with SLE; 43% were African American, 35% White, 15% 
Hispanic, 4% Asian, 2% other race, and 1% American Indian/Alaska Native. Nine percent had a contraceptive visit, 
10% received any contraception, and 2% received HEC. Compared to White women, African American and Asian 
women had lower odds of contraception dispensing, and African American women had lower odds of HEC use. 
Women with SLE were more likely to receive HEC than the general population and women with diabetes mellitus.

Conclusion. In this study of reproductive- age women with SLE, African American and Asian women had lower 
odds of contraception dispensing and African American women had lower odds of HEC use. Further study is needed 
to understand the factors driving these racial disparities among this population.

INTRODUCTION

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is an autoimmune con-
dition that is most common in women of reproductive age (15– 50 
years) (1). Many medications used to treat SLE and its complica-
tions are teratogenic and require concurrent use of effective con-
traception for women at risk for pregnancy. Active SLE, including 
lupus nephritis, is associated with adverse pregnancy outcomes 
that are potentially avoidable if patients are able to time pregnancy 
for when their SLE is well- controlled (2– 4). Furthermore, there are 
known racial/ethnic disparities in pregnancy outcomes among 
women with SLE. As compared to White women with SLE, Afri-
can American and Hispanic women with SLE have higher rates of 

pregnancy complications, including preterm labor, preeclampsia, 
and fetal growth restriction, even after controlling for baseline med-
ical conditions and insurance status (5). These complications may 
result in acute care use and poorer outcomes. Thus, comprehen-
sive contraceptive counseling and care in the outpatient setting 
for women with SLE, in particular African American and Hispanic 
women, is important to minimize pregnancy complications.

Highly effective contraception (HEC) includes long- acting 
reversible contraception (LARC) methods (intrauterine devices 
[IUDs] and implants), as well as sterilization. LARC methods are 
safe for women with SLE (6– 8) and have a <1% failure rate for 
preventing pregnancy (9). LARC methods also do not contain 
estrogen, which is contraindicated in women with SLE who have 
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positive antiphospholipid antibodies or high disease activity (10). 
Thus, LARC is an ideal form of contraception for many women 
with SLE. Additionally, sterilization is another HEC method for 
women who desire permanent contraception. Prior studies have 
revealed variable rates of contraception use among reproductive- 
age women with SLE (11– 21), and rates of HEC use among this 
population have been shown to be low, in the range of 6– 9%, 
though slightly higher than the 5% HEC use reported in the gen-
eral population of reproductive- age women (19,22).

Despite evidence that contraceptive care for reproductive- age 
women with SLE is suboptimal and that African American and His-
panic women with SLE have worse pregnancy outcomes, racial dis-
parities in contraception care among reproductive- age women with 
SLE have not been well- studied. However, prior qualitative studies 
have found that mistrust is more likely to complicate the relation-
ships of African American and Hispanic female patients with their 
contraception providers, which may ultimately lead to disparities 
in contraception care. For example, a thematic analysis of coded 
interview data from 27 African American and Hispanic reproductive- 
age women found that the majority felt implicit pressure to accept 
their providers’ preferred method of birth control, despite con-
cerns that risks were not appropriately emphasized. Conse-
quences of patient-provider interactions included dis  continuation 

of recommended contraceptive methods and disengagement from 
the health care system (23). A separate study of 135 women in 
New York found that in survey data, African American and Hispanic 
women were much more likely to report birth- control related mis-
trust of the medical system and government than White women 
(P < 0.001) (24).

Using US Medicaid data, we examined racial/ethnic differ-
ences in outpatient contraceptive encounters, contraception 
dispensing, and specifically HEC use, among reproductive- age 
women with SLE and among subpopulations of women with 
SLE using teratogens and those with lupus nephritis. We also 
compared contraceptive encounters and dispensing in the SLE 
population with the general and diabetes mellitus (DM) popula-
tions. We chose to examine DM because this disease is another 
chronic medical condition that may adversely impact pregnancy 
outcomes, and patients with DM may struggle with similar fac-
tors impacting contraception use among women with SLE such 
as pill burden and competing priorities. We hypothesized that 
contraceptive encounters, contraceptive dispensing, and HEC 
use would be more likely in patients who are at the highest risk 
for potentially avoidable adverse pregnancy outcomes, including 
African American patients, Hispanic patients, patients with lupus 
nephritis, and teratogen users.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patient population. We used Medicaid claims data (Med-
icaid Analytic Extract [MAX]) from 47 US states between 2000 
and 2006 and from the 29 most populated US states between 
2007 and 2010 to identify reproductive- age women (age 18– 50 
years) with prevalent SLE (≥3 International Classification of Dis-
eases, Ninth Revision [ICD- 9] codes 710.0 separated by ≥30 days; 
the index date was the date of the third SLE code) (25). Only 29 
states were analyzed during the period of 2007– 2010 because our 
data- use agreement was limited to these areas, which included 
the majority of the US and SLE population during this time period. 
MAX includes demographics information, health care encounters, 
and drug prescription and dispensing information. Additionally, we 
examined the subpopulation who had ≥1 teratogenic medication 
prescription during the baseline period or on the index date (meth-
otrexate, mycophenolate mofetil, cyclophosphamide, leflunomide, 
angiotensin- converting enzyme inhibitor, or warfarin), as well as the 
subpopulation with lupus nephritis (defined as ≥2 ICD- 9 codes for 
nephritis, proteinuria, and/or renal failure on or after the SLE diag-
nosis date and ≥30 days apart; the index date was the date of the 
second lupus nephritis– related code) (26). Last, we age- matched 
female Medicaid patients in the general population (4:1) and DM 
population (2:1) to patients with SLE enrolled between 2007 and 
2010. General population patients did not have any codes for SLE 
and had hospital discharge diagnoses or physician visit claims 
on the same index date as each patient with prevalent SLE. DM 
patients did not have any codes for SLE and had ≥3 ICD- 9 codes 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• Within a large population of reproductive- age

women with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), 
rates of contraceptive visits, contraception dispens-
ing, and highly effective contraception (HEC) use 
were low, even among women with lupus nephritis 
or those using teratogens, who are at higher risk of 
potentially avoidable adverse pregnancy outcomes.

• Despite more contraceptive visits compared to
White women, African American women had low-
er odds of receiving contraception and HEC. Asian 
women had fewer contraceptive visits and lower 
odds of receiving contraception.

• Compared to the general population, reproductive- age
women with SLE were less likely to receive any form of 
contraception. Those patients with SLE who received 
contraception were more likely to receive HEC or long- 
acting reversible contraception, potentially due to 
avoidance of estrogen- based methods in women with 
high lupus disease activity or positive antiphospholipid 
antibodies. Across the SLE and general populations, Af-
rican American women were more likely to have a con-
traceptive visit but were less likely to receive HEC.

• These racial disparities in contraception care iden-
tified among reproductive- age women with SLE 
and lupus nephritis are likely multifactorial in or-
igin. Further research is necessary to ensure that 
patients who are at the highest risk for avoidable, 
adverse pregnancy outcomes are receiving appro-
priate reproductive care.
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for DM from hospital discharge diagnoses or physician visit claims 
separated by ≥30 days on the same index date as each patient 
with prevalent SLE (see Supplementary Appendix A, available on 
the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.
com/doi/10.1002/acr.24346/ abstract, for DM codes).

For the nonmatched analyses, we required ≥6 months of 
continuous enrollment prior to the index date (baseline period) 
and ≥24 months of continuous enrollment after (follow- up period). 
For the matched analyses, we required ≥6 months of continu-
ous enrollment prior to the index date (baseline period) and 
≥12 months of continuous enrollment after (follow- up period); 
the matched analyses had a shorter follow- up period because 
data were available for the general and DM populations from 
2007 to 2010 only. Patients were excluded if they were ineligi-
ble for new contraception use (baseline period codes for HEC, 
hormone replacement therapy, hysterectomy, premature ovar-
ian failure, or menopause; see Supplementary Table 1, available 
on the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.
wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24346/ abstract). We also excluded 
patients with baseline or follow- up period codes for pregnancy 
(see Supplementary Appendix A, available at http://onlin elibr ary.
wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24346/ abstract). Patients were cen-
sored at death, end of the study database, or the end of Medicaid 
enrollment (whichever came first). This study was approved by 
the Institutional Review Board at Brigham and Women’s Hospital, 
which provided a waiver of written informed consent. The study 
was conducted in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Exposure and outcomes. The exposure of interest was 
race/ethnicity, which was determined by patient self- report. Possi-
ble categories included White Non- Hispanic, Black Non- Hispanic 
or African  American, Hispanic, Asian or Pacific Islander, Ameri-
can Indian or Alaska Native, or other race. Outcomes of interest 
included outpatient encounters for contraception management, 
receipt of any form of contraception (including combined hormonal 
pills, progestin- only pills, IUDs, implants, estrogen- based intravag-
inal rings, estrogen- based transdermal patches, medroxyproges-
terone injections, or sterilization), receipt of HEC (IUDs, implants, 
or sterilization), and receipt of LARC (IUDs or implants). These 
4 outcomes were assessed using encounter, pharmacy, and 
procedure codes (see Supplementary Table 1, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24346/ abstract) during the follow- up period, as 
well as drug dispensing data. We were not able to assess the use 
of barrier methods in this data set.

Baseline covariates. In the multivariable logistic regres-
sion models, we adjusted for age group at the index date (age 
18– 24, 25– 31, 32– 38, 39– 45, and 46– 50 years), calendar year 
of the index date, geographic region (Northeast, Midwest, South, 
West), the Ward SLE risk adjustment index (proxy for SLE sever-
ity) (27), and a composite variable for contraindication to estrogen 
(baseline period codes for ischemic heart disease, hypertension, 
stroke, venous thromboembolism, smoking, migraine with aura, 
or breast cancer; see Supplementary Appendix A, available on 

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of female Medicaid beneficiaries with systemic lupus 
erythematosus (SLE) ages 18– 50 years, 2000– 2010*

Characteristics
SLE 

(n = 24,693)
Teratogen use  

(n = 5,754)
Lupus nephritis  

(n = 5,229)
Age, years

18– 24 2,685 (11) 780 (14) 1,042 (20)
25– 31 4,153 (17) 921 (16) 1,199 (23)
32– 38 5,918 (24) 1,243 (22) 1,201 (23)
39– 45 7,122 (29) 1,643 (29) 1,104 (21)
46– 50 4,815 (20) 1,167 (20) 683 (13)

Race/ethnicity
White 8,585 (35) 1,630 (28) 1,085 (21)
African American 10,687 (43) 2,760 (48) 2,805 (54)
Hispanic 3,648 (15) 894 (16) 884 (17)
Asian 945 (4) 260 (5) 308 (6)
American Indian/Alaska Native 272 (1) 56 (1) 49 (1)
Other 556 (2) 154 (3) 98 (2)

Geographic region
Northeast 5,102 (21) 1,190 (21) 980 (19)
Midwest 5,004 (20) 1,227 (21) 1,074 (21)
South 9,512 (39) 2,168 (38) 2,115 (41)
West 5,075 (21) 1,169 (20) 1,060 (20)

Contraindication to estrogen 9,553 (39) 3,200 (56) 2,490 (48)
Ward SLE risk adjustment index ≥1 8,870 (36) 2,918 (51) 3,581 (69)
Calendar year of index date

2000– 2004 13,125 (53) 3,355 (58) 2,514 (48)
2005– 2006 3,742 (15) 900 (16) 793 (15)
2007– 2008 7,826 (32) 1,499 (26) 1,922 (37)

* Values are the number (%). 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24346/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24346/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24346/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24346/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24346/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24346/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24346/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24346/abstract
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the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.
com/doi/10.1002/acr.24346/ abstract). We also examined zip code  
median household income, but this covariate was removed from 
the model because it did not contribute significantly. We did not 
have data on sexual activity, practice setting (public versus pri-
vate), provider specialty, or census tract, and thus these were not 
included as covariates.

Statistical analysis. For the nonmatched analyses, we 
employed multivariable logistic regression models adjusted for the 
aforementioned covariates to estimate the odds ratio (OR) and 
95% confidence interval (95% CI) by race/ethnicity of: 1) any out-
patient encounter for contraceptive management (versus none), 
2) any contraception (versus none), 3) HEC (versus no HEC), 
4) LARC (versus no LARC), 5) HEC (versus no HEC) in teratogen 
user subgroup analyses, and 6) HEC (versus no HEC) in lupus 
nephritis subgroup analyses. For HEC use, we tested for an inter-
action between age and calendar year of the index date, as well as 
age and race, and the terms were not statistically significant. For 
the matched analyses, we employed conditional logistic regres-
sion models adjusted for the aforementioned covariates (except 

for the calendar year of the index date, given a shortened study 
period of 2007– 2010), to estimate the OR (95% CI) of any outpa-
tient encounter for contraceptive management (versus none), any 
contraception (versus none), HEC (versus no HEC), and LARC 
(versus no LARC). In these models, we also examined the OR 
(95% CI) by race/ethnicity of any outpatient encounter for con-
traceptive management (versus none), any contraception (versus 
none), HEC (versus no HEC), and LARC (versus no LARC).

Additionally, we estimated multivariable logistic regres-
sion models adjusted for age group, race/ethnicity, and state 
of residence (reference: Massachusetts), to examine state- level 
trends in any outpatient encounter for contraceptive management 
(versus none), any contraception (versus none), and HEC (ver-
sus no HEC), among reproductive- age women with SLE in the 
29 most- populated US states between 2007 and 2010.

We set α = 0.05 to determine statistical significance, and all 
P values were 2- sided. Data were analyzed using SAS software, 
version 9.4. Medicaid data were obtained through a data- use 
agreement with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
and are presented in accordance with their policies (cell sizes <11 
are suppressed). We also conducted sensitivity analyses including 

Table 2. Multivariable logistic regression analyses examining factors associated with contraception encounters and dispensing 
among female Medicaid beneficiaries with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) ages 18– 50 years, 2000– 2010 (n = 24,693)*

Characteristic

Encounter for  
contraception 
management

Any   
contraception 
dispensing† HEC use LARC use

Age, years
46– 50 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.)
18– 24 18.03 (14.25– 22.82)‡ 21.72 (17.06– 27.66)‡ 12.36 (7.12– 21.44)‡ 11.91 (6.25– 22.69)‡
25– 31 10.61 (8.41– 13.40)‡ 13.74 (10.83– 17.44)‡ 11.65 (6.81– 19.91)‡ 8.15 (4.31– 15.43)‡
32– 38 5.73 (4.53– 7.24)‡ 6.78 (5.34– 8.62)‡ 7.14 (4.17– 12.24)‡ 5.46 (2.88– 10.35)‡
39– 45 2.53 (1.98– 3.24)‡ 3.29 (2.57– 4.21)‡ 3.62 (2.08– 6.31)‡ 2.41 (1.23– 4.74)‡

Race
White 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.)
African American 1.40 (1.25– 1.55)‡ 0.89 (0.81– 0.98)‡ 0.71 (0.56– 0.89)‡ 0.98 (0.72– 1.32)
Hispanic 1.38 (1.20– 1.59)‡ 0.89 (0.77– 1.01) 1.12 (0.85– 1.47) 1.36 (0.94– 1.98)
Asian 0.66 (0.50– 0.88)‡ 0.72 (0.57– 0.92)‡ 0.69 (0.40– 1.22) 1.34 (0.73– 2.47)
American Indian/Alaska Native 1.45 (0.95– 2.23) 0.94 (0.61– 1.46) 1.63 (0.79– 3.38) 2.16 (0.86– 5.44)
Other 1.24 (0.89– 1.75) 1.00 (0.73– 1.36) 1.27 (0.68– 2.37) 1.57 (0.67– 3.67)

Region
Northeast 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.)
South 1.14 (1.01– 1.30)‡ 1.00 (0.88– 1.12) 0.89 (0.69– 1.16) 0.87 (0.61– 1.25)
West 1.31 (1.13– 1.51)‡ 1.06 (0.93– 1.22) 0.98 (0.74– 1.31) 1.18 (0.81– 1.74)
Midwest 1.14 (0.99– 1.32) 1.10 (0.96– 1.26) 0.97 (0.72– 1.30) 1.25 (0.85– 1.84)

Ward SLE risk adjustment 
index

0.88 (0.80– 0.98)‡ 0.71 (0.64– 0.78)‡ 0.94 (0.76– 1.16) 1.07 (0.81– 1.41)

Contraindication to estrogen 0.88 (0.80– 0.98)‡ 0.86 (0.78– 0.95)‡ 0.99 (0.80– 1.23) 0.95 (0.72– 1.27)
Calendar year of index date

2000– 2004 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.)
2005– 2006 1.12 (0.99– 1.27) 0.90 (0.80– 1.01) 1.37 (1.04– 1.80)‡ 1.50 (1.01– 2.22)‡
2007– 2008 0.90 (0.81– 1.00) 0.46 (0.41– 0.51)‡ 1.91 (1.55– 2.35)‡ 3.12 (2.36– 4.12)‡

* Values are the odds ratio (95% confidence interval). Regression model adjusted for age group, geographic region, calendar 
year of the index date, the SLE risk adjustment index, and composite variable for contraindication to estrogen. HEC = highly 
effective contraception; LARC = long- acting reversible contraception; Ref. = reference. 
† Any contraception dispensing includes sterilization, intrauterine devices, implants, oral contraceptives, estrogen patch, 
estrogen ring, and medroxyprogesterone injections. Data on the use of barrier methods were not available. 
‡ Statistically significant. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24346/abstract
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women with pregnancy codes, as well as examining incident SLE 
(≥3 ICD- 9 codes 710.0 separated by ≥30 days, with 24 months 
without prior SLE codes) (23).

RESULTS

We identified 24,693 female Medicaid beneficiaries with 
SLE between 2000 and 2010 (Table 1). The mean ± SD age was 
38 ± 9 years; 43% were African American , 35% White, 15% 
Hispanic, 4% Asian, 2% other race, and 1% American Indian/
Alaska Native. In all, 39% of patients resided in the South, 21% 
in the Northeast, 21% in the West, and 20% in the Midwest. 
Nine percent had an encounter for contraceptive management, 
10% received any form of contraception, and 2% received HEC. 
Among the subpopulation of 5,754 women with SLE using a 
teratogenic medication and the subpopulation of 5,229 women 
with prevalent lupus nephritis, there were no differences in fre-
quency of contraceptive visits, contraception dispensing, or 
HEC use as compared to the overall SLE population.

SLE cohort. The results of the multivariable logistic regres-
sion analyses are shown in Table 2. Compared to White women 
with SLE, African American women with SLE had 1.40 times 
higher odds (95% CI 1.25– 1.55) of a contraceptive visit but 0.89 
times lower odds (95% CI 0.81– 0.98) of any contraception dis-
pensing and 0.71 times lower odds (95% CI 0.56– 0.89) of HEC 
use. Compared to White women with SLE, Hispanic women 
with SLE had 1.38 times higher odds (95% CI 1.20– 1.59) of a 
contraceptive visit. Compared to White women with SLE, Asian 
women with SLE had significantly lower odds of both a contra-
ceptive visit (OR 0.66 [95% CI 0.50– 0.88]) and any contracep-
tion dispensing (OR 0.72 [95% CI 0.57– 0.92]).

Younger age (<46 years) was strongly associated with contra-
ceptive visits, contraceptive dispensing, HEC use, and LARC use. 
Living in the South (OR 1.14 [95% CI 1.01– 1.30]) and living in the 
West (OR 1.31 [95% CI 1.13– 1.51]) was associated with increased 
odds of a contraceptive visit. More severe SLE was associated 
with lower odds of a contraceptive visit (OR 0.88 [95% CI 0.80– 
0.98]) and lower odds of any contraception dispensing (OR 0.71 
[95% CI 0.64– 0.78]). Having a contraindication to estrogen was 
also associated with lower odds of a contraceptive visit (OR 0.88 
[95% CI 0.80– 0.98]) and lower odds of any contraception dispens-
ing (OR 0.86 [95% CI 0.78– 0.95]). Having an index date during the 
later years of 2005– 2008 was associated with increased odds of 
HEC use (OR 1.37 [95% CI 1.04– 1.80] for 2005– 2006; OR 1.91 
[95% CI 1.55– 2.35] for 2007– 2008) and LARC use (OR 1.50 [95% 
CI 1.01– 2.22] for 2005– 2006; OR 3.12 [95% CI 2.36– 4.12] for 
2007– 2008).

SLE subpopulation using teratogens. Among the 
5,754 women with SLE using teratogens, there were no sig-
nificant racial differences in HEC use (Table 3). Younger age 

was strongly associated with HEC use among this subpopu-
lation, as was index date year of 2007– 2008 (OR 2.39 [95% CI 
1.57– 3.64]).

SLE subpopulation with lupus nephritis. Among the 
subpopulation of patients with lupus nephritis (n = 5,229), Amer-
ican Indian/Alaska Native race was associated with increased 
odds of HEC use (OR 7.95 [95% CI 2.48– 25.50]) (Table 3). There 
were no other significant racial differences in HEC use among 
this subpopulation. Younger age, SLE severity (OR 2.42 [95% CI 
1.26– 4.66]), and index date year of 2007– 2008 (OR 1.67 [95% CI 
1.03– 2.72]) were strongly associated with HEC use among this 
subpopulation.

Table 3. Multivariable logistic regression analyses examining 
factors associated with highly effective contraception (HEC) 
use among female Medicaid beneficiaries with systemic lupus 
erythematosus (SLE) and teratogen use and lupus nephritis, ages 
18– 50 years, 2000– 2010*

Characteristic

HEC use on 
teratogen 

(n = 5,754)†

HEC use with 
lupus nephritis 

(n = 5,229)
Age, years

46– 50 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.)
18– 24 5.36 (2.29– 12.53)‡ 6.18 (2.89– 13.20)‡
25– 31 5.57 (2.42– 12.82)‡ 3.83 (1.75– 8.41)‡
32– 38 3.44 (1.48– 8.03)‡ 3.01 (1.33– 6.82)‡
39– 45 2.37 (1.01– 5.59)‡ 1.00 (Ref.)§

Race
White 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.)
African American 0.84 (0.52– 1.36) 0.82 (0.45– 1.48)
Hispanic 1.20 (0.67– 2.17) 0.98 (0.48– 2.02)
Asian 0.75 (0.25– 2.21) 0.84 (0.30– 2.40)
American Indian/

Alaska Native
1.77 (0.40– 7.74) 7.95 (2.48– 25.50)‡

Other 2.08 (0.78– 5.55) <0.001 (<0.001 to 
>999.99)

Region
Northeast 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.)
South 1.37 (0.79– 2.39) 0.98 (0.50– 1.95)
West 1.22 (0.65– 2.27) 1.33 (0.64– 2.77)
Midwest 1.20 (0.63– 2.26) 1.29 (0.63– 2.67)

Ward SLE risk 
adjustment index

1.04 (0.69– 1.56) 2.42 (1.26– 4.66)‡

Contraindication to 
estrogen

0.76 (0.51– 1.14) 0.93 (0.57– 1.51)

Calendar year of 
index date

2000– 2004 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.)
2005– 2006 1.56 (0.90– 2.69) 1.15 (0.57– 2.30)
2007– 2008 2.39 (1.57– 3.64)‡ 1.67 (1.03– 2.72)‡

* Values are the odds ratio (95% confidence interval). Regression 
model adjusted for age group, geographic region, calendar year of 
the index date, the SLE risk adjustment index, and composite variable 
for contraindication to estrogen. Ref. = reference. 
† Teratogens included methotrexate, mycophenolate mofetil, 
mycophenolic acid, cyclophosphamide, leflunomide, angiotensin- 
converting enzyme inhibitor, or warfarin. 
‡ Statistically significant. 
§ Age 39– 50 years was used as the reference group because there
were no patients with HEC use in the 46– 50 years age group. 
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We also examined contraception use by age group for the 
overall SLE population and for the lupus nephritis subpopulation. 
In the 18– 24 years age group, 29% of patients with SLE and 
19% of patients with lupus nephritis received any contraception. 
In the 25– 31 years age group, 21% of patients with SLE and 
10% of patients with lupus nephritis received any contraception. 
In the 32– 38 years age group, 11% of patients with SLE received 
any contraception versus 7% of patients with lupus nephritis, 
and in the oldest 2 age categories (39– 50 years, combined 
given the smaller size of the lupus nephritis subpopulation), 8% 
of patients with SLE received any contraception versus 3% of 
patients with lupus nephritis.

State- level analyses. We identified 7,826 reproductive- 
age women with SLE residing in the 29 most populated US 
states between 2007 and 2010 for the state- level analyses. Ala-
bama residence (OR 0.14 [95% CI 0.03– 0.66]) and Ohio resi-
dence (OR 0.29 [95% CI 0.10– 0.85]) were associated with lower 
odds of any contraception dispensing. Texas residence (OR 2.08 
[95% CI 1.03– 4.18]) and Wisconsin residence (OR 2.33 [95% 
CI 1.09– 4.99]) were associated with higher odds of a contra-
ceptive management visit. There were no significant state- level 
differences in HEC use. These results did not change when race 
was excluded from the model.

Age- matched SLE, DM, and general populations. For 
the age- matched results, we identified 6,946 women with SLE, 
13,718 women with DM, and 29,698 women in the general pop-
ulation (Table 4). There were more African American patients in 
the SLE population (46%) as compared to the DM (31%) and 
general populations (22%). There were more Hispanic patients in 
the general population (27%) as compared to the SLE (13%) and 
DM populations (15%). Table 5 shows results of the conditional 
logistic regression analyses comparing contraception encounters 
and dispensing among the age- matched SLE, DM, and general 
populations. As compared to the DM population, the SLE popu-
lation had significantly lower odds of contraceptive visits (OR 0.82 
[95% CI 0.73– 0.92]) and any contraception dispensing (OR 0.42 
[95% CI 0.37– 0.47]) but significantly higher odds of HEC use (OR 
1.39 [95% CI 1.12– 1.72]) and LARC use (OR 1.36 [95% CI 1.05– 
1.75]). As compared to the general population, the SLE popula-
tion had significantly lower odds of contraceptive visits (OR 0.64 
[95% CI 0.55– 0.75]) and any contraception dispensing (OR 0.45 
[95% CI 0.38– 0.52]) but significantly higher odds of HEC use (OR 
1.39 [95% CI 1.03– 1.89]) and LARC use (OR 1.52 [95% CI 1.06– 
2.19]). Across all 3 populations, African American women had 
higher odds of a contraceptive visit but lower odds of HEC use 
(Table 6). Among the general population, American Indian/Alaska 
Native race and other race were associated with higher odds of a 
contraceptive visit, and Hispanic race was associated with lower 
odds of a contraceptive visit but with higher odds of any contra-
ception dispensing, HEC use, and LARC use.

Sensitivity analyses. For our sensitivity analyses including 
women with pregnancy codes, we identified 29,206 reproductive- 
age women with SLE between 2000 and 2010. A total of 15% 
had an encounter for contraceptive management, 15% received 
any form of contraception, and 5% received HEC. Similar to our 
primary results, we found that as compared to White women, 
despite 1.24 times higher odds (95% CI 1.15– 1.35) of a contra-
ceptive visit, African American women had 0.87 times lower odds 
(95% CI 0.80– 0.94) of any contraception dispensing and 0.71 
times lower odds (95% CI 0.62– 0.81) of HEC use. Asian women 
had significantly lower odds of contraceptive visits (OR 0.62 [95% 
CI 0.49– 0.77]), any contraception dispensing (OR 0.59 [95% CI 
0.48– 0.73]), and HEC use (OR 0.47 [95% CI 0.32– 0.70]).

For our sensitivity analyses examining women with incident 
SLE, we identified 9,521 reproductive- age women with incident 
SLE between 2000 and 2010. A total of 10% had an encounter 
for contraceptive management, 11% received any form of contra-
ception, and 2% received HEC. We found that African American 
patients (OR 1.46 [95% CI 1.24– 1.73]) and Hispanic patients (OR 
1.30 [95% CI 1.04– 1.62]) with incident SLE were more likely to 
have a visit for contraception management, but there were no sig-
nificant racial differences in receipt of contraception dispensing or 
HEC use.

DISCUSSION

In this nationwide study of reproductive- age women with 
SLE, we found that contraception dispensing and HEC uptake 
were very low. Low contraception uptake remained true among 
women at the highest risk for potentially avoidable adverse 
pregnancy outcomes: te ratogen users or women with lupus 
nephritis. Despite the lupus nephritis subpopulation being 
younger, we did not find that they were more likely than the overall 

Table 4. Baseline characteristics of age- matched female Medicaid 
beneficiaries in the systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) population, 
diabetes mellitus (DM) population, and general population (GP), 
2007– 2010*

Characteristic SLE DM GP
Total number 6,946 13,718 29,698
Age, mean ± SD years 38 ± 9 38 ± 9 37 ± 9
Race/ethnicity

White 2,472 (36) 6,121 (45) 12,466 (42)
African American 3,187 (46) 4,254 (31) 6,385 (22)
Hispanic 917 (13) 2,079 (15) 8,147 (27)
Asian 213 (3) 321 (2) 790 (3)
American Indian/Alaska 

Native
67 (1) 192 (1) 312 (1)

Other 90 (1) 751 (6) 1,598 (5)
Geographic region

Northeast 1,352 (20) 2,693 (20) 5,605 (19)
Midwest 1,555 (22) 3,112 (23) 5,939 (20)
South 2,856 (41) 5,380 (39) 8,135 (27)
West 1,183 (17) 2,533 (19) 10,019 (34)

* Values are the number (%) unless indicated otherwise. 
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SLE population to receive contraception, even when stratified by 
age group. We also identified racial disparities in contraception 
encounters and dispensing. Despite more contraceptive visits 
compared to White women, African American women had lower 
odds of receiving contraception and HEC, while Asian women 
had fewer contraceptive visits and lower odds of receiving con-
traception. As compared to the DM and general populations, 
reproductive- age women with SLE were less likely to receive any 
form of contraception but more likely to receive HEC or LARC. 
Across the SLE, DM, and general populations, African American 

women were more likely to have a contraceptive visit but less likely 
to receive HEC. We also found notable state- based differences in 
contraception encounters and dispensing in exploratory analyses. 
Compared to Massachusetts residence, Alabama and Ohio resi-
dence was associated with decreased odds of any contraception 
dispensing, and Texas and Wisconsin residence was associated 
with increased odds of a contraceptive visit.

A listing of the studies to date examining contraception 
care among women with SLE is included in Supplementary 
Table 1, available on the Arthritis Care & Research website at 

Table 5. Conditional logistic regression results examining contraception encounters and dispensing 
among female Medicaid beneficiaries in the systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) population, as compared 
to the age- matched diabetes mellitus (DM) population and general population (GP), 2007– 2010*

Comparison group

Encounter for 
contraception 
management

Any 
contraception 
dispensing† HEC use LARC use

SLE vs. DM 0.82 (0.73– 0.92) 0.42 (0.37– 0.47) 1.39 (1.12– 1.72) 1.36 (1.05– 1.75)
SLE vs. GP 0.64 (0.55– 0.75) 0.45 (0.38– 0.52) 1.39 (1.03– 1.89) 1.52 (1.06– 2.19)

* Values are the odds ratio (95% confidence interval). All values are statistically significant. HEC = highly 
effective contraception; LARC = long- acting reversible contraception. 
† Any contraception dispensing includes sterilization, intrauterine devices, implants, oral contraceptives, 
estrogen patch, estrogen ring, and medroxyprogesterone injections. Data on use of barrier methods were 
not available. 

Table 6. Conditional logistic regression results examining contraception encounters and dispensing by 
race/ethnicity among age- matched female Medicaid beneficiaries in the systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) 
population, diabetes mellitus (DM) population, and general population (GP), 2007– 2010*

Group, race/ethnicity

Encounter for 
contraception 
management

Any 
contraception 
dispensing† HEC use LARC use

SLE
White 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.)
African American 1.27 (1.03– 1.57)‡ 0.89 (0.71– 1.12) 0.68 (0.48– 0.98)‡ 1.00 (0.65– 1.53)
Hispanic 1.29 (0.95– 1.73) 0.93 (0.67– 1.28) 1.07 (0.67– 1.71) 1.18 (0.66– 2.11)
Asian 0.98 (0.55– 1.73) 0.72 (0.38– 1.34) 1.29 (0.60– 2.77) 1.88 (0.81– 4.36)
American Indian/

Alaska Native
1.15 (0.44– 3.02) 0.93 (0.32– 2.68) 0.57 (0.08– 4.20) 0.96 (0.13– 7.21)

Other 1.55 (0.76– 3.17) 1.44 (0.69– 3.03) 2.00 (0.77– 5.18) 2.68 (0.92– 7.82)
DM

White 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.)
African American 1.20 (1.04– 1.38)‡ 0.91 (0.80– 1.02) 0.66 (0.48– 0.92)‡ 0.88 (0.61– 1.27)
Hispanic 1.13 (0.94– 1.37) 0.92 (0.78– 1.08) 1.04 (0.72– 1.51) 0.95 (0.60– 1.49)
Asian 1.06 (0.68– 1.66) 1.24 (0.88– 1.75) 1.53 (0.75– 3.09) 1.93 (0.90– 4.12)
American Indian/

Alaska Native
0.95 (0.54– 1.66) 1.05 (0.68– 1.63) 0.81 (0.25– 2.59) 0.83 (0.20– 3.44)

Other 0.99 (0.74– 1.32) 0.89 (0.69– 1.13) 0.67 (0.35– 1.29) 0.97 (0.49– 1.90)
GP

White 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.) 1.00 (Ref.)
African American 1.16 (1.05– 1.27)‡ 1.06 (0.97– 1.15) 0.77 (0.63– 0.95)‡ 0.87 (0.69– 1.10)
Hispanic 0.82 (0.72– 0.92)‡ 1.77 (1.63– 1.92)‡ 1.55 (1.31– 1.84)‡ 1.65 (1.37– 2.00)‡
Asian 0.76 (0.56– 1.02) 1.10 (0.91– 1.32) 0.89 (0.59– 1.35) 1.01 (0.66– 1.55)
American Indian/

Alaska Native
1.80 (1.28– 2.54)‡ 0.96 (0.71– 1.30) 0.97 (0.51– 1.85) 1.09 (0.55– 2.16)

Other 1.29 (1.09– 1.52)‡ 0.91 (0.78– 1.06) 0.90 (0.64– 1.27) 0.94 (0.64– 1.37)
* Values are the odds ratio (95% confidence interval). HEC = highly effective contraception; LARC = long- acting 
reversible contraception; Ref. = reference. 
† Any contraception dispensing includes sterilization, intrauterine devices, implants, oral contraceptives, estrogen 
patch, estrogen ring, and medroxyprogesterone injections. Data on the use of barrier methods were not available. 
‡ Statistically significant. 
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(8,11– 22,28–33). These prior studies have revealed variable 
rates of contraception use among reproductive- age women 
with SLE (22– 85%) (11– 21), and rates of HEC use among 
this population are even lower, in the range of 6– 9% (19,22). 
Additionally, studies examining contraceptive counseling in the 
outpatient setting among women with SLE have shown that 
28– 59% of patients at risk for pregnancy are not receiving 
counseling (13,18– 20,28), including up to 46% of women using 
teratogens (29). Unplanned pregnancies and lack of contra-
ception use have been found to be significantly more common 
among women with SLE as compared to women with rheu-
matoid arthritis or healthy controls (17). Moreover, combined 
hormonal contraception use has been found to be common in 
women with SLE who have contraindications to its use, includ-
ing the presence of antiphospholipid antibodies (30).

Despite known racial disparities in pregnancy outcomes 
among women with SLE, only 1 of these studies examined racial 
differences in contraception care among this population (28), and 
the majority of the studies did not provide any racial data. Although 
racial differences in contraception care among women with SLE 
have not been well- studied, prior qualitative studies have found 
that African American and Hispanic women perceive that their 
providers are pressuring them about their contraception choices 
(23) and report higher levels of birth control– related mistrust as 
compared to White women (24), which may adversely affect their 
reproductive choices and lead to racial disparities.

In this study, we found that as compared to patients with 
DM or the general population, patients with SLE were less likely 
to receive contraception in general but more likely to receive HEC 
or LARC. Higher rates of HEC use among women with SLE could 
reflect enhanced concerns about estrogen exacerbating disease 
activity or leading to thromboembolic disease. These findings also 
suggest that the presence of a chronic disease is not the only factor 
leading to decreased contraception dispensing among women with 
SLE. As far as our state of residence findings, state- level variation 
in contraceptive policies and access for Medicaid- insured women 
could contribute to these differences. For example, a prior study of 
state- level differences in postpartum contraception use found that 
women in Alabama and Ohio had very low rates of LARC use (2%) 
(34). We also found that during the study period, Texas had a state- 
funded program to cover family planning services for adult women 
living at ≤185% of the Federal poverty level, and Wisconsin has a 
state plan amendment to provide family planning services for those 
living at ≤306% of the Federal poverty level, which is the highest 
threshold among all states (35).

Strengths of our study include the use of a large, nationwide, 
and racially diverse study population with detailed medication data. 
We had detailed information on a range of contraceptive services, 
including encounters for contraception management, and phar-
macy and medical claims for combined oral contraceptive pills, 
progestin- only pills, IUDs, implants, estrogen- based intravaginal 

rings, estrogen- based transdermal patches, medroxyprogester-
one injections, and sterilization.

The limitations of this study include lack of data on the use 
of nonprescription methods of contraception or contraceptives 
that were not reimbursed by Medicaid. We were also not able to 
ascertain practice setting (public versus private), provider spe-
cialty, patient census tract, male partner sterilization, whether 
patients desired pregnancy, whether patients declined contra-
ception, and whether patients were sexually active with men 
during the study period. We were limited in the number of covar-
iates we could include in our models given the small number of 
outcomes, and thus there was a possibility of residual confound-
ing. Last, due to variability in enrollment in Medicaid, we were 
unable to identify LARC insertions prior to the baseline period for 
our population. However only 0.6% of women in our cohort had 
LARC removals during the follow- up period without prior claims 
for insertion during the baseline and follow- up periods. Given 
this small percentage, we feel it is unlikely that we are missing a 
significant number of LARC users who had placement prior to 
the baseline period.

In conclusion, racial disparities in contraceptive encounters 
and dispensing among African American and Asian reproductive- 
age women with SLE in the US Medicaid population is likely mul-
tifactorial. Contributing factors may include patient preference, 
cultural factors, ineffective communication and/or mistrust 
between health care providers and patients, racial bias of pro-
viders (implicit or explicit), state- level policies affecting repro-
ductive care, and the legacy of historical injustices (for example, 
the history of forced sterilization of African American women in 
the US may account for lower odds of HEC use but not LARC 
use among African American women in our study). In particular, 
ineffective communication and mistrust in the patient- provider 
relationship may account for our observation of increased con-
traception management visits but decreased receipt of con-
traception or HEC among African American women with SLE. 
With known disparities in pregnancy outcomes by race/ethnic-
ity among women with SLE, qualitative studies are needed to 
further understand the factors that are driving these racial dif-
ferences. We feel that every effort should be made to mitigate 
these racial disparities and to ensure that patients who are at 
the highest risk for adverse pregnancy outcomes are receiving 
appropriate reproductive care.
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Obesity and the Risk of Incident Chronic Opioid Use in 
Rheumatoid Arthritis
Joshua F. Baker,1  Andrew Stokes,2 Sofia Pedro,3 Ted R. Mikuls,4  Michael George,5

Bryant R. England,4  Harlan Sayles,4 Fred Wolfe,3  and Kaleb Michaud6

Objective. The present study was undertaken to evaluate whether the rate of incident chronic opioid use is higher 
in obese patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA).

Methods. Participants with RA in the FORWARD databank were asked about their use of weak and strong opioid 
medications on semiannual surveys. Incident chronic opioid use was defined as new reported use extending over 2 
contiguous surveys (~7– 12 months). Cox proportional hazards models were used to evaluate associations between 
body mass index (BMI) at enrollment and incident chronic opioid use (overall use and strong opioid use). Models 
adjusted for demographics, smoking, disease duration, RA treatments, household income, and education level. The 
predicted 5- year cumulative incidence was calculated from Cox models.

Results. Among 19,794 participants, 2,802 experienced an incident episode of chronic opioid use over 93,254 
person- years of follow- up. Higher BMI was associated with higher risk of chronic opioid use. Severe obesity (BMI >35 
kg/m2) was associated with a higher risk of overall use (adjusted hazard ratio [HRadj] 1.74 [95% confidence interval 
(95% CI) 1.72– 2.04], P < 0.0001) and strong opioid use (HRadj 2.11 [95% CI 1.64– 2.71], P < 0.001) compared to 
normal BMI. This association was partially explained by greater comorbidity, pain, and disability in obese groups. The 
attributable risk for obesity was 15% of overall opioid use and 24% of strong opioid use.

Conclusion. Obesity is associated with a substantially higher risk of incident chronic opioid use. Approximately 1 
in 4 cases of incident use of strong opioids may be attributable to obesity, suggesting a major public health impact. 
Interventions to prevent or reduce obesity could have an important impact on the use of opioids.

INTRODUCTION

Chronic use of prescription opioids increases the risk of 
prescription opioid overdose and death and is a major ongo-
ing public health problem (1,2). Arthritis is a major contributor 
to chronic opioid use as the result of long- term joint pain (3). 
Recent evidence suggests that the prevalence of chronic pre-
scription opioid use among patients with rheumatoid arthri-
tis (RA) is ~17– 40% and has increased over the last decade 
(4– 6).

A recent study identified predictors of opioid use in patients 
with RA (6). These included chronic pain, antidepressant use, 
higher disease activity, and greater disability. However, this study 
did not evaluate the impact of obesity. Some studies have identi-
fied social determinants and other factors associated with opioid 
use in individuals with arthritis (4,7). However, we are not aware 
of studies quantifying the impact of obesity on this public health 
problem in patients with arthritis. This is despite a number of stud-
ies suggesting greater symptoms and more severe disability in 
patients with RA who are obese (8– 11).
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Obesity is well described as an important contributor to the 
burden of chronic pain in the US (12). It is associated with numer-
ous conditions that increase the risk of chronic pain, such as 
degenerative arthritis and lower back pain, among others (13– 15). 
In addition, obesity is strongly associated with depression (16), 
central pain sensitization (17), and prevalent and progressive dis-
ability (18). Thus, there are a number of reasons why patients with 
RA who are obese may experience worse pain and joint dysfunc-
tion and may be at particular risk for chronic opioid use. To date, 
the impact of obesity on the opioid crisis in patients with arthritis 
has been overlooked and is likely to be significant.

Thus, patients with inflammatory arthritis experience chronic 
pain and are at risk for chronic opioid use, and obesity is an impor-
tant comorbidity that may directly lead to a greater utilization of 
chronic opioids in this high- risk population. In this study, we aimed 
to determine if obesity is associated with a higher risk of incident 
chronic opioid use in RA and to estimate the public health impact 
of obesity on incident chronic opioid use in this population (both 
overall use and strong opioid use). We hypothesized a substan-
tially higher rate of incident chronic opioid use over time in obese 
patients with RA independent of demographics, social determi-
nants, and disease- related factors.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Study setting. The study was conducted in FORWARD, 
The National Databank for Rheumatic Diseases. FORWARD is a 
patient- based multi- disease, multipurpose rheumatic disease reg-
istry with patients enrolled from community- based rheumatology 
practices across the US and followed up with regular biannual 
questionnaires. All patients with RA have received a diagnosis 
from a rheumatologist. Key patient data are validated regularly 
using medical records. The registry has been described in detail 
elsewhere (19,20). We utilized data from January 1, 1999 to Feb-
ruary 28, 2019. The study was approved by Via Christi Hospitals 
Wichita Institutional Review Board (IRB00001674). All patients 
sign informed consent prior to participating.

Body mass index (BMI). All patients reported their weight 
and height on each biannual questionnaire. BMI was calculated 
at enrollment (weight [kg]/modal height [m]2) and categorized 

according to published World Health Organization categories 
as underweight (<18.5 kg/m2), normal weight (≥18.5– 25 kg/m2), 
overweight (≥25– 30 kg/m2), obese (≥30– 35 kg/m2), and severely 
obese (≥35 kg/m2) (21). Patients with a BMI <14 kg/m2 were 
excluded.

Chronic opioid use. Incident chronic opioid use was 
defined as reporting of any opioid use on 2 consecutive ques-
tionnaires (typically 6 months apart) among a cohort of partici-
pants who did not report use at enrollment. This classification was 
based on definitions used in prior studies (6) and resulted in at 
least 7 months of consistent opioid use. In secondary analyses, 
we separated strong and weak opioids. Weak opioids included 
codeine, tramadol, hydrocodone, and dextropropoxyphene. 
Strong opioids included morphine, fentanyl, methadone, hydro-
morphone, oxycodone, and oxymorphone (22). We also explored 
the use of non- opioid analgesics including acetaminophen and 
nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs.

Covariables. Covariates of interest included factors consid-
ered likely to be associated with incident opioid use and were eval-
uated as confounders and potential mediators based on a priori 
hypotheses. Demographics, smoking, disease duration, house-
hold income, and education level were assessed at enrollment 
and considered potential confounders. Other obesity- related fac-
tors were considered to likely fall on the causal pathway between 
obesity and opioid use and included physical functioning, disability, 
comorbidity, and chronic pain. Physical functioning was quantified 
using the Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ), a validated 
patient- reported outcome measure (23). Participants were also 
asked whether they were unable to work due to disability. Comor-
bidity was assessed using the Rheumatic Disease Comorbidity 
Index, a validated quantitative measure of comorbid illness (24). 
Specific individual comorbidities (depression, hypertension, heart 
disease, cancer, diabetes mellitus) were also assessed separately. 
Patient assessment of overall physical and mental health was 
derived from the Short Form 36 health survey (25). Pain scores 
were assessed using a visual analog scale, and pain sensitization 
was assessed using the Fibromyalgia Symptom Severity Scale 
and the Widespread Pain Index (26).

Statistical analysis. Enrollment characteristics of the 
study population were described at baseline across BMI cate-
gories. Cox proportional hazards models were used to evalu-
ate associations between enrollment BMI category and incident 
chronic opioid use among patients who were not using opioids 
at baseline. Multivariable models included potential confound-
ers such as demographics, smoking, disease duration, baseline 
treatments (including the number of prior biologics), household 
income, and highest level of education achieved. In order to 
estimate the potential public health impact of obesity on chronic 
opioid use, we determined the cumulative incidence of chronic 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• Obesity is a major public health problem with a far- 

reaching impact on health.
• Obesity is associated with a substantially higher 

risk of incident chronic opioid use, with 1 in 4 cases 
of all incident use of strong opioids possibly being 
attributable to obesity.

• Greater opioid use in obesity is partially explained 
by greater pain, pain centralization, joint dysfunc-
tion, and disability in obese patients.
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opioid use at 5 years based on Cox models. This was performed 
by defining the baseline hazard and adjusting groups based on 
categorical risk. The population attributable fraction (PAF) and 
the number needed to treat (NNT) were calculated based on the 
absolute risk differences at 5 years. These metrics are used to 
quantify the public health impact of an exposure. The PAF can be 
interpreted as the proportion of the population that experienced 
the outcome that would be avoided were they not to have been 
exposed. In this study, the NNT represents the number of people 
for whom the exposure would need have been prevented in order 
to avoid a single outcome. We also explored adjusting models 
for obesity- associated risk factors that we considered to likely lie 
on the causal pathway between obesity and opioid use, includ-
ing time- varying pain scores, comorbidity scores, HAQ scores, 
and the effect of work disability on obesity, to assess their con-
tribution to the long- term risks associated with obesity. Finally, in 
order to consider the possibility of reverse causality (either due to 
pain- related weight gain or disease- related weight loss) affecting 
estimates of risk, we performed a sensitivity analysis assessing 
associations between BMI reported at age 30 years and inci-
dent chronic opioid use in a subset of participants with available 
data. We also performed 2 exploratory analyses to determine 1) 
whether pain and disability at enrollment were associated with 
significant weight gain, and 2) to determine if greater BMI at base-
line was associated with worsening pain and disability. Analyses 
were performed using Stata software, version 14.2.

RESULTS

A total of 37,868 patients with RA were included, with 
a mean ± SD age of 64.4 ± 12.7 years and a mean ± SD BMI of 
28.4 ± 6.9 kg/m2. Obesity was observed in 34% of the population 
and severe obesity in 15%. The prevalence of any opioid use at 
enrollment was 27%, with only 5% reporting the use of strong 
opioids. The prevalence of opioid use at enrollment was greater in 
higher BMI categories (normal weight: 2,883 [23%]; overweight: 
3,023 [25%]; obese: 2,032 [29%]; and severely obese: 2,010 
[35%]; P < 0.001). This was also true for strong opioids (normal 
weight: 520 [4.2%]; overweight: 541 [4.5%]; obese: 385 [5.5%]; 
and severely obese: 458 [8.0%]; P < 0.001).

There were 19,794 total participants who did not report the 
use of opioids at baseline and had sufficient data to be included in 
further analyses examining incident use. The characteristics of this 
study population are shown in Table 1. Obese participants were 
younger and more likely to be female, non- White, and to report 
greater comorbidity, disability (including work disability), worse 
quality of life, lower income, greater pain, greater fibromyalgia 
symptoms, and higher regional pain scores. Obese participants 
were more likely to report the use of biologic therapies and less 
likely to report the use of glucocorticoids at baseline. There was 
no significant relationship between obesity and the use of non- 
opioid analgesics at baseline.

In models adjusting for age, sex, race, RA disease duration, 
smoking, methotrexate use, prednisone use, tumor necrosis factor 
inhibitor (TNFi) use, non- TNFi biologic use, prior biologic use, level of 
education, and household income, obesity was associated with a 
greater risk of incident chronic opioid use in a dose- dependent man-
ner, with severe obesity being associated with a substantially higher 
risk of incident chronic use (adjusted hazard ratio [HRadj] 1.74 [95% 
confidence interval (95% CI) 1.54– 1.95], P < 0.001) (Table 2). Based 
on this model, the overall predicted incidence of any chronic opioid 
use in patients with RA was 15% at 5 years (Table 3). The predicted 
cumulative incidence at 5 years was 21% among severely obese 
patients and 13% among individuals of normal weight (Table 3), with 
an absolute risk difference of 8%. This absolute risk difference cor-
responds to an NNT of 13, suggesting that the prevention or rever-
sal of severe obesity in 13 patients might prevent 1 occurrence of 
chronic opioid use at 5 years.

The overall population attributable fraction for overweight 
and obesity was 15% (Table 3). Notably, among severely obese 
patients, there were more cases of chronic opioid use at 5 years 
than would have been expected based on the rate observed in 
the individuals of normal weight (487 versus 304). Thus, among 
severely obese patients, 38% of opioid use was potentially attribut-
able to the obesity. In sensitivity analyses, similar associations were 
observed between BMI at age 30 years and incident chronic opioid 
use. For example, patients who reported a severely obese BMI at 
age 30 years were at significantly higher risk of incident chronic 
opioid use (HRadj 1.88 [95% CI 1.47– 2.40], P < 0.001) compared 
to participants with normal BMI at age 30 years (see Supplemen-
tary Table 1, available on the Arthritis Care & Research website at 
http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24341/ abstract).

The overall incidence of strong opioid use was lower, with 
a predicted 5- year incidence of 1.8%. The relationship between 
obesity and opioid use, however, was somewhat stronger. For 
example, the risk of chronic strong opioid use was >2- fold higher 
for severe obesity compared to normal weight (HRadj 2.11 [95% 
CI 1.64– 1.71], P < 0.001) (Table 2). The absolute risk difference 
between severe obesity and normal weight was 1.4% at 5 years 
(NNT = 71). The overall population attributable risk fraction for 
obesity and being overweight was 26%. Among those with severe 
obesity, there were more cases of incident strong opioid use at 
5 years than would have been expected at the rate observed in 
the normal weight category (199 versus 94). Thus, 52% of strong 
opioid use among severely obese patients was potentially attrib-
utable to obesity. In sensitivity analyses, patients who reported a 
severely obese BMI at age 30 years were also at a much higher 
risk of incident chronic strong opioid use (HRadj 2.84 [95% CI 
1.58– 5.11]), P < 0.001) (see Supplementary Table 1, available at 
http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24341/ abstract). 
Other factors observed to be associated with chronic opioid use 
included smoking, female sex, longer disease duration, use of 
biologics, a greater number of total biologics used, prednisone 
use, lower income, and lower education level (see Supplementary 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24341/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24341/abstract
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Table 2, available on the Arthritis Care & Research website at 
http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24341/ abstract).

To evaluate to what degree obesity- associated symptoms 
and comorbidities might explain the estimated associations 
between obesity and incident opioid use, we constructed models 
with additional adjustment for time- varying pain scores, comor-
bidity index, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, heart disease, and 
work disability. In these models, the associations between obesity 
and opioid use were partially attenuated for any opioid use (obese 
HRadj 1.22 [95% CI 1.09– 1.36]; severely obese HRadj 1.30 [95% 
CI 1.14– 1.48]) and for strong opioid use (obese HRadj 1.18 [95% 
CI 0.85– 1.66]; severely obese HRadj 1.42 [95% CI 1.00– 2.01]) 
(Table 4). The coefficients for obesity and severe obesity were 
reduced by 46% and 53%, respectively, with this adjustment. 
Higher pain scores, work disability, and higher comorbidity index 

were also each associated with incident chronic opioid use (see 
Supplementary Table 2, available at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24341/ abstract).

Exploratory analyses suggested that greater pain and HAQ 
scores at baseline were not associated with significant changes 
in BMI over time. However, greater BMI at baseline was strongly 
associated with worsening of pain and HAQ scores (see Supple-
mentary Table 3 and Supplementary Figure 1, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24341/ abstract).

DISCUSSION

Results from this study demonstrated a substantially higher 
rate of incident chronic opioid use among obese patients with 

Table 2. Associations between body mass index (BMI) category and incident use of opioids 
among nonusers*

Any opioid use among  
non- opioid users  

(n = 19,794)†

Strong opioid use among  
non- opioid users  

(n = 20,155)‡

HRadj (95% CI) P HRadj (95% CI) P
BMI category

Underweight 1.16 (0.88– 1.52) 0.29 0.98 (0.39– 2.41) 0.97
Normal 1 (ref.) – 1 (ref.) 0.04
Overweight 1.22 (1.11– 1.34) <0.001 1.38 (1.51– 1.81) 0.02
Obese 1.42 (1.27– 1.58) <0.001 1.54 (1.12– 2.10) 0.007
Severely obese 1.73 (1.54– 1.95) <0.001 2.11 (1.64– 2.71) <0.001

* Adjusted for age, sex, race, rheumatoid arthritis disease duration, smoking, methotrexate 
use, prednisone use, tumor necrosis factor inhibitor (TNFi) use, non- TNFi biologic use, prior 
biologic use, level of education, and household income. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; 
HRadj = adjusted hazard ratio; ref. = reference. 
† Person- years = 93,254; no. cases = 2,802. 
‡ Person- years = 99,352; no. cases = 347. 

Table 3. Estimated incidence, number of total cases, and the cases of chronic opioid use 
attributable to obesity in the specific group and in the entire population based on models from Table 
2*

No. of cases
Predicted 5- year 

incidence
Cases attributable to  

excess weight PAF, %†
Any opioid use

Underweight 387 57 (15) NA NA
Normal 7,181 905 (13) 0 (0) 0
Overweight 6,456 975 (15) 129 (13) 4.3
Obese 3,431 597 (17) 137 (23) 4.5
Severely obese 2,339 489 (21) 187 (38) 6.2
All 19,794 3,023 (15) 446 15

Strong opioid use
Underweight 394 5 (1.3) NA NA
Normal 7,292 95 (1.3) 0 (0) 0
Overweight 6,556 118 (1.8) 33 (28) 9.3
Obese 3,509 70 (2.0) 25 (36) 7.1
Severely Obese 2,404 65 (2.7) 34 (52) 9.6
All 20,155 353 (1.8) 92 26

* Values are the number (%) unless indicated otherwise. NA = not applicable; PAF = population 
attributable fraction. 
† The PAF represents the proportion of cases in the whole population that are attributable to this 
category of obesity. For example, 9.6% of all cases of chronic strong opioid use in the entire population 
are attributable to severe obesity. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24341/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24341/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24341/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24341/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24341/abstract
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RA. The overall rate of incident chronic opioid use at 5 years was 
relatively high in this population (15%) and consistent with prior 
reports (6). In our study population, excess weight could poten-
tially account for 15% of all incident chronic use and 26% of all 
incident strong opioid use in the population at 5 years. Strikingly, 
52% of cases of strong opioid use at 5 years among severely 
obese patients were potentially attributable to the obesity itself, 
suggesting that prevention or reversal of severe obesity could 
have a substantial impact on reducing opioid use in this group.

These findings have important public health implications. 
Within this population at risk of chronic opioid use due to inflam-
matory arthritis, obesity was a critical risk factor. Our study also 
suggests that the risk of opioid use in obese patients may be 
related to the observation of greater pain, centralization of pain, 
disability, comorbidity, and poor quality of life in these participants 
over time. These factors have been strongly linked to obesity in 
other populations (13– 18). We have previously shown that obese 
patients with RA had more rapid progression of disability over time 
than patients of normal weight, suggesting a direct contribution of 
obesity to the development of disability (18). In this study, when 
considered in regression models, factors such as pain, disability, 
and comorbidity explained approximately one- half of the mea-
sured effect. It is likely that other factors, not assessed in the cur-
rent study, may be important, such as characteristics or location 
of pain, other comorbidities, and other behavioral or social fac-
tors. Because comorbidities such as pain and disability are likely 
caused by obesity, we considered it inappropriate to consider 
them as confounders in these analyses. It is, however, difficult to 
fully disentangle the complex relationship between obesity and 
these related comorbidities.

An alternative hypothesis might be that pain and disability lead 
to both obesity and opioid use. However, several analyses pre-
sented here suggest that this is less likely. For example, the obser-
vation that BMI at age 30 years has a comparable association with 
incident use suggests that reverse causality is not a substantial 
contributor to these observed relationships because BMI in early 
life will often temporally precede other risk factors such as pain and 
disability from inflammatory arthritis. Furthermore, in this popula-
tion, greater HAQ score and pain were not significantly associated 
with subsequent changes in BMI. Overall, these data support the 
hypothesis that public health approaches to prevent or treat obe-
sity could substantially reduce the use of chronic opioids among 
patients with RA through a reduction in pain and pain centralization, 
joint dysfunction and disability, and improvements in quality of life.

We are aware of 1 prior study characterizing the incident 
use of chronic opioids in patients with RA (6). This study found 
that chronic pain, antidepressant use, higher disease activity, 
and greater disability were all associated with a higher rate of 
chronic opioid use. Our study confirms these prior observations 
and builds on these data by evaluating obesity as a risk factor for 
chronic opioid use. Our study illustrates how obesity might act as 
a common etiologic factor that may lead to poor health status, 
disability, chronic pain, and ultimately opioid use.

While this study was not aimed at defining all risk factors for 
chronic opioid use in this population, we did identify a number of 
associations that deserve further study. In our population, evidence 
of longer disease duration, prior use of biologic drugs, and the use 
of prednisone were associated with the use of opioids, suggesting 
greater use in refractory and longstanding disease. An associa-
tion with more severe disease is intuitive and confirms results from 

Table 4. Predictors of overall incident chronic opioid and chronic strong opioid use before and after 
adjusting for additional factors considered likely to be in the causal pathway*

Model 1  
(n = 19,794)†

Model 2  
(n = 18,511)‡

HRadj (95% CI) P HRadj (95% CI) P
Any opioid use among nonusers

BMI category
Underweight 1.16 (0.88– 1.52) 0.29 1.12 (0.85– 1.48) 0.42
Normal 1 (ref.) – 1 (ref.) – 
Overweight 1.22 (1.11– 1.34) <0.001 1.14 (1.04– 1.26) 0.007
Obese 1.42 (1.27– 1.58) <0.001 1.22 (1.09– 1.36) 0.001
Severely obese 1.73 (1.54– 1.95) <0.001 1.30 (1.15– 1.48) <0.001

Strong opioid use among nonusers
BMI category

Underweight 0.99 (0.40– 2.44) 0.99 0.75 (0.27– 2.04) 0.57
Normal 1 (ref.) – 1 (ref.) – 
Overweight 1.38 (1.05– 1.81) 0.02 1.24 (0.94– 1.65) 0.13
Obese 1.53 (1.12– 2.09) 0.008 1.18 (0.85– 1.65) 0.32
Severely obese 2.11 (1.52– 2.92) <0.001 1.42 (1.00– 2.01) 0.05

* 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; BMI = body mass index; HRadj = adjusted hazard ratio; ref. = reference. 
† Model 1: person- years = 93,254; cases = 2,802. Adjusted for age, sex, race, rheumatoid arthritis disease 
duration, smoking, methotrexate use, prednisone use, tumor necrosis factor inhibitor (TNFi) use, non- 
TNFi biologic use, prior biologic use, level of education, and household income. 
‡ Model 2: person- years = 85,570; cases = 2,631. Model 1 plus adjustment for the rheumatic disease 
comorbidity index, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, heart disease, depression, work disability, pain score 
on visual analog scale, and Health Assessment Questionnaire score. 
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prior studies (6). Current use of biologics was protective, perhaps 
related to better disease control or perhaps related to other health 
or social factors that may be different in individuals receiving these 
therapies. Differences in sex and associations with income and 
education level suggest that there are socioeconomic determi-
nants of opioid use. Prior studies in the general population have 
suggested that chronic prescription opioid use and prescription 
opioid overdose are each associated with socioeconomic determi-
nants (27,28). The effect of obesity in this study was independent 
of these socioeconomic determinants. Further study is necessary 
to evaluate each of these factors and their individual roles.

A limitation of these data is the self- report of the exposure 
and the lack of information regarding dosing of opioid medica-
tions. Self- report of BMI may lead to an underestimation of BMI, 
particularly among more obese individuals (29). The impact of this 
bias might be hypothesized to result in a further underestimation of 
the risks of obesity. In addition, we did not have access to objec-
tive measures of disease activity (i.e., swollen joint counts, inflam-
matory markers). Thus, one might speculate that the associations 
observed for obese patients with RA are driven by more severe 
inflammatory arthritis in this group. However, numerous reports 
suggest that obese patients with RA have more modest inflam-
matory disease measured by advanced imaging (30,31) and show 
reduced rates of radiographic damage progression, suggesting 
a milder phenotype of the inflammatory arthritis itself (32– 35). This 
study may not be entirely generalizable to all populations, as risk 
factors for chronic opioid use and the prevalence of obesity will 
vary by population. However, this registry is a large and national 
sample of the US population of patients with RA. Since pain and 
poor health status might be hypothesized to lead to obesity, it is 
difficult to entirely rule out the possibility of an effect of reverse 
causality occurring (prior to study enrollment). However, a strength 
of the current study is the use of long- term longitudinal data and 
evaluation of incident chronic opioid use among nonusers at base-
line. In addition, the observed associations with BMI at age 30 
years suggest that excess weight likely preceded obesity- related 
factors in most cases. Finally, because obese patients more com-
monly use opioids at enrollment (and were therefore ineligible for 
the primary analysis), we may have underestimated the risk of 
obesity due to the exclusion of these prevalent users.

Strengths of the study include the longitudinal study design, 
long- term follow- up, robust clinical variables measured over time, 
the quantification of the potential public health impact, the assess-
ment of potential mediators such as pain and disability, and the 
confirmation of results in sensitivity analyses using early life weight.

In conclusion, obesity is strongly linked to incident chronic 
opioid use among patients with RA. As much as 15% of all incident 
opioid use in this population, and 25% of strong opioid use, might 
be attributable to excess weight and its associated comorbidities. 
These data support a focus on the prevention and management 
of obesity in order to stem the chronic use of opioids in patients 
with arthritis.
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Is There Any Role for Opioids in the Management of   
Knee and Hip Osteoarthritis? A Systematic Review and 
Meta- Analysis
Mikala C. Osani,1  L. Stefan Lohmander,2 and Raveendhara R. Bannuru1

Objective. Opioids have long been prescribed for chronic pain conditions, including osteoarthritis (OA). However, there 
is little information about their temporal efficacy, or differences in efficacy and safety between opioids with strong versus 
weak/intermediate μ opioid receptor– binding affinity. To explore these research questions, we conducted a systematic 
review and meta- analyses of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) conducted in patients with knee and/or hip OA.

Methods. We searched Medline, Embase, PubMed Central, and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled 
Trials from inception to December 2019 and sought unpublished data. Placebo- controlled RCTs of oral opioids in 
patients with knee and/or hip OA were included. Standardized mean differences (SMDs) were calculated for pain and 
function at 2, 4, 8, and 12 weeks. Subgroup analyses for strong and weak/intermediate opioids were conducted. 
Meta- regression was performed to assess the impact of dosage (morphine equivalency) on pain relief. Risk ratios 
were calculated for safety at the final follow- up.

Results. A total of 18 RCTs (9,283 participants) were included. Opioids demonstrated small benefits on pain at 
each time point, with SMDs ranging from – 0.28 (95% confidence interval [95% CI] – 0.38, – 0.17) to – 0.19 (95% CI 
– 0.29, – 0.08); similar effects were observed for function. Strong opioids demonstrated consistently inferior efficacy
and overall worse safety than weak/intermediate opioids. Meta- regression revealed that incremental pain relief 
achieved beyond 20–50-mg doses was not substantial in the context of increased safety risks.

Conclusion. Opioids provide minimal relief of OA symptoms within a 12-week period, and they are known to 
cause discomfort in a majority of patients. Clinicians and policy makers should reconsider the utility of opioids in the 
management of OA.

INTRODUCTION

The use of opioids in chronic, noncancer pain has long been 
controversial. The clinical use of these drugs increased consid-
erably in the mid- 1990s, contemporaneous to the widespread 
reframing of pain as “the fifth vital sign” that was adopted by 
numerous clinical and research societies in an effort to improve 
patient care and satisfaction (1– 4). Indeed, some research sug-
gested that opioids exert similar or even more profound benefits 
on pain in individuals with chronic conditions than nonsteroidal 
antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) or acetaminophen (5– 7). Opioids 
have also been considered favorable to conventional analgesics 

because they do not result in major organ toxicity, despite long- 
term use (1– 3). For this reason, they have been recommended for  
patients experiencing chronic pain for whom NSAIDs or acet-
aminophen are contraindicated (4). All these reasons coupled with 
aggressive marketing campaigns contributed to the dramatic 
increases in opioid prescriptions worldwide (2,8– 18). However, 
concern about the devastating potential for opioid misuse among 
chronic pain patients has come to the forefront in the past decade 
(13,19– 21). More recently, higher- quality evidence syntheses have 
also reported a lack of benefit of opioid medications on pain in 
individuals with chronic conditions, with notably low rates of toler-
ability of the drugs (22– 28).
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Osteoarthritis (OA) is one of the most common conditions con-
tributing to the prevalence and global burden of chronic musculoskel-
etal pain worldwide (29,30). More recent clinical practice guidelines 
for OA have generally taken a cautious approach in recommending 
opioid use (24,25,31), with statements ranging from absolute avoid-
ance of the drugs in any patient subgroup (24) to favorable recom-
mendations for patients whose disease has failed medical therapy, 
in whom surgical intervention is contraindicated (31).

Recent meta- analyses assessing the efficacy and safety of 
opioids versus placebo in patients with OA showed little evidence 
that the drugs are beneficial on pain or function, and reported high 
rates of adverse events (AEs) (22,23,26– 28). However, all reviews 
that assessed efficacy did so at the final follow- up time, masking 
potential temporal changes in the action of opioids on pain and/
or function. Temporal assessments can reveal peak periods of 
efficacy and can provide clinicians with a blueprint for optimal reg-
imen lengths for particular pharmacologic treatments (32,33). Fur-
thermore, the impact of μ receptor– binding affinity (strong versus 
weak or intermediate opioids) on the observed efficacy of opioids 
was not adequately assessed, with 1 review conducting analyses 
specific to single drug formulations, rather than by binding affinity 
class (23). Likewise, none of these reviews assessed the impact of 
opioid medications on sleep quality or depression.

In light of the apparent lack of benefit of opioids on pain and 
function, additional information on these outcomes may shed light 
on other potential benefits opioids may have specific to their psy-
choactive and/or sedative effects. Some researchers have rec-
ommended closely monitored use of opioids in chronic pain for 
individuals who are experiencing sleep deprivation due to pain (34), 
although there is a possibility that chronic opioid use can result in 
long- term disruptions to sleep architecture, including the inhibition 
of the rapid eye movement (REM) stage of sleep, which is essen-
tial to adequate rest and recovery (35,36). Assessing mood and 
sleep quality variables is also important in understanding the rela-
tionship between analgesics with psychoactive and/or sedative 
effects, because diagnosed depression and self- reported sleep 
deprivation have both been associated with higher levels of pain 
(37,38). The relationship between these variables may provide a 
clue as to the muted efficacy response observed in patients with 
OA receiving opioids.

We aimed to characterize temporal patterns in pain relief and 
functional improvement among participants receiving oral opi-
oids for knee or hip OA and to assess the safety profile of the 
drugs. Meta- analyses of opioid effects on pain and function were 
conducted for 2- , 4- , 8- , and 12- week time points. Other rele-
vant patient- reported outcomes were assessed, including quality 
of life, sleep quality, and depression. Differences in efficacy and 
safety between strong and weak/intermediate opioids were also 
evaluated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study was performed according to the Preferred Report-
ing Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta- Analyses guidelines 
(see Supplementary Appendix A, available on the Arthritis Care 
& Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
acr.24363/ abstract) (39). We were unable to register our protocol 
at the PROSPERO registry (40), because a portion of the quality 
assessment was previously completed by our team as part of a 
different project (24). The analyses and results described within 
this article have not been published elsewhere.

Data sources/searches. A systematic search strategy 
was implemented of Medline, Embase, PubMed Central, and the 
Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials from inception to 
April 2019 (see Supplementary Table 1, available on the Arthri-
tis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract). Unpublished data were sought 
through ClinicalTrials.gov, and we reviewed the reference lists of 
relevant systematic reviews, meta- analyses, and supplements of 
conference proceedings that had been published up to April 2019 
by hand. The electronic search was updated and reviewed again 
in December 2019. Our search criteria included randomized con-
trolled trials (RCTs) that tested the effects of any US Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA)– approved oral opioid medication on 
participants diagnosed with musculoskeletal disorders. No restric-
tions were placed on publication date, status, or language.

Study selection. Placebo- controlled randomized trials 
assessing the efficacy and/or safety of FDA- approved oral opioid 
drugs in participants with knee and/or hip OA were included. Data 
from all dosage groups were collected from dose- ranging studies 
and pooled for the final analyses. RCTs incorporating combination 
treatment with NSAIDs in the study protocol were excluded. Stud-
ies that focused on peri- operative outcomes were not eligible. 
Studies in which the location of OA was undefined were excluded. 
Studies using enriched enrollment or inappropriate placebo con-
trols (e.g., double- dummy designs incorporating non-oral routes 
of administration) were also excluded.

References gathered by the systematic search underwent 
an initial abstract screening in which 2 independent reviewers 
assessed them for potential eligibility according to preestablished 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• Opioids demonstrated only small benefits on pain 

and function at 2, 4, 8, and 12 weeks, which de-
creased with time.

• Strong opioids consistently demonstrated inferior 
effects to weak/intermediate opioids on pain and 
function.

• Participants who received strong opioids were 
more likely to experience more adverse events than 
those who received weak/intermediate opioids.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/abstract
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inclusion and exclusion criteria (MCO and RRB). The full man-
uscripts of references that were included in the initial round of 
screening were reviewed more thoroughly for suitability in the analy-
sis (MCO and RRB). Discordant results in inclusion or exclusion 
that resulted during either screening stage were discussed and 
resolved; in the event that a disagreement in eligibility could not 
be resolved by consensus, we consulted a third reviewer (LSL).

Data extraction and quality assessment. A data extrac-
tion form was created to collect information on study and popu-
lation characteristics, opioid classification, dosage and frequency, 
rescue medication protocol, and relevant efficacy and safety out-
comes. Data were independently extracted from each included 
RCT by 2 reviewers (MCO and RRB). Opioid classes were defined 
by the strength of μ opioid receptor– binding affinity, as either strong 
(hydromorphone, morphine, oxycodone, oxymorphone) or weak/
intermediate (codeine, hydrocodone, tapentadol, tramadol) (41,42). 
Data were collected at all reported time points and grouped into 
the following time point categories: 2 weeks (0– 2 weeks), 4 weeks 
(3– 6 weeks), 8 weeks (7– 10 weeks), and 12 weeks (11– 16 weeks) 
(32). We collected outcome data that were reported by any val-
idated scale; in the event that >1 scale was reported, results for 
all scales were collected. Data that were presented in manuscript 
text or tables were prioritized over graphical data; data that were 
available only via figures or graphs were recovered using Engauge 
Digitizer and double- checked by a second reviewer (43). Wherever 
possible, intent- to- treat analyses were preferred.

Quality was independently assessed at the study level by 2 
reviewers (MCO and RRB) using the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool 
(44). To assess overall study quality, we developed criteria for very 
low, low, moderate, and high quality a priori; details on quality des-
ignations can be found in Supplementary Appendix B, page 3, 
available on the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin 
elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract. Quality was 
assessed at the outcome level using GRADE (Grading of Recom-
mendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation) method-
ology (45). GRADE evidence profiles were constructed for the final 
follow- up time. GRADE quality assessment was undertaken by 2 
independent reviewers (MCO and RRB), who resolved conflicts 
through discussion and consensus. A GRADE quality assess-
ment rubric was designed a priori and used as a reference dur-
ing the assessment (see Supplementary Table 2, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract).

Outcome definitions. The primary outcome was pain. 
Secondary outcomes included functional status, quality of life, 
sleep quality, depression, opioid withdrawal symptoms, discon-
tinuation due to lack of efficacy, discontinuation due to AEs, rates 
of AEs and serious AEs, rates of gastrointestinal AEs, and rates of 
somnolence. Continuous outcomes were reported as the mean 
change from baseline to follow- up. We established an a priori 

extraction hierarchy for pain and functional outcome scales using 
the Cochrane Musculoskeletal Research Group’s list of proposed 
outcomes (46). In analyses of pain and function, Western Ontario 
and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index scales were pri-
oritized (47); in analyses of quality of life, component summary 
scores of the Medical Outcomes Survey Short Form 36- item ques-
tionnaire (48) took precedence. If no other scales were available, 
nonstandard Likert scales were included in analyses of pain and 
function. Supplementary Table 1, available on the Arthritis Care 
& Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
acr.24363/ abstract, provides additional details of the methods 
used to collect and assess different outcomes.

Statistical analysis. For continuous outcomes, we calcu-
lated standardized mean differences (SMDs) and 95% confidence 
intervals (95% CIs) as the bias- corrected Hedges’ g statistic, 
using the mean change from baseline to follow- up (49). Meta- 
analyses were conducted using the inverse variance method and 
employed random effects models, as described by DerSimonian 
and Laird, to account for methodologic and clinical heterogeneity 
(50). Dichotomous outcomes were analyzed using the Mantel- 
Haenszel method and reported the effects as risk ratios and 95% 
CIs (51). Heterogeneity was assessed using the I2 statistic (52). 
Subgroup analyses of broad groupings of strong and weak/inter-
mediate opioids were conducted for pain at every time point, and 
for safety outcomes. Subgroup analyses of pain isolating RCTs (or 
study arms of relevant RCTs) involving tramadol were also planned 
for every time point a priori, to investigate potential differences in 
pain relief that may result from its dual mechanism of action (53). 
Meta- regression was performed to assess the impact of dosage 
(morphine equivalency) on pain relief. Morphine equivalency was 
calculated from the total daily dose of opioid using an online con-
version calculator that was created using Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention benchmarks (https://www.orego npain 
guida nce.org/opioi dmedc alcul ator). For studies involving variable 
dosing of opioids by individual participant tolerance, the mean 
daily dose was used to calculate morphine equivalency. Sub-
group analyses based on dose were performed on 4 dose groups 
<20 mg, 20– 50 mg, 51– 100 mg, and >100 mg. The potential 
for publication bias was evaluated using Egger’s test and visual 
inspection of funnel plots (54). All analyses were conducted using 
R, version 3.6.1 with the “meta” package (55).

RESULTS

The systematic search returned 3,421 potentially relevant 
abstracts. Of these, 173 were eligible for full text review, and 18 
RCTs involving 9,283 participants were included in final analyses 
(Figure 1). Supplementary Table 3, available on the Arthritis Care 
& Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
acr.24363/ abstract, provides the reasons for late- stage exclusion 
for studies that originally passed full- text review but were ultimately 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/abstract
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deemed ineligible. Included studies were published between the 
years 2000 and 2017; data from 2 unpublished studies were 
gathered from ClinicalTrials.gov.

Study characteristics and demographics of the included 
RCTs are shown in Supplementary Table 4, available on the Arthri-
tis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/  
doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract. Seven RCTs involved patients 
with knee OA only, and 11 RCTs involved mixed populations of 
patients with knee and/or hip OA. No eligible RCTs involved patients  
with hip OA alone. Eleven trials compared weak/intermediate opi-
oids to placebo: codeine (n = 1) (56), tapentadol (n = 3) (57– 59), 
and tramadol (n = 7) (60– 66); 10 trials compared strong opioids 
to placebo: morphine (n = 1) (67), hydromorphone (n = 2) (68,69), 
oxycodone (n = 5) (57– 59,70,71), and oxymorphone (n = 2) (72,73); 
three 3- armed trials involved both strong and weak opioids (57– 
59); and one 3- armed trial compared 2 different strong opioids 
against placebo (72). The follow- up duration of the included RCTs 
ranged from 10 days to 16 weeks (median 12 weeks); 61% of 
RCTs had a follow- up of at least 12 weeks.

Demographic characteristics among study participants were 
relatively consistent across studies and were comparable to those 
expected among patients with OA. The proportion of female par-
ticipants in the included RCTs ranged from 49% to 73% (median 
62%). The mean age ranged from 54 to 67 years (median 61 
years), and mean body mass index (BMI) ranged from 27.9 to 
34.3 kg/m2 (median 33.5 kg/m2); BMI was not reported in 44% 
of studies. Four studies (22%) reported that the majority of partic-
ipants’ previous experience with opioids classified them as non-
opioid users (58,67,71,73). Eleven RCTs (61%) reported patients’ 
previous experience with opioids at baseline; however, those 
studies did not report the exact percentages of individuals who  
were opioid experienced at baseline. Limited doses of acetamin-
ophen were the most common type of rescue medication (56% 

of RCTs) allowed during the course of the follow- up; 2 studies did 
not permit rescue medication usage.

Quality assessment of the included trials showed that 
the majority of trials were of low to very low quality, with the major-
ity of high risk- of- bias ratings being related to attrition bias and 
potential reporting bias (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure 1, 
available on the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin 
elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract). Aside from 
attrition bias concerns, the methodologic quality of the trials 
was moderate overall. Of 18 included RCTs, only 3 (17%) did 
not report funding sources in adequate detail (56,64,67), and the 
remaining 15 studies reported industry sponsorship and/or direct 
industry involvement of ≥1 investigator. Visual inspection of funnel 
plots did not reveal evidence of publication bias (see Supplemen-
tary Figure 2, available on the Arthritis Care & Research website 
at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract). 
The overall quality of evidence at the outcome level as assessed 
by GRADE was low (see Supplementary Table 5, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract). Downgrades were most com-
monly attributed to risk- of- bias concerns and heterogeneity.

Temporal effects of opioids on pain and function. 
Opioids demonstrated small benefits on pain over placebo at 
every follow- up time through 12 weeks (see Supplementary 
Figure 3A and Supplementary Table 6, available on the Arthri-
tis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract). The largest effects were 
observed at 2 and 4 weeks, with SMDs of – 0.27 (95% CI – 0.37, 
– 0.17; n = 11 RCTs) and – 0.28 (95% CI – 0.38, – 0.17; n = 9 
RCTs), respectively (see Supplementary Figures 4 and 5, avail-
able on the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin e  
libr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract). Benefits on 
pain decreased notably (32%) from 4 weeks to 8 weeks and 
remained very small until the 12- week follow- up, with SMDs 
of – 0.19 (95% CI – 0.29, – 0.08; n = 6 RCTs) and – 0.21 (95% 
CI – 0.30, – 0.11; n = 10 RCTs), respectively (see Supplemen-
tary Tables 5– 7, available on the Arthritis Care & Research web-
site at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ 
abstract). All analyses demonstrated moderate heterogeneity, 
with I2 ranging from 59% to 67%. Analyses isolating RCTs com-
paring tramadol to placebo demonstrated nearly identical effects 
on pain to those including all RCTs at every time point, with lower 
heterogeneity (see Supplementary Table 6, available at http://
onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract).

The effects of opioids on functional outcomes were similarly 
small (see Supplementary Figure 3B, available on the Arthritis Care 
& Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
acr.24363/ abstract). The functional benefits of opioids were most 
pronounced at 4 weeks (– 0.26 [95% CI – 0.37, – 0.15]; n = 5 RCTs). 
Heterogeneity among functional analyses was more variable, with 
values ranging from 0% at 2 weeks to 77% at 8 weeks.

Figure 1. Study flow diagram.
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The overall quality of evidence for both pain and functional 
outcomes at the final follow- up time, as assessed by GRADE, was 
low due to risk- of- bias concerns and inconsistency ratings that 
resulted from moderate- to- high heterogeneity (see Supplemen-
tary Table 5, available on the Arthritis Care & Research website 
at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract).

Overall effects of opioids on quality of life, sleep 
quality, and depression. Small benefits in sleep quality were 
observed in participants receiving opioids at the last follow- up 
(0.20 [95% CI 0.14, 0.27]; n = 9 RCTs; I2 = 0%); effects did not 
differ between strong and weak/intermediate opioids (see Supple-
mentary Table 6, available on the Arthritis Care & Research website 
at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract). 
The quality of evidence for sleep was assessed to be moderate. 
Opioids demonstrated no benefits on quality of life (SMD 0.04 
[95% CI – 0.10, 0.17]; n = 7 RCTs; I2 = 77%) at the final follow- up. 
The quality of evidence for quality of life was assessed to be very 
low due to severe heterogeneity and risk- of- bias concerns. Par-
ticipants receiving opioids reported slightly worse depression 
scores compared to those who received placebo at the 12- week 
follow- up in the 1 RCT that reported the outcome (– 0.15 [95% CI 
– 0.28, – 0.02]); the GRADE quality of evidence for this outcome 
was moderate, but inconsistency could not be assessed due to 
the fact that only 1 RCT contributed to this analysis.

Strong versus weak/intermediate opioids for pain. 
With respect to pain relief, strong opioids consistently under-
performed compared to weak/intermediate opioids versus pla-
cebo (Figure 3 and Supplementary Figures 4– 7, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.
com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract). Weak/intermediate opi-
oids demonstrated effect sizes that were 19%, 32%, and 130% 
greater than the effect sizes for strong opioids at 2, 4, and 8 
weeks, respectively. The difference between the effects of weak/
intermediate opioids versus strong opioids was not as pro-
nounced at 12 weeks, with weak/intermediate groups demon-
strating effects that were 16% larger than those observed for 
strong opioids versus placebo. To further examine this relation-
ship, post hoc meta- analyses assessing direct comparisons of 
strong versus weak/intermediate opioids were conducted for 2- , 
4- , 8- , and 12- week time points using data from three 3- armed 
RCTs; the only drug comparison addressed by these 3 studies 
was tapentadol versus oxycodone (57– 59). The results of these 
analyses reflected similar trends observed in our indirect com-
parisons of strong versus weak/intermediate opioids, with tap-
entadol demonstrating superiority over oxycodone at 2- , 4- , and 
8- week time points, and with effects of the 2 groups converging 
at 12 weeks; tapentadol demonstrated statistically significant  
superiority at weeks 4 and 8 (see Supplementary Table 7, avail-
able on the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.
wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract). Meta- regression 

Figure 2. Risk-of-bias summary of included studies. + = low risk 
of bias; ? = moderate risk of bias; – = high risk of bias.
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exploring dose effects revealed that opioid dosage (measured 
as morphine equivalency) was related to the magnitude of pain 
relief observed at the final follow- up time (P = 0.03), and that 
dose effects accounted for approximately 18% of the variability 
in standardized effect sizes for pain (R2 = 18.05%) (Figure 4). 
In the subgroup analyses based on morphine dose equiva-
lency ranges (<20 mg/day, 20– 50 mg/day, 51– 100 mg/day, or 
>100 mg/day), the effect sizes for pain tended to increase with 

an increase in dose, ranging from – 0.11 (95% CI – 0.33, 0.12) 
for <20 mg/day to – 0.40 (95% CI – 0.57, – 0.23) for >100 mg/
day (see Supplementary Table 8, available on the Arthritis Care & 
Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
acr.24363/ abstract). However, the clinical relevance of the pos-
sible increases in pain relief achieved beyond a 20– 50 mg dose 
was questionable in light of the additional risks encountered at 
these doses (see Supplementary Table 8).

Figure 3. Pain trajectories based on opioid strength.
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Strong versus weak/intermediate opioids for func-
tion. With respect to physical function outcomes, strong opioids 
underperformed compared to weak/intermediate opioids versus 
placebo at 4- week and 12- week follow- up times, with effect sizes 
that were 29% and 5% smaller, respectively (see Supplemen-
tary Table 6, available on the Arthritis Care & Research website 
at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract). 
Comparison of strong versus weak/intermediate opioids at 8 
weeks was not possible, since no RCT involving strong opioids 
reported functional outcomes at 8 weeks.

Overall safety of opioids. Participants receiving opioids 
were more likely to discontinue treatment during the study period 
due to AEs (risk ratio 3.88 [95% CI 3.18, 4.74]) (Table 1). Opi-
oid recipients were 1.5 times more likely to experience any AE 
or serious AE. The risks of experiencing a gastrointestinal AE or 
somnolence were 3.5 times and 4.1 times higher, respectively, 
in participants receiving opioids than placebo. The most com-
mon AEs reported included nausea, constipation, diarrhea, and 
vomiting. Interpretation of the results of analyses of total AEs and 

gastrointestinal AEs was limited by extremely high heterogeneity 
(Table 1).

The risk of opioid withdrawal symptoms was not markedly 
different from placebo, but data on this outcome were reported 
in only 3 trials. GRADE quality assessment of safety outcomes 
ranged from very low to moderate, primarily on the basis of het-
erogeneity (see Supplementary Table 5, available on the Arthri-
tis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract). Heterogeneity was specifically 
noted in analyses of total AEs and gastrointestinal AEs, most likely 
due to a lack of standardization in reporting of these measures 
(e.g., reporting a sum total versus individual events).

Comparison of the safety of strong versus weak opi-
oids. The relative risk of discontinuation due to AEs was higher 
among participants receiving strong opioids versus those receiv-
ing weak/intermediate opioids (relative risk 5.44 [95% CI 4.50, 
6.57] versus relative risk 2.92 [95% CI 2.32, 3.66]) (Table 1). The 
relative risks of experiencing any AE, experiencing a gastroin-
testinal AE, and experiencing somnolence were similar for the 2 

Table 1. Safety results*

Class

Follow- up,  
median (range) 

weeks
No. RCTs   

(no. patients)†

Risk ratio vs. 
placebo  

(95% CI)‡ I2, %
Opioid withdrawal symptoms

All opioids 12 (12– 13) 3 (2,211) 1.96 (0.87, 4.41) 46
Strong opioids 12 (NA) 2 (811) 2.78 (1.41, 5.49)§ 43
Weak opioids 12 (12– 13) 3 (1,796) 1.06 (0.19, 5.80) 64

Discontinuation due to adverse 
events

All opioids 12 (1.43– 16) 18 (9,314) 3.88 (3.18, 4.74)§ 41
Strong opioids 12 (1.43– 16) 10 (4,686) 5.44 (4.50, 6.57)§ 0
Weak opioids 12 (1.43– 13) 11 (5,474) 2.92 (2.32, 3.66)§ 36

Discontinuation due to lack of 
efficacy

All opioids 12 (1.43– 16) 16 (9,314) 0.48 (0.42, 0.55)§ 29
Strong opioids 12 (1.43– 16) 9 (4,686) 0.37 (0.29, 0.49)§ 38
Weak opioids 12 (1.43– 13) 10 (5,244) 0.55 (0.48, 0.62)§ 0

Total adverse events
All opioids 12 (1.43– 16) 14 (8,263) 1.50 (1.34, 1.69)§ 89
Strong opioids 12 (1.43– 16) 7 (3,661) 1.63 (1.36, 1.95)§ 93
Weak opioids 12 (1.43– 13) 10 (5,452) 1.41 (1.22, 1.64)§ 89

Serious adverse events
All opioids 12 (1.43– 16) 12 (7,439) 1.51 (1.08, 2.11)§ 0
Strong opioids 12 (1.43– 16) 6 (3,165) 1.66 (0.96, 2.88) 9
Weak opioids 12 (1.43– 13) 8 (5,117) 1.37 (0.88, 2.12) 3

Gastrointestinal adverse events
All opioids 12 (1.43– 16) 16 (7,777) 3.49 (2.85, 4.27)§ 79
Strong opioids 12 (1.43– 16) 7 (3,479) 3.42 (2.64, 4.43)§ 79
Weak opioids 12 (1.43– 13) 10 (4,972) 3.12 (2.28, 4.26)§ 87

Somnolence
All opioids 12 (1.43– 16) 15 (8,320) 4.07 (3.25, 5.09)§ 0
Strong opioids 12 (1.43– 16) 9 (4,391) 4.06 (3.15, 5.24)§ 0
Weak opioids 12 (1.43– 13) 9 (4,772) 4.27 (2.85, 6.41)§ 29

* 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; NA = not applicable; RCT = randomized controlled trial. 
† The number of RCTs overlaps in some cases due to 3- arm trials including both strong and weak opioids. 
‡ Risk ratios >1 indicate greater risk of an event in the opioid group. 
§ Statistically significant. 
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groups, compared to placebo. Participants receiving strong opi-
oids were more likely to report symptoms of opioid withdrawal 
versus placebo.

DISCUSSION

We aimed to update and enhance the evidence base for opi-
oid use in knee and hip OA to provide a holistic assessment of 
what role, if any, opioids may play in a contemporary OA treatment 
regimen. The results of our study showed that opioids overall 
demonstrated only small benefits on pain and function, compared 
with placebo, in participants with OA from 2 to 12 weeks of treat-
ment. The use of opioids contributed no measurable benefit to 
quality of life versus placebo. The risk of experiencing any adverse 
safety outcome of interest, with the exception of opioid withdrawal 
symptoms, was higher among participants receiving any type of 
opioid. Interestingly, strong opioids consistently underperformed 
compared to weak/intermediate opioids for pain and function 
outcomes. Participants receiving strong opioids were also at a 
greater risk of experiencing any safety outcome than those who 
received weak/intermediate opioids.

A recent study that evaluated the therapeutic trajectory of 
NSAIDs found that they exerted moderate effects on pain, peaking 
within the first 2 to 8 weeks of treatment (SMDs ranging from – 0.43 
to – 0.36) and plateauing by 26 weeks (SMD – 0.21) (33). In com-
parison, the magnitudes of the effect sizes for pain demonstrated 
by opioids over time in the current study were consistently small, 
ranging from – 0.27 at 2 weeks to – 0.21 by 12 weeks. Put into con-
text, the largest effect sizes observed for opioids versus placebo 
at 2 weeks did not exceed the treatment effect (– 0.29) of intraar-
ticular placebos versus oral placebos observed in a network meta- 
analysis of common treatments for OA (74). Thus, these results call 
into question the clinical relevance and utility of opioid drugs in both 
short-  and long- term OA pain management regimens.

Our results are consistent with recent studies assessing the 
efficacy and safety of opioids versus placebo in participants with 
OA, despite methodologic differences (22,23,26– 28). The review 
by Megale et al focused on broad musculoskeletal pain and incor-
porated data from both transdermal and oral opioids; likewise, 
the review by Fuggle et al included OA at any location (22,27). 
To constrain heterogeneity, our inclusion criteria were limited to 
RCTs involving oral opioid use in patients with knee and/or hip OA. 
The findings of our study are also in agreement with the results 
of a review by Da Costa et al (23). Although these authors ana-
lyzed individual opioid formulations separately, there was a general 
trend for weak/intermediate opioids to demonstrate larger effects 
on pain than strong opioids at the final follow- up time. Our study 
differed from these 2 studies in that it included some additional 
studies, including 1 newly published RCT and 2 unpublished stud-
ies (58,63,70).

Most reviews included enriched enrollment with standard 
study designs in their analyses (75) and also included RCTs that 

did not meet our inclusion standards (see Supplementary Table 3, 
available on the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin 
elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract) (76– 85). We 
thoroughly evaluated the therapeutic trajectory of oral opioids for 
knee and hip OA and attempted to tease out differences between 
strong and weak/intermediate opioids, in an effort to offer better 
clinical insight. We also provided specific data on the pain relief 
trajectory of tramadol and found that it offered comparable effects 
to other opioids. This study also reports data on sleep quality and 
depression, as well as clinically relevant AEs.

An interesting finding from our study is the underperformance 
of strong opioids. The most likely explanation for this finding 
could be the relationship between pain relief and the tolerability 
of opioids based on dose. We observed a relevant relationship 
between morphine dose equivalency and the magnitude of pain 
relief at the final follow- up (Figure 4). However, the relative risk of 
discontinuation due to AEs among participants receiving strong 
opioids was nearly twice that of participants receiving weak/inter-
mediate opioids (Table 1). Many participants who received strong 
opioids may have been unable to achieve the optimal therapeutic 
dose as a result of attrition related to a lack of tolerability. Partic-
ipants who might have received the optimal therapeutic dosage 
and started experiencing superior pain relief would have with-
drawn from the trials due to AEs, leaving only the participants 
with suboptimal therapeutic doses, ultimately biasing the results 
toward the null.

Participants who received opioids reported experiencing bet-
ter sleep quality by the final follow- up time; however, the benefits 
of opioids on sleep quality did not differ based on weak/interme-
diate or strong opioid- binding affinity (SMD 0.21 [95% CI 0.11, 
0.31] versus 0.20 [95% CI 0.10, 0.30], respectively). Opioid users 
were also more than 4 times more likely to report somnolence, or 
daytime drowsiness. Since scales that measure sleep quality rely 
on self- report, we are unable to clarify what aspects of sleep were 
improved by opioid use from patients’ perspectives. The bene-
fits to patients’ sleep that were reported may have been more 
focused on ease of falling asleep, and the impacts of opioids on 
REM sleep may have contributed to the incidence of somnolence. 
However, the simple act of taking an opioid during the day may 
have increased the likelihood of experiencing drowsiness at inap-
propriate times.

The results of this study are subject to some limitations. 
As in any meta- analysis, the quality and credibility of our results 
are limited by the quality and quantity of the contributing RCTs. 
Overall, the quality of the RCTs that contributed to our analyses 
was assessed to be low to very low, with the majority of meth-
odologic concerns pertaining to attrition bias as well as report-
ing bias related to inadequate reporting of baseline data. There 
was specifically a trend for differential rates in discontinuation due 
to AEs in the opioid groups and lack of treatment efficacy in the 
placebo groups. Participants in the opioid groups were approxi-
mately 4 times more likely to withdraw from the study due to AEs 
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compared to those in the placebo group. Possibly the efficacy 
data from patients who were responders, or potential responders, 
to opioid treatment who experienced issues with tolerance were 
not captured, resulting in a bias toward the null (see Supplemen-
tary Figure 8, available on the Arthritis Care & Research website 
at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract). 
We also observed lower rates of discontinuation due to lack of 
efficacy in the opioid groups (risk ratio 0.48 [95% CI 0.42, 0.55]; 
n = 16 RCTs) (Table 1). Differential rates of discontinuation due to 
lack of efficacy could result in inflated placebo effects by exclud-
ing participants in the placebo group who experienced the least 
benefit from the full study follow- up (see Supplementary Figure 9, 
available on the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin e  
libr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24363/ abstract), resulting in a  
bias toward the null. These factors might have resulted in under-
estimating the true effect of opioids, but the fact that many par-
ticipants were unable to tolerate the therapeutic doses would 
also mean that the effects we report here may be more pragmatic 
and likely to be seen in clinical practice.

Potential reporting bias was documented in over half of the 
included RCTs, most commonly related to insufficient documen-
tation of baseline characteristics or baseline values for efficacy 
variables. Unfortunately, the potential impact that the omission 
of baseline data for efficacy outcomes may have had on efficacy 
results cannot be ascertained. The interpretability of the results 
of analyses of total AEs and gastrointestinal AEs was limited by 
extremely high heterogeneity for all opioids and for strong and 
weak/intermediate subgroups. Likewise, heterogeneity in our effi-
cacy analyses was concerning. Although we attempted to con-
strain heterogeneity through strict inclusion criteria and subgroup 
analysis, we tried to further explore and explain various sources 
of this heterogeneity, including BMI, severity of OA, baseline pain, 
and study quality.

Our sensitivity analyses excluding very low-quality studies 
yielded similar effect sizes, with a 22% decrease in heterogeneity 
at 2 weeks but a 4% increase at 12 weeks. BMI was reported in 
only 10 studies (5 studies reporting a BMI of 34, 2 reporting 33, 2 
reporting 31). Although the lack of variability in these values would 
normally have precluded us from conducting a meaningful meta- 
regression analysis, post hoc meta- regression of pain relief val-
ues on BMI were not significant (P = 0.37). Baseline pain values 
were reported in only 10 studies, with minimum variability among 
those values (SD of 6.58 points on a standardized 0– 100 scale);  
post hoc meta- regression of pain relief on baseline pain (stan-
dardized to a 0– 100 scale) did not reveal a significant relationship 
(P = 0.88). The data for disease severity were not reported in a 
way that is amenable for any kind of analysis or further exploration.

Another major limitation of the current study is the lack of 
longer- term follow- up data. None of the RCTs extended beyond 
16 weeks of follow- up. Since OA is a chronic disorder, and 
since many opioid users are prescribed these drugs to manage 
OA and other painful chronic conditions, the lack of longer- term  

data may mean that the results from any of the currently avail-
able RCT data for opioids in this population are not generaliz-
able to a large portion of individuals with OA who need long- term  
pain medications. Although a recent meta- analysis of data from 
open- label extension trials concluded that opioids may be effec-
tive and safe for long- term use, only 4 of the RCTs specifically 
involved patients with OA, 3 of which extended to only 26 weeks 
(86). Furthermore, the proportion of participants retained from the 
original trials ranged from 11% to 29% and likely consists mainly 
of participants who tolerated and responded to opioids. Thus, 
the conclusions drawn in the current study must be considered 
in light of the aforementioned limitations, as well as the limitations 
inherent to open- label, noncomparative study designs. Finally, 
our study was limited in its ability to capture patient attitudes and 
perspectives on opioid treatment for OA. Future research should 
focus on the impact of patient education on attitudes and beliefs 
about the use of opioids for treating OA symptoms.

Opioids, when compared to placebo, show only small bene-
fits on pain and function from 2 to 12 weeks of treatment, contrib-
ute no measurable benefit to quality of life, and show an increased 
risk of harms. Strong opioids demonstrated consistently inferior 
efficacy and overall worse safety than weak/intermediate opioids. 
In light of this evidence and in the context of a rapidly shifting par-
adigm for pain management, clinicians and policy makers should 
reconsider the utility of opioids in the management of OA.
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Targeted Program in an Academic Rheumatology Practice 
to Improve Compliance With Opioid Prescribing Guidelines 
for the Treatment of Chronic Pain
Eric J. Wang,  Rebecca Helgesen, Chadwick R. Johr, Hannah S. Lacko, Michael A. Ashburn, and Peter A. Merkel

Objective. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and many state governments have issued 
guidelines for opioid prescribing for the treatment of chronic noncancer- associated pain. We sought to decrease 
practice variation and increase compliance with these guidelines in a tertiary academic rheumatology practice by 
developing an interdisciplinary opioid working group and using electronic health record (EHR)– integrated data feedback.

Methods. Division leadership and providers established shared goals at interdisciplinary meetings involving 
rheumatology, pain medicine, nursing, and pharmacy. Interventions included educational sessions on opioid prescribing 
guidelines and the sharing of individual de- identified prescribing patterns. An opioid dashboard page within the EHR 
allowed every provider to see individualized and division- wide data that tracked process measures based on CDC 
and state- specific guidelines. Baseline data from June to August 2017 were compared with monthly data through 
December 2018.

Results. At baseline, 40% of patients had an active opioid agreement (a Pennsylvania guideline and a New Jersey law), 
25% had a urine drug screen result within 12 months of their most recent opioid prescription, and 24% had a concurrent 
benzodiazepine prescription. After 16 months, these percentages improved to 88%, 66%, and 16%, respectively. The 
average number of opioid tablets prescribed per month decreased from 59,733 to 48,966 (– 18%; P = 0.02).

Conclusion. Shared goals developed through interdisciplinary input and readily accessible data feedback can 
markedly increase provider compliance with national and state- specific guidelines for opioid prescribing for the 
treatment of chronic noncancer- associated pain in rheumatology.

INTRODUCTION

Opioids are well- documented as having a limited role for the 
treatment of chronic noncancer- associated pain, with a poten-
tial modest benefit matched or exceeded by harms (1,2), including 
death from causes other than overdose (3). Despite this limita-
tion, opioid prescriptions for chronic noncancer- associated pain 
increased 4- fold between 1999 and 2010 (4).

The epidemic of opioid- related deaths in the US has not 
ended (4), and the continued overprescribing of opioids is a likely 
contributor. Over 70,000 people died from drug overdose in the 
US in 2017, and two- thirds of these deaths involved opioids (5). 
Approximately one- third of the opioid- related deaths involved a 
prescription opioid (5), and the overprescribing of opioids may 
also facilitate their misuse, abuse, and diversion (6). Of the nearly 

12 million people age ≥12 years who engaged in opioid misuse in 
2016, 92% (10.9 million) misused solely prescription opioids (7).

Reducing clinically unwarranted opioid prescriptions has 
become a key strategy taken by Federal and state institutions 
to address the opioid epidemic (4). The Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) Guideline for Prescribing Opioids 
for Chronic Pain recommends a thorough risk- benefit evalua-
tion prior to starting or maintaining opioid therapy, and at the 
lowest effective dosage for the least amount of time possible 
(8). The majority of state governments in the nation have also 
established limits defining either the maximum days’ supply or 
the maximum morphine milligram equivalents (MME) of first- time 
opioid prescriptions (9).

The Division of Rheumatology at the University of Pennsylva-
nia examined its own practices to minimize the risk of inadvertent 
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opioid overprescribing. This academic practice included 18 pro-
viders, 5 clinical sites, and a patient volume of approximately 
25,000 visits per year. An internal review in 2016 found that the 
group was the fifth- largest prescriber of opioids by number of 
tablets within the clinical practices of the University of Pennsyl-
vania. There was also evidence of significant practice variation 
within the division regarding compliance with CDC and state- 
specific opioid prescribing guidelines for chronic noncancer- 
associated pain.

To address these issues regarding opioid prescribing, the Divi-
sion of Rheumatology at the University of Pennsylvania created a 
division- specific opioid working group. By collecting baseline data, 
planning and implementing an integrated set of interventions, and 
assessing their impact to guide future actions, we used a plan- do- 
study- act cycle. We report on this ongoing quality improvement 
initiative to decrease practice variability and increase compliance 
with national and state- specific guidelines regarding opioid pre-
scribing for the treatment of chronic noncancer- associated pain in 
an academic rheumatology practice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Opioid working group. The Division of Rheumatology cre-
ated an opioid working group to address its goals of optimizing 
treatment of pain while lowering the risk of harm. This group was 
informed by a broader opioid task force of the University of Penn-
sylvania Health System (UPHS). The working group consisted of a 
rheumatology physician lead, the rheumatology division adminis-
trator, the musculoskeletal and rheumatology service line director 
of quality, a rheumatology nurse, a pain medicine physician, and 
a clinical pharmacist. Process measures were selected based 
on the CDC Guideline for Prescribing Opioids for Chronic Pain, 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania guidelines, and New Jersey 
state law. These measures included the percentage of patients 

receiving chronic opioid prescriptions (≥3 prescriptions in a 12- 
month period) through the Division of Rheumatology who: 1) had 
an active opioid agreement within 12 months of their most recent 
opioid prescription (a Pennsylvania- specific guideline and a New 
Jersey law); 2) had a visit with the provider within 3 months of 
their most recent opioid prescription; 3) had a urine drug screen 
within 12 months of their most recent opioid prescription; and 4) 
had an active concurrent benzodiazepine prescription (8,10,11). In 
addition, the total number of opioid tablets prescribed per month 
was documented, with the expectation that increased compli-
ance with these process measures would lead to a decrease 
in this number. We focused on Pennsylvania opioid prescribing 
guidelines and a New Jersey opioid prescribing law because the 
vast majority of our patients taking opioids fill their prescriptions in 
1 of these 2 states.

Opioid dashboard. UPHS created an opioid dashboard 
page that was integrated into the electronic health record (EHR) 
system (Epic Systems Corporation), which recorded the pro-
cess measures above for each provider. This dashboard allowed 
collection and presentation of data from the institutional level, to 
the practice location, down to the individual provider level. Every 
provider was able to look up his or her own data and those of 
anyone else within UPHS.

Data feedback, provider education, and EHR optimi-
zation. A division- wide meeting was held that included physicians 
(including trainees), nurse practitioners, nurses, practice manag-
ers, and pharmacists. Baseline data on the above process mea-
sures were shared, and a consensus was reached regarding the 
necessity of decreasing practice variability and increasing com-
pliance with national and state guidelines regarding opioid pre-
scriptions. Specific goals and a long- term action plan to improve 
compliance with these process measures were established. A 
division- wide educational session regarding these measures 
was led by a pain medicine physician. Throughout this process, 
de- identified physician- level performance data were openly 
shared and discussed to facilitate an understanding of goals 
and existing challenges, rather than placing blame on individ-
ual providers. Through these educational and iterative efforts, a 
standardized process for the prescription of opioids for treating 
chronic noncancer- associated pain was developed and imple-
mented. A financial incentive to the division for programmatic ini-
tiatives was administered through the UPHS musculoskeletal and 
rheumatology service line, based on the division meeting selected 
goals for these process measures. Individual clinicians did not 
receive direct financial benefit.

To integrate into the clinical workflow the tasks necessary to 
accomplish the agreed- upon process goals, the UPHS opioid task 
force identified opportunities to optimize the EHR. These oppor-
tunities  included providing integrated access to the Pennsylvania 
and New Jersey Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP) 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• This study demonstrates how interdisciplinary 

goal- setting, prescriber education, and individual-
ized data feedback integrated within an electronic 
health record can markedly reduce variations in 
opioid prescribing practices and increase compli-
ance with national and state- specific guidelines 
for the treatment of chronic noncancer- associated 
pain in a rheumatology practice.

• Prescribing patterns for opioids can be changed rel-
atively quickly by establishing shared goals through 
interdisciplinary input and by allowing providers in 
real- time to readily access, track, and compare data 
describing their own performance.

• This study may have implications for improving ad-
herence to process measures in other clinical set-
tings.
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databases within each patient’s electronic chart. This access was 
accomplished in collaboration with the Department of Health of 
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Previously, providers had to 
exit their patient’s electronic chart, access the database’s website, 
sign in, and then enter the patient’s identifying information into the 
website to access PDMP data. This integration allowed providers 
instead to click on 1 link within the patient’s record to immediately 
access the PDMP database.

The UPHS opioid task force also identified the fact that the 
existing workflow for completing opioid agreements presented 
a barrier to compliance. Individual practices within the health 
system were expected to create their own versions of an opi-
oid agreement. These documents were in paper form, and after 
they were signed, they had to be individually scanned into each 
patient’s electronic record. However, there was no stan dardized 
location for where to store these agreements within the EHR, and 
there was no standardized name for these files. In response, the 
UPHS opioid task force created a single electronic opioid agree-
ment that conformed to clinical practice guidelines and state 
laws. This electronic agreement replaced the previous paper ver-
sion, and all patients who had not signed an opioid agreement 
within 1 year had their opioid agreement renewed using the new 
electronic signature process. This new workflow established an 
institutional standard for the opioid agreement, and because the 
document was electronic, it was automatically uploaded into the 
patient’s chart into a standardized location immediately following 
signature.

Individual prescriber performance with the process measures 
was monitored on an ongoing basis through the opioid dashboard. 
Divisional leadership ensured that all prescribers were aware of 
their performance through regular communication of individual 
and division- wide performance. Divisional leadership also used 
the opioid dashboard to identify prescribers who appeared not to 
be improving, facilitating individualized education and coaching. In 
addition, the opioid dashboard allowed all providers to create lists 
of those patients out of adherence with specific process mea sures 
(e.g., not having an active opioid agreement on file). Providers and 

support staff could then easily identify these patients and bring 
their care into compliance.

RESULTS

Baseline data (June 2017 to August 2017) were obtained 
in September 2017 and monthly data were obtained through 
December 2018. A summary of the data is shown in Figure 1. 
At baseline, 40% of patients had an active opioid agreement, 
all signed on paper. This rate improved to 88% (all electronically 
signed) by December 2018. The percentage of patients with a 
documented provider visit within 3 months of receiving any opi-
oid prescription was 90% at baseline and remained above 90% 
throughout the study period. Only 25% of patients had undergone 
a urine drug screen within 12 months of receiving an opioid pre-
scription at baseline; this rate increased to 74% by June 2018 and 
remained above 66% through December 2018. The percentage 
of patients having active prescriptions of both opioids and benzo-
diazepines (not necessarily from the same prescriber or institution) 
was 24% at baseline; this percentage dropped to 20% by June 
2018 and further decreased to 16% by December 2018.

Total opioid tablets prescribed per month. At base-
line, the mean number of opioid tablets prescribed per month was 
59,733, with a median of 62,404 tablets. From September 2017 
through December 2018, the mean number of opioid tablets pre-
scribed decreased to 48,966 per month, with a median of 48,901 
tablets, a reduction of the mean by 18% (P = 0.02). A summary of 
the data is shown in Figure 2.

Number of opioid tablets per prescription per month. 
At baseline, there was a mean ± SD of 115.4 ± 3.18 tablets 
per opioid prescription per month (n = 3 months of baseline 
data, median = 116.9). From September 2017 through December 
2018, the mean ± SD number of tablets per opioid prescription 
per month decreased to 112.5 ± 3.08. This reduction was not 

Figure 1. Baseline and postintervention characteristics of opioid 
prescribing process measures.
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statistically significant (P = 0.14; n = 16 months of postinterven-
tion data; median = 112.4). A summary of the data is shown in 
Figure 3.

DISCUSSION

In this ongoing initiative within an academic rheumatol-
ogy practice, an interdisciplinary working group that included 
all opioid prescribing stakeholders established clearly defined 
process measures consistent with current CDC and state opi-
oid prescribing guidelines and law. Directly through the EHR, all 
prescribers could access real- time data tracking their own per-
formance in meeting these process measures and also compare 
their own data with those of the division and their practice location.

This program was quite successful. Over the first 16 months 
of this initiative, practice variation decreased and compliance 
increased regarding 3 key process measures: 1) the percentage 
of patients with an active opioid agreement within 12 months of 
their most recent opioid prescription; 2) the percentage of patients 
with a urine drug screen within 12 months of their most recent opi-
oid prescription; and 3) the percentage of patients with an active 
concurrent benzodiazepine prescription from any provider or insti-
tution. The improved compliance with these process measures is 
consistent with the concept that motivated providers, leadership 
buy- in, and timely data feedback can together change practice 
behavior (12). Compliance with the fourth process measure (the 
percentage of patients with a provider visit within 3 months of 
their most recent opioid prescription) also remained high.

The total number of opioid tablets prescribed per month 
decreased even though the number of opioid tablets per prescrip-
tion per month did not significantly change. One plausible expla-
nation is that when a provider has assessed a patient to meet the 
indications for receiving a new or renewed opioid prescription, the 
decision on how many tablets to prescribe per month is based 
largely on objective clinical findings. However, with increased 
compliance with national and state- specific guidelines for opioid 

prescribing, the number of total prescriptions written may have 
decreased, ideally reflecting a reduction in opioid overprescribing, 
and leading to an overall decrease in the total number of tablets 
prescribed.

Notably, this initiative was associated with a decrease in the 
percentage of patients receiving a concurrent benzodiazepine 
prescription, because the risk of harm (e.g., respiratory depres-
sion) in patients receiving both opioids and benzodiazepines is 
significantly increased compared to patients taking opioids alone 
(8). Nationally, approximately 20– 25% of patients who have an 
opioid or benzodiazepine prescription in the outpatient setting 
have also been co- prescribed the other (13). Our baseline per-
centage of patients with concurrent opioid and benzodiazepine 
prescriptions was similar at 24%, but decreased to 16%. Since 
nearly all of the benzodiazepine prescriptions were from providers 
outside the practice, this decrease may be attributable to fewer 
patients receiving opioid prescriptions from the division.

This project has a number of strengths. The initiative had 
strong provider buy- in and satisfaction, and all relevant opioid- 
prescribing stakeholders were involved. Many providers expressed 
gratitude with the rheumatology opioid working group for helping 
them achieve a better understanding of current best practices for 
opioid prescribing. This initiative also resulted in improvements in 
3 key process measures, even though all providers were under 
significant time pressure in busy outpatient practices, and well- 
established patients had to agree to perform additional tasks on 
routine follow- up visits (e.g., signing an opioid agreement). The 
optimizations the UPHS opioid task force contributed to the EHR, 
namely the creation of a standardized electronic opioid agreement 
and integrating access to PDMP data, helped make these tasks 
achievable.

An additional strength of this work is that it facilitates adapt-
ability to future iterations of guidelines and laws regarding opioid 
prescribing. As national opioid prescribing guidelines continue 
to be refined and state governments pass new legislation, pro-
cess measures can be modified, and providers will have the infra-
structure in place to understand new requirements, adjust their 
practice patterns accordingly, and track their compliance.

Our study also has limitations. This initiative only addressed 
chronic noncancer- associated pain, though such pain is the likely 
reason why patients with rheumatic diseases receive chronic opi-
oid prescriptions (14). Also, although our EHR tracks the number 
of tablets per opioid prescription per month, it does not track the 
number of opioid prescriptions written per provider per month. 
Therefore, we are unable to directly measure whether the number 
of opioid prescriptions per provider decreased, even though the 
total number of opioid tablets prescribed per month in the division 
had decreased. In addition, although our EHR tracks the MME 
of initial opioid prescriptions, it does not track the average MME 
of subsequent opioid prescriptions. We are thus unable to state 
whether the decrease over time in total opioid tablets prescribed 
per month was accompanied by a concomitant decrease in MME 

Figure 3. Mean number of opioid tablets per prescription per 
month.
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prescribed per month. Providers can plausibly reduce the num-
ber of opioid tablets they prescribe while increasing the dosage 
of the tablets, leading to an equivalent or potentially larger MME. 
However, such actions are unlikely because they would contradict 
our divisional goals, which emphasize using the lowest MME nec-
essary per prescription, consistent with national and state guide-
lines (8,10,11). Subsequent revisions to our EHR will aim to track 
the number of opioid prescriptions written per provider and the 
average MME per prescription. A factor limiting the implications 
of our work is that we were only able to track process measures. 
Information feedback initiatives may have a greater impact on pro-
cess measures than patient outcomes (15).

Overall, this work demonstrates the fact that interdisciplinary 
goal- setting, provider education, and real- time data feedback 
can markedly reduce practice variation and increase compliance 
with national and state- specific guidelines for the prescribing of 
opioids for the treatment of chronic noncancer- associated pain. 
Further studies are needed to determine whether increased com-
pliance with these guidelines is sufficient to improve patient safety.
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Trends in Office Visits During Which Opioids Were 
Prescribed for Adults With Arthritis in the US, 2006– 2015
Loredana Santo,1  Susan M. Schappert,1 Jennifer M. Hootman,2 and Charles G. Helmick2

Objective. To analyze trends for visits to office- based physicians at which opioids were prescribed among adults 
with arthritis in the US, from 2006 to 2015.

Methods. We analyzed nationally representative data on patient visits to office- based physicians from 2006 to 2015 
from the National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NAMCS). Visit percentages for first-  and any- listed diagnosis of 
arthritis by age groups and sex were reported. Time points were grouped into 2- year intervals to increase the reliability of 
estimates. Annual percentage point change and 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) were reported from linear regression 
models.

Results. From 2006 to 2015, the percentage of visits to office- based physicians by adults with a first- listed 
diagnosis of arthritis increased from 4.1% (95% CI 3.5%, 4.7%) in 2006– 2007 to 5.1% (95% CI 3.9%, 6.6%) in 2014– 
2015 (P = 0.033). Among these visits, the percentage of visits with opioids prescribed increased from 16.5% (95% CI 
13.1%, 20.5%) in 2006– 2007 to 25.6% (95% CI 17.9%, 34.6%) in 2014– 2015 (P = 0.017). The percentage of visits 
with any- listed diagnosis of arthritis increased from 6.6% (95% CI 5.9%, 7.4%) in 2006– 2007 to 8.4% (95% CI 7.0%, 
10.0%) in 2014– 2015 (P = 0.001). Among these visits, the percentage of visits with opioids prescribed increased from 
17.4% (95% CI 14.6%, 20.4%) in 2006– 2007 to 25.0% (95% CI 19.7%, 30.8%) in 2014– 2015 (P = 0.004).

Conclusion. From 2006 to 2015, the percentage of visits to office- based physicians by adults with arthritis 
increased and the percentage of opioids prescribed at these visits also increased. NAMCS data will allow continued 
monitoring of these trends after the implementation of the 2016 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Guideline 
for prescribing opioids for chronic pain.

INTRODUCTION

In the US, arthritis affected an estimated 54.4 million 
(22.7%) adults in 2013– 2015 and is projected to affect 78.4 mil-
lion by 2040 (1,2). Arthritis is characterized by chronic pain that 
can be managed by a combination of nonpharmacologic inter-
ventions, such as physical activity and disease- management 
education, and pharmacologic therapy (3). The most common 
pharmacologic therapy includes nonsteroidal antiinflammatory 
drugs and new disease- modifying antirheumatic drugs. How-
ever, most patients with dispensed opioid prescriptions have 
arthritis, suggesting that arthritis pain is often treated with opi-
oids (4). This is a controversial issue for this population because 
of the potential adverse effects, especially among older adults 

with arthritis. The 2016 Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention (CDC) Guideline for Prescribing Opioids for Chronic 
Pain recommends nonpharmacologic therapy and non- opioid 
therapy for chronic pain and consideration of opioid therapy for 
chronic pain– related conditions, including osteoarthritis, only if 
expected benefits for pain and function are anticipated to out-
weigh the risk due to the possible harms of opioids (5). More-
over, usage of opioids to treat moderate- to- severe chronic back,  
hip, or knee osteoarthritis pain has not been deemed superior 
to using nonopioid medications (6). There are gaps in the liter-
ature regarding the use of prescription opioids for adults with 
arthritis in the ambulatory care setting, where most arthritis is 
diagnosed and managed. To begin addressing these research 
gaps, we characterized opioid prescriptions among adults with 
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arthritis by analyzing trends for visits to office- based physicians 
at which opioids were prescribed between 2006 and 2015.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

The National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NAMCS) is 
an annual, nationally representative survey of visits to nonfederal, 
office- based physicians in the US conducted by the National 
Center for Health Statistics (7). The NAMCS currently uses a strat-
ified 2- stage probability sampling design, with physicians selected 
at the first stage and visits selected at the second stage. Survey 
data are weighted to produce national estimates. Detailed infor-
mation on the NAMCS methodology is available on the CDC web-
site (https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/ahcd/). This analysis covers the 
period from 2006 to 2015, preceding the 2016 CDC Guideline for 
Prescribing Opioids for Chronic Pain (5). We began with the 2006 
NAMCS, the first year NAMCS adopted a new drug coding system 
and started coding drugs in terms of their generic components 
and therapeutic classifications, using the Lexicon Plus proprietary 
database (Cerner Multum). We ended with the 2015 NAMCS, the 
last year using the International Classification of Diseases, Ninth 
Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD- 9- CM) codes needed to cap-
ture arthritis, in order to maintain a consistent definition of arthritis; 
comparable arthritis codes using the new ICD- 10- CM codes for 
2016 and later were not available. In 2016, the NAMCS switched 
from coding diagnoses using the ICD- 9- CM to the ICD- 10- CM. 
Response rates (the percentage of in- scope physicians for whom 
at least one- half of their expected number of visit records were 
completed) ranged from 58.9% in 2006 to 35.4% in 2015.

The unit of analysis used was ambulatory care visit (the num-
ber of visits rather than the number of people). Visits by adults 
ages ≥18 years with a first- listed or first 3– listed (hereafter called 
any- listed) diagnoses of arthritis were analyzed. Arthritis was 

defined using the ICD- 9- CM codes 274, 710, 712- 716, 719, 
729.1 (8), based on a subset of arthritis codes originally defined 
by the National Arthritis Data Workgroup (9). Arthritis visits with 
prescribed opioids were defined as arthritis visits where at least 1 
opioid was prescribed (i.e., provided, new, or continued prescrip-
tion). Opioids were defined using Cerner Multum’s Lexicon third 
level therapeutic category codes for narcotic analgesics (code 60) 
and narcotic analgesic combinations (code 191). Records with 
prescriptions of buprenorphine only were excluded. By 2014, 
the NAMCS was collecting data on as many as 30 medications 
prescribed (i.e., provided or a new or continued prescription) at 
office visits. However, in 2005– 2009, only 8 medications were 
collected, which increased to 10, and later 12, medications. For 
comparability, only data for the first 8 drugs were used across all 
years. The 2 analysis groups included in this study were visits to 
office- based physicians made by adults with a first- listed diagno-
sis of arthritis and visits to office- based physicians made by adults 
with any- listed diagnosis of arthritis. First- listed diagnoses gener-
ally represent the primary diagnosis for the visit. In 2006– 2013, 
up to 3 diagnoses could be reported at each visit. In 2014 and 
2015, as many as 5 diagnoses could be reported, but only the 
first 3 diagnoses were reviewed in this analysis, to be comparable 
across all study years.

Arthritis visits with prescribed opioids were defined as vis-
its with a diagnosis of arthritis where at least 1 opioid was found 
among the first 8 drugs reported at the sampled visit. An opioid 
can be prescribed at the sampled visit, provided at the sampled 
visit, or continued if it was prescribed prior to the sampled visit. 
The NAMCS instrument does not determine which drugs were 
prescribed for which diagnosis, so it is possible that among vis-
its made by adults with arthritis as well as another diagnosis, 
opioids were prescribed for pain related to other conditions. The 
NAMCS collects data on medications that are prescribed during a 
patient visit, but it does not measure whether the patient actually 
took the medication; consequently, medication adherence was 
not examined in this analysis.

Visit percentages for first-  or any- listed diagnosis with 95% 
confidence intervals (95% CIs) were reported. Time points were 
grouped into 2- year intervals to increase the reliability of esti-
mates. Orthogonal polynomial contrasts were used to assess lin-
ear and quadratic trends (10). Annual percentage point changes 
and 95% CIs were reported from linear regression models. Statis-
tical analy ses accounted for the complex survey design and were 
conducted using SAS, version 9.4, and SUDAAN (RTI Interna-
tional), version 11.0.

RESULTS

Osteoarthritis and allied disorders (ICD- 9- CM code 715) was 
the most frequent form of arthritis in our sampled first- listed arthri-
tis visits and any- listed arthritis visits (31% and 29%, respectively).

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• Arthritis and opioid use represent significant public 

health and clinical problems in the US. Arthritis pa-
tients taking opioid medications are at risk for the 
potentially adverse effects of these drugs. There 
are gaps in the literature regarding the prescribing 
of opioids for adults with arthritis in the ambulatory 
care setting.

• We used 2006– 2015 National Ambulatory Medical 
Care Survey data to determine trends.

• We used the percentage of visits by adult patients 
to office- based physicians at which opioids were 
prescribed.

• During 2006– 2015, the percentage of visits to office- 
based physicians by adult patients with a diagnosis 
of arthritis increased significantly. Among these vis-
its, the percentage of visits at which opioids were 
prescribed increased as well.

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/ahcd/
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First- listed arthritis visits. Overall, the percentage of vis-
its to office- based physicians by adults with a first- listed diagnosis 
of arthritis increased from 4.1% (95% CI 3.5%, 4.7%) in 2006– 
2007 to 5.1% (95% CI 3.9%, 6.6%) in 2014– 2015 (P = 0.033), 
with similar trends in the age 45– 64 years group. The increase in 
the age ≥65 years group was not statistically significant (P = 0.17). 
During the study period, the percentage of visits significantly 
increased for men (P = 0.019) but not for women (P = 0.07).

Any- listed arthritis visits. Overall, the percentage of visits 
with any- listed diagnosis of arthritis increased from 6.6% (95% 
CI 5.9%, 7.4%) in 2006– 2007 to 8.4% (95% CI 7.0%, 10.0%) in 
2014– 2015 (P = 0.001). Similar trends were observed among all 3 
age groups and for women and men (Table 1).

First- listed arthritis visits with opioids prescribed. 
Overall, among visits with a first- listed diagnosis of arthritis, the 
percentage of visits with opioids prescribed increased from 16.5% 
(95% CI 13.1%, 20.5%) in 2006– 2007 to 25.6% (95% CI 17.9%, 
34.6%) in 2014– 2015 (P = 0.017). Among adults ages 45– 64 
years, this percentage increased from 18.2% (95% CI 13.5%, 
23.7%) in 2006– 2007 to 28.2% (95% CI 18.4%, 39.8%) in 2014– 
2015 (P = 0.028). The increases in the age 18– 44 years and age 
≥65 years groups were not statistically significant (P = 0.13 and 
P = 0.052, respectively) (Figure 1 and Table 2). Among women, 
the percentage of visits with opioids prescribed increased from 
18.0% (95% CI 14.0%, 22.6%) in 2006– 2007 to 24.1% (95% CI 
18.3%, 30.7%) in 2014– 2015 (P = 0.029). Similar trends were 
found among men (P = 0.034; intervening biennial data details 
not shown).

Any- listed arthritis visits with opioids prescribed. 
Overall, among visits with any- listed diagnosis of arthritis, the per-
centage of visits with opioids prescribed increased from 17.4% 
(95% CI 14.6%, 20.4%) in 2006– 2007 to 25.0% (95% CI 19.7%, 

30.8%) in 2014– 2015 (P = 0.004). Among adults ages 45– 64 
years, this percentage increased from 19.2% (95% CI 15.6%, 
23.3%) in 2006– 2007 to 27.9% (95% CI 21.4%, 35.3%) in 2014– 
2015 (P = 0.009). Among adults ages ≥65 years, the percentage 
of visits with opioids prescribed increased from 13.7% (95% CI 
10.8%, 17.0%) in 2006– 2007 to 22.8% (95% CI 17.1%, 29.3%) in 
2014– 2015 (P = 0.005). No statistically significant trends among 
adults ages 18– 44 years were noted (Figure 2 and Table 3). 
Among women, the percentage of visits with opioids prescribed 
increased from 19.5% (95% CI 16.3%, 22.9%) in 2006– 2007 to 
24.5% (95% CI 20.7%, 28.7%) in 2014– 2015 (P = 0.008). Similar 
trends were found among men (P = 0.016; intervening biennial 
data details not shown).

DISCUSSION

From 2006 to 2015, the percentage of visits to office- based 
physicians by adults with arthritis, whether first- listed or any- 
listed, significantly increased overall for most age groups and 
for men and often women. This growth in ambulatory care is 
consistent with the growing estimates and projections of arthritis 
prevalence and suggests 2 related problems. The first problem is 
the growth in the cost of arthritis, which was $304 billion in 2013 
(8). The second problem is the growth of arthritis as a common 
comorbid condition that can reduce physical activity and thereby 
interfere with the management of diabetes mellitus, heart dis-
ease, obesity, and other chronic conditions (11). During this same 
study period, the overall percentage of arthritis visits with opioids 
prescribed for this increasing ambulatory population, whether 
first- listed or any- listed, significantly increased as well. In part, 
this increase may reflect greater opioid prescriptions during this 
time period. It also suggests, along with a report that those with 
arthritis comprise the majority of those prescribed opioids (4), a 
growing ambulatory care problem of arthritis pain management. 

Figure 1. Trends in percentage of visits to office- based physicians 
made by adults with a first- listed diagnosis of arthritis in which at 
least 1 opioid was prescribed, by age group in the US from 2006 
to 2015.

Figure 2. Trends in percentage of visits to office- based 
physicians made by adults with any- listed diagnosis of arthritis in 
which at least 1 opioid was prescribed, by age group in the US 
from 2006 to 2015.
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There is, however, limited evidence that opioids help with chronic 
arthritis pain (6).

Some limitations of this study include the inability to ascer-
tain medication adherence, the inability to directly link prescribed 
opioids to an arthritis diagnosis (although, the 3 most common 
other diagnostic categories were endocrine, nutritional, metabolic 
diseases, and immunity disorders [17%], diseases of the circula-
tory system [8%], and diseases of the nervous system [5%], for 
which opioids are not typically prescribed), and the need to com-
bine 2- year periods to enable reliable estimation. Even with 2 years 
of data combined, statistical power was limited to detect signifi-
cant trends for some groups, and stratified analysis by specific 
diagnoses within the arthritis definition could not be conducted. 
Strengths include using a large, standard, nationally representa-
tive survey with multiple years of data and the ability to address 
diagnoses, medications, and demographic variables concurrently. 
The NAMCS data from 2016 and later may help monitor these 
trends.
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Cognitive Function Trajectories in Association With the 
Depressive Symptoms Trajectories in Systemic Lupus 
Erythematosus Over Time
Zahi Touma,1  Bahar Moghaddam,1 Jiandong Su,1 and Patricia Katz2

Objective. Cognitive function may change over time in patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), and 
cognitive function trajectories have not been well studied. We aimed to identify cognitive function trajectories in SLE 
and describe them with depressive symptoms trajectories, and we also aimed to identify baseline factors associated 
with class membership in the dual trajectories.

Methods. Longitudinal data from the University of California San Francisco Lupus Outcomes Study were 
analyzed. Two outcome trajectories were studied jointly, the Hopkins Verbal Learning Test– Revised and the Center for 
Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES- D) (administered annually). Univariate/multivariable logistic regression 
analyses examined baseline factors associated with class memberships.

Results. A total of 755 patients were studied, and 4 latent classes were identified: 1) low CES- D scores and 
low cognitive scores (no depression plus cognitive impairment; 20%), 2) lowest CES- D scores and highest normal 
cognitive scores (no depression plus normal cognition; 48%), 3) highest CES- D scores and lowest cognitive scores 
(depression plus cognitive impairment; 9%), and 4) high CES- D scores and cognitive score at borderline (depression 
plus borderline cognition; 23%).

Conclusion. In all, 4 distinct classes of dual cognitive function and depressive symptoms were identified. 
Persistently low cognitive performance in 28% of patients (classes 1 and 3) did not significantly improve over 7 years. 
Cognitive impairment was associated with depression status in 9% of patients (class 3). Other factors also predicted 
latent class membership: ethnicity, education, disease activity, physical functioning, and bodily pain. These results 
highlight the importance of periodic assessment of cognitive function and of different aspects relevant for assessing 
and managing cognitive function over time in SLE.

INTRODUCTION

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a chronic autoimmune 
disorder with multisystemic manifestations that include neuropsy-
chiatric SLE (1). The American College of Rheumatology (ACR) 
has proposed 19 discrete central and peripheral nervous system 
syndromes as neuropsychiatric SLE (2). This proposal includes 
both cognitive dysfunction and mood disorder. Cognitive impair-
ment is among the most commonly reported neuropsychiatric 
symptoms among patients with SLE, with a prevalence of 33– 
43% (1– 3). Cognitive impairment can involve any of the following 

functions as defined by ACR nomenclature: “memory (learning 
and recall), complex attention, simple attention, executive skills 
(planning, organizing, and sequencing), visual- spatial process-
ing, language (e.g., verbal, fluency), reasoning/problem solving, 
and psychomotor speed” (2). Previous studies have shown that  
patients with SLE perform poorly compared to controls on stan-
dardized neuropsychiatric testing, with decreased attention, impair-
ment in working memory, and decreased executive function (4,5).

Impairment in cognitive function can be subtle and can fluc-
tuate over time. Several studies have addressed the longitudinal 
course of cognitive impairment, but their results are limited by 
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small sample size and short duration of follow- up. The sample 
size in these studies ranges between 28 and 188 patients, and 
the duration of follow- up did not surpass 3– 5 years (6–8). Further-
more, while studies have shown that cognitive function may fluc-
tuate over time in SLE patients (3), cognitive function trajectories 
have not been previously studied in SLE.

Comorbid depression is also common in SLE patients (9,10), 
with a prevalence of 30– 40% based on the results of a recent 
systematic review (11). Depression has been shown to be asso-
ciated with cognitive impairment in cross- sectional SLE stud-
ies (3,10,12). These studies have shown that the association of 
depression and cognitive impairment in SLE can be independent 
of baseline demographic factors and disease activity (13). Despite 
this, the longitudinal relationship between cognition and depres-
sion in SLE patients has not been studied previously.

Our study is the first to identify joint cognitive function and 
depressive symptom trajectories in SLE. We used group- based 
trajectory modeling to determine whether cognitive function and 
depressive symptoms in patients with SLE can be clustered in dis-
crete latent classes (14). We have used previously validated tools, 
including the Hopkins Verbal Learning Test– Revised (HVLT- R) and 
the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES- D) 
in generating trajectories (10– 12). In addition, we aimed to identify 
baseline factors associated with trajectory membership.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients and data. Data were obtained from the Univer-
sity of California San Francisco (UCSF) Lupus Outcomes Study 
(15), in which patients are followed longitudinally since 2002 via 
annual telephone structured surveys conducted by trained inter-
viewers. Patients with physician- diagnosed SLE were confirmed 
to meet the 1997 ACR revised SLE criteria (16). The annual 
survey encompasses the following domains: demographic 
 characteristics and socioeconomic status, SLE disease activity 
by Systemic Lupus Activity Questionnaire (SLAQ) (17), bodily pain 
and physical functioning as reported on the Short Form 36 (SF- 36) 
health questionnaire (18), education and employment, cognitive 
function, and medications use (glucocorticoids, antimalarials, and 

immunosuppressants). Income was coded as above or below 
125% of the US Federal poverty threshold, based on income and 
household size. All participants provided informed consent for the 
data collection and the study protocol was approved by the UCSF 
Committee on Human Research.

Measures. The HVLT- R, which measures verbal memory, 
was administered annually in years 2– 7, providing up to 6 waves 
of observation (wave 2 is the baseline assessment for cognitive 
function). Age-  and education- adjusted Z scores were derived for 
HVLT- R delayed recall. The HVLT- R is a word- list learning and mem-
ory test that encompasses recall and recognition. This tool pro-
vides an assessment of verbal learning efficiency, ability to access 
newly learned information, and retention (19). The CES- D (range 
0– 60; a score ≥24 represents depression in SLE) was administered 
yearly (20). Each CES- D item includes 4 response categories, with 
possible scores between 0 and 3. The CES- D score is a sum of the 
20 items, which can total between 0 and 60. The Systemic Lupus 
Erythematosus Activity Questionnaire (SLAQ) is available from the 
second interview year and then annually. The percentage of miss-
ing data for different variables is shown in Table 1.

Statistical analysis. Demographic characteristics were 
described by mean ± SD for continuous variables and frequency 
(percentage) for categorical variables. Patients’ HVLT- R and CES- D 
scores over follow- up were modeled using dual trajectory analysis 
(21). For modeling the trajectory analysis, the study period starts 
from the first administration of the cognitive tests and extends 
over 6 waves of observations performed annually. Dual trajectory 
analysis allows the investigation of the dynamic interrelationship 
between 2 outcomes over time. In our study, dual trajectory mod-
eling was used to assess the extent of association between latent 
patterns of cognitive function (measured by the HVLT- R) and latent 
patterns of depressive symptoms (measured by the CES- D). Dual 
latent class trajectory analysis for the HVLT- R and the CES- D was 
performed using a group- based trajectory model on 755 patients 
in SAS software, procedure PROC TRAJ, version 9.3 (22). The 
dual models for the HVLT- R and the CES- D with up to 2– 6 classes 
were assessed, and the best models were determined by a com-
bination of clinical plausibility (we excluded models in which indi-
vidual groups were too small [<10%] to have clinical significance, 
where the differences between cognitive trajectories would not 
be clinically significant) and statistical criteria (planning to look for 
the minimum points of the Bayesian information criterion and the 
Akaike information criterion [AIC]). The model outputs included the 
identification of the appropriate number of dual trajectories and 
their shapes, the percentage of patients of each trajectory, and the 
estimated combined and conditional probabilities of group mem-
bership of each dual trajectory.

Posterior probability is a parameter of model adequacy 
when grouping individuals into a particular trajectory. Using 
only members with a dual latent class posterior probability of 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• Persistently low cognitive performance in 28% of 

patients (classes 1 and 3) did not significantly im-
prove over 7 years.

• Normal cognitive performance in 72% (classes 2 
and 4) followed a stable trajectory.

• Four latent classes of dual cognitive function and 
depressive symptoms were identified.

• Factors associated with latent class membership in-
clude ethnicity, education, disease activity, physical 
functioning, and bodily pain.
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>0.80 (n = 655), we further conducted univariate/multivariable 
logistic regression analyses to examine baseline factors associ-
ated with latent classes memberships, including sex, ethnicity, 
education, disease duration, treatments, physical functioning, 
bodily pain, and self- reported disease activity. We first tested for 
proportionality of clinical variables, including education, medica-
tion use (glucocorticoids and immunosuppressants), SLE disease 
activity, physical functioning, and bodily pain in between the 4 
latent classes. Under the circumstances of lacking proportional-
ity in predictors, we analyzed the association in 2 groups with 

the best and worst trajectories. Logistic regression analysis com-
paring class 2 and class 3 was performed, using the latter as 
a reference. This approach allowed us to determine factors that 
are associated with normal cognitive function and the absence 
of depression in the studied cohort. A step- down variable selec-
tion method was used in variable selection in multivariable analy-
sis. Variables with the highest P values were dropped 1 by 1 until 
the lowest AIC value was reached. The demographic characteris-
tics of patients with missing data were compared with the rest of 
the cohort. All patients had visits or were followed up in the first 2 

Table 1. Characteristics at the baseline cognitive assessment for all study participants*

Characteristic

All study 
participants  

(n = 755)
Class 1  

(n = 151)
Class 2  

(n = 360)
Class 3  
(n = 71)

Class 4  
(n = 173)

Female 698 (92.5) 134 (88.7) 332 (92.2) 68 (95.8) 164 (94.8)
Age at SLE diagnosis, mean ± SD years 34.3 ± 13.4 35.5 ± 14.2 33.2 ± 13.3 35.3 ± 12.5 35.6 ± 11.9
Disease duration, mean ± SD years 15.5 ± 8.5 15.9 ± 8.7 15.5 ± 8.7 15.6 ± 8.4 15.1 ± 7.8
Ethnicity

Missing 34 (4.5) 7 (4.6) 19 (5.3) 3 (4.2) 5 (2.9)
White 519 (68.7) 95 (62.9) 254 (70.6) 41 (57.7) 129 (74.6)
Hispanic 54 (7.2) 16 (10.) 18 (5.0) 6 (8.5) 14 (8.1)
African American 47 (6.2) 11 (7.3) 15 (4.2) 10 (14.1) 11 (6.4)
Asian 61 (8.1) 15 (9.9) 32 (8.9) 5 (7.0) 9 (5.2)
Other 40 (5.3) 7 (4.6) 22 (6.1) 6 (8.5) 5 (2.9)

Education
Less than high school 15 (2.0) 3 (2.0) 2 (0.6) 8 (11.3) 2 (1.2)
High school graduate 81 (10.7) 23 (15.2) 21 (5.8) 18 (25.4) 19 (11.0)
Some college 214 (28.3) 56 (37.1) 85 (23.6) 18 (25.4) 55 (31.8)
Trade or vocational school 136 (18.0) 23 (15.2) 55 (15.3) 20 (28.2) 38 (22.0)
College graduate 175 (23.2) 35 (23.2) 100 (27.8) 4 (5.6) 36 (20.8)
Postgraduate degree 134 (17.7) 11 (7.3) 97 (26.9) 3 (4.2) 23 (13.3)

Employment status
Unemployed 397 (52.6) 82 (54.3) 147 (40.8) 59 (83.1) 109 (63.0)
Employed 358 (47.4) 69 (45.7) 213 (59.2) 12 (16.9) 64 (37.0)
Below poverty threshold 83 (11.0) 19 (12.6) 19 (5.3) 23 (32.4) 22 (12.7)

Smoking status
Missing 4 (0.5) 0 (0.0) 2 (0.6) 0 (0.0) 2 (1.2)
Current smoker 72 (9.5) 11 (7.3) 27 (7.5) 9 (12.7) 25 (14.5)
Former smoker 242 (32.1) 55 (36.4) 107 (29.7) 23 (32.4) 57 (32.9)
Never smoker 437 (57.9) 85 (56.3) 224 (62.2) 39 (54.9) 89 (51.4)

Glucocorticoid exposure
Oral 320 (42.4) 69 (45.7) 144 (40.0) 30 (42.3) 77 (44.5)
Intravenous 47 (6.2) 13 (8.6) 17 (4.7) 10 (14.1) 7 (4.0)

DMARD therapy
Hydroxychloroquine 384 (50.9) 86 (57.0) 179 (49.7) 40 (56.3) 79 (45.7)
Azathioprine 55 (7.3) 13 (8.6) 26 (7.2) 3 (4.2) 13 (7.5)
Methotrexate, oral 51 (6.8) 10 (6.6) 21 (5.8) 6 (8.5) 14 (8.1)
Methotrexate, subcutaneous 23 (3.0) 3 (2.0) 7 (1.9) 2 (2.8) 11 (6.4)
Mycophenolate mofetil 73 (9.7) 12 (7.9) 34 (9.4) 8 (11.3) 19 (11.0)
Cyclophosphamide 6 (0.8) 2 (1.3) 0 (0.0) 2 (2.8) 2 (1.2)

SLE disease activity (SLAQ)
Mean ± SD 4.1 ± 2.7 4.0 ± 2.8 3.1 ± 2.4 6.2 ± 2.3 5.3 ± 2.5
Median (IQR) 4 (2– 6) 4 (2– 6) 3 (1– 5) 7 (5– 8) 5 (4– 7)

SF- 36 physical function
Mean ± SD 58.9 ± 29.7 56.5 ± 30.2 71.0 ± 26.7 31.4 ± 19.4 47.3 ± 25.8
Median (IQR) 60 (35– 85) 60 (30– 85) 80 (50– 95) 30 (20– 45) 50 (25– 65)

SF- 36 bodily pain
Mean ± SD 41.8 ± 11.0 42.4 ± 10.1 46.4 ± 10.3 31.5 ± 8.3 36.0 ± 8.3
Median (IQR) 41 (33– 50) 42 (33– 50) 46 (37– 55) 31 (25– 37) 37 (29– 42)

* Values are the number (%) unless indicated otherwise. DMARD = disease- modifying antirheumatic drug; IQR = interquartile range; SF- 36 = Short 
Form 36 health survey; SLAQ = Systemic Lupus Activity Questionnaire; SLE = systemic lupus erythematosus. 
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waves (2 and 3), and 31 patients had no more follow- up data after 
wave 4 (the third year after wave 2).

RESULTS

Patient characteristics. Of the 815 participants in the study, 
755 had at least 2 scores recorded for both the HVLT- R and the 
CES- D in the follow- up period and were included in the analysis. 
Demographic and clinical characteristics of the cohort are shown in 
Table 1. The mean ± SD age of the analytic sample was 50.1 ± 12.6 
years, and 92.5% (n = 698) were female. The mean ± SD age at 

SLE diagnosis and disease duration at first visit in the study were 
34.3 ± 13.4 and 15.5 ± 8.5 years, respectively. The mean ± SD 
SLE disease activity as measured by the SLAQ was 4.1 ± 2.7 at the 
baseline assessment. Over 40% of participants reported exposure 
to oral glucocorticoids in the past 12 months (at baseline visit). In 
total, 31 patients had missing data (loss to follow- up). There was 
no statistically significant difference between patients with loss to 
 follow- up and patients in the first 2 waves and patients who had more   
follow- up after wave 2 (see Supplementary Table 1, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24349/ abstract).

Figure 1. Dual trajectory model of the Hopkins Verbal Learning Test– Revised (HVLT- R) and the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression 
Scale (CES- D) over 7 years. A, Predicted HVLT- R score in 4 trajectories: HVLT- R scores presented as Z scores compared to controls. Z scores 
less than or equal to – 1 indicate cognitive impairment. B, Predicted CES- D score in 4 trajectories: a score ≥24 represents depression in 
systemic lupus erythematosus. Members in each class C1 (red), C2 (green), C3 (blue), and C4 (black) are the same across each figure.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24349/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24349/abstract
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Dual latent classes trajectories for cognitive func-
tion and depressive symptoms. We identified the best model 
as having 4 latent classes, with 4 trajectories for cognitive func-
tion and 4 trajectories for depressive symptoms over the 6- year 
follow- up period. Class 1 was defined as low CES- D score and 
low cognitive scores (no depression plus cognitive impairment; 
n = 119, 18.6%). Class 2 comprised those with the lowest CES- D 
score and highest normal cognitive scores (no depression plus 
normal cognition; n = 334, 51.0%). Class 3 included those with 
the highest CES- D scores and lowest cognitive scores (depres-
sion plus cognitive impairment; n = 61, 9.3%). Class 4 consisted 
of those with high CES- D scores and normal cognitive scores 
(depression plus normal cognition; n = 141, 21.5%) (Figure 1).

Classes with persistent HVLT- R Z scores of – 1 and below 
reflect persistent low cognition, and classes with CES- D scores of 
≥24 reflect persistent depression. Two classes, 1 and 3, comprising 
18.6% and 9.3% of patients, respectively, displayed persistently low 
cognition. Two classes, 3 and 4, comprising 9.3% and 21.5% of 
patients, respectively, displayed persistent depression (Figure 2 and 
Figure 3).

Demographic information and clinical characteristics of each 
class are shown in Table 1. There were no significant differences 
in age or disease duration between the 4 latent classes. Ethnic 
composition varied between latent classes, with a higher percent-
age of White patients in classes 2 and 4, where cognitive function 
was graded as normal (70.6% and 74.6%, respectively), and a 
higher percentage of African American patients (14.1%) in class 
3, where both depressive symptoms and cognitive impairment 
are observed. The highest education levels were observed in 
class 2, with 56.8% having a college degree or higher education. 
The highest frequency of lower income levels was observed in 
class 3 and the lowest in class 2 (31.1% and 4.8%, respectively). 
Patients in class 2 also reported higher quality of life measures, 
with the highest values of SF- 36 physical functioning and bodily 
pain among all 4 classes. Additionally, this group had the lowest 
disease activity as determined by the SLAQ.

Univariate/multivariable logistic regression analy-
ses (modeling factors at baseline associated with normal 
cognition and no depression). The cohort size after remov-
ing patients with low posterior probability (<0.80) was 655 (patient 
characteristics are in Supplementary Table 2, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24349/ abstract). White ethnicity and higher levels 
of education were associated with normal cognitive function and 
the absence of depression (Table 2). White patients were found to 
have an odds ratio (OR) of 2.1 (95% confidence interval [95% CI] 
1.19– 3.8) and OR 4.3 (95% CI 1.69– 10.86) times the odds of nor-
mal cognitive function and low CES- D score, respectively, in univar-
iate and multivariate regression analyses. Similarly, higher levels of 
education were associated with normal cognitive performance and 
lower depressive symptoms with OR 2.22 (95% CI 1.75– 2.81) and 
OR 2.52 (95% CI 1.73– 3.66), respectively, in univariate and mul-
tivariate analyses. Higher SF- 36 scores in physical function were 
associated with membership in class 2, with OR 1.06 (95% CI 
1.05– 1.07) and OR 1.04 (95% CI 1.02– 1.06) in univariate and mul-
tivariate regression, respectively. Similarly, higher SF- 36 scores 
in bodily pain were associated with membership in class 2, with 
OR 1.17 (95% CI 1.12– 1.21) and OR 1.12 (95% CI 1.06– 1.18) in 
univariate and multivariate regression, respectively. Higher disease 
activity at baseline and the use of disease- modifying antirheumatic 
drugs (DMARDs) were not associated with class 2 membership 
(normal cognition and the absence of depression).

DISCUSSION

Neuropsychiatric SLE manifestations, including cognitive 
impairment and depression, are commonly reported in litera-
ture (3). Our study is the first to describe joint cognitive function 
and depressive symptom trajectories in patients with SLE. Using 
group- based trajectory modeling, we were able to identify 4 dis-
tinct dual trajectory patterns for depression and cognitive function 
in SLE patients over a 7- year period.

Figure 2. Individual trajectories for Hopkins Verbal Learning Test– Revised (HVLT- R) scores in latent classes. HVLT- R scores presented as Z 
scores compared to controls. Z scores less than or equal to – 1 indicate cognitive impairment. Group 1 is no depression and with cognitive 
impairment (n = 119); group 2 is no depression and with normal cognition (n = 334); group 3 is depression and with cognitive impairment (n = 
61); group 4 is depression and normal cognition (n = 141). Blue lines indicate individual trajectories. Broken black lines indicate 95% confidence 
intervals. Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24349/abstract.
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Overall, we observed persistently low cognitive scores as 
determined by poor performance in the HVLT- R in 27.9% of our 
cohort (classes 1 and 3). In both latent classes, the cognitive func-
tion trajectories did not fluctuate significantly throughout the fol-
low- up period, demonstrating a stable trajectory without further 
decline or improvement. Similarly, cognitive function trajectories did 
not fluctuate with normal cognition (classes 2 and 4), again follow-
ing a stable trajectory without progression to cognitive impairment.

Our study provides a long follow- up period for monitoring cog-
nitive function in SLE patients. Previous longitudinal studies on the 
course and outcome of cognitive impairment in SLE patients have 
reported variable findings and have been limited by small sample 
size and short duration of follow- up. Hanly et al reported cogni-
tive impairment in 21% of a small prospective cohort (n = 70) of 
SLE patients and observed resolution of cognitive impairment in 
the majority of their cohort after 1 year of follow- up, with only 12% 
exhibiting persistent cognitive impairment (23). In a 5- year follow- up 
study of the same cohort, persistent cognitive impairment was only 
present in 4% (2 patients) and resolution of cognitive impairment 
in 19% of their cohort (8). In another small prospective cohort (28 
patients), Waterloo et al reported stable cognitive function in a 

5- year follow- up period, with resolution of cognitive impairment in a 
small subset of patients who had improvement of underlying psy-
chiatric disorders (24). In another small prospective cohort (n = 43), 
Ceccarelli et al reported a prevalence of 20.9% of cognitive impair-
ment at baseline and 13.9% at follow- up in 10 years (25).

Contrary to the aforementioned studies, we did not observe 
resolution of cognitive impairment over time in class 1 (20%) and 
class 3 (9%). This difference may be accounted for by the differ-
ences in follow- up period and sample sizes or because we used a 
research cohort rather than a clinical sample, and individuals with 
significant levels of cognitive impairment may have been screened 
out of the study due to inability to provide informed consent. 
Furthermore, each study used different neuropsychiatric assess-
ments of cognitive dysfunction. While all of these assessment 
tools have been previously validated in studying cognitive impair-
ment in patients with SLE, they vary in specificity and sensitivity, 
and a direct comparison between the results of these studies may 
not be possible (26).

Depression, as determined by high scores on the CES- D, was 
observed in 31% of the study cohort (classes 3 and 4). Similar to 
our finding of stable cognitive function, trajectories of depressive 

Figure 3. Individual trajectories for Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES- D) scores in latent classes. A score of ≥24 
represents depression in systemic lupus erythematosus. Group 1 is no depression and with cognitive impairment (n = 119); group 2 is no 
depression and with normal cognition (n = 334); group 3 is depression and with cognitive impairment (n = 61); group 4 is depression and normal 
cognition (n = 141). Blue lines indicate individual trajectories. Broken black lines indicate 95% confidence intervals. Color figure can be viewed 
in the online issue, which is available at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24349/abstract.
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Table 2. Baseline factors associated with normal cognitive function and absence of depression*

Variable Univariate P Multivariate P
Female 0.39 (0.09– 1.677) 0.20 – – 
White 2.13 (1.19– 3.80) 0.01 4.28 (1.69– 10.86) 0.002
Disease duration 0.99 (0.97– 1.03) 0.96 – – 
Education 2.22 (1.75– 2.81) <0.001 2.52 (1.73– 3.66) <0.0001
Income below poverty threshold 0.113 (0.05– 0.24) <0.0001 – – 
Smoking status 0.71 (0.41– 1.24) 0.23 – NS
SLE disease activity 0.60 (0.52– 0.68) <0.001 0.77 (0.62– 0.94) 0.01
Glucocorticoid, IV 0.27 (0.12– 0.63) 0.002 – – 
Glucocorticoid, oral 0.83 (0.48– 1.44) 0.52 – – 
Any DMARDs† 1.13 (0.58– 2.18) 0.73 – – 
Hydroxychloroquine 0.76 (0.44– 1.32) 0.33 0.23 (0.09– 0.60) 0.002
SF- 36 physical function 1.06 (1.05– 1.07) <0.0001 1.04 (1.02– 1.06) 0.0004
SF- 36 bodily pain 1.17 (1.12– 1.21) <0.0001 1.12 (1.06– 1.18) <0.0001

* Values are the odds ratio (95% confidence interval), unless indicated otherwise. The cohort size after removing patients with low posterior 
probability (<0.80) was 655. Class 3 is the reference group as compared to class 2. DMARDs = disease- modifying antirheumatic drugs; IV = 
intravenous; SF- 36 = Short Form 36 health survey; SLE = systemic lupus erythematosus. 
† Any immunosuppressant includes any use of methotrexate, oral or subcutaneous, azathioprine, mycophenolate mofetil, and cyclophosphamide. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24349/abstract
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symptoms did not fluctuate significantly throughout the follow- up 
period. Previous studies have reported a wide range in prevalence 
of depression in SLE, ranging from 30% to 40% (11,26). Despite 
this high prevalence, trends of depression in persons with SLE over 
time have not been consistently reported in literature. Huang et al 
(27) reported an incidence of 29.7 per 1,000 person- years in a 
cohort followed over 26 years. However, incidence of depression 
was determined based on recorded chart data, diagnostic codes, 
and antidepressant use, as opposed to validated screening tools.

We compared 2 latent classes to determine baseline factors 
associated with membership in each trajectory. We chose class 2 
(high cognitive and low depression scores) and class 3 (low cog-
nitive and high depression scores) for this comparison because 
they represent the most differing classes. In our univariate regres-
sion analysis, we found White ethnicity (OR 2.13 [95% CI 1.19– 
3.80]) and higher education levels (OR 2.22 [95% CI 1.75– 2,81]) 
to be associated with normal cognitive function and the absence 
of depression. This association remained significant in the mul-
tivariate regression analysis. High baseline SLE disease activity 
and use of DMARDs were not associated with normal cognitive 
function and the absence of depression. Demographic differences 
in cognitive impairment in SLE, including ethnicity and education 
levels, have been previously explored in several studies (28– 31). 
While some did not find any association between ethnicity and 
cognitive performance in SLE patients, others have reported a 
higher prevalence of cognitive impairment among African Ameri-
can patients and a lower prevalence among Asian patients. These 
differences may be related to background socioeconomic factors 
(28), which may influence access to resources, including educa-
tion. These demographic differences in turn can alter cognitive 
reserve, which has been shown to be increased in those with 
higher education levels (32). Indeed, having a higher education 
level has been linked to higher cognitive reserve and larger hip-
pocampal volumes, allowing individuals to capitalize on greater 
structural integrity of the brain (33). Sociodemographic factors, 
specifically lower income, financial strain, and low education have 
also been associated with depression in those with SLE (9).

There are limitations and strengths to our study. The first 
limitation is the use of the HVLT- R as opposed to the ACR com-
prehensive neuropsychologic battery of tests. While the HVLT- R 
is both time-  and cost- efficient, it only identifies impairment in 
episodic verbal learning memory. Several previous studies have 
shown that cognitive impairment in SLE can occur in any cognitive 
domain, including decreased attention, impaired working memory, 
executive function, and overall cognitive slowing (4). However, the 
HVLT- R has been previously validated against the ACR SLE neu-
ropsychologic battery and has been shown to have a sensitivity of 
81% in identifying cognitive impairment in patients with SLE (10), 
and it is therefore a reasonable assessment tool for our study. A 
possibility exists that those with the cognitive impairment had fewer 
years of follow- up or were more likely to drop out. In our study, 
31 patients were lost to follow- up after wave 2. The demographic 

characteristics of patients lost to follow- up did not differ from those 
who remained in the study. We conducted annual telephone sur-
veys to collect our data as opposed to in- person interviews.

While face- to- face assessments are preferred, especially for 
evaluation of depression, our current model allowed the collec-
tion of a larger pool of data within the limits of resources. Last, 
in interpreting our results, an important consideration to keep 
in mind is the complex interplay between depression and cog-
nitive impairment. For instance, cognitive impairment can reduce 
occupational productivity and interfere with several domains of 
social functioning. These emotional and social factors may lead to 
depression. Conversely, symptoms of depression, including poor 
concentration or psychomotor slowing, may impact performance 
on cognitive tasks (34,35).

Our study has the advantage of a long- term follow- up period 
with annual reassessment, providing continuous monitored data 
points. However, individuals with severe illness, including those 
with cognitive impairment, may be underrepresented. Addition-
ally, our results are based on outcomes from a large cohort and 
are more likely to be reflective of a general lupus patient popula-
tion. Finally, our study is the first to identify distinct trajectories in 
combined cognitive function and depressive symptoms in SLE.

We have shown that persistently low cognitive performance in 
28% of patients (classes 1 and 3) did not significantly improve over 
7 years. In addition, normal cognitive performance in 72% (classes 
2 and 4) followed a stable trajectory. This highlights the importance 
of periodic, yearly assessment of cognitive function in SLE. We 
have identified 4 distinct classes of combined cognitive function 
and depressive symptoms in patients with SLE. Overall, low cog-
nitive function is associated with persistent depression in 9.3% of 
patients. Several factors may be associated with membership in 
each latent class. These include ethnicity, education level, disease 
activity, physical functioning, and bodily pain. Further studies are 
needed to determine how to best integrate our understanding of 
factors related to depression and cognitive impairment, in assess-
ment and management of SLE patients. In addition, determining 
whether the management of depression would alter cognitive 
trajectories is important, particularly in patients with low cognitive 
function and persistent depression (class 3).

Our results have confirmed the complexity of the underly-
ing elements of sociodemographic factors, disease activity, and 
comorbidities associated with persistent cognitive impairment, 
which require further research. There is still, however, an unmet 
need to identify patients at high risk of developing cognitive 
impairment, to distinguish between different trajectories of cog-
nitive impairment (persistent cognitive impairment and normal 
cognitive function), and to monitor cognitive impairment progres-
sion over time. These results highlight different aspects relevant 
for assessing and managing cognitive function over time in SLE. 
Improving the assessment of cognitive function in patients with 
SLE will help facilitate the development of treatments or interven-
tions in the future.
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Objective. To evaluate time trends in mortality for hospitalized adults with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) 
compared to the general hospitalized population (GHP), and to identify factors associated with increased risk of 
death among hospitalized SLE patients.

Methods. We used the National (Nationwide) Inpatient Sample to estimate all- cause mortality for adults discharged 
from community hospitals in the US between 2006 and 2016. Poisson regression models were used to estimate 
the risk of in- hospital death among all patients, including demographic characteristics, socioeconomic factors, 
comorbidity score, hospital region, SLE diagnosis, and race/ethnicity as covariates.

Results. Among 340,467,049 hospitalizations analyzed, 1,903,279 had a discharge diagnosis of SLE. In adjusted 
analysis, the risk of inpatient death decreased among hospitalizations for patients with SLE from 2.2% to 1.5% (P < 
0.001) between 2006 and 2016. All of the decrease in SLE mortality occurred between 2006 and 2008; after 2008, 
mortality stabilized at a rate statistically similar to the GHP. Hospitalizations for Black, Hispanic, and Asian/Pacific 
Islander patients with SLE were more likely to end in death compared to hospitalizations for either White patients with 
SLE or individuals of the same non- White race/ethnicity without SLE.

Conclusion. In the largest study of in- hospital SLE mortality published to date, we found significant improvements 
in mortality for hospitalized patients with SLE in the US from 2006 until 2008, after which mortality stabilized at a 
level similar to that of the GHP. Our results also demonstrate a persistently high mortality burden among Black and 
Hispanic patients with SLE in the US and contribute new data revealing high mortality among Asian/Pacific Islander 
patients with SLE.

INTRODUCTION

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a multisystem auto-
immune disease that can result in organ damage, frequent hos-
pitalization, and premature death (1– 4). Advances in therapy in 
recent decades have altered rates of damage accrual, hospital-
izations, and mortality for patients with SLE, with observational 
studies suggesting that overall SLE survival has improved from 
<50% 5- year survival in the 1950s (5) to >90% 10- year survival by 

2000 (6). A recent analysis based on death certificate data in the 
US noted a decrease in the SLE age- standardized mortality rate 
between 1968 and 2013 but reported that the ratio of SLE to non- 
SLE mortality had increased 30% since 1968 (7), which raises the 
question of whether SLE advances have lagged behind medical 
improvements for other conditions. Most other studies evaluating 
SLE mortality have been based on patient cohorts, which may not 
represent the general population, and capture a relatively small 
number of total deaths (1,6,8– 10).
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The most commonly cited reasons for SLE hospitalization 
both in the US and internationally are SLE flare and infection  
(11– 15). SLE and connective tissue disorders had a 27% 30- 
day hospital readmission rate in the US in 2010, ranking it as the 
sixth most likely principal diagnosis associated with readmission 
(4). It is known that the majority of deaths in the general popula-
tion occur in the hospital and that patients are more likely to be 
admitted to the hospital in the 6 months prior to their death (16). 
Nevertheless, studies evaluating SLE in- hospital mortality are lim-
ited. The most recent multiyear national evaluation of mortality for 
hospitalized SLE patients in the US is from data spanning 1998– 
2002 (17). The few studies describing SLE in- hospital mortality 
in the US over the past 15 years suggest that mortality may be 
decreasing over time (12,18). To our knowledge, this research 
conducted over the past 2 decades also did not investigate in- 
hospital mortality risk differences in the US by race or ethnicity.

Previous cohort and population- based studies of SLE  
mortality have consistently shown increased damage accrual 
and mortality among Black patients compared to White patients 
(1,7,10,19– 21). Although studies of Hispanic mortality rates have 
sometimes had conflicting results (1,21– 23), most studies sug-
gest that Hispanic ethnicity is associated with more active SLE 
and higher mortality. Population- based studies conducted in the 
US in the 1970s and 1980s described mortality rates 3– 5 times 
greater among Asian/Pacific Islander patients compared to White 
patients (24,25). A study in the early 1990s evaluating 10,000 hos-
pitalizations similarly showed a higher odds of mortality among 
hospitalized Asian patients compared to White patients (odds 
ratio 1.77 [95% confidence interval (95% CI) 1.26– 2.47]) (26). 
Other studies of damage accrual and all- cause mortality among 
Asian/Pacific Islander patients in the US and internationally that 
did not focus specifically on in- hospital mortality have had incon-
sistent results (1,7,23– 28).

In this study, we present results from the largest investigation 
of SLE hospital mortality to date. We evaluated mortality trends 
over the time span 2006– 2016 for admissions with and without 
a diagnosis of SLE and assessed risk factors we hypothesized 

would be associated with death. We also analyzed discrepancies 
in mortality risk by race/ethnicity, performing the first large- scale 
study in the past 20 years to evaluate in- hospital mortality for 
Asian/Pacific Islander patients with SLE in the US.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Data source and population. We analyzed data from 
2006 to 2016 from the National Inpatient Sample and the Nation-
wide Inpatient Sample (NIS) of the Healthcare Cost and Utiliza-
tion Project (HCUP), Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 
(29). (The Nationwide Inpatient Sample was renamed the National 
Inpatient Sample in 2012 at the time of the sampling redesign.) 
In 2016, the NIS yielded annual national estimates for >35 mil-
lion hospitalizations after weighting, representing over 97% of US 
community hospital discharges (non- federal, general, and spe-
cialty hospitals, including public hospitals and academic medical 
centers). Details regarding the NIS sampling design and availa-
ble data elements have been published extensively elsewhere  
(29– 31). In 2012, the NIS was redesigned from a sample of hos-
pitals from which all discharges were retained to a sample of dis-
charges from all hospitals participating in HCUP (32). The NIS is 
ideal for longitudinal analyses, and estimates over study years can 
be reliably calculated for the entire time of interest using discharge 
trend weights provided by HCUP for data prior to 2012 (32,33). 
The primary unit of analysis in the NIS is discharge record, and 
individual patients are not identifiable. Discharge diagnoses used 
included 1 primary and up to 30 secondary diagnosis codes as 
well as up to 15 procedure codes. International Classification of 
Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD- 9- CM) codes 
were used prior to October 2015, and ICD- 10- CM codes were 
used thereafter. Given that this analysis uses publicly available 
data and contains no individual patient identifiers, it was exempt 
from approval by the University of California, San Francisco Insti-
tutional Review Board.

Measures. The primary outcome in this study was all- 
cause mortality during hospitalization. SLE was captured in ICD- 
9- CM code 710.0 and ICD- 10- CM codes M32.1x, M32.8, and 
M32.9. Demographic characteristics for hospitalized individuals 
included age, sex, and race/ethnicity (White, Black, Asian/Pacific 
Islander, Hispanic, Native American, or other). Socioeconomic 
status was categorized based on quartiles of median household 
income for the patient’s ZIP code. Primary expected payer was 
categorized as Medicare, Medicaid, private insurance, self- pay, or 
other (no charge, workers compensation, Title 5 and other gov-
ernment programs). Analyses were performed using the primary 
payer for each admission. Hospital census region was as defined 
by the US Census Bureau, localizing hospitals to the North-
east, Midwest, South, or West. A Charlson comorbidity index 
score (34) was calculated with discharge diagnoses for each 
encounter using coding algorithms previously published (35), 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• To our knowledge, this is the largest ever per-

formed primary analysis of hospitalizations for in-
dividuals with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) 
and the first large- scale population- based study in 
>20 years to evaluate in- hospital mortality among 
Asian/Pacific Islander patients with SLE in the US.

• In- hospital survival for individuals with SLE im-
proved from 2006 through 2008 and then plateau-
ed.

• Hospitalizations for Asian/Pacific Islander, Hispan-
ic, and Black patients with SLE had a higher risk of 
ending in death compared to hospitalizations for 
White patients.
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with minor modifications to include a small number of additional 
billing codes to ensure accurate index score calculations for dis-
charges from 2006 to 2016 in the US (see Supplementary Table 1, 
available on the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin 
elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24356/ abstract).

Statistical analysis. All analyses were designed and per-
formed in adherence with the guidelines and recommendations 
outlined by HCUP for appropriate use and interpretation of NIS 
data (29). We applied discharge weights and trend weights pro-
vided by HCUP to account for the stratified sampling design of the 
NIS and to generate nationally representative estimates over mul-
tiple years (33). The proportion of hospitalizations with SLE was 
compared between years using chi- square tests. We compared 
the characteristics of hospitalized individuals with and without SLE 
using t- tests for continuous measures and chi- square tests for 
categorical measures. We used Poisson regression with a log link 
and robust variance estimate to calculate the relative risk (RR) of 
in- hospital death associated with the following variables: demo-
graphic characteristics (age, sex, race/ethnicity), hospital region, 
comorbidity index score, socioeconomic factors (health insurance 

and income quartile for ZIP code), and diagnosis of SLE. We fit 
a model to investigate possible interaction between SLE diagnosis 
(yes/no) and year of admission to evaluate trends in these hospi-
talizations over time. We also fit an expanded model to investigate 
possible interaction between SLE diagnosis (yes/no) and race/
ethnicity. Finally, we restricted the original model to include only 
hospitalized SLE patients. Marginal predictions with 95% CIs were 
calculated. The race/ethnicity variable had 13% missing values, 
while vital status, age, sex, primary expected payer, and income 
quartile by ZIP code had between 0.06% and 2.3% missing val-
ues. In order to assess potential bias due to missing observations 
for these variables, we estimated regression results with and with-
out imputation. Missing values were imputed using multiple impu-
tation by chained equations (MICE) (36) using NIS hospital number, 
hospital stratum, discharge/trend weights, hospital region, SLE 
diagnosis, comorbidity index score, and year as predictors. The 
MICE method adheres to the recommendations outlined by HCUP 
for handling missing values (37). We present results using imputa-
tion for missing observations. Restricting the analysis to complete 
case data resulted in no substantial change in study conclusions 
(results not shown). Data analysis was performed using Stata/MP, 

Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of adults with and without systemic lupus 
erythematosus (SLE) discharged from community hospitals in the US between 2006 and 2016*

Characteristic
SLE  

(n = 1,903,279)†
No SLE  

(n = 338,563,769)† P‡
Age, mean ± SE years 51.4 ± 0.07 57.2 ± 0.08 <0.001
Female 89.0 59.4 <0.001
Race <0.001

White 53.0 68.9 –
Black 29.7 14.4 –
Hispanic 12.0 10.7 –
Asian/Pacific Islander 2.1 2.4 –
Native American 0.7 0.7 –
Other 2.6 3.0 –

Primary payer <0.001
Medicare 47.0 45.5 –
Private 28.2 29.7 –
Medicaid 18.1 15.9 –
Self- pay 3.7 5.0 –
Other 3.0 3.8 –

Income quartile§ <0.001
Quartile 1 (low income) 33.7 29.6 –
Quartile 2 24.8 26.0 –
Quartile 3 22.6 23.7 –
Quartile 4 18.9 20.7 –

Hospital region¶ <0.001
Northeast 17.7 19.5 –
Midwest 20.2 22.9 –
South 43.7 38.6 –
West 18.4 18.9 –

Comorbidity index, mean ± 
SE

2.61 ± 0.005 1.54 ± 0.005 <0.001

* Values are the % unless indicated otherwise. 
† National estimates were generated from raw counts using discharge and trend weights provided 
by the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project. There were 69,526,462 observations for adults without 
SLE, and 390,360 observations for adults with SLE. 
‡ P value by t- test for continuous variables and Pearson’s chi- square test for categorical measures. 
§ Household median income quartile in the ZIP code of residence. 
¶ Hospital location by census region defined by US Census Bureau. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24356/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24356/abstract
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version 16.0 (38), and survey data analysis commands were used 
to account for the complex sampling design of the NIS. Multi-
ple imputation was performed using the Stata mi package (39),  
and marginal estimates were obtained using the mimargins  
program (40).

RESULTS

After weighting, there were 1,903,279 adult hospitalizations 
with a discharge diagnosis of SLE during the studied time frame. 
The percentage of hospitalizations containing a diagnosis code 
for SLE increased slightly between 2006 and 2016 from 0.5% 
(n = 153,645) to 0.6% (n = 173,749) (P <0.001). A description 
of the demographic and clinical characteristics for all hospitalized 
adults stratified by SLE diagnosis is provided in Table 1. Com-
pared with the general hospitalized population, individuals with 
SLE were more likely to be young, female, Black or Hispanic race/
ethnicity, reside in a lower income ZIP code quartile, live in the 
South, and have a higher mean comorbidity index score.

Next, we performed an analysis designed to assess time 
trends in hospital mortality. In unadjusted analysis, the proportion 
of hospitalizations for patients without SLE that ended in death 
slightly decreased from 2.35% (95% CI 2.29– 2.42%) in 2006 to 
2.19% (95% CI 2.16– 2.23%) in 2016 (Figure 1). Among hospi-
talizations with a diagnosis code of SLE, in- hospital mortality 
decreased without statistical significance from 2.23% (95% CI 
2.05– 2.40%) in 2006 to 1.95% (95% CI 1.80– 2.10%) in 2016. 
After including age, sex, race/ethnicity, income quartile for ZIP 
code, and comorbidity index score as covariates in the regression, 
all- cause yearly inpatient mortality decreased among admissions 
for individuals without SLE from 1.92% (95% CI 1.87– 1.98%) to 
1.43% (95% CI 1.40– 1.46%) between 2006 and 2016. During the 
same time period, the risk of inpatient death decreased by 30% 
among hospitalizations for individuals with SLE, from 2.20% (95% 

CI 2.03– 2.37%) to 1.54% (95% CI 1.42– 1.66%). Nationally, there 
were an estimated 2,672 inpatient SLE deaths in community hos-
pitals in the US in 2016. This amounts to an estimated 1,147 fewer 
deaths in 2016 compared to what would have been expected 
under 2006 rates. All of the decrease in in- hospital mortality for 
SLE occurred between 2006 and 2008, after which the mortal-
ity rate was statistically similar to that of the general hospitalized 
population and remained stable throughout the rest of the years 
analyzed.

In an analysis designed to assess potential interactions 
between SLE diagnosis and race/ethnicity (Figure 2), we found 
that hospitalized Asian patients with SLE had a 43% higher risk 
of death compared to those without SLE (P < 0.001) and a 
79% higher risk of death compared to hospitalizations for White 
patients with SLE (P < 0.001). Hospitalizations for Black and His-
panic individuals with SLE were more likely to end in death com-
pared to hospitalizations for individuals of the same racial/ethnic 
group without SLE (P < 0.001) and compared to hospitalizations 
for White patients with SLE (P < 0.001). Conversely, hospitaliza-
tions among White patients with SLE were less likely to end in 
death compared to those without SLE (P < 0.001).

Finally, we performed an analysis designed to assess 
factors associated with death among hospitalizations with an 
SLE diagnosis. Asian/Pacific Islander race/ethnicity was asso-
ciated with a 1.65 (95% CI 1.42– 1.92) higher risk of death 
compared to White patients (Table 2; all results from Poisson 
regression including covariates described above). The RR of 
in- hospital mortality was lower in the Midwest (0.84 [95% CI 
0.77– 0.92]) compared to the Northeast. In comparison to SLE 
hospitalizations covered by Medicare, those not covered by 
insurance (self- pay) were associated with a higher risk of death 
(RR 1.36 [95% CI 1.18– 1.57]). Older patients, men, and those 
with a higher comorbidity index score also had a higher risk of 
death during hospitalization.

Figure 1. Predicted mortality during hospitalization based on diagnosis of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) by year of hospitalization. 
Adjusted analysis results show marginal predictions from a Poisson regression model including age, sex, race/ethnicity, residence in a low 
income ZIP code, comorbidity index score, primary payer, and an interaction term for SLE and time. Vertical error bars represent 95% confidence 
intervals.
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DISCUSSION

We conducted the largest primary data analysis of SLE hos-
pitalizations in the US to date. Our results showed that in adjusted 
analysis, SLE hospitalizations were more likely than non- SLE hospi-
talizations to end in death in 2006 and 2007; the mortality rate for SLE 
hospitalizations decreased through 2008, after which mortality was 
statistically similar between the 2 groups. Our findings also demon-
strate the continued high mortality burden of SLE among admitted 
Black patients, Hispanic patients, and men and contribute data high-
lighting high mortality among Asian/Pacific Islander patients.

Overall, our study and others conducted in prior years sug-
gest improved in- hospital survival. An earlier publication describ-
ing a Californian cohort from 1991 to 1994 estimated that 5.1% 
of patients died during their admission (26). In- hospital mortality 
was estimated at 3.1% using the NIS from 1998 to 2002 (17). This 
decreasing mortality rate parallels that found in Washington state, 
where in- hospital mortality was estimated to decrease from 3.1% 
in 2003 to 1.3% by 2011 (18). Our results suggest that interven-
tions to reduce all- cause in- hospital mortality, such as programs 
to lessen hospital- acquired infections (41,42), and interventions 
primarily targeting patients with SLE, such as a broader array of 
immunosuppressive drugs, may have successfully improved in- 
hospital survival over 1 decade. The percentage of SLE admis-
sions only marginally increased in our study, suggesting that the 
findings cannot be explained by a change in admission thresholds. 
Furthermore, differences in coding practices over time would likely 
affect all hospitalized patients, highlighting once again the impor-
tant strength of our study comparing SLE mortality to that of the 
general hospitalized population.

Despite significant advances in survival among individuals 
hospitalized with SLE, some racial/ethnic groups continue to have 

a disproportionately high risk of death. Our results demonstrate 
that Asian, Hispanic, and Black individuals with SLE all have a 
higher adjusted risk of in- hospital death compared to hospitalized 
individuals of the same racial/ethnic group without SLE. Each of 
these racial/ethnic groups with SLE also had a higher risk of in- 
hospital death compared to White patients with SLE. We note 
the strikingly high mortality rate for Asian/Pacific Islander patients 
discharged with SLE from community hospitals in the US; these 
hospitalizations were associated with a 79% higher risk of death 
compared to hospitalizations for White patients and a 43% higher 
risk of death compared to hospitalizations for Asians/Pacific 
Islander patients without SLE. Since our unit of analysis is hos-
pital discharges, it could be possible that Asian/Pacific Islander 
patients have unmeasured factors that make them less likely than 
other racial/ethnic groups to present to the hospital except when 
severely ill. This explanation however would not account for the 
clinically important difference in mortality that we report between 
hospitalized SLE and non- SLE patients of Asian/Pacific Islander 
race/ethnicity, nor the results of smaller prior studies that used 
individual patients as the unit of analysis and similarly reported 
high Asian mortality rates compared to White patients (24– 26). 
Future studies should further investigate potential reasons for per-
sistent inequalities in outcomes among these racial and ethnic 
groups.

Figure 2. Predicted in- hospital mortality (%) by race and diagnosis 
of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), 2006– 2016, with marginal 
predictions and 95% confidence intervals from a Poisson regression 
model including age, sex, race, income quartile by patient ZIP code, 
comorbidity index score, primary payer, and an interaction term for 
race and SLE. Native American and other race/ethnicity are not 
included in the figure. Asian/PI = Asian/Pacific Islander.

Table 2. Risk of in- hospital death for adults with systemic lupus 
erythematosus (SLE) discharged from community hospitals in the 
US between 2006 and 2016*

Characteristic
RR for death  

(95% CI) P
Age, per decade 1.31 (1.28– 1.33) <0.001
Female 0.81 (0.76– 0.86) <0.001
Race <0.001

White Ref. –
Black 1.03 (0.97– 1.09) –
Hispanic 1.10 (1.02– 1.19) –
Asian/Pacific Islander 1.65 (1.42– 1.92) –
Native American 0.97 (0.71– 1.33) –
Other 1.36 (1.16– 1.60) –

Primary payer <0.001
Medicare Ref. –
Private 0.99 (0.93– 1.06) –
Medicaid 1.06 (0.98– 1.15) –
Self- pay 1.36 (1.18– 1.57) –
Other 1.26 (1.08– 1.46) –

Low income† 1.02 (0.97– 1.08) 0.42
Hospital region‡ <0.001

Northeast Ref. –
Midwest 0.84 (0.77– 0.92) –
South 1.04 (0.96– 1.13) –
West 1.05 (0.96– 1.15) –

Comorbidity index 1.32 (1.30– 1.33) <0.001
* Results from a Poisson regression model controlling for survey 
year and including all covariates shown. Analyses were weighted to 
reflect the sampling design. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; Ref. = 
reference; RR = relative risk. 
† Based on residence in a ZIP code in the lowest quartile of median 
household income. 
‡ Hospital located in census region defined by US Census Bureau. 
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Male sex was also associated in our study with a higher 
risk of in- hospital mortality for SLE. These findings are similar to 
prior analyses in hospitalized patients showing worse outcomes 
in men (17– 18,26). Although SLE is more common in female 
patients, male patients may have faster disease progression 
and damage accrual (1,43,44). As expected, increasing age and 
higher comorbidity index score were associated with higher mor-
tality among patients hospitalized with SLE. Self- pay status, which 
reflects a lack of insurance, was also associated with higher mor-
tality. Future work could investigate whether self- pay SLE patients 
receive a different quality of inpatient care as a result of monetary 
constraints, whether likely limited primary preventive care may be 
driving differences in outcomes, or whether higher inpatient mor-
tality per admission is a reflection of a higher threshold of illness 
severity to present for medical evaluation compared to individuals 
with insurance.

One potential limitation of this study is that we rely on ICD- 
9- CM and ICD- 10- CM codes for SLE to be included in the 
discharge summary from the treating physician. Prior studies 
evaluating the accuracy of administrative data diagnoses using 
ICD- 9- CM coding for SLE have suggested sensitivities of 67– 98% 
and specificities of 72– 90% (45,46). The Charlson comorbidity 
index using the Quan coding algorithms has been validated as 
an acceptable predictor of in- hospital mortality (area under the 
curve 0.76– 0.87) (35,47). Another potential limitation of the study 
is the 13% missing race values in the NIS, which are known not 
to be missing completely at random. In order to decrease the risk 
for bias, we performed multiple imputation by chained equations 
according to the recommendations from HCUP (37). Additionally, 
the NIS sampling scheme was redesigned in 2012. We have fully 
addressed this change in design using trend weights specifically 
developed by the NIS to allow for analysis over time (32,33). There 
was no significant change in mortality among either SLE patients 
or the general adult population in our study between 2011 and 
2012 when a change in mortality could potentially be expected to 
have been due to changes in survey design.

In conclusion, our results demonstrate a decrease in adjusted 
all- cause mortality among SLE hospitalizations in the US to levels 
similar to that of the general hospitalized population. We show 
that mortality was relatively stable for both SLE and non- SLE 
admissions from 2008 to 2016, reflecting a shift from previous 
decades when inpatient mortality levels were decreasing over time. 
Despite advances in overall all- cause mortality among all patients 
with SLE, hospitalized Asian/Pacific Islander, Hispanic, and Black 
patients have a higher risk of inpatient death compared to both 
patients without SLE and to White patients. Our study results 
demonstrate the importance of considering Asian/Pacific Islander 
patients with SLE in the US as at potentially heightened risk for 
poor outcomes and therefore warranting special clinical attention 
and inclusion in future research studies. Comprehensive efforts 
addressing differences in disease severity, access to health care, 
and social determinants of health are likely necessary to narrow 

disparities in hospital mortality among men and various racial/  
ethnic groups with SLE.
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Applying the 2019 European Alliance of Associations for 
Rheumatology/American College of Rheumatology Lupus 
Criteria to Patients From the LUMINA Cohort: Results 
From the Multiethnic, Multicenter US Cohort
Manuel F. Ugarte- Gil,1  Guillermo J. Pons- Estel,2 Guillermina B. Harvey,3 Luis M. Vilá,4  Russell Griffin,5 and 
Graciela S. Alarcón6

Objective. To evaluate the performance of the 2019 European Alliance of Associations for Rheumatology (EULAR)/
American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria for systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) in terms of earlier SLE 
classification in comparison to the ACR or the Systemic Lupus International Collaborating Clinics (SLICC) criteria.

Methods. Patients from a multiethnic, multicenter cohort, the Lupus in Minorities: Nature versus Nurture cohort, 
where SLE was defined using the 1982/1997 ACR criteria were included. Demographic, clinical, and immunologic 
criteria were compared among the 2019 EULAR/ACR and the 1982/1997 ACR and the 2012 SLICC timing categories.

Results. The 2019 EULAR/ACR criteria allowed an earlier SLE classification in 13.3% of patients (mean 0.66 years) 
and 15.3% of patients (mean 0.63 years) compared to the 1982/1997 ACR and the 2012 SLICC criteria, respectively. 
Patients accruing the 2019 EULAR/ACR criteria later than the 1982/1997 ACR criteria had a lower disease activity, 
were less likely to have positivity to anti– double- stranded DNA and anti- Sm, as well as lupus nephritis classes II or V; 
they were more likely to have mucocutaneous manifestations, serositis, leukopenia, and antiphospholipid antibodies 
positivity. These differences were less pronounced when compared to the 2012 SLICC criteria

Conclusion. The 2019 EULAR/ACR criteria classified SLE patients earlier than the 2 other criteria sets in real- life 
clinical practice scenarios in a relatively small proportion of the patients. However, these criteria could allow earlier 
classification of a subset of patients with a more severe disease.

INTRODUCTION

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a complex dis-
ease, and its diagnosis requires clinical expertise. However, 
for research purposes and clinical trials, criteria are needed to 
recruit patients with similar/comparable clinical and laboratory 
characteristics. The 1982 American College of Rheumatology 
(ACR) criteria (1) modified in 1997 (2), albeit never validated, 
have been widely used worldwide; however, they have sev-
eral limitations. The Systemic Lupus International Collaborat-
ing Clinics (SLICC) proposed a new set of criteria in 2012, 

including some of the manifestations and laboratory tests that 
were not included in the ACR criteria (3).

Recently, the European Alliance of Associations for Rheuma-
tology (EULAR) and the ACR have joined efforts and proposed a 
new set of criteria. Of importance, these new criteria have an entry 
criterion, that the patient has to be antinuclear antibody (ANA) 
positive, and all the criteria have different weights for a patient to 
be classified as having SLE (4).

The objective of the current study was to examine whether 
patients from a multiethnic, multicenter US cohort would be clas-
sified earlier using the EULAR/ACR criteria than the older ACR or 
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SLICC criteria, in order to validate this new set of criteria. In addi-
tion, characteristics of the patients would be compared based on 
the timing of the EULAR/ACR versus the ACR and SLICC criteria.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

The Lupus in Minorities: Nature versus Nurture (LUMINA) 
cohort has been amply described in the literature (5,6). 
LUMINA patients were recruited using the 1982/1997 ACR 
classification criteria, and they could have had up to 5 years of 
disease duration (from the date of criteria diagnosis). We must 
point out that some of the clinical and laboratory manifesta-
tions included on the new 2019 EULAR/ACR criteria have not 
been recorded in this cohort’s database; therefore, they could 
not be included in these analyses (arthralgia, fever, alopecia, 
delirium, acute pericarditis, and complement levels). The clin-
ical and laboratory variables were mea sured in all patients 
at the time of entry into the cohort and every 6 months for 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• In this multiethnic multicenter cohort, the 2019 Eu-

ropean Alliance of Associations for Rheumatology/
American College of Rheumatology criteria allowed 
for classifying patients earlier than with using the 
previous criteria set in a relatively small proportion 
of patients.

• These criteria could allow earlier classification of a 
subset of patients with more severe disease.

Table 1. Characteristics at the time of EULAR/ACR– based classification in patients from the LUMINA cohort 
classified at the same time, earlier, or later than classifications based on the 1982/1997 ACR criteria*

EULAR/ACR criteria and items

EULAR/ACR  
at the same time  
(n = 368, 61.9%)

EULAR/ACR  
earlier  

(n = 79, 13.3%)

EULAR/ACR  
later  

(n = 147, 24.7%) P
Demographic

Race or ethnicity <0.0001
Hispanic (Texas) 78 (21.2) 19 (24.1) 17 (11.6) – 
White 86 (23.4) 18 (22.8) 58 (39.5) – 
African American 158 (42.9) 31 (39.2) 38 (25.9) – 
Hispanic (Puerto Rico) 46 (12.5) 11 (13.9) 34 (23.1) – 
Others NA NA NA – 

Sex 0.0762
Female 329 (89.4) 66 (83.5) 137 (93.2) – 
Male 39 (10.6) 13 (16.5) 10 (6.8) – 

Age at enrollment, mean ± SD years 35.4 ± 12.2 36.4 ± 13.2 37.8 ± 13.0 0.1310
Clinical

SLAM score at enrollment, mean ± SD 9.7 ± 6.1 8.3 ± 5.3 8.1 ± 5.0 0.0048
ACR/EULAR clinical domains – 

Fever NA NA NA NA
Acute cutaneous or malar rash 148 (40.2) 9 (11.4) 99 (67.3) <0.0001
Subacute cutaneous lupus or discoid 

rash
35 (9.5) 1 (1.3) 26 (17.7) 0.0004

Oral ulcers 97 (26.4) 0 (0.0) 76 (51.7) <0.0001
Nonscarring alopecia NA NA NA NA
Synovitis 260 (70.7) 47 (59.5) 102 (69.4) 0.1494
Seizures 20 (5.4) 4 (5.1) 4 (2.7) 0.4175
Psychosis 10 (2.7) 0 (0.0) 4 (2.7) 0.3330
Delirium NA NA NA NA
Acute pericarditis NA NA NA NA
Pleural or pericardial effusion 122 (33.2) 12 (15.2) 49 (33.3) 0.0054
Thrombocytopenia 47 (12.8) 6 (7.6) 17 (11.6) 0.4305
Autoimmune hemolysis 20 (5.4) 8 (10.1) 12 (8.2) 0.2328
Leukopenia 142 (38.6) 8 (10.1) 61 (41.5) <0.0001
Proteinuria 85 (23.1) 14 (17.7) 24 (16.3) 0.1802
Renal biopsy class II or V 27 (7.3) 10 (12.7) 5 (3.4) 0.0333
Renal biopsy class III or IV 14 (3.8) 3 (3.8) 8 (5.4) 0.6917

Immunologic
aCL >40 or LAC positive 54 (14.7) 3 (3.8) 32 (21.8) 0.0014
Low C3 or C4 NA NA NA NA
Low C3 and C4 NA NA NA NA
Anti- Sm 120 (32.6) 19 (24.1) 22 (15.0) 0.0001
Anti– double- stranded DNA 183 (49.7) 43 (54.4) 46 (31.3) 0.0003

* Values are the number (%) unless indicated otherwise. aCL = anticardiolipin; EULAR/ACR = European Alliance of 
Associations for Rheumatology/American College of Rheumatology; LAC = lupus anticoagulant; LUMINA = Lupus in 
Minorities: Nature versus Nurture; NA = not available; SLAM = Systemic Lupus Activity Measure. 
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the first year and yearly thereafter. Investigators were asked 
to evaluate each manifestation at the entry visit and at every 
visit until the criteria were present and to establish precisely 
the dates of disease onset, diagnosis, fulfillment of ACR SLE 
criteria, and the first appearance of each clinical manifestation.

Demographic, clinical, and immunologic criteria were com-
pared among the 2019 EULAR/ACR and the 1982/1997 ACR 
or the 2012 SLICC timing categories. Categorical variables were 
compared using chi- square and continuous variables with analy-
sis of variance. A P value less than 0.05 was set as the level of 
statistical significance. The statistical analyses were performed 
using SAS software, version 9.4.

RESULTS

For these analyses of 640 LUMINA patients, 594 (ACR 
1982/1997 criteria) (Table 1) and 595 (SLICC criteria) (Table 2) 
were included. In all, 46 patients (7.2%) were excluded because 
they did not meet the 2019 EULAR/ACR criteria, even though 
an average of 16 months had elapsed between the time 
patients met the 1982/1997 ACR and 2012 SLICC criteria and 
the time they entered the LUMINA cohort. There were no dif-
ferences in terms of sex between the included and excluded 
patients; however, among the excluded patients there was a 
higher proportion of White patients (40.0% versus 27.3%) and 
a lower proportion of Hispanic patients from Texas (8.9% ver-
sus 19.4%) than among the patients included. The excluded 
patients were also older (mean ± SD age 40.7 ± 12.8 years 
versus 36.1 ± 12.5 years) but did not differ in disease activity 
as measured by the Systemic Lupus Activity Measure (SLAM) 
score (mean ± SD 9.7 ± 6.8 versus 9.4 ± 5.8).

Comparison between the 2019 EULAR/ACR and the 
1982/1997 ACR criteria. Comparing the 2019 EULAR/ACR 
to 1982/1997 ACR criteria, a majority of patients (n = 368, 
61.9%) met both criteria at the same time, whereas 79 
(13.3%) met the 2019 EULAR/ACR criteria earlier (mean 0.66 
years), and 147 (24.7%) met the 2019 EULAR/ACR criteria 
later (mean 1.48 years) (Table 1). Those who met the EULAR/
ACR criteria later were more likely to be White (P < 0.0001). 
In addition, these patients had a lower mean SLAM score at 
enrollment (P = 0.0048) and were less likely to be positive for 
the anti- Sm (P = 0.0001) and anti– double- stranded DNA (anti- 
dsDNA; P = 0.0003) antibodies but more likely to be antiphos-
pholipid antibody positive (P = 0.0014) (immunologic factors). 
Assessing ACR/EULAR clinical domains, those who met the 
EULAR/ACR criteria later were more likely to have acute cuta-
neous or malar rash (P < 0.0001), subacute cutaneous lupus 
(P = 0.0004), and oral ulcers (P < 0.0001). Those who met the 
EULAR/ACR criteria earlier were less likely to have leukopenia 
(P < 0.0001) but were more likely to have renal biopsy classes 
II or V (P = 0.0333).

Comparison between the 2019 EULAR/ACR and the 
2012 SLICC criteria. Similarly, when the 2019 EULAR/ACR cri-
teria were compared to the 2012 SLICC criteria, the majority of 
the patients (n = 428, 71.9%) met both sets of criteria at the same 
time, 91 patients (15.3%) met them earlier (mean 0.63 years), and 
76 (12.8%) met them later (mean 1.37 years) (Table 2). Those 
who met the EULAR/ACR criteria later were less likely to be Afri-
can American (P < 0.0001) and were most likely to have acute 
cutaneous or malar rash (P = 0.0213) and subacute cutaneous 
lupus (P = 0.0004). Those who met the EULAR/ACR criteria ear-
lier had the lowest mean SLAM score at enrollment (P = 0.0039) 
and were least likely to have oral ulcers (P < 0.0001) and pleural 
or pericardial effusion (P < 0.0001); in addition, when compared 
to those who met both criteria at the same time, those meet-
ing EULAR/ACR criteria earlier or later had a lower probability of 
renal biopsy classes II or V (P = 0.0018). Among those patients 
who did not achieve the EULAR/ACR criteria, 21 of 46 were ANA 
negative. The criteria attained in these patients are shown in Sup-
plementary Table 1, available on the Arthritis Care & Research 
website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24367/ 
abstract.

DISCUSSION

This new set of criteria, developed jointly by EULAR and 
the ACR, represents a truly major effort in this field; however, we 
need more information to know how these criteria will perform in 
real- life scenarios across several ethnic groups and geographical 
regions. In this study, performed in a multiethnic US cohort, the 
2019 EULAR/ACR criteria apparently allowed an earlier classifica-
tion of SLE only in a relatively small proportion of patients, com-
pared with the 1982/1997 ACR and the 2012 SLICC criteria: only 
13.3% and 15.3% were classified earlier using the 2019 EULAR/
ACR criteria, respectively. On the other hand, 7.2% of patients did 
not achieve these new criteria. Nevertheless, we need to take into 
consideration that the database from LUMINA did not include all 
the items noted in the new criteria, which may have acted against 
their performance. These criteria need to be evaluated longitu-
dinally by different groups around the world and not only from 
existing databases.

Among the demographic variables, African American patients 
from LUMINA tended to be classified earlier and White patients 
later. Regarding sex, a clear pattern did not emerge in terms of an 
earlier classification, except that LUMINA male patients tended to 
be classified earlier compared to the 1982/1997 ACR criteria but 
not compared to the 2012 SLICC criteria.

When the clinical manifestations present in patients were 
taken into account, patients who achieved the 2019 EULAR/
ACR criteria earlier than the 1982/1997 ACR criteria had a lower 
frequency of milder disease manifestations (such as mucocuta-
neous, articular, or leukopenia) and a higher frequency of lupus 
nephritis classes II or V, anti- Sm and anti- dsDNA antibodies and a 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24367/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24367/abstract
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higher SLAM score, suggesting that these criteria could be quite 
useful in subsets of patients with more severe disease. Similarly, 
those who achieved the 2019 EULAR/ACR criteria earlier than the 
SLICC criteria had a lower frequency of mucocutaneous involve-
ment and serositis but not a clear pattern in which severe man-
ifestations were seen, probably because the renal biopsy has a 
special weight in the SLICC criteria similar to the EULAR/ACR 
criteria.

Consistent with our results, other groups have found an 
association between these criteria and the severity of the disease. 
The Grupo Latino Americano de Estudio del Lupus cohort has 
reported that patients classified earlier with these new criteria have 
a more severe disease (7). And in a London cohort, a higher score 

in the EULAR/ACR criteria predicted a higher damage accrual (8). 
However, the accuracy of these new criteria does not seem to 
be better than the previous ones, in particular compared with the 
SLICC criteria (9,10).

Our study has some limitations. First, the patients studied 
were adults, so whether these new criteria perform differently in 
pediatric patients cannot be stated. Second, the possibility that 
not all the manifestations listed in the 2019 EULAR/ACR criteria 
were recorded prevented us from reaching more firm conclu-
sions. Third, and as already noted, all patients had satisfied the 
1982/1997 ACR criteria to enter the cohort; therefore, patients 
with fewer than 4 criteria were not eligible for LUMINA and thus 
we do not know whether they could have been classified as 

Table 2. Characteristics at the time of EULAR/ACR– based classification in patients from the LUMINA cohort 
classified at the same time, earlier, or later than classifications based on the SLICC criteria*

EULAR/ACR criteria and items

EULAR/ACR  
at the same time  
(n = 428, 71.9%)

EULAR/ACR  
earlier  

(n = 91, 15.3%)

EULAR/ACR  
later  

(n = 76, 12.8%) P
Demographic

Race or ethnicity <0.0001
Hispanic (Texas) 91 (21.3) 13 (14.3) 10 (13.2) – 
White 115 (26.9) 25 (27.5) 23 (30.3) – 
African American 177 (41.4) 32 (35.2) 18 (23.7) – 
Hispanic (Puerto Rico) 45 (10.5) 21 (23.1) 25 (32.9) – 
Others NA NA NA – 

Sex 0.2066
Female 378 (88.3) 83 (91.2) 72 (94.7) – 
Male 37 (10.7) 8 (8.8) 13 (7.5) – 

Age at enrollment, mean ± SD years 35.6 ± 12.5 36.7 ± 11.8 38.1 ± 13.6 0.2661
Clinical

SLAM score at enrollment, mean ± SD 9.6 ± 6.1 7.6 ± 3.9 8.2 ± 5.2 0.0039
ACR/EULAR clinical domains – 

Fever NA NA NA NA
Acute cutaneous or malar rash 175 (40.9) 38 (41.8) 44 (57.9) 0.0213
Subacute cutaneous lupus or 

discoid rash
47 (11.0) 1 (1.1) 15 (19.7) 0.0004

Oral ulcers 134 (31.3) 2 (2.2) 37 (48.7) <0.0001
Nonscarring alopecia NA NA NA NA
Synovitis 298 (69.6) 65 (71.4) 47 (61.8) 0.3423
Seizures 25 (5.8) 2 (2.2) 1 (1.3) 0.1078
Psychosis 13 (3.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (1.3) 0.1808
Delirium NA NA NA NA
Acute pericarditis NA NA NA NA
Pleural or pericardial effusion 156 (36.4) 9 (9.9) 18 (23.7) <0.0001
Thrombocytopenia 57 (13.3) 5 (5.5) 8 (10.5) 0.1026
Autoimmune hemolysis 32 (7.5) 3 (3.3) 5 (6.6) 0.3510
Leukopenia 156 (36.4) 22 (24.2) 33 (43.4) 0.0253
Proteinuria 101 (23.6) 7 (7.7) 15 (19.7) 0.0030
Renal biopsy class II or V 40 (9.3) 0 (0.0) 2 (2.6) 0.0018
Renal biopsy class III or IV 22 (5.1) 0 (0.0) 3 (3.9) 0.0846

Immunologic
aCL >40 or LAC positive 66 (15.4) 3 (3.3) 20 (26.3) 0.0002
Low C3 or C4 NA NA NA NA
Low C3 and C4 NA NA NA NA
Anti- Sm 136 (31.8) 13 (14.3) 12 (15.8) 0.0002
Anti– double- stranded DNA 213 (49.8) 34 (37.4) 25 (32.9) 0.0055

* Values are the number (%) unless indicated otherwise. aCL = anticardiolipin; EULAR/ACR = European Alliance of 
Associations for Rheumatology/American College of Rheumatology; LAC = lupus anticoagulant; LUMINA = Lupus in 
Minorities: Nature versus Nurture; NA = not available; SLAM = Systemic Lupus Activity Measure; SLICC = Systemic 
Lupus International Collaborating Clinics. 
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having SLE with the new criteria. Finally, the date at which each 
criteria manifestation had occurred was based on the informa-
tion available; possibly these dates do not have the precision 
that could have been derived from obtaining these data with 
the specific purpose of assessing all 3 sets of criteria.

In summary, we found that the EULAR/ACR criteria achieved 
the goal of classifying LUMINA patients earlier only in a small pro-
portion of the patients; however, the criteria seemed to classify ear-
lier a more severe subset of patients. These new criteria need to 
be evaluated longitudinally in several populations across the world, 
especially in patients with early disease. This need is particularly 
important for the Hispanic population, which was underrepresented 
in the derivation and validation of the EULAR/ACR criteria cohorts.
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B R I E F  R E P O R T

Defining Minimum Clinically Important Changes for the 
Patient Activity Scale II
Joshua F. Baker,1  Patti Katz,2  and Kaleb Michaud3

Objective. To define the minimum clinically important improvement (MCII) and minimum clinically important 
worsening (MCIW) for the Patient Activity Scale II (PAS- II; range 0– 10), a recommended patient- reported outcome 
measuring rheumatoid arthritis disease activity.

Methods. Data were taken from Forward, The National Databank for Rheumatic Diseases, from four 6- month data 
collection periods. Both anchor- based and distribution- based methods were used to estimate the MCII and MCIW. 
Anchor- based analyses used comparisons of pain and general health to the previous 6 months. Distribution- based 
analyses used 0.5 and 0.35 SDs. We stratified analyses based on the PAS- II score (above/below 3.7), hypothesizing 
that the MCII and MCIW would depend on the baseline score. To assess construct validity, we evaluated the odds of 
achieving the MCII in patients receiving new therapies.

Results. In the overall sample, for pain and general health anchor questions, the MCIW was 0.50 and 0.55, 
respectively. The MCII was defined as 0.39 and 0.45, respectively, for pain and general health. The MCIW for anchor- 
based methods among participants with low disease activity was 1.10 (1.09/1.11 [pain/general health]), while the 
MCII for those with moderate- to- high disease activity was 1.09 (1.15/1.02 [pain/general health]). Distribution- based 
methods for 0.5 and 0.35 SD were 1.08 and 0.76, respectively, for pain and general health. There was fair- to- excellent 
agreement with clinically important differences in assessments of pain and disability. Patients receiving new treatments 
had 30% greater odds of achieving the MCII.

Conclusion. The minimum important change in PAS- II score was approximately 0.5. Among participants with a 
moderate- to- high PAS- II score , the MCII was 1.1, and among participants with low disease activity, the MCIW was 1.1.

INTRODUCTION

The American College of Rheumatology management guide-
lines have recommended the use of quantitative disease activ-
ity measures to guide the management of patients with rheumatoid 
arthritis (RA) and to facilitate the achievement of well- defined treat-
ment targets (1). Multiple disease activity measures have been 
accepted, and among these are disease activity measures that 
consist of patient- reported outcomes, such as the Patient Activity 
Scale II (PAS- II) (2).

The PAS- II consists of a composite assessment of RA dis-
ease activity that combines multiple domain- level scores for 

physical function, pain, and overall well- being and has been vali-
dated for clinical use. The score ranges from 0 to 10, with higher 
scores representing higher patient- reported disease activity. This 
practical measure can be used in clinical practice or in research 
studies that use survey instruments to quantify disease impact. 
An important construct to evaluate the impact of disease interven-
tions is the minimum clinically important change, which represents 
the change in the construct that indicates a typically important 
change to an individual with the condition. Where research stud-
ies often focus on statistical significance, the construct of a clini-
cally important change can be helpful when aiming to understand 
the meaning of the effect of exposures or interventions on the 
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patient experience. While the minimum clinically important change 
in a number of other disease activity measures has been defined, 
it has not been defined for the PAS- II.

We aimed to determine the minimum clinically important 
worsening (MCIW) and minimum clinically important improvement 
(MCII) for the PAS- II among patients with RA in a large patient regis-
try using anchor- based methods and distribution- based methods. 
Because minimum clinically important differences (MCIDs) may 
differ according to current health states, we also aimed to deter-
mine whether the MCIW and MCII were different among patients 
who reported low or high PAS- II scores at baseline (3). Finally, 
we illustrated the agreement of the constructs with other clinical 
changes and described the impact of treatment on the achieve-
ment of the MCII for the PAS- II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study setting. Data were used from Forward, The 
National Databank for Rheumatic Diseases, a longitudinal 
observational study that follows patients with comprehensive 
questionnaires every 6 months. Participants in Forward are 
recruited primarily from rheumatologists, and diagnoses are 
provided by the rheumatologists. A minority of participants are 
enrolled from other sources, in which case diagnoses may be 
confirmed by participants’ physicians or self- reported. More 
than 93% of the participants in each period had physician- 
confirmed RA. All participants have the option of complet-
ing the semi- annual questionnaire online, as a mailed paper 
questionnaire, or by telephone interview. Data shown in these 
 analyses span four 6- month data collection periods: A, Janu-
ary 2017 (n = 3,680); B, July 2017 (n = 3,504); C, January 2018 
(n = 3,737); and D, July 2018 (n = 3,102). All Forward proce-
dures were approved by the Via Christi Institutional Review 
Board, and all participants provided consent to participate.

Measures. The PAS- II is a well- validated, self- reported 
assessment of function, pain, and overall health that has been 
endorsed by the American College of Rheumatology (1). 
This measure as well as its components were collected on each 

questionnaire (2,4). Components of the PAS- II include the Health 
Assessment Questionnaire II (HAQ- II), a measure of function in 
everyday activities, combined with results from a visual analog 
scale (VAS) assessment of pain, and a VAS assessment of overall 
disease activity. Low disease activity was defined as ≤3.7, as pre-
viously described (4).

Statistical analysis. Baseline characteristics of the study 
population from the first 6- month collection period (January 
2017) were described. Both anchor- based and distribution- 
based methods were used to estimate the MCII and MCIW (5). 
For anchor- based analyses, the primary anchors used were com-
parisons of pain and general health to 6 months ago (e.g., “Com-
pared to 6 months ago, would you say your pain is: much better 
now, somewhat better now, about the same, somewhat worse, 
or much worse?”). Differences in PAS- II scores were calculated 
for each pair of consecutive administrations, yielding 3 change 
periods (period A to period B, B to C, and C to D). The mean 
change in PAS- II scores of individuals falling into each response 
category for the anchor items (e.g., “much worse,” “somewhat 
worse”) were then calculated for each change period and aver-
aged over the 3 change periods.

Effect sizes (mean change/SD of baseline, Cohen’s d) were 
calculated for each group (6,7). Mean changes in PAS- II scores 
and effect sizes within each response category were averaged 
over the 4 change periods. Effect sizes of 0.2– 0.50 were con-
sidered small, 0.50– 0.80 moderate, and >0.80 large. Effect sizes 
<0.20 were considered negligible. The mean change of individ-
uals responding somewhat worse was used as the estimate for 
the MCID for worsening (MCIW); the mean change of individuals 
responding somewhat better was used as the estimate for the 
MCID for improvement (MCII) (8).

For the distribution- based calculations, we used the stan-
dardized error of measurement, which reflects the precision 
of measurement and can be interpreted as the smallest difference 
likely to reflect a true difference rather than measurement error, 
and we also used 0.5 and 0.35 SDs (9). Distribution- based esti-
mates were then averaged over the 4 administrations. In addition, 
we stratified analyses based on a PAS- II score above or below the 
low disease cut point (above/below 3.7) (10). We hypothesized 
that the MCII and MCIW would be dependent on the baseline 
PAS- II score (3).

Among all participants in Forward with available data for the 
PAS- II and components, we compared changes in results of the 
HAQ- II and pain VAS (range 1– 10) among those who reached the 
MCII and MCIW for the PAS- II. We also explored the agreement 
between the MCII and MCIW for PAS- II and the MCID previously 
defined for pain (2.0) and HAQ- II (0.22) (11,12).

We also evaluated the likelihood of achieving an MCII based 
on our newly defined criteria among patients in Forward who had a 
baseline PAS- II score of >3.7 and who initiated treatments includ-
ing biologic therapy, methotrexate, or prednisone, compared to 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• The minimum clinically important change for the 

Patient Activity Scale II was ±0.5.
• The minimum clinically important worsening was 

1.1 among those with low disease activity, and the 
minimum clinically important improvement was 1.1 
among those with high disease activity.

• Patients initiating new treatments for rheumatoid 
arthritis had approximately 30% greater odds of an 
improvement as large as the clinically important 
improvement.
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those who did not receive new therapy. Observations from For-
ward where the PAS- II score was not >3.7 or where key demo-
graphic data were missing were excluded. Multivariable logistic 
regression models incorporating generalized estimating equations 
adjusted these analyses for baseline PAS- II score and for age, 
sex, race, and disease duration and predicted the probability of 
response in each setting to demonstrate the absolute differences.

RESULTS

The baseline characteristics of the study population during 
period A (n = 3,860) are shown in Supplementary Table 1, avail-
able on the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin e 
libr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24335/ abstract. The population 
average age was mean ± SD 64.9 ± 12.0 years, with a disease 
duration of mean ± SD 20.8 ± 12.7 years. The mean PAS- II score 
was low on average (mean ± SD 3.2 ± 2.2). The population was 
83.1% female and 91.3% White.

For pain-  and health- related anchor questions, the MCIW 
value was defined as approximately 0.50 and 0.55, respec-
tively (Table 1), while the MCII value was defined as 0.39 and 
0.45, respectively. These changes represented small effect 
sizes. Among participants in low disease activity at baseline 
(PAS- II score ≤3.7), the MCIW values for pain- and health- 
related anchor questions were 1.09 and 1.11, respectively. 

Among participants in high disease activity (PAS- II score 
>3.7), the MCII values for pain- and health- related anchor 
questions were 1.15 and 1.02, respectively. These changes 
represented large effect sizes. In contrast, the MCIW values 
for pain- and health- related anchor questions were 0.10 and 
0.09, respectively, for patients with high disease activity, and 
the MCII values for pain- and health- related anchor questions 
were – 0.04 and 0.00, respectively, for those in low disease 
activity. These changes represent very small effect sizes. The 
MCII and MCIW values were slightly smaller for participants 
age >65 years (see Supplementary Table 2, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.
com/doi/10.1002/acr.24335/ abstract), but were highly similar 
by sex.

Distribution- based methods resulted in a minimum clinically 
important change of 1.08 and 0.76, for 0.5 and 0.35 SD, respec-
tively, when the sample was considered as a whole (Table 2). When 
the sample was examined stratified by PAS- II score, estimates 
were about half the size. Results were similar in each 6- month 
data collection period.

Among 70,294 observations from Forward with a baseline 
PAS- II score of >3.7, those participants who met the MCII (1.1) for 
the PAS- II in a subsequent time period had much greater improve-
ments in pain (mean ± SD – 2.89 ± 2.13 versus 0.34 ± 1.75; 
P < 0.00001) and HAQ-II scores (mean ± SD – 0.34 ± 0.67 versus 

Table 1. Minimum important change defined by anchor- based methods, showing data only for the somewhat 
better and somewhat worse categories*

Comparison†

Total PAS-IIscore≤3.7 PAS-IIscore>3.7

Somewhat 
worse

Somewhat  
better

Somewhat 
worse

Somewhat  
better

Somewhat 
worse

Somewhat  
better

Pain
A– B 0.53(0.25) –0.47(–0.22) 1.03(0.96) –0.10(–0.09) 0.13(0.10) –1.08(–0.86)
B– C 0.53(0.25) –0.47(–0.22) 1.17(1.10) –0.02(–0.02) 0(0) –1.19(–0.95)
C– D 0.56(0.26) –0.43(–0.20) 1.06(1.00) –0.01(–0.01) 0.16(0.13) –1.18(–0.93)
Mean 0.55(0.25) –0.45(–0.21) 1.09(1.02) –0.04(–0.04) 0.10(0.08) –1.15(–0.92)

General health
A– B 0.54(0.25) –0.40(–0.19) 1.10(1.03) –0.05(–0.05) 0.10(0.08) –0.92(–0.74)
B– C 0.53(0.25) –0.47(–0.22) 1.17(1.10) 0.02(0.02) 0.09(0.07) –1.28(–1.02)
C– D 0.44(0.21) –0.31(–0.14) 1.05(0.99) 0.02(0.02) 0.07(0.06) –0.85(–0.67)
Mean 0.50(0.23) –0.39(–0.18) 1.11(1.04) 0.00(0.00) 0.09(0.07) –1.02(–0.81)

* Values are the change in Patient Activity Scale II (PAS- II) score (Cohen’s d: effect size). 
† A– D are four 6- month periods of observations in 2017 through 2018. 

Table 2. Minimum important change defined by distribution- based methods, by PAS-II level*

Six- month period†

Total PAS-IIscore≤3.7 PAS-IIscore>3.7

0.5SD 0.35SD 0.5SD 0.35SD 0.5SD 0.35SD
A 1.08 0.75 – – – – 
B 1.07 0.75 0.54 0.37 0.63 0.44
C 1.07 0.75 0.53 0.37 0.63 0.44
D 1.11 0.78 0.53 0.37 0.64 0.44

Mean 1.08 0.76 0.53 0.37 0.63 0.44
* PAS- II = Patient Activity Scale II. 
† A– D are four 6- month periods of observations in 2017 through 2018. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24335/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24335/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24335/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24335/abstract
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0.042 ± 0.54; P < 0.00001) over the same interval. Among 71,732 
observations with baseline PAS- II scores of ≤3.7, those who met 
the MCIW for the PAS- II had much greater worsening of pain 
(mean ± SD 2.69 ± 2.15 versus – 0.12 ± 1.18; P < 0.00001) and 
HAQ-II scores (mean ± SD 0.39 ± 0.67 versus – 0.029 ± 0.51; 
P < 0.0001) over the same interval.

Among those with a PAS- II score of >3.7, there was mod-
erate and weak agreement between the MCII for PAS- II and a 
decrease equal to the MCID for pain (κ = 0.60, P < 0.0001) and 
HAQ-II (κ = 0.28, P < 0.0001). Among those with a PAS- II score 
of ≤3.7, there was also moderate and weak agreement between 
the MCIW for PAS- II and an increase equal to the MCID for pain 
(κ = 0.63, P < 0.0001) and HAQ-II (κ = 0.28, P < 0.0001).

Among 30,738 observations in 7,167 participants with a 
PAS- II score of >3.7, the initiation of biologic therapy, methotrex-
ate, and prednisone was associated in each case with a signifi-
cantly greater probability of achieving the MCII (improvement >1.1 
units) compared to participants who did not report initiating new 
therapy over the same observation period (biologic therapy odds 
ratio [OR] 1.31 [95% confidence interval (95% CI) 1.22– 1.40], 
P < 0.001; methotrexate OR 1.23 [95% CI 1.08– 1.40], P = 0.001; 
prednisone OR 1.25 [95% CI 1.12– 1.40], P < 0.001) (Figure 1).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we used anchor- based and distribution- 
based methods to define the MCII and MCIW for the PAS- II. On 
average, patients whose PAS- II score worsened by approximately 
0.5 were more likely to report that their pain and general health 
were worse, while those whose score improved by approximately 
0.5 were more likely to report improvement in pain and general 
health. In the overall sample, distribution- based methods yielded 
similar values.

The MCII and MCIW were found to vary significantly based on 
the baseline value. Participants with low disease activity appeared 
to have a ceiling on improvement and required a larger increase to 

define worsening, i.e., an increase of 1.1. In contrast, participants 
considered to be in moderate or high disease activity appeared 
to have a floor on worsening and required larger decreases to 
define improvement, i.e., a decrease of 1.1. These observations 
suggest that more significant worsening must occur among those 
with low disease activity for it to be considered important to the 
patient. Similarly, among those with higher disease activity, a more 
significant improvement must occur for the patient to believe that 
they have improved. The value of 1.1 was somewhat larger than 
that observed for distribution- based methods within these sub-
groups. Similar findings have been observed in recent studies 
defining the minimum important differences in other measures of 
pain interference and RA disease activity (13,14).

The MCII and MCIW are important constructs for clinical 
research studies that aim to determine the smallest change 
that is relevant to the patient experience. In particular, minimum 
important changes are important when evaluating changes 
over time, as in a longitudinal disease registry or in clinical data 
when evaluating the impact of quality interventions. Thus, the 
determination of the minimum clinically important change is an 
important advance for clinical research studies that use patient- 
reported outcomes measures. The stratification of the analysis 
by baseline disease activity is an important advance of the cur-
rent study that emphasizes the need for interpretation of change 
in the PAS- II score (and likely other patient- reported outcomes) 
in the context of the baseline value of the score. Similar observa-
tions have been made for other disease activity measures (13), 
but stratified analyses have not consis tently been performed for 
other composite disease activity scores and may be of value. 
Notably, the MCII and MCIW defined for the PAS- II represent 
large effect sizes. The large effect sizes observed here are con-
sistent with other disease activity measures and suggests that 
only relatively large changes in these outcomes may be impor-
tant to patients.

There was weak- to- moderate agreement between the MCII 
and MCIW defined for the PAS- II and previously defined MCIDs 

Figure 1. A, Odds ratio for achieving a change in the Patient Activity Scale II (PAS- II) score is consistent with the minimum clinically important 
improvement (MCII) for patients who started biologic therapy, methotrexate, or prednisone, compared to those who did not start new therapy, 
adjusted for age, sex, race, and baseline PAS- II score. Whiskers indicate 95% confidence intervals. B, Predicted probability of achieving a change 
as large as the MCII based on these models. * = P < 0.01 compared to no change in therapy, adjusted for age, sex, race, and baseline PAS- II score.
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for pain and HAQ-II, respectively. While the agreement supports 
the idea that these changes are often associated with clinically 
important changes in other related constructs, the PAS- II com-
posite score would not be expected to perfectly correlate with its 
individual components. In other words, while pain is a component 
of the PAS- II, the PAS- II is different because it combines pain with 
a measure of function and overall well- being.

The MCII and MCIW defined here are also comparable to MCII 
defined for the Routine Assessment of Patient Index Data (RAPID3), 
a similar patient- reported outcome measure. Prior studies have 
defined the MCII in several studies as between 3.5 and 3.8 on a 30- 
point scale (i.e., 1.16 and 1.26 on a 10- point scale) (15). The MCII 
we have defined for the PAS- II among those with moderate- to- high 
scores (1.1) is on a 10- point scale and is roughly comparable in 
scale to the MCII previously defined for the RAPID3.

This study also confirmed that patients who receive effective 
therapies for their disease are more likely to improve by the MCII 
compared to those who do not receive new therapy. While not 
surprising, these data help illustrate how the MCII might be used 
in observational or interventional research to better interpret the 
importance and clinical impact of interventions to treat RA. This 
study was not designed to accurately quantify effects of treat-
ment; however, it supports the construct validity of the MCII for 
use in studies aimed at that purpose.

A limitation of the current study is that it may not be complete ly 
generalizable to other patient populations. The results should 
be validated in other study cohorts with different study popula-
tions and correlated with improvements in other clinical disease 
activity measures that are not readily available in this cohort. Our 
anchor questions might not accurately capture clinically important 
changes in this outcome, and future studies may help confirm 
our results using different anchor questions. The strength of the 
cohort is the large sample over multiple time points and the use of 
important anchors to directly asses patient values.

In conclusion, we defined minimum clinically important 
change for the PAS- II as a change in the score of 0.5 units. Among 
participants with moderate- to- high PAS- II scores, the MCII was 
estimated to be 1.1, and among participants with low disease 
activity, the MCIW was 1.1. These values were somewhat larger 
than those observed for distribution- based methods. The char-
acterization of clinically meaningful changes in disease activity is 
important for clinical research studies and clinical settings where 
this disease assessment is used.
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Treatment Sequences After Discontinuing a Tumor 
Necrosis Factor Inhibitor in Patients With Rheumatoid 
Arthritis: A Comparison of Cycling Versus Swapping 
Strategies
Aliza R. Karpes Matusevich,1  Zhigang Duan,2 Hui Zhao,2  Lincy S. Lal,1 Wenyaw Chan,1  
María E. Suarez- Almazor,2  Sharon H. Giordano,2  J. Michael Swint,3 and Maria A. Lopez- Olivo2

Objective. To evaluate the sequences of tumor necrosis factor inhibitors (TNFi) and non- TNFi used by rheumatoid 
arthritis (RA) patients whose initial TNFi therapy has failed, and to evaluate effectiveness and costs.

Methods. Using the Truven Health MarketScan Research database, we analyzed claims of commercially insured 
adult patients with RA who switched to their second biologic or targeted disease- modifying antirheumatic drug 
between January 2008 and December 2015. Our primary outcome was the frequency of treatment sequences. Our 
secondary outcomes were the time to therapy discontinuation, drug adherence, and drug and other health care costs.

Results. Among 10,442 RA patients identified, 36.5% swapped to a non- TNFi drug, most commonly abatacept 
(54.2%). The remaining 63.5% cycled to a second TNFi, most commonly adalimumab (41.2%). For subsequent 
switches of therapy, non- TNFi were more common. Patients who swapped to a non- TNFi were significantly older 
and had more comorbidities than those who cycled to a TNFi (P < 0.001). Survival analysis showed a longer time 
to discontinuation for non- TNFi than for TNFi (median 605 days compared with 489 days; P < 0.001) when used 
after initial TNFi discontinuation, but no difference in subsequent switches of therapy. Although non- TNFi were less 
expensive for adherent patients, cycling to a TNFi was associated with lower costs overall.

Conclusion. Even though patients are more likely to cycle to a second TNFi than swap to a non- TNFi, those who 
swap to a non- TNFi are more likely to persist with the therapy. However, cycling to a TNFi is the less costly strategy.

INTRODUCTION

The discovery of tumor necrosis factor inhibitors (TNFi) and 
other biologic and targeted synthetic therapies has brought new 
hope to patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA). These drugs are an 
important treatment option after failure of conventional synthetic 
disease- modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs). However, 
biologic and targeted therapies are associated with increased 
adverse events and can cost over $20,000 per year (1).

Over the course of their lifetime, most patients are required 
to switch medication several times owing to the adverse events 

of the drug or lack or loss of efficacy in managing symptoms. A 
systematic review of studies of TNFi discontinuation rates, based 
on registry and administrative databases, calculated a mean dis-
continuation rate of 27% (range 23– 32%) after 1 year, increasing 
to 52% (range 46– 57%) after 5 years (2).

There are 2 basic approaches following initial TNFi failure: 
cycling (switching to another TNFi) or swapping (i.e., to a drug 
with another mechanism of action), but there is no consensus 
regarding the most cost- effective therapeutic option yet. Time to 
discontinuation of treatment, calculated from administrative data 
sets, has become an acceptable proxy for effectiveness in the 
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absence of randomized clinical trials (3,4). Many studies have cal-
culated survival times and the cost of various treatment strategies 
on the basis of the date of use, but these studies have been 
limited in terms of length of follow- up (5– 8) and sample size (6,9– 
11). Only 1 study has investigated all 10 drugs approved by the 
US Food and Drug Administration as of 2017 (9). Furthermore, 
existing studies have used a limited lead time, so that differentiat-
ing between second and subsequent therapies used after initial 
TNFi discontinuation is difficult, instead categorizing treatment 
as the first or nonfirst drug used (5,8,10,11). The objectives of 
the current study were to describe real world sequences of TNFi 
and non- TNFi, time to drug discontinuation, and drug and other 
health care costs for adult patients with RA whose initial TNFi 
therapy failed.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Data source. This retrospective cohort study used 
individual- level, de- identified, fully adjudicated health care claims 
information from employers and health plans collected from 
1998 through 2016 in the Truven Health MarketScan Commer-
cial Claims and Encounters Database. These data represent the 
health care claims of commercially insured employees and their 
dependents for active employees, early retirees, Consolidated 
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act continuees, and Medicare- 
eligible retirees with employer- provided Medicare Supplemental 
plans. Only plans where both the Medicare- paid amounts and 
the employer- paid amounts were available on the claims were 
included in our data set. Unlike Medicaid data, this source con-
solidates claims on a national, rather than state, level, and unlike 
Medicare data alone, it includes a wider range of patient ages. The 
MarketScan claims databases are fully compliant with the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (12); hence, a 
waiver from institutional review board approval was granted.

Study cohort. We used a validated claims- based algorithm 
(13– 16), using at least 2 claims >2 months apart with RA diagno-
sis codes (International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, 
Clinical Modification: 714.x; International Statistical Classification 

of Diseases and Related Health Problems, Tenth Revision, Clin-
ical Modification: M05.x, M06.x) to identify adults (age ≥18) with 
RA who received their first TNFi between January 1, 2008, and 
December 31, 2015. All patients were required to have at least 
1 year of continuous enrollment prior to the first claim for a TNFi 
and at least 1 year of enrollment after initiation of the second 
drug.

The drugs received by RA patients were identified by the 
National Drug Code in pharmacy claims or by Healthcare Com-
mon Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) codes in inpatient or 
outpatient claims (see Supplementary Table 1, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24358/ abstract). Claims with a zero or negative 
allowed payment were excluded. If a patient’s index claim was 
deleted, we removed the patient from analysis.

From this initial cohort, we included only those who sub-
sequently switched to a new drug of interest between January 
1, 2008, and December 31, 2015. This timeframe was chosen 
to maximize sample size and the number of drugs available in 
the market (certolizumab and golimumab were approved in 2009, 
subcutaneous abatacept was approved in July 2011, and tofa-
citinib was approved in November 2012).

We excluded patients with overlapping treatment periods 
with biologic and targeted synthetic DMARDS (bDMARDs and 
tsDMARDs) defined as >1 drug within the effective period for that 
drug, because both American and European guidelines explicitly 
discourage this concomitant dual therapy (17,18). Furthermore, 
we excluded patients with RA who had diagnoses of non- RA indi-
cations for biologic drugs (ankylosing spondylitis, chronic lympho-
cytic leukemia, non- Hodgkin lymphoma, Crohn’s disease, juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis, multiple sclerosis, polyarteritis nodosa, psori-
asis, psoriatic arthritis, spondyloarthropathy, systemic lupus ery-
thematosus, ulcerative colitis, or chronic relapsing granulomatosis 
with polyangiitis), as well as those patients with severe comorbidi-
ties involving immune suppression, such as HIV, organ transplan-
tation, and malignancies (see Supplementary Table 2, available on 
the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.
com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/ abstract).

We defined the date of the first claim of the bDMARD or tsD-
MARD following discontinuation of initial TNFi as the index date. 
For the sake of convenience, we refer to these as subsequent 
drugs. We classified the cohort by mechanism of action of the 
next drug used: a different TNFi (cyclers) or non- TNFi (swappers).

Study measures. The MarketScan enrollment file provided 
data on sex, age, geographic region, and insurance type. We cal-
culated the Deyo- Charlson comorbidity score from claims in the 
6 months before the index date (19). We defined treatment end-
points for each subsequent treatment as switched, discontinued, 
or continued treatment until the end of follow- up. End of follow- up 
included patients who died, lost coverage, or changed insurance 
carrier. Patients were considered to have switched treatment if 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• After their disease failed to respond to a first tumor 

necrosis factor inhibitor (TNFi), just under two- thirds 
of patients received a different TNFi, most common-
ly adalimumab. More than one- third of the patients 
switched to a non- TNFi, most commonly abatacept.

• For subsequent switches of therapy, non- TNFi were 
more common.

• Persistence was longer for non- TNFi than for TNFi 
when given as the next agent, after initial TNFi dis-
continuation. However, cycling was associated with 
lower drug costs.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/abstract
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they received a new prescription of a different bDMARD or tsD-
MARD. The end date of the previous treatment was defined as the 
first claim date of the subsequent treatment.

We determined a patient to have discontinued treatment if 
there was no claim for ≥180 days after the last prescription. In 
those cases, we defined the end date as the last claim date plus 
days’ supply for prescription claims. For claims with an HCPCS 
code, the days’ supply was imputed as the dosing interval for 
intravenous administration as stated in the product insert. For 
drugs administered subcutaneously only, the subcutaneous dos-
ing interval was used. In cases where the dosing interval was varia-
ble, the smallest interval was used. Previous studies (20– 30) used 
gaps of 30– 90 days to determine drug discontinuation, but using 
gaps of 30–90 days precludes the possibility of patients stopping 
treatment owing to remission (31), surgery, or adverse events and 
restarting after flare, recovery from surgery, or the adverse event 
has resolved. Many studies reported patients restarting TNFi drugs 
after 140– 207 days (32– 34). We chose 180 days on the basis of 
our preliminary results showing that >25% of patients had gaps 
longer than 90 days. We deemed patients as continuing if they 
persisted on the same prescription until the end of their enrollment 
or of the study period. We determined the frequency of patients 
using different drug sequences to establish the most commonly 
used treatment patterns after initial TNFi failure.

Last, we calculated 2 categories of costs, comparing between 
patients who cycled or swapped after TNFi failure: direct drug- 
related costs, consisting of drug acquisition costs for the drugs 
of interest; and other health care costs, consisting of all other 
claims, including drug administration costs, costs for medi-
cations not analyzed here, hospital admissions, emergency 
department and health provider visits, pathology, and radiology. 
To control for adherence differences that may be attributed to 
adverse events and financial burden (35), we also compared 
costs between adherent and nonadherent patients. Adherent 
patients were those with a medication possession ratio of >80%. 
For oral and subcutaneous drugs, the medication possession 
ratio was calculated as the total number of days’ supply within 
the 6- month period, divided by 183 days. For intravenous drugs, 
which do not have the days’ supply variable, we followed Popp 
et al and defined adherence as receiving at least 80% of the 
expected doses, based on the dosing schedules for these drugs 
(see Supplementary Table 3, available on the Arthritis Care & 
Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
acr.24358/ abstract) (36). All costs were adjusted to value at 
2016 using the medical care component of the consumer price 
index (37).

Statistical analysis. We compared baseline demographic 
and clinical characteristics among the TNFi cycler and non- TNFi 
swapper groups using chi- square tests for categorical variables 
and t- tests for continuous variables. Six- month health care costs 
were calculated for the first and second 180- day postindex period 

by aggregating payment for individual claims for each of the drugs 
used after discontinuation of the initial TNFi. We calculated these 
costs for all patients, as well as for subgroups of adherent and 
nonadherent patients. Median and mean costs were calculated, 
and t- tests were used to compare costs between patients in dif-
ferent groups.

Total rates of switching, discontinuation, and continuation 
were estimated separately for the study cohort. Drug survival 
times of agents used after initial TNFi discontinuation were esti-
mated using the Kaplan- Meier method and compared between 
the TNFi cycler and non- TNFi swapper groups. Switching and 
discontinuation were considered treatment failure events and 

Figure 1. Patient selection flowchart. RA = rheumatoid arthritis; 
TNFi = tumor necrosis factor inhibitor.

Patients with ≥2 RA 
diagnoses on different dates 

during 2008-2016
n = 890,198

n = 572,633

n = 28,876

n = 24,713

n = 10,706

Patients available for 
analysis

n = 10,442

non-TNFi (swappers) 
n = 3,816

TNFi (cyclers)
n = 6,626

Index claim deleted in data 
cleaning
n = 264

<18 at initiation of first TNFi  
n = 41

Not continuously enrolled 1 
year prior to 1st TNFi and 1 
year post 2nd treatment after 

TNFi 
n = 13,966

Received a different TNFi or 
a non-TNFi prior to 2008      

n = 4,163

≤1 previous targeted drug     
n = 543,757

≥2 diagnoses for competing 
targeted drug indication or 

severe comorbidity 
n = 317,565
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were analyzed combining both types of events and separately. 
Time to treatment switch was calculated from the first date of 
the subsequent treatment after TNFi failure to the switch date. 
The time to treatment switch was censored at the patients’ final 
enrollment date. Time to treatment discontinuation was calculated 
from the first date of the subsequent treatment after TNFi failure 
to the date the treatment was stopped. Cox proportional haz-
ards models were used to determine other predicting variables for 
drug survival. P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically 
significant; all data analysis was conducted using SAS Enterprise 
Guide, version 7.15.

RESULTS

Baseline characteristics. A total of 10,442 patients with 
a mean ± SD follow- up time of almost 3 years (1,059 ± 583.1 
days) met the study criteria (Figure 1). Of these, 6,626 patients 
(63.5%) cycled to a new TNFi and 3,816 (36.5%) swapped 
to a drug with a different mechanism of action. Patients who 
swapped to non- TNFi drugs were significantly older (53.6 years 
compared with 51.1 years; P < 0.001) and had higher Deyo- 
Charlson scores (8.4% with 2 or more comorbidities compared 
with 4.6%; P < 0.001). Their mean total follow- up time was also 
shorter than that of patients who cycled (1,023.4 days compared 
with 1,079.9 days; P < 0.001). There were significant differences 
between the cycling and swapping groups in terms of year of 
index claim, region, and health insurance plan type, but not sex 
(Table 1).

Sequences. Etanercept (n = 4,551 patients) and adali-
mumab (n = 3,305 patients) accounted for 43.6% and 31.7% of 
the TNFi used for the first time (before failure), respectively. Overall, 
although TNFi were most often prescribed as a second treatment 
for RA in patients whose initial TNFi failed, non- TNFi were most 
commonly used as subsequent treatment (third, fourth, etc.) for 
both cyclers and swappers (Figure 2). The most common TNFi 
drugs used after initial TNFi discontinuation were adalimumab 
(41.2% of cyclers) and etanercept (24.3% of cyclers) (see Sup-
plementary Table 4, available on the Arthritis Care & Research 
website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/ 
abstract). Slightly more than half of cyclers (52.5%) subsequently 
switched to a third drug, and the most common of these were 
abatacept (30.1% of swappers) and etanercept (14.2%) (see 
Supplementary Table 5, available at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24358/ abstract).

More than half of patients who swapped after the ini-
tial TNFi discontinuation (54.3%) switched to abatacept. Less 
than half (45.9%) went on to a subsequent switch, of which 
18.5% received tocilizumab and 11.8– 14.3% received etaner-
cept, tofacitinib, or adalimumab. Overall, approximately 25% of 
both cyclers and swappers who discontinued treatment did not 
switch to a new biologic or targeted DMARD (see Supplementary 

Table 5, available on the Arthritis Care & Research website at 
http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/ abstract).

Survival analysis. Table 2 shows the overall proportion 
of patients who switched, discontinued, or continued on subse-
quent treatment after initial TNFi failure. The treatment switching 
rate was higher in the cycler compared to the swapper group 
(52.5% versus 45.9%), while the treatment continuation rate was 
lower in the cycler compared to the swapper group (33.4% ver-
sus 39.6%; P < 0.001). Similar results were observed when con-
sidering only participants who switched (excluding participants 

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of patients in the cohort   
(n = 10,442)*

Variable Cyclers Swappers P
Patients, no. 6,626 3,816 – 
Age, mean ± SD 

years
51.10 ± 11.6 53.64 ± 

11.9
<0.001†

Female sex 79.4 80.7 NS
Deyo- Charlson score <0.001†

0 80.4 73.2 – 
1 15.0 18.3 – 
≥2 4.6 8.4 – 

Region 0.004†
North Central 23.2 24.7 – 
Northeast 15.5 15.7 – 
South 40.5 40.4 – 
West 19.4 17.2 – 
Unknown 1.4 2.0 – 

Health insurance 
plan type

<0.001†

Comprehensive 8.1 12.2 – 
Exclusive provider 

organization
1.1 1.2 – 

Health 
maintenance 
organization

13.3 9.4 – 

Point of service 8.1 7.4 – 
Preferred provider 

organization
57.3 58.3 – 

Point of service, 
capitated

0.36 0.31 – 

Consumer- directed 
health plan

5.6 5.6 – 

High- deductible 
health plan

2.6 2.2 – 

Unknown 3.5 3.6 – 
Year of first TNFi <0.001†

2008 26.9 31.0 – 
2009 14.1 12.1 – 
2010 14.2 12.3 – 
2011 11.7 11.5 – 
2012 10.2 10.1 – 
2013 11.2 12.3 – 
2014 8.7 8.2 – 
2015 3.0 2.5 – 

Adherent patients – 
First 6 months 53.6 52.8 NS
Second 6 months 33.2 34.7 NS

Follow- up time, 
mean ± SD days

1,079.9 ± 
590.21

1,023.4 ± 
568.84

<0.0001†

* Values are the percentage unless indicated otherwise. NS = not 
significant, TNFi = tumor necrosis factor inhibitor. 
† Statistically significant. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/abstract
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who discontinued): the swappers had lower switching rates than 
cyclers (79.5% versus 85.1%; P < 0.001). However, for partici-
pants who discontinued, no differences were observed between 
cyclers and swappers (89.1% versus 88.8%; P = 0.732).

Figure 3 shows the second treatment (next agent used after 
TNFi failure) drug survival rate over time. Cycling patients had a 
higher rate of switching and discontinuation (P < 0.001). The esti-
mated median drug survival time was 489 days (95% confidence 
interval [95% CI] 463– 508) for cyclers and 605 days (95% CI 565– 
665) for swappers (see Supplementary Table 6, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24358/ abstract).

In the multivariate Cox regression analysis (Table 3), the 
patients in the swapper group had a lower risk of switching their 
treatment (hazard ratio 0.87 [95% CI 0.82– 0.91]; P < 0.0001). A 
recent year of TNFi initiation and higher Charlson- Deyo score were 

associated with a higher risk of switching treatment. Regional dif-
ferences were also noted. There was no significant difference in 
time to switch for subsequent drug used. Also, no differences 
were observed when comparing the risk of discontinuing treat-
ment among cyclers and swappers (see Supplementary Table 7, 
available on the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin 
elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/ abstract).

Cost per treated patient. Mean costs across most cate-
gories were significantly lower for patients who cycled to a second 
TNFi (see Supplementary Table 8, available on the Arthritis Care 
& Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
acr.24358/ abstract). However, among patients with a medication 
possession ratio of >80%, mean drug costs were lower for non- 
TNFi swappers in the second 6- month period ($14,455 versus 
$15,655; P < 0.001).

Figure 2. Most common sequences by drug class, with only the most common sequences included. For example, the figure does not show 
the fourth subsequent treatment for those who had a tumor necrosis factor inhibitor (TNFi) for the first, second, and third time after initial TNFi 
discontinuation. Totals per treatment sequence can be seen in Supplementary Tables 1–8, available on the Arthritis Care & Research website 
at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/ abstract.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24358/abstract
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DISCUSSION

This claims- based analysis assessed treatment sequences, 
time to discontinuation, and costs for 10,442 patients for up to 
8 years. We found that most patients cycled to a second TNFi 
after their initial TNFi discontinuation, but time to switch was 
longer for those who swapped to non- TNFi. Non- TNFi were 
used subsequently more frequently. We also found that patients 
who began their first TNFi in later calendar years, when there 
was a greater variety of choices, had shorter times to switch. 
Patients in the western and southern part of the US were 
also more likely to switch treatment earlier. Costs tended to be 
lower for TNFi.

Our results corroborate those of previous authors, who found 
that non- TNFi drugs were associated with increased treatment 
persistence despite being prescribed less often (5,7,9– 11,38,39). 
Although we reported lower drug costs for adherent swappers, 
as in other studies (7,8,10,11), we found that other categories 
of costs favored TNFi cycling. This finding is possibly due to 
higher unit costs as well as the higher number of drugs adminis-
tered intravenously only among the non- TNFi group. Intravenous 

administration requires a clinic visit and thus incurs more charges. 
Despite other studies reporting improved adherence among 
swappers (5,10), we found similar adherence between cyclers 
and swappers.

This is the first study including a large sample size (previ-
ous studies using Truven data analyzed 1,577 to 6,945 patients 
receiving therapy with a biologic drug after TNFi failure), with 
extended follow- up times (previous studies using Truven data 
followed patients for 3 to 5 years), and including all 10 targeted 
DMARDs available on the market at the end of the period studied. 
In addition, this is the first study to look at third and subsequent 
agents used after TNFi discontinuation. The most important 
strength is the clear identification of treatment used after TNFi 
discontinuation rather than nonfirst- treatment or continuing treat-
ment. Previous studies that made this differentiation were limited 
by other factors, such as reliance on self- reporting (40), small 
sample size (n < 350) (39,41), follow- up of <3 years (32,42), or 
few drugs (42,43).

As with any data source, MarketScan claims data have limi-
tations. Some have to do with the nature of claims data and oth-
ers with the nature of the MarketScan sample population. The 

Table 2. Switch, discontinuation, and continuation rates of second drug used after initial TNFi failure*

Total no. Switch Continuation Discontinuation P
Drug group

Cyclers 6,628 3,477 (52.5) 2,216 (33.4) 933 (14.1) <0.001†
Swappers 3,816 1,753 (45.9) 1,512 (39.6) 551 (14.4) – 

Individual drug
Adalimumab 2,732 1,463 (53.6) 854 (31.3) 415 (15.2) <0.001†
Certolizumab 738 409 (55.4) 224 (30.4) 105 (14.2) – 
Etanercept 1,612 807 (50.1) 585 (36.3) 220 (13.6) – 
Golimumab 855 451 (52.7) 299 (35.0) 105 (12.3) – 
Infliximab 689 347 (50.4) 254 (36.9) 88 (12.8) – 
Abatacept 2,073 1,023 (49.3) 763 (36.8) 287 (13.8) – 
Anakinra 16 9 (56.3) 2 (12.5) 5 (31.3) – 
Rituximab 539 203 (37.7) 230 (42.7) 106 (19.7) – 
Tocilizumab 640 283 (44.2) 280 (43.8) 77 (12.0) – 
Tofacitinib 548 235 (42.9) 237 (43.2) 76 (13.9) – 

* Values are the number (%) unless indicated otherwise. TNFi = tumor necrosis factor inhibitor. 
† Statistically significant. 

Figure 3. Kaplan Meier survival curve for cycling versus swapping.
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usefulness of all administrative data sets is constrained in that 
their purpose is to support reimbursement and not to serve as a 
research tool; therefore, there is no information regarding baseline 
disease activity, disease severity, or response to treatment. The 
lack of clinical and demographic information precludes propensity  
score matching, which could theoretically compensate for channel-
ing bias, whereby specific groups of patients may be more likely 

to receive (or not receive) certain drugs than others. Channeling 
bias could cause results to be incorrectly attributed to the drug 
instead of unmeasured characteristics of the patients. In addition, 
because analysis is based on claims, we cannot know whether 
patients are taking the medications as prescribed.

Although multivariable modeling does control for some 
patient characteristics, the nonrandomized allocation of the 
study groups and baseline heterogeneity introduces bias and 
confounding. Our study was limited by the number of covariates 
analyzed compared with similar studies, such as concurrent and 
pre- index claim use of conventional synthetic DMARDs, pre- 
index claim costs, and a greater number of treatment effective-
ness criteria.

Accuracy is also a concern, in that the existing diagnosis 
and procedure codes may be subject to upcoding or miscoding 
or may simply be missing if they are not reimbursable. In that vein, 
Fisher et al (44) reported errors in recording days’ supply; this type 
of error in recording or coding supports using a more conservative 
(i.e., shortest possible) cutoff to determine treatment failure.

The MarketScan database also specifically underrepre-
sents medium and small firms in favor of large employers, and the 
sample is not random, possibly leading to biases and impaired 
generalizability. The sample may also undercount the newer drugs 
because claims for newly licensed medications use a nonspecific 
HCPCS code (e.g., J3490 and J3590) until a unique HCPCS code 
specific to each drug is assigned, a process that can take up to 
2 years. However, because physicians tend to prescribe more 
familiar drugs first, we believe that undercounting newer drugs is 
unlikely to impact results significantly.

Last, although time to drug discontinuation is commonly 
used as a surrogate marker for efficacy, other factors also influ-
ence retention rates, such as cost (in terms of absolute cost 
and patient copayments), insurance coverage, access to alter-
native treatments, and patient/provider preferences (45). Stud-
ies have shown that the threshold of disease activity lowers 
before patients switch treatments over time (45). In addition, 
the time to switching treatments tends to decrease over time 
(2,29,40); specifically, the rate of discontinuations due to ineffi-
cacy increases with no concomitant change in discontinuation 
rate due to adverse events (46). These findings support the con-
tention that the availability of more choices leads to increased 
treatment switching rates.

Areas for future research include expanding the covariates 
used in the analysis while preserving the long follow- up time, 
as well as analyzing clinical databases that will allow for bet-
ter matching of patients using more pertinent characteristics 
such as seromarker status. Another avenue for study is to deter-
mine how, if at all, the reasons for switching affect time to dis-
continuation of subsequent treatment. Additional data analysis is 
required first to corroborate our finding regarding discontinuation 
of biologic and targeted treatments altogether, second, to exam-
ine these issues for patients who are first exposed to non- TNFi, 

Table 3. Time- to- treatment switch for second biologic or targeted 
synthetic agent used after initial TNFi (next agent after first failure) 
estimated by multivariable Cox regression*

HR (95% CI) P
Drug group

TNFi cycler Ref. – 
Non- TNFi swapper 0.87 (0.82– 0.91)† <0.0001†

Year of TNFi initiation
2008 Ref. – 
2009 1.09 (1.01– 1.18)† 0.035†
2010 1.12 (1.03– 1.21)† 0.006†
2011 1.32 (1.21– 1.43)† <0.0001†
2012 1.24 (1.13– 1.36)† <0.0001†
2013 1.30 (1.19– 1.42)† <0.0001†
2014 1.52 (1.38– 1.67)† <0.0001†
2015 1.89 (1.63– 2.20)† <0.0001†

Age, years
<40 Ref. – 
41– 50 1.01 (0.94– 1.09) 0.783
51– 60 0.95 (0.88– 1.02) 0.179
61– 65 0.92 (0.83– 1.02) 0.131
≥66 0.96 (0.86 – 1.07) 0.484

Sex
Women Ref. – 
Men 0.94 (0.89– 1.00) 0.054

Insurance plan
Preferred provider 

organization
Ref. – 

Consumer- directed 
health plan

0.86 (0.74– 1.01) 0.068

Comprehensive 0.68 (0.51– 0.90)† 0.007†
Exclusive provider 

organization
0.90 (0.77– 1.04) 0.145

High- deductible 
health plan

0.88 (0.75– 1.03) 0.099

Health maintenance 
organization

0.90 (0.79– 1.03) 0.114

Point of service 1.17 (0.77– 1.77) 0.458
Point of service, 

capitated
0.78 (0.66– 0.92)† 0.004†

Unknown 0.98 (0.80– 1.19) 0.808
Region

Northwest Ref. – 
Northeast 1.02 (0.94– 1.10) 0.663
South 1.09 (1.02– 1.16)† 0.011†
West 1.11 (1.03– 1.19)† 0.010†
Unknown 0.94 (0.76– 1.16) 0.550

Deyo comorbidity 
score

0 Ref. – 
1 1.04 (0.97– 1.11) 0.299
≥2 1.16 (1.05– 1.29)† 0.005†

* 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; HR = hazard ratio; Ref. = 
reference; TNFi = tumor necrosis factor inhibitor. 
† Statistically significant at P < 0.05. 
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and, third, to determine what alternative treatments patients are 
prescribed. We would also like to further examine the reasons 
for differences in costs between the treatment options. Finally, 
determining how insurance company coverage policies such 
as prior authorization requirements and copayments influence 
switching and discontinuation would be helpful. For example, 
Medicare enrollees receiving state assistance tend to use inject-
able biologics more than infusion agents due to lower out of 
pocket payments (1,47).

In conclusion, this claims- based analysis of commercially 
insured patients adds to the knowledge base by demonstrating 
how patients with RA change treatment over an extended period. 
Our analysis showed that TNFi are more frequently prescribed after 
initial TNFi discontinuation, and non- TNFi after that. We also found 
that costs tend to be lower for cyclers, with the exception of drug 
costs for adherent patients, which were lower for swappers. Fur-
thermore, we showed that patients who swapped to a drug with a 
different mechanism of action have longer times to discontinuation 
than those who cycled to a second TNFi, supporting the use of non- 
TNFi biologic DMARDs in patients whose first TNFi failed. However, 
patient- specific clinical factors, not avail able in administrative data-
bases, are needed for more unequivocal evidence.
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Randomized Controlled Trial of Patient Education Tools for 
Patients With Rheumatoid Arthritis
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Objective. The present study was undertaken to evaluate the efficacy of 2 educational tools for patients with 
rheumatoid arthritis (RA) by comparing a newly developed video tool, including storylines and testimonials, combined 
with a written booklet to the same written booklet alone.

Methods. We conducted a randomized controlled trial. Our primary outcome was disease knowledge. Secondary 
outcomes were decisional conflict, self- efficacy, effective health care management, and satisfaction. Outcomes were 
measured before and after reviewing the materials, and 3 and 6 months later. Linear mixed- effects models were 
performed to evaluate changes over time.

Results. In total, 221 participants received an educational video and booklet (n = 111) or a booklet alone (n = 
110). The mean age was 50.8 years, mean disease duration was 4.8 years, 85% were female, and 24% had limited 
health literacy levels. Within groups, most outcomes improved between baseline and follow- up, but there were no 
statistically significant differences across groups. Patients receiving the video and booklet were more likely than those 
receiving the booklet alone to rate the presentation as excellent for providing information about the impact of RA, 
medication options, evidence about medications, benefits of medication, and self- care options. Factors significantly 
associated with greater improvements in knowledge and decisional conflict from baseline to 6 months included 
limited health literacy, lower educational level, and shorter disease duration.

Conclusion. Regardless of the delivery method, outcomes were improved up to 6 months after educational 
materials were delivered. Our findings support the implementation of self- administered educational materials in 
clinical settings, as they can result in sustained improvements in disease knowledge and decisional conflict.

INTRODUCTION

Patient education is an integral part of clinical practice in 
rheumatology. It enables patients to adapt and cope with the 
effects of rheumatic diseases and treatments. However, patient 
education is not always a routine part of practice. Few controlled 
trials of educational materials for patients with rheumatoid arthritis 
(RA) have been reported, and the findings have varied (1– 8).

Behavioral interventions, group education, and provider- 
led patient education may be difficult to implement in clini-
cal settings, and for simpler, self- administered tools, there is 
uncertainty about which educational delivery formats (ranging 

from written material to individualized web- based information) 
are most effective in improving health outcomes in chronic dis-
ease (9). Presenting information to patients may not lead to 
improvements in knowledge if the materials are not engaging or 
suited for the individual patient. Furthermore, the vast majority 
of printed educational materials are not suited for populations 
with limited health literacy because most are written at a higher 
level than that recommended by governmental guidelines (10). 
Greater rates of limited health literacy are observed in minority 
groups and elderly patients, requiring more careful attention 
to the content, format, and mode of administration of educa-
tional materials (11,12).
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Entertainment education, and in particular, video model-
ing, has been evaluated in various health conditions (13– 16). 
Video modeling demonstrates health behaviors that are consid-
ered desirable through visual presentations including soap operas 
or serial dramas using actors with narratives that permit audiences 
to identify and relate with the characters and the changes they 
undergo. This technique is reported to increase positive self- care 
behaviors, improve short- term knowledge, decrease anxiety, and 
increase cooperation (17). Additionally, video modeling can be 
useful in educating populations with limited health literacy or with 
impairments affecting their ability to read printed materials (18,19).

For this study, we compared the efficacy of a multimedia 
patient  education tool regarding therapeutic options for patients 
with RA, incorporating video modeling combined with written  
materials versus written materials alone in improving knowledge. 
We also evaluated the effects in decisional conflict, self- efficacy, 
behaviors to participate in the patient’s own health care, and satis-
faction with the materials. We hypothesized that the combination 
of video and written materials would lead to better outcomes.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Study design and oversight. To report the results, we 
used the extension of the Consolidated Standards of Reporting 
Trials statement that addresses randomized trials of nonpharma-
cologic treatments (20). The current study was a randomized 
controlled trial with a 6- month follow- up. Participants were 
recruited from 5 outpatient clinics in 3 Houston area medical 
facilities (Kelsey- Seybold, Harris Health System, and MD Ander-
son Cancer Center) and through local newspaper advertise-
ments from March 2013 through January 2014. The study was 
approved by the institutional review board or relevant research 
committee at each participating center. Preliminary results of this 
study were presented at the annual meeting of the American 
College of Rheumatology (21,22).

Participants. Participants were patients ages ≥18 years 
with a diagnosis of RA made by a rheumatologist and a disease 
duration of <10 years. The disease duration criterion was cho-
sen because patients with longstanding disease are more likely to 
have acquired specific knowledge about their disease and have a 
number of other issues, such as surgical needs and comorbidi-
ties, not specifically discussed in the tools.

Interventions. One group received a newly developed 
video tool and similar written information in a paper booklet (video 
plus booklet), whereas the other group only received the booklet. 
The booklet was a consumer guide developed by the Health Care 
Program from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 
(23). All materials (video and written materials) were available in 
English and Spanish. Details about the development, content, 
process to ensure the use of lay language, and pilot testing of the 
video are published elsewhere (24,25). Briefly, the video tool was 
structured as a series of dramatized episodes (26) within a com-
mon storyline depicting a main character with RA. Each episode 
was linked to a learning module providing patients with factual 
information about their condition and treatment options, similar to 
the information in the booklet. The total length of time of the video 
was 20 minutes. The video is available to the public (En glish: 
https://www.youtu be.com/watch ?v=oK6pC oYT_rk&t=570s; 
Spanish: https://media player.mdand erson.org/video - full/D2F7A 
F2B- B725- 4E17- B282- AC777 F6F3504).

Randomization. After completion of a baseline question-
naire, participants were randomly assigned in unequal allocation 
blocks to 1 of 2 study groups using an automated web- based 
institutional system. Participants were randomly assigned in a 1:1 
ratio, stratified by site and by language preference of the partici-
pant. The random sequence was concealed from the 4 research 
staff who enrolled participants and the statistician (HL or ABB) 
conducting the analysis up until the implementation of the inter-
vention due to the open- label nature of the study.

Implementation. After randomization and baseline 
assessment, patients were given time on- site to review the mate-
rials before the clinical encounter. They completed a questionnaire 
either immediately after on- site, or within 1 week of participa-
tion, mailing the questionnaire back. Participants were allowed to 
take the educational materials with them.

Follow- up assessments were conducted 3 and 6 months 
after inclusion. Patients were mailed self- report questionnaires, 
along with a stamped envelope for questionnaire return. An 
attempt was made to remind patients who had not returned 
their questionnaires at least once by phone to complete them. 
To ensure questionnaire completion, we offered patients who did 
not complete their questionnaires within 2 weeks the opportu-
nity to either complete the questionnaires over the phone or to 
be met at the clinic or their home by study personnel to collect the 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• We compared the efficacy in improving knowledge

of a newly developed multimedia patient educa-
tion tool in English and Spanish about therapeutic 
options for patients with rheumatoid arthritis, in-
corporating video modeling combined with written 
materials versus written materials alone.

• Short, self- administered, patient education materi-
als are effective in improving educational outcomes 
in patients with rheumatoid arthritis regardless of 
the mode of delivery.

• Our findings support the implementation of self- 
administered educational materials in clinical set-
tings, as they require few resources to administer 
and result in sustained improvements in disease 
knowledge and decisional conflict.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oK6pCoYT_rk&t=570s
https://mediaplayer.mdanderson.org/video-full/D2F7AF2B-B725-4E17-B282-AC777F6F3504
https://mediaplayer.mdanderson.org/video-full/D2F7AF2B-B725-4E17-B282-AC777F6F3504
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questionnaires. A modest monetary reimbursement was offered 
to all participants to compensate them for their time after the com-
pletion of each questionnaire.

Outcomes. The primary efficacy end point was knowledge 
about RA and therapeutic options immediately after reviewing 
the educational materials and at the 3-  and 6- month follow- up 
visit compared with baseline. We adapted an RA knowledge 
questionnaire to reflect the key learner content covered in the 
video tool. The knowledge questionnaire has good psychomet-
ric properties (internal consistency r = 0.72– 0.94, and test– retest 
r = 0.81) and has been previously validated (27– 30). It includes 10 
questions, and the score is the sum of correct items (final scores 
ranging 0– 10). We used the effect- size approach (a distribution- 
based method) to calculate the minimum clinically important differ-
ence (MCID). A standardized mean difference of 0.50 (a moderate 
effect size) was considered the MCID.

Secondary efficacy end points were also assessed at base-
line, 3 months, and 6 months and included the Decisional Conflict 
Scale, the Arthritis Self-Efficacy Scale, and the Effective Con-
sumer Scale. The Decisional Conflict Scale measures the degree 
to which someone is conflicted or unclear about a particular 
health care choice. In our study, we used the Decisional Conflict 
Scale to  learn if after being exposed to the educational materi-
als patients felt more informed and clearer about what was most 
important to them when making decisions about their treatment. 
We used the low literacy version of the instrument and modified it 

to assess only the subscales relevant to our study, “informed” and 
“values clarity,” as our intervention did not involve making a health 
care decision. Scores range from 0 (feels extremely informed/
clear about personal values) to 100 (feels extremely uninformed/
unclear about personal values) (31). The Decisional Conflict Scale 
was also measured immediately after review. The Arthritis Self- 
Efficacy Scale mea sures the belief in one’s own capability to per-
form tasks or cope with adversity (32,33). It is an 8- item scale, 
with scores ranging 0– 100, higher values indicating greater self- 
efficacy. The Effective Consumer Scale is a 17- item instrument 
that measures individuals’ perception of their skills and behaviors 
in effectively managing their health care (34). The scores range 
0– 100, where higher scores indicate better health care manage-
ment (35– 37).

Patients rated the acceptability and their satisfaction with 
the educational tools immediately after reviewing the materials. 
Acceptability of the materials was measured using the Ottawa 
Acceptability Scale, including clarity, balance, length, and ease of 
use (38). Patients’ satisfaction with the content, ease of use, and 
format of the materials was assessed using an instrument consist-
ing of 9 items that asked patients to rate the video tool on the basis 
of its content, ease of use, transportability, and format (39,40).

Several measures were collected at baseline to serve as 
analytic covariates, including demographic information (age, sex, 
race/ethnicity, education, employment status, and marital status), 
and disease duration in years. Health literacy was assessed using 
a single item, “How confident are you filling out medical forms 

Figure 1. Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials 2010 flow diagram.

Assessed for eligibility (n = 3,637)

Excluded (n = 3,416)
Not meeting inclusion criteria (n = 2,415)
Declined to participate (n = 283)
Other reasons (n = 718)

6 months assessment 
Did not return their questionnaire (n = 42)

3 months assessment
Did not return their questionnaire (n = 47)

Allocated to video + booklet (n = 111)
All reviewed materials

3 months assessment
Did not return their questionnaire (n = 58)

Allocated to booklet only (n = 110)
All reviewed materials

6 months assessment
Did not return their questionnaire (n = 35)

Assessment after intervention
Did not return questionnaire (n = 1)

Assessment after intervention
Did not return questionnaire (n = 0)

Randomized (n = 221)
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by yourself?”, which was developed by Chew et al to measure 
health literacy (41). The responses range from “extremely” to “not 
at all.” For limited health literacy level, we used a cutoff point of at 
least “somewhat” in English- speaking participants and at least “a 
little bit” in Spanish- speaking participants, as has been proposed 
previously (41,42). Last, we administered the Health Assessment 
Questionnaire, a measure of physical function widely used in stud-
ies of patients with RA (43).

Sample size. The target sample size was estimated a priori 
to be 220 (110 per group). This sample size allowed for 81% power 
to detect a difference of 0.46 points on a scale of 0– 10 (Cohen’s 
d = 0.33, i.e., a small effect size) in a design with 3 repeated mea-
surements that had a compound symmetry covariance structure 
when the SD is 1.41, a correlation between observations on the 
same subject of 0.6, and using 2- sided tests (α = 0.05). The param-
eters employed were derived from a Cochrane systematic review 
of decision aids using knowledge as the outcome measure (44).

Statistical analyses. All analyses were performed on an intent- 
to- treat (ITT) basis, i.e., all patients who were randomized to receive 
educational materials were accounted for in the analysis according to 
the intervention that they were scheduled to receive. Missing data on 
outcome measures at a given time point were imputed by the mean 
of the observed data at the corresponding time point.

Given the longitudinal nature of the outcome measures, lin-
ear mixed- effect models were used to study the changes of the 
outcome measures over time to take the intrapatient correla-
tion into account and to compare the changes in the outcome 
scores  (follow- up period minus pre- randomization) between the 
groups (45).

Linear regression models were used to assess the relationship 
between the intervention and changes in outcome scores and the 
effect of covariates of interest. Analyses were conducted for differ-
ences before and immediately after reviewing the educational mate-
rials and before and after 6 months. The interactions between the 
group allocation and covariates (age, sex, race/ethnicity, education 
level, language in which the questionnaire was answered, health liter-
acy, disease duration) were examined first. All 7 independent variables 
and interaction terms with P < 0.10 from above were included in the 
initial step of model selection. Subgroup analyses were performed in 
the presence of interaction between indepen dent variable and group 
allocation. For all analyses, P values less than 0.05 (2- sided) were con-
sidered significant. SAS software was used to perform the analyses.

RESULTS

Of 504 patients who were approached, 283 refused to par-
ticipate. In total, 221 were randomized to receive the video tool 
combined with the booklet (n = 111) or the booklet only (n = 110). 
The flow of participants through each stage is shown in Figure 1. 
Specifically, 23 were recruited through advertisements, 160 from 
county clinics, and 38 from other hospitals. A total of 116 patients 
(52%) (64 from the video plus booklet group, and 52 from the book-
let only group) returned their questionnaires at 3 months, and 144 
patients (65%) (69 from the video plus booklet group, and 75 from 
the booklet only group) returned their questionnaires at 6 months.

Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics. 
Table 1 shows baseline characteristics of the patients. No sta-
tistically significant differences were found between groups. 
The mean ± SD age was 50.8 ± 13.3 years, mean ± SD disease 

Table 1. Baseline patient characteristics*

Characteristic
Total cohort  

(n = 221)
Video + booklet  

(n = 111)
Booklet only  

(n = 110)
Mean ± SD age, years 50.8 ± 13.3 49.8 ± 13.0 51.8 ± 13.5

Female sex 187 (85) 95 (86) 92 (84)
Race/ethnicity

White 44 (20) 25 (23) 19 (17)
Black or African American 44 (20) 19 (17) 25 (23)
Hispanic 124 (56) 60 (54) 64 (58)
Other 8 (4) 6 (5) 2 (2)

Marital status, married/living together 119 (54) 65 (59) 54 (49)
Educational attainment

Less than high school diploma or equivalent 81 (37) 40 (36) 41 (37)
High school diploma or equivalent or associate degree 102 (46) 51 (46) 51 (46)
Bachelor’s degree or higher 36 (16) 19 (17) 17 (15)

Language of questionnaire, English 119 (54) 60 (54) 59 (54)
Employment status, employed 78 (35) 35 (32) 43 (39)
Mean ± SD disease duration, years 4.8 ± 2.7 4.5 ± 2.7 5.1 ± 2.7
Health literacy, limited health literacy 54 (24) 24 (22) 30 (27)
Mean ± SD no. of medications 2.7 ± 1.4 2.7 ± 1.3 2.7 ± 1.5
Mean ± SD Health Assessment Questionnaire score† 0.6 ± 0.6 0.6 ± 0.6 0.7 ± 0.6

* Values are the number (%) unless indicated otherwise. Percentages may not add up to 100% owing to rounding. 
† Higher score indicates more difficulty with physical function. 
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duration was 4.8 ± 2.7 years, 85% were female, 24% had lim-
ited health literacy levels, and 54% answered the questionnaire in 
English. The time taken to review the video and the booklet in the 
group receiving both tools ranged 25– 45 minutes compared to 
10– 30 minutes taken to read the booklet alone in the other group.

Disease knowledge. Outcomes across time points 
are shown in Table 2. Mean ± SD knowledge scores signif-
icantly increased immediately after participants reviewed 
the educational materials (video plus booklet 5.5 ± 2.1 to 
7.6 ± 1.5; P < 0.0001) and booklet only 5.5 ± 2.1 to 7.2 ± 2.0; 
P < 0.0001), and at 3 and 6 months compared with base-
line in both groups (Table 2). Both groups achieved the MCID 
(the standardized mean differences were 0.86 and 0.81 for the 
video plus booklet and booklet alone groups, respectively). 
However, no significant differences were observed in improve-
ment in knowledge scores between the groups immediately 

after they reviewed the educational material (video plus booklet 
7.6 ± 1.5 versus booklet only 7.2 ± 2.0; P = 0.07) and at 3 and 
6 months (P = 0.73 and 0.74, respectively).

Decisional conflict. Decisional conflict scores decreased 
immediately after participants reviewed the educational mate-
rials, at 3 months, and at 6 months compared with baseline in 
both groups. There were no differences in score changes in total 
decisional conflict between the 2 groups immediately after they 
reviewed the educational material, at 3 months, and at 6 months. 
Similar results were observed with the “informed” and “values clar-
ity” decisional conflict subscales.

Self- efficacy. Compared with the baseline assessment, 
both groups had a higher mean self- efficacy score at 6 months. 
However, there were no statistically significant differences in the 
changes of the scores across groups at 3 or 6 months.

Table 2. Outcome measures across time*

Outcome and group Baseline
After 

intervention 3 months† 6 months† P†
Knowledge questionnaire‡

Video + booklet 5.5 ± 2.1 7.6 ± 1.5 7.2 ± 1.3 7.3 ± 1.3 <0.0001
Booklet only 5.5 ± 2.1 7.2 ± 2.0 7.3 ± 1.0 7.2 ± 1.2 <0.0001
P§ 0.07 0.73 0.74

Total decisional conflict score (higher score, 
higher decisional conflict)

Video + booklet 42.9 ± 34.6 13.6 ± 21.9 24.8 ± 22.8 23.0 ± 19.7 <0.0001
Booklet only 45.5 ± 34.3 22.7 ± 27.2 25.4 ± 19.5 25.2 ± 20.9 <0.0001
P§ 0.13 0.70 0.94

Informed decisional conflict subscore (higher 
score, more uninformed)

Video + booklet 45.2 ± 36.0 14.3 ± 22.1 25.9 ± 23.7 23.2 ± 20.6 <0.0001
Booklet only 49.6 ± 36.6 26.4 ± 30.5 27.8 ± 20.7 25.4 ± 21.3 <0.0001
P§ 0.09 0.63 0.67

Values clarity decisional conflict subscore (higher 
score, more unclear about personal values)

Video + booklet 39.4 ± 37.9 12.6 ± 25.0 23.0 ± 24.5 22.5 ± 21.7 <0.0001
Booklet only 39.3 ± 39.3 17.3 ± 28.2 21.8 ± 21.3 24.8 ± 23.2 ≤0.0002
P§ 0.34 0.85 0.67

Self- efficacy score (higher score, higher 
confidence)

Video + booklet 56.3 ± 27.0 55.5 ± 21.5 62.9 ± 16.7 0.76
Booklet only 55.5 ± 24.1 56.1 ± 15.9 61.3 ± 17.2 0.78
P§ 0.68 0.79

Effective Consumer Scale score (0– 100; higher 
score, better disease management)

Video + booklet 74.8 ± 17.4 77.4 ± 12.3 79.1 ± 10.9 0.83
Booklet only 76.4 ± 17.1 76.6 ± 9.7 77.9 ± 12.9 0.32
P§ 0.25 0.23

* Values are the unadjusted mean ± SDs unless indicated otherwise. Analysis is based on intent- to- treat population. 
† Within groups, the P value by t- test comparing baseline with follow- up score in PROC MIXED procedure in SAS was significant for all outcomes 
(P < 0.01) except self- efficacy (at 3 months, P = 0.76 and 0.78 for the 2 groups, respectively) and Effective Consumer Scale score (at 3 months, P = 
0.067 and 0.83 for the 2 groups, respectively, and at 6 months, P = 0.32 for the booklet group). 
‡ Seven of the 10 questions required the patient to check 2 answers. In this case, each correct choice was scored 0.5. If a patient checked 3, with 
2 of them the correct answers, a score of 0.75 was assigned for that particular question. Three questions had only 1 correct answer for 1 point 
each. If a patient checked 2, with 1 of them the correct answer, a score of 0.75 was assigned for that particular question. 
§ P values are by 2- sample t- test comparing the groups in terms of change in outcome between a follow- up period and baseline using the
ESTIMATE statement in PROC MIXED procedure in SAS, unless stated otherwise. 
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Effective Consumer Scale. We observed better scores in 
consumer effectiveness in both groups at 6 months. However, the 
observed differences in the changes of the scores across groups 
were not statistically significant.

Acceptability of the materials. Patients in the video plus 
booklet group were more likely than those in the booklet only group 
to rate the presentation as excellent for providing information about 
the following items: impact of RA (56% versus 37%), medication 
options (62% versus 43%), evidence about medications (49% ver-
sus 32%), benefits of medication (54% versus 37%), and self- care 
options (48% versus 26%) (P < 0.05 for all). Also, more patients 
receiving the video plus booklet found the length of the material 
presented to be “just right” compared to those receiving the book-
let alone (92% versus 80%; P = 0.03).

Satisfaction with educational tool. Most patients in 
both groups gave favorable responses to all evaluation questions. 
No significant differences in response options were observed 
between the 2 groups.

Determinants of improvement. Knowledge. Table 3 
shows the predictors of knowledge improvement from baseline 
to immediately after intervention or at 6 months. Being male, 
having a shorter disease duration, and being Hispanic (com-
pared with being White) were predictive of greater knowl-
edge improvement immediately after participants received the 
educational materials. At 6 months, significant predictors of 
greater knowledge improvement were limited health literacy 
at baseline, lower educational level, and having a shorter dis-
ease duration. Baseline knowledge scores were similar across 
these subpopulations except for the health literacy groups 
and disease duration (see Supplementary Figure 1, available 
on the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.
wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24362/ abstract). Participants with 
limited health literacy and shorter disease duration had lower 

baseline knowledge scores than their counterparts but caught 
up to the others either immediately after reviewing the educa-
tional materials or at 6 months.

Decisional conflict. Significant predictors of less decision-
al conflict immediately after participants reviewed the educa-
tional materials included younger age and lower education. At 
6 months, significant predictors of less decisional conflict were 
limited health literacy, lower educational level (less than high 
school diploma compared with bachelor’s degree), and shorter 
disease duration. Factors associated with the decisional con-
flict “informed” and “values clarity” subscales are shown in Sup-
plementary Table 1, available on the Arthritis Care & Research 
website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24362/ 
abstract. Baseline decisional conflict scores were similar across 
these subpopulations except for the health literacy groups (see 
Supplementary Figure 2, available on the Arthritis Care & Re-
search website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
acr.24362/ abstract). Participants with limited health literacy had 
greater decisional conflict at baseline than participants with ad-
equate health literacy.

Effective Consumer Scale. The predictors of better effective 
consumer scale scores at 6 months were lower disease dura-
tion and limited health literacy (P < 0.001 for both covariates) 
(see Supplementary Table 2, available on the Arthritis Care & 
Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
acr.24362/ abstract). Participants with limited health literacy and 
shorter disease duration had lower baseline effective consumer 
scale scores than their counterparts, but at 6 months, scores 
were similar across these subpopulations (see Supplementary 
Figure 1, available at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
acr.24362/ abstract).

DISCUSSION

In this study, regardless of the delivery method, patients with 
RA showed improved outcomes that persisted up to 6 months after 

Table 3. Factors associated with knowledge improvement (mean difference from baseline in total number of correct answers)*

Determinant

Knowledge improvement  
after intervention

Knowledge improvement  
at 6 months

β ± SE P β ± SE P
Video tool + booklet (ref. = booklet alone) 0.44 ± 0.23 0.06 0.08 ± 0.24 0.75†
Female (ref. = male) – 0.77 ± 0.32 0.02† – – 
Disease duration, years – 0.09 ± 0.04 0.04† – 0.12 ± 0.05 0.01†
Ethnicity (ref. = White)

Black or African American 0.26 ± 0.36 0.47 – – 
Hispanic 0.78 ± 0.30 0.01† – – 
Other – 0.56 ± 0.64 0.39

Education level (ref. = less than high school)
Bachelor’s degree or higher – – – 1.9 ± 0.38 <0.001†
High school diploma or equivalent – – – 0.95 ± 0.29 <0.001†

Adequate health literacy (ref. = limited) – – – 0.93 ± 0.31 <0.001†
* Immediately after or within a week. Ref. = reference. 
† Significant. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24362/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24362/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24362/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24362/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24362/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24362/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24362/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24362/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24362/abstract
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reviewing educational materials. The video tool combined with the 
reading material was equally as effective as the reading material 
alone in improving knowledge scores or decisional conflict; how-
ever, patient ratings were significantly higher for the multimedia 
tool. This finding is important, as in the study, all participants were 
asked and were given time to review the materials. Yet, in a clinical 
setting and when patients are on their own, they may be more 
likely to review materials that are more appealing. Our study, nev-
ertheless, was not designed to address patients’ adherence to 
reviewing the materials, but rather to examine the impact of the 
tools after review.

We found that several patient characteristics were associ-
ated with knowledge improvement. While there was some varia-
tion across time points, Hispanic participants, patients with limited 
health literacy or lower educational status, and those with shorter 
disease duration were more likely to have greater improvement 
in knowledge than their counterparts. Independent factors asso-
ciated with less decisional conflict at 6 months included limited 
health literacy, lower educational level, and shorter disease dura-
tion. Some of these associations could be attributed to lower 
scores at baseline in patients with specific characteristics com-
pared to their counterparts (i.e., participants with limited health 
literacy and shorter disease duration). These findings suggest that 
future patient educational tools should take into account base-
line patient characteristics for best performance, and that patients 
at disadvantaged educational levels can catch up to others who 
are more informed.

Although substantial information on behavioral and nurse- led 
educational interventions in RA exists (46), there is little knowl-
edge of the effect of self- administered, short educational mate-
rials, which are the most common materials provided in clinical 
settings, as they require few resources to administer. Specific 
studies on self- administered educational tools (books, pam-
phlets, workbooks, and computerized lessons) for patients with 
RA are scarce, most comparing having an educational tool to not 
receiving any type of health information and primarily showing that 
educational tools are effective (5,47). However, when comparing 
different self- administered educational tools, setting and deliv-
ery methods may not be as important. Similar to our results, a trial 
comparing multimedia educational material versus printed mate-
rials in patients with RA reported no differences between groups 
1 month postintervention in self- reported adherence, illness per-
ception, or functional status (4). Nonetheless, use of audiovisual 
delivery educational tools may be beneficial in situations where 
specific behaviors need to be learned, which also improves 
resource utilization. A trial that compared a web video on metho-
trexate self- injection combined with nurse guidance versus nurse 
guidance alone found that teaching time was reduced for the 
group of participants receiving the video intervention (3).

Although our video had features of decision support, we 
considered it primarily an educational tool because it does not 
incorporate all elements of the International Patient Decision Aid 

Standards. For example, we did not provide information about 
the outcome probabilities associated with the different treatment 
options or include a step- by- step tool to make a decision. Add-
ing enhanced decision- making tools may also increase benefits. 
In a study comparing the same consumer guide that we used 
with a written decision aid, participants were assigned to either 
receive the booklet, an adapted low literacy, multilingual medi-
cation guide, or a low literacy, multilingual medication guide plus 
a multilingual decision aid provided during the medical encounter. 
Educational materials were seen by the participants prior to their 
routine clinical visit.

Immediately after the visit, patients receiving the combina-
tion of the adapted guide plus decision aid had higher knowledge 
scores. However, at 6 months, no significant differences were 
observed between groups in long- term clinical outcomes (disease 
activity or functional status) except for worse self- reported adher-
ence in the group receiving the adapted guide alone. In a sub-
group analysis of participants for whom a medication change was 
reported, those receiving the decision aid had significant improve-
ment in knowledge and reduced decisional conflict (1). Another 
study, which compared a pharmaceutical booklet on etanercept 
with a long and a short decision aid, found that the patients who 
were compared and received any of the decision aid versions had 
greater knowledge scores immediately after reading the educa-
tional materials than those receiving the simple booklet. No other 
differences in outcomes were observed (2). Our study did not 
include a decision aid, as it was primarily designed to evaluate 
general educational materials on RA rather than to aid patients 
facing specific health decisions.

Our patient educational tool focused on the optimal use of 
effective disease- modifying antirheumatic drugs (traditional and 
biologic) and on the acquisition of disease knowledge and man-
agement, with design considerations for poor readers. The video 
tool was developed following a systematic and rigorous process 
that used an innovative approach to incorporate narratives and 
stories that contextualized the information and engaged the user 
in a program that was both didactic and entertaining (24,25).

Although our findings illustrate how so- called “edutainment” 
can work in RA, the findings may be limited by the following con-
siderations. First, we did not include patients with longstanding 
disease, but only patients with a disease duration of <10 years. 
Patients with longstanding RA are likely to have different educa-
tional needs and priorities than those with disease of shorter dura-
tion (48). Second, the attrition rate at 3 and 6 months was high and 
could have increased the probability of a Type II error. However, 
the nonresponse rates are consistent with those reported in other 
educational studies and in tailored behavioral programs (49,50). 
Third, the lack of blinding (i.e., the fact that patients were aware of 
the assignment) may have affected the results. Educational stud-
ies are difficult to blind owing to practical issues, especially with 
2 very distinct delivery methods. It is possible that the interaction 
between research staff and participants could have influenced the 
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responses, although this interaction only occurred at enrollment, 
as the 3-  and 6- month assessments were primarily conducted 
by mailed self- response questionnaires. Fourth, as with most edu-
cational interventions, results from participants may differ from 
those of patients who declined to participate, thus decreasing the 
generalizability of the findings.

Our study provides evidence that self- administered, patient 
educational materials are effective in improving educational out-
comes in patients with RA regardless of the mode of delivery. 
The newly developed video incorporating entertainment and 
education was liked better by participants than the printed 
booklet, suggesting that patients may be more likely to engage 
with multimedia tools. These are systematically developed mate-
rials following a rigorous method (25) that are easy to implement 
in a clinic. Our findings support the implementation of self- 
administered educational materials in clinical settings, as they 
can result in sustained improvements in disease knowledge and 
decisional conflict.
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Objective. To explore preferences for self- management and support services in patients with inflammatory joint 
disease (IJD) and to investigate whether these preferences differ by age, sex, diagnosis, and disease duration.

Methods. We used a nationwide cross- sectional online survey for patients with rheumatoid arthritis, psoriatic 
arthritis, and axial spondyloarthritis. Descriptive statistics were applied to explore preferences and to test for 
differences according to the different subgroups of patients.

Results. The questionnaire was completed by 664 patients. Younger patients indicated greater interest in 1- to- 1 
discussions with psychologists or another patient, educational sessions, events, and online services, and older patients 
indicated greater interest in talks by researchers. More women than men indicated interest in health professionals’ 1- to- 
1 discussions, occupational therapists’ question- and- answer (Q and A) sessions, physical activity, and informational 
websites. Patients with axial spondyloarthritis tended to indicate the most interest in the different services, and 
patients with rheumatoid arthritis the least interest, reaching statistical significance regarding discussion groups about 
IJD experiences, 1- to- 1 discussions with psychologists or another patient, Q and A with another patient, stress/anger 
management, and online patient communication. More patients with short rather than long disease duration indicated 
interest in 1- to- 1 discussions with rheumatologists or nurses, organized talks with experienced patients, and online 
services for patient communication and stories.

Conclusion. Patients with IJD report various needs regarding self- management and support services, including 
1- to- 1 services traditionally delivered as part of usual care, but also talks, physical activity, and educational and online 
services. Although preferences differed across age, sex, diagnosis, and disease duration, all subgroups indicated 
great need for support, with only small differences in their top preferences.

INTRODUCTION

Despite advancements in the medical treatment of patients 
with inflammatory joint disease (IJD) in recent years, diseases like 
rheumatoid arthritis (RA), psoriatic arthritis (PsA), and axial spon-
dyloarthritis (SpA) continue to have a major impact on patients’ 
physical and psychosocial functioning and wellbeing. IJD has been 
associated with pain, fatigue, and physical disability (1) and might 
lead to considerable psychological distress. This distress includes 
increased levels of anxiety and depression (2), with the prevalence 
of depressive disorder in people with RA estimated at 13– 20% (3). 

Furthermore, the occurrence of psychological distress that does 
not fulfil the diagnostic criteria of anxiety and depression is esti-
mated to be as high as 65% in people with RA (4).

Depression or psychological distress can increase the burden 
on the health care system, with repeated consultations, reduced 
treatment adherence, and poor treatment outcomes (5,6). How-
ever, there are several psychological factors, which have an 
impact on adaptation to IJD, that are amenable to intervention 
(7). Meeting patients’ support needs can improve their quality of 
life and result in economic benefits, in terms of a reduction in the 
economic burden on the health care system (8).
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Self- management has increasingly been recognized as an 
important contributor to the adaptation process of living with a 
chronic disease, including IJD. It includes dealing with the phar-
macologic management, as well as role and emotional man-
agement, and taking on responsibility for one’s own situation. 
Self- management, which also covers patient education, is more 
than simple adherence to treatment, but also incorporates psy-
chological and social management of living with chronic illness 
(9). Self- management interventions and patient education that 
aim to increase patient involvement in disease management and 
improve psychological health, coping, and health- promoting 
behaviors, are recommended as an essential part of the non-
pharmacologic management of IJD (10,11). Such interventions 
have demonstrated beneficial effects on knowledge, adherence, 
coping, physical functioning, and psychological status in patients 
with IJD (7,10,12– 15). However, these effects are not convinc-
ingly demonstrated in long- term follow- up (12,14,15), and only a 
smaller proportion of patients are found to make use of existing 
arthritis self- management programs (16,17). Previous research 
demonstrates that patients with IJD report varying needs of 
support in relation to managing the emotional, practical, and 
social consequences of their illness (18– 21), with approximately 
two- thirds of patients indicating interest in self- management 
and support services and patient education (18,20). However, 
unmet needs regarding information, education, emotional sup-
port, and self- management strategies are reported (22– 24), and 
such unmet health care needs are associated with poorer health- 
related quality of life (23).

To provide appropriate support for patients with IJDs, under-
standing their needs and preferences for the type of support, con-
tent, timing, and mode of delivery is important (10,11). Patients 
with IJD are not a homogenous group; therefore, exploring 
whether different subgroups of patients experience different needs 
and preferences is also important (10). By understanding whether 

differences in preferences for self- management and support ser-
vices are driven by characteristics such as age, sex, diagnosis, or 
disease duration, enabling the development of patient- centered 
services tailored to the patients’ needs and wishes, may be possi-
ble. Therefore, the aim of this study was to explore preferences for 
self- management and support services in patients with IJD and to 
determine whether these preferences differ by age, sex, diagno-
sis, and disease duration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design, setting, and participants. The study was 
conducted as a nationwide cross- sectional, descriptive, obser-
vational study. Data were collected through a questionnaire set 
up in the online survey program SurveyXact. Participants were 
recruited consecutively across Denmark from March through May 
2016 (a total of 2 months). Invitations to participate in the study 
were accessible through informational material with a link and QR 
code to access the online questionnaire. The questionnaire could 
also be requested in paper format. The informational material was 
distributed through the Danish Rheumatism Organization, local 
arthritis networks/groups, diagnosis networks, and the rheuma-
tology departments of hospitals across the country. Eligible partic-
ipants were age ≥18 years and diagnosed with RA, PsA, or axial 
SpA. All eligible participants who completed the online question-
naire were included in the study.

Outcomes and instruments. Sociodemographic infor-
mation included sex, age, marital status, educational level, and 
occupation. Disease and medication information collected 
included diagnosis, disease duration, current treatment with 
disease- modifying antirheumatic drugs, and the presence of 
comorbidities. Disease activity was measured using the Patient- 
based Disease Activity Score 2 (PDAS2) (25) in participants with 
RA, and the Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index 
(BASDAI) (26) in participants with axial SpA. Participants with PsA 
answered both the PDAS2 and BASDAI, given that PsA can man-
ifest as both a peripheral and axial disease.

Physical functional status was assessed using the Health 
Assessment Questionnaire disability index (27), including 2 ques-
tions on more complex activities (i.e., walking 3 km and partici-
pation in recreation and sports) from the Multidimensional Health 
Assessment Questionnaire (MDHAQ) (28). Psychological func-
tional status was assessed using the 3 psychological items (con-
cerning sleep, anxiety, and depression) from the MDHAQ (28). 
Symptoms of pain and patient global assessment (i.e., evaluation 
of the overall impact of arthritis on everyday life) were assessed 
using visual analog scales (range 0– 100), and fatigue severity, 
effect, and coping were assessed using the Bristol Rheumatoid 
Arthritis Fatigue numerical rating scales (29).

Data on preferences for self- management and support 
services were collected using a questionnaire developed in 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• Patients with inflammatory joint disease (IJD) re-

port various preferences for self- management and 
support services, including both 1- to- 1 services 
traditionally delivered as part of usual care, and or-
ganized talks, physical activity, and educational and 
online informational services.

• There are some differences in preferences for self- 
management and support services across sub-
groups of patients with IJD (i.e., age, sex, diagnosis, 
and disease duration), but the reported interest for 
the services is high among all the subgroups, with 
only small differences in top preferences.

• Most patients with IJD report a wish for flexibility 
in the delivery of self- management and support 
services, i.e., no fixed commitment and accessibility 
according to their current needs.
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the UK (30), where participants indicated whether or not they 
would be interested in participating in 30 different forms of self- 
management and support services, within 8 overall categories: 
discussion groups with other people who have IJD, 1- to- 1 dis-
cussions about coping with IJD, question and answer (Q and A) 
sessions to ask questions about any aspects of IJD, organized 
talks or lectures, physical activity sessions, educational group 
sessions, events to increase public understanding of IJD, and 
online services (30). The questionnaire also contained questions 
on preferences regarding practical issues in relation to participa-
tion in self- management and support services (30), and preferred 
timing of support (18).

Parts of the questionnaire that were not already available 
in a Danish version (including PDAS2 and the questions about 
self- management and support preferences) were translated from 
English to Danish following guidelines for the translation and 
cross- cultural adaptation of patient- reported outcome measures 
(31). In addition, data on illness acceptance and coping strategies 
were collected and will be reported in a separate article.

Statistical analysis. Data were presented as  means ± SDs 
or as medians with interquartile ranges and frequencies, where 
appropriate. Between- group differences according to diagno-
sis were tested using independent t- test/Kruskal- Wallis test 
for continuous data and chi- square/Fisher’s exact test for 
categorical data, with the significance value set at P less than 
0.05 (2- tailed). Preferences for self- management and support 
services were presented as the number and the proportion of 
participants indicating interest in participation in each individ-
ual service. Likewise, preferences regarding practical issues 
in relation to participation in the services were descriptively 
presented.

To test for differences in preferences for self- management 
and support services according to age (divided according to the 
population mean, i.e., age ≤50/>50 years), sex (male/female), 
diagnosis (RA/PsA/axial SpA), and disease duration (≤5/>5 years), 
chi- square/Fisher’s exact test were applied. The significance value 
was set at P less than 0.05 (2- tailed). All analyses were performed 
using SPSS software, version 22.

Patient research partners and ethics. As recom-
mended by the European Alliance of Associations for Rheumatol-
ogy (32), 2 patients (KVJ [male] and LA [female]), both diagnosed 
with RA, were included as equal research partners in all relevant 
phases of the study. The study has been reported to the Danish 
Ethics Committee of the Capital Region (#16016528). The ques-
tionnaire was completed with full anonymity, without collecting 
any personally identifiable information. On the questionnaire’s first 
page, detailed information about the study was provided, and 
the participants consented to participate by continuing past that 
page. The study was conducted in compliance with the Helsinki 
Declaration.

RESULTS

Characteristics. The characteristics of the participants 
are shown in Table 1. A total of 664 patients with a median dis-
ease duration of 10 years completed the questionnaire, of which 
354 (53%) had RA, 180 (27%) had PsA, and 130 (20%) had axial 
SpA. In total, 565 of the participants (85%) were female, and 
the mean age was 50 years.

Preferences for self- management and support 
 services. The overall most popular self- management and support 
services were online services for information about symptoms, 
treatment, and self- management of IJD (91%), 1- to- 1 discussions 
with a rheumatologist (89%), nurse or physical therapist (both 
83%), organized talks by researchers (83%), educational sessions 
to help with managing symptoms of IJD (80%), organized talks 
by lifestyle experts (77%), Q and A session with a rheumatologist 
(77%), and physical activity to improve fitness (77%) (Figure 1).

Preferences for self- management and support  ser vices 
according to age. Significantly more participants in the younger 
age group (≤50 years), compared with the older group (>50 years) 
were interested in participating in 1- to- 1 discussions with a psy-
chologist or counselor (72% versus 50% [P < 0.001]) or an experi-
enced IJD patient (64% versus 55% [P = 0.02]), and in educational 
sessions about stress/anger (63% versus 46% [P < 0.001]) and 
symptom management (84% versus 77% [P = 0.03]), while sig-
nificantly more of the older participants indicated interest in organ-
ized talks by research experts (87% versus 80% [P = 0.03]), when 
compared to the younger participants. Also, more of the younger 
participants were interested in online services and in taking part in 
events to increase public understanding of IJD (Table 2).

Preferences for self- management and support  ser vices 
according to sex. Overall, a greater proportion of women indicated 
interest in the various self- management and support services when 
compared to men, but only a few of these differences reached 
statistical significance (Table 2). Thus, significantly more women 
than men indicated interest in 1- to- 1 discussions with various 
health professionals (physical therapist: 84% versus 74% [P = 0.01]; 
occupational therapist: 74% versus 57% [P < 0.01]; psychologist 
or counselor: 64% versus 47% [P < 0.01]), and in Q and A ses-
sions with an occupational therapist (62% versus 48% [P = 0.01]). 
Furthermore, more women indicated interest in physical activity 
sessions to develop skills (74% versus 57% [P < 0.01]) and as an 
organized game (70% versus 57% [P = 0.01]), and more women 
were interested in online services for information about IJD (92% 
versus 85% [P = 0.04]) when compared to the men (Table 2).

Preferences for self- management and support 
services according to diagnosis. Overall, the participants 
with axial SpA tended to indicate more interest in the differ-
ent services, while the participants with RA tended to indicate 
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the least interest (Table 3). Statistically significant differences 
between the diagnoses were found with regard to discussion 
groups about experiences of IJD (RA: 54%, PsA: 62%, axial 
SpA: 68% [P = 0.01]), 1- to- 1 discussions with a psychologist 
or counselor (RA: 58%, PsA: 62%, axial SpA: 70% [P < 0.05]) 
and experienced IJD patients (RA: 54%, PsA: 64%, axial 
SpA: 68% [P < 0.01]), Q and A sessions with experienced IJD 
patients (RA: 51%, PsA: 60%, axial SpA: 68% [P < 0.01]), edu-
cational sessions about managing stress and anger (RA: 49%, 
PsA: 61%, axial SpA: 64% [P < 0.01]), and online services to 
communicate with other patients about worries/frustrations 

(RA: 47%, PsA: 54%, axial SpA: 61% [P = 0.03]) and prac-
tical issues (RA: 60%, PsA: 67%, axial SpA: 72% [P = 0.04]) 
(Table 3).

Preferences for self- management and support 
 services according to disease duration. Statistically signif-
icantly more participants with short disease duration (≤5 years) 
indicated interest in 1- to- 1 discussions with a rheumatologist (92% 
versus 87% [P = 0.04]) or nurse (88% versus 80% [P = 0.01]), 
organized talks with experienced IJD patients (69% versus 59% 
[P = 0.02]), and online services to read other patients’ stories (80% 

Table 1. Characteristics of the study population*

Variable
All  

(n = 664)
RA  

(n = 354)
PsA  

(n = 180)
Axial SpA  
(n = 130) P

Sociodemographic characteristic
Female sex, no. (%) 565 (85.1) 324 (91.5) 149 (82.8) 92 (70.8) <0.01
Age, mean ± SD years 50.0 ± 12.9 51.7 ± 13.0 50.1 ± 12.4 45.1 ± 12.2 <0.01
Marital status (n = 662), no. (%)†

Married/civil partnership 365 (55.1) 190 (53.8) 110 (61.1) 65 (50.4) NS
Partner, living together 100 (15.1) 45 (12.7) 26 (14.4) 29 (22.5) – 
Partner, not living together 29 (4.4) 17 (4.8) 5 (2.8) 7 (5.4) – 
Single 111 (16.8) 67 (19.0) 22 (12.2) 22 (17.1) – 
Divorced 40 (6.0) 23 (6.5) 13 (7.2) 4 (3.1) – 
Widowed 17 (2.6) 11 (3.1) 4 (2.2) 2 (1.6) – 

Education (n = 660), no. (%)†
Lower secondary 58 (8.8) 29 (8.2) 20 (11.1) 9 (7.0) NS
Higher secondary 289 (43.8) 154 (43.8) 84 (46.7) 51 (39.8) – 
Tertiary 313 (47.4) 169 (48.0) 76 (42.2) 68 (53.1) – 

Occupation (n = 656), no. (%)†
Full- time work 176 (26.8) 102 (29.1) 45 (25.1) 29 (22.8) 0.01
Part- time work 155 (23.6) 85 (24.3) 38 (21.2) 32 (25.2) – 
Unemployed, due to arthritis 95 (14.5) 40 (11.4) 34 (19.0) 21 (16.5) – 
Unemployed, for other/unknown 

reasons
68 (10.4) 27 (7.7) 21 (11.7) 20 (15.7) – 

Retired 132 (20.1) 79 (22.6) 37 (20.7) 16 (12.6) – 
Student 30 (4.6) 17 (4.9) 4 (2.2) 9 (7.1) – 

Disease and medications
Disease duration (n = 663), years† 10.0 (4.0– 16.0) 10.0 (4.0– 17.0) 9.0 (5.0– 15.0) 10.0 (5.0– 20.0) NS
Biologic DMARD (yes), no. (%) 211 (31.8) 105 (29.7) 46 (25.6) 60 (46.2) <0.01
Comorbidities (any), no. (%) 315 (47.4) 160 (45.2) 98 (54.4) 57 (43.8) NS
Disease activity§

PDAS2 (2.7– 7.9) (RA + PsA, n = 535) 4.2 (3.5– 5.0) 4.0 (3.3– 4.9) 4.6 (3.8– 5.2) NA <0.01
BASDAI (0– 10) (axial SpA + PsA, n = 310) 5.8 (4.0– 7.1) NA 5.8 (3.9– 7.2) 5.8 (4.2– 6.9) NS

Functional status§
MDHAQ physical (0– 10) 2.3 (1.0– 4.0) 2.3 (0.7– 4.0) 2.7 (1.3– 4.3) 2.0 (1.3– 3.7) 0.01
MDHAQ psychological (0– 9.9) 3.3 (1.1– 4.4) 2.2 (1.1– 3.6) 3.3 (2.2– 4.4) 3.3 (1.9– 5.5) <0.01

Symptoms: VAS scales and fatigue‡
VAS pain (0– 100) 50.0 (23.0– 70.0) 38.5 (18.8– 65.0) 58.0 (30.3– 75.0) 60.0 (34.3– 74.0) <0.01
VAS global (0– 100) 55.5 (28.0– 75.0) 47.0 (20.0– 69.3) 63.0 (36.0– 77.0) 66.0 (34.5– 78.0) <0.01
BRAF- NRS severity (0– 10) 7.0 (5.0– 8.0) 7.0 (5.0– 8.0) 7.0 (5.0– 8.0) 7.0 (5.0– 8.0) NS
BRAF-NRSeffect(0–10) 7.0 (4.0– 8.0) 6.0 (4.0– 8.0) 7.0 (5.0– 8.0) 7.0 (5.0– 8.0) <0.01
BRAF- NRS ability to cope (0– 10) 6.0 (4.0– 8.0) 6.0 (4.0– 8.0) 6.0 (4.0– 8.0) 6.0 (4.0– 8.0) NS

* Values are the median (interquartile range) unless indicated otherwise. P values are from tests of differences between the 3 diagnoses (one- 
way analysis of variance/Kruskal- Wallis test for continuous data and chi- square/Fisher’s exact test for categorical data). BASDAI = Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BRAF- NRS = Bristol Rheumatoid Arthritis Fatigue numerical rating scales; DMARD = disease- modifying 
antirheumatic drug; MDHAQ = Multidimensional Health Assessment Questionnaire; NA = not applicable; NS = nonsignificant difference; PDAS2 =   
Patient- based Disease Activity Score 2; PsA = psoriatic arthritis; RA = rheumatoid arthritis; SpA = spondyloarthritis; VAS = visual analog scale. 
† The number is less than 664 due to missing data. 
‡ A higher score indicates higher levels of disease activity (PDAS2 and BASDAI), higher levels of functional disability (MDHAQ physical) and 
psychological distress (MDHAQ psychological), higher levels of pain (VAS pain) and perceived overall impact of disease (VAS global), higher levels 
of fatigue severity (BRAF- NRS severity) and fatigue’s effect on life (BRAF- NRS effect), and fewer problems in coping with fatigue (BRAF- NRS coping). 
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versus 71% [P < 0.01]) and to communicate with other patients 
about worries or frustrations (58% versus 49% [P = 0.04]), when 
compared to the participants with a disease duration of >5 years 
(Table 3).

Preferences regarding practical issues. Most partic-
ipants preferred the self- management and support services to 
be in the afternoon or evening and the vast majority (n = 536, 
81%) preferred not to give a fixed commitment to the services, but 
for there to be an advertised timetable, allowing them to attend 
according to their available time and needs. The most frequently 

reported answers regarding timing of support were that the sup-
port preferably should be available “whenever needed” (n = 465, 
70%), and “within the first 6 months of diagnosis” (n = 322, 48%). 
The most frequently reported answer regarding group sex mix 
was “no preferences” (n = 322, 48%). In total, 168 (25%) pre-
ferred the groups to be for people with IJD only, while the rest 
would either like their own friends or family to attend (n = 284, 
43%), or reported that others could bring relatives (n = 212, 32%). 
The most frequently reported motivators, factors making it more 
likely to attend a self- management or support service, were being 
invited by the rheumatologist (74%) or nurse (71%) (Table 4).

Figure 1. Preferences for self- management and support services. IJD = inflammatory joint disease.
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DISCUSSION

We found 1- to- 1 discussions with health professionals to 
be especially popular among participants, which is unsurprising, 
because this practice reflects usual care. Our result supports 

previous research (33,34), including results from a UK study using 
the same support preferences questionnaire (30). However, the 
questionnaire did not ask participants whether they would like fur-
ther 1- to- 1 sessions in addition to usual care, so whether they 

Table 2. Preferences for self- management and support services according to age and sex*

Self- management and support services
All 

(n = 664)

Age Sex

≤50years 
(n = 334)

>50 years 
(n = 330) P

Men 
(n = 99)

Women 
(n = 565) P

Disc ussion group with other people who 
have IJD

To talk about experiences of living with IJD 392 (59) 208 (62) 184 (56) NS 51 (52) 341 (60) NS
To share practical tips about living with IJD 459 (69) 237 (71) 222 (67) NS 63 (64) 396 (70) NS
To talk about research articles related to IJD 335 (50) 163 (49) 172 (52) NS 45 (45) 290 (51) NS

One- to- one discussion about coping with IJD
With rheumatology consultant 588 (89)[2] 296 (89)[2] 292 (88)[1] NS 85 (86)[1] 503 (89)[2] NS
With rheumatology nurse 552 (83)[4] 282 (84)[3] 270 (82)[4] NS 84 (85)[2] 468 (83)[5] NS
With physical therapist 549 (83)[5] 279 (84)[4] 270 (82)[4] NS 73 (74) 476 (84)[3] 0.01
With occupational therapist 474 (71) 244 (73) 230 (70) NS 56 (57) 418 (74) <0.01
With psychologist or counselor 406 (61) 240 (72) 166 (50) <0.001 47 (47) 359 (64) <0.01
With experienced IJD patient 396 (60) 214 (64) 182 (55) 0.02 54 (55) 342 (61) NS

Que stion and answer session about any 
aspect of IJD

With rheumatology consultant 513 (77) 256 (77) 257 (78) NS 75 (76)[4] 438 (78) NS
With rheumatology nurse 470 (71) 240 (72) 230 (70) NS 74 (75) 396 (70) NS
With physical therapist 457 (69) 230 (69) 227 (69) NS 65 (66) 392 (69) NS
With occupational therapist 400 (60) 204 (61) 196 (59) NS 48 (48) 352 (62) 0.01
With experienced IJD patient 375 (56) 201 (60) 174 (53) NS 53 (54) 322 (57) NS

Organized talks or lectures
By  lifestyle experts (about lifestyle topics 

related to IJD)
510 (77) 254 (76) 256 (78) NS 75 (76)[4] 435 (77) NS

By  experienced patients (about living with 
and managing IJD)

415 (63) 214 (64) 201 (61) NS 59 (60) 356 (63) NS

By  research experts (about current IJD 
research)

554 (83)[3] 268 (80) 286 (87)[3] 0.03 83 (84)[3] 471 (83)[4] NS

Physical activity sessions
Ta ught sessions to develop skills (e.g., 

balance)
475 (72) 230 (69) 245 (74) NS 56 (57) 419 (74) <0.01

Taughtsessionstoimprovefitness 514 (77) 256 (77) 258 (78) NS 71 (72) 443 (78) NS
Or ganized physical activity without the 

taught element
450 (68) 223 (67) 225 (68) NS 56 (57) 394 (70) 0.01

Education group sessions
To  help manage stress/anger associated 

with IJD
365 (55) 212 (63) 153 (46) <0.001 50 (51) 315 (56) NS

To help manage IJD symptoms 532 (80) 279 (84)[4] 253 (77) 0.03 74 (75) 458 (81) NS
Help ing with events that increase public 

understanding of IJD
Would attend 391 (59) 204 (61) 187 (57) NS 52 (53) 339 (60) NS
Would take part in 251 (38) 143 (43) 108 (33) <0.01 31 (31) 220 (39) NS
Would help organize 259 (39) 133 (40) 126 (38) NS 41 (41) 218 (39) NS

Online services
TofindinformationaboutIJD† 603 (91)[1] 312 (93)[1] 291 (88)[2] 0.02 84 (85)[2] 519 (92)[1] 0.04
To  read other patients’ stories of personal 

experiences
490 (74) 257 (77) 233 (71) NS 71 (72) 419 (74) NS

To  take part in question and answer 
sessions

302 (45) 170 (51) 132 (40) <0.01 40 (40) 262 (46) NS

To  communicate with other patients about 
worries/frustrations

345 (52) 199 (60) 146 (44) <0.001 43 (43) 302 (53) NS

To  communicate with other patients about 
practical issues

425 (64) 223 (67) 200 (61) NS 55 (56) 370 (65) NS

* Values are the number (%), with the ranking (1–5) of most popular self-management and support services within each group shown in brackets.
P values are from tests of differences between groups (chi- square/Fisher’s exact test). IJD = inflammatory joint disease; NS = nonsignificant 
difference. 
† Includes information about symptoms, treatment, and self- management of IJD. 
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would prefer more time with their rheumatology health profession-
als is unclear.

Participants also indicated a preference for services not 
delivered in standard hospital care, such as organized talks, edu-
cational sessions on symptom management, and online informa-
tional services. This finding supports a recent integrative review of 
the experiences and needs of patients with RA, which found that 

patients report receiving inadequate information from health pro-
fessionals and would prefer more information on treatment, symp-
toms, and self- management strategies (24). Also, patients report 
receiving insufficient information from their health professionals on 
nonmedical issues, such as pain, flares, or psychosocial matters 
(34). Approaches to managing chronic illness are shifting from the 
traditional provider- patient relationship to a paradigm in which 

Table 3. Preferences for self- management and support services according to diagnosis and disease duration*

Self- management and support services

Diagnosis Disease duration

RA  
(n = 354)

PsA  
(n = 180)

Axial SpA  
(n = 130) P

≤5years 
(n = 229)

>5 years  
(n = 434) P

Discussion group with other people who have IJD
To  talk about experiences of living with IJD 192 (54) 111 (62) 89 (68) 0.01 145 (63) 247 (57) NS
To  share practical tips about living with IJD 235 (66) 126 (70) 98 (75) NS 162 (71) 297 (68) NS
To  talk about research articles related to IJD 175 (49) 86 (48) 74 (57) NS 114 (50) 221 (51) NS

On e- to- one discussion about coping with IJD
With rheumatology consultant 311 (88)[2] 160 (89)[2] 117 (90)[1] NS 211 (92)[2] 376 (87)[2] 0.04
With rheumatology nurse 286 (81)[5] 159 (88)[3] 107 (82)[3] NS 202 (88)[3] 349 (80)[5] 0.01
With physical therapist 291 (82)[4] 152 (84)[5] 106 (82)[4] NS 186 (81) 362 (83)[4] NS
With occupational therapist 255 (72) 132 (73) 87 (67) NS 164 (72) 309 (71) NS
With psychologist or counselor 204 (58) 111 (62) 91 (70) <0.05 145 (63) 261 (60) NS
With experienced IJD patient 192 (54) 116 (64) 88 (68) <0.01 148 (65) 247 (57) NS

Que stion and answer session about any aspect of 
IJD

With rheumatology consultant 264 (75) 143 (79) 106 (82)[4] NS 184 (80) 328 (76) NS
With rheumatology nurse 241 (68) 136 (76) 93 (72) NS 172 (75) 297 (68) NS
With physical therapist 236 (67) 130 (72) 91 (70) NS 156 (68) 300 (69) NS
With occupational therapist 210 (59) 117 (65) 73 (56) NS 136 (59) 263 (61) NS
With experienced IJD patient 179 (51) 108 (60) 88 (68) <0.01 138 (60) 236 (54) NS

Organized talks or lectures
By  lifestyle experts (about lifestyle topics related 

to IJD)
269 (76) 136 (76) 105 (81) NS 178 (78) 332 (76) NS

By  experienced patients (about living with and 
managing IJD)

209 (59) 118 (66) 88 (68) NS 157 (69) 257 (59) 0.02

By  research experts (about current IJD research) 296 (84)[3] 149 (83) 109 (84)[2] NS 188 (82)[4] 365 (84)[3] NS
Physical activity sessions

Tau ght sessions to develop skills (e.g., balance) 255 (72) 124 (69) 96 (74) NS 159 (69) 315 (73) NS
Taughtsessionstoimprovefitness 268 (76) 144 (80) 102 (78) NS 176 (77) 337 (78) NS
Org anized physical activity without the taught 

element
232 (66) 126 (70) 92 (71) NS 160 (70) 290 (67) NS

Education group sessions
To  help manage stress/anger associated with IJD 172 (49) 110 (61) 83 (64) <0.01 132 (58) 233 (54) NS
To help manage IJD symptoms 272 (77) 154 (86)[4] 106 (82)[4] NS 187 (82)[5] 344 (79) NS

Helpi ng with events that increase public 
understanding of IJD

Would attend 205 (58) 104 (58) 82 (63) NS 126 (55) 265 (61) NS
Would take part in 133 (38) 61 (34) 57 (44) NS 87 (38) 164 (38) NS
Would help organize 140 (40) 60 (33) 59 (45) NS 98 (43) 161 (37) NS

Online services
TofindinformationaboutIJD† 319 (90)[1] 167 (93)[1] 117 (90)[1] NS 214 (93)[1] 389 (90)[1] NS
To  read other patients’ stories of personal 

experiences
251 (71) 139 (77) 100 (77) NS 183 (80) 306 (71) <0.01

To  take part in question and answer sessions 160 (45) 82 (46) 60 (46) NS 109 (48) 193 (44) NS
To  communicate with other patients about 

worries/frustrations
168 (47) 98 (54) 79 (61) 0.03 132 (58) 213 (49) 0.04

To  communicate with other patients about 
practical issues

212 (60) 120 (67) 93 (72) 0.04 154 (67) 271 (62) NS

* Values are the number (%), with the ranking (1–5) of most popular self-management and support services within each group shown in brackets. 
P values are from tests of differences between groups (chi- square/Fisher’s exact test). IJD = inflammatory joint disease; NS = nonsignificant 
difference; PsA = psoriatic arthritis; RA = rheumatoid arthritis; SpA = spondyloarthritis. 
† Includes information about symptoms, treatment, and self- management of IJD. 
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individuals with chronic conditions play a key role in guiding their 
care, in partnership with health care providers (35). Therefore, 
patients might experience unmet needs beyond what is already 
offered in usual care, whether that is different approaches with 
a more equal power balance with their health care providers, 
or different services not delivered by health professionals, or as 
part of usual care. All of this information should be considered 
in the future planning and development of self- management and 
support services for patients with IJDs. However, based on our 
findings, questions regarding the optimal content and setting for 
such services remain unanswered, and thus further research that 
investigates these issues is warranted.

Our findings suggest that younger, as opposed to older, 
patients wanted more support on psychological and self- 
management issues. Qualitative research in patients with RA 
has underlined how younger patients express worries about their 
future, including family life, ability to cope, and identity as an inde-
pendent person (36). Furthermore, younger age is significantly 

associated with feelings of guilt and shame in people with RA 
(37). In addition, the younger participants in our study were sig-
nificantly more interested in online services, which supports pre-
vious research in chronic diseases that suggests younger people 
are more likely to use the Internet for health- related information 
seeking (38,39), which might be due to technological develop-
ment, whereby younger generations might be more accustomed 
to online services. While the younger participants indicated greater 
interest in most of the self- management and support services, the 
older patients showed a greater interest in the more factual, orga-
nized talks with research experts. However, despite the abovemen-
tioned differences in preferences, the top 5 most popular services 
did not differ much between the 2 age groups.

In the current study, female participants indicated greater 
interest in the vast majority of self- management and support ser-
vices, supporting findings using the same support preferences 
questionnaire with RA patients in the UK (30). However, although 
not statistically significant, men were more interested than women 
in 1- to- 1 or Q and A sessions with a rheumatology nurse, orga-
nized talks with research experts, or helping to organize events to 
raise awareness of IJD. This result reflects previous research in 
RA and other long- term conditions, which suggests that support 
services for men should have a practical focus (40,41) and provide 
opportunities to gain new information (42,43).

Evidence from the obesity literature suggests that male- only 
groups differ qualitatively from mixed- sex groups, with different 
levels of engagement and styles of language (44,45). Furthermore, 
a study comparing sex interactions in online forums for breast 
cancer (aimed at women) and prostate cancer (aimed at men) 
found that quantitatively, women dominated both forums. Qualita-
tively, while the men made attempts to adapt their communication 
to the norms of the opposite sex, the women did not (46). Thus, 
although only 7% of the participants in our study reported pre-
ferring the support groups to include their own sex only, provid-
ing men with IJDs with an all- male intervention may be important, 
to enable them to engage according to masculine norms.

It has been suggested that diagnosis is not associated with 
support and health care needs when comparing RA with PsA (20) 
and ankylosing spondylitis (23). However, in our study, we found 
several significant differences in support needs between the diag-
nosis groups, with the axial SpA patients overall tending to indi-
cate the greatest interest in support services and RA patients the 
least. This finding could possibly reflect the fact that patients with 
RA to a greater extent already feel that they have access to nec-
essary support, because they are a larger patient group (1), and 
until now more research has been conducted on their needs than 
on the needs of patients with other IJDs (10,13). Participants with 
axial SpA more frequently reported a preference for sharing expe-
riences, talking about emotions with another patient and 1- to- 1 
sessions with a psychologist or counselor. One possible explana-
tion for this preference could be that many patients with axial SpA 
have had a “difficult journey” due to delays in reaching a diagnosis 

Table 4. Preferences regarding practical issues in relation to self- 
management and support services (n = 664)*

Variable Value
Time of day†

Early morning (pre to 9:00 am) 25 (4)
Morning (9:00 am to midday) 184 (28)
Lunchtime (midday to 2:00 pm) 158 (24)
Afternoon (2:00 to 5:00 pm) 245 (37)
Evening (after 5:00 pm) 290 (44)

Frequency of group†
Single 1- time group 66 (10)
Fixed time period 187 (28)
Nofixedcommitment,advertisedtimetable 536 (81)

Group sex mix†
Own sex only 47 (7)
Mixed: equal number of men/women 131 (20)
Mixed: more of own sex 21 (3)
Mixed: opposite sex could outnumber own 259 (39)
No preference at all 322 (48)

Other people
A service for people with IJD only 168 (25)
Would like to invite a friend/family member 284 (43)
Would not bring friend/family, but others could 212 (32)

Motivators†
An appointment letter 303 (46)
Invitation from rheumatologist 493 (74)
Invitation from rheumatology nurse 472 (71)
Reimbursement of travel costs 286 (43)
Money or vouchers for attendance 94 (14)
Location away from the hospital 272 (41)

Timing of support†
Within 6 months of being diagnosed 322 (48)
First 6– 12 months after diagnosis 161 (24)
Between 12 and 18 months after diagnosis 77 (12)
Duringaflare 197 (30)
Whenever I feel I need it 465 (70)
Would not use at any time 38 (6)
Other 18 (3)

* Values are the number (%). IJD = inflammatory joint disease. 
† Multiple answers possible. 
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(47). Even though such delays have decreased significantly over 
recent years (48), participants with axial SpA in our study might still 
have experienced a delay in diagnosis, potentially causing worry 
and frustration (47), which might lead to a greater need for emo-
tional support.

In our study, newly diagnosed participants indicated a 
greater interest in most services, with several differences reaching 
statistical significance, compared to patients with >5 years since 
diagnosis. Especially the 1- to- 1 discussions with rheumatology 
health professionals and services based on talks and sharing of 
information and experiences with other patients were preferred 
among newly diagnosed participants. Additionally, almost half our 
participants indicated that support should be provided in the first 
6 months of diagnosis. These findings support a recent meta- 
analysis in RA suggesting that psychological support interven-
tions may be more effective for patients with a shorter illness 
duration (7). Possibly patients are more likely to see themselves 
as “expert patients” (49,50) over time, and they thus might expe-
rience a decreasing need for information and advice with longer 
disease duration. However, although participants with shorter dis-
ease duration tended to show greater interest in most of the self- 
management and support services when compared to those with 
longer disease duration, the majority of the latter also indicated 
interest in most of the services. This finding indicates that patients 
continue to have support needs even after 5 years of diagnosis.

Overall, there tended to be a preference for flexibility in the 
timing and delivery of support and self- management services 
among the patients. In total, 70% of the patients indicated that 
such services should be available whenever they needed them. 
Furthermore, 81% of the patients indicated a preference for flexi-
bility in the delivery of the services, preferring services to be offered 
that they could access as required, rather than committing to a 
fixed program. Such findings call for considering a greater extent 
of customization regarding content, timing, and delivery of ser-
vices that should preferably be tailored to the individual’s fluctuat-
ing needs and wishes for flexibility.

Notably, our findings revealed that especially the younger par-
ticipants with shorter disease duration and participants with axial 
SpA seemed interested in getting tips and sharing experiences 
with other patients with IJD. A need may exist to look beyond 
the health professional and patient organizations to deliver self- 
management and support services and to further investigate the 
potential need to also offer expert patients/mentors and peer- to- 
peer services. However, even given that our findings revealed sev-
eral statistically significant differences in preferences between the 
subgroups of participants (i.e., according to age, sex, diagnosis, 
and disease duration), these findings should be interpreted with 
caution due to the multiple comparisons performed and the result-
ing risk of type 1 errors. Furthermore, the most popular services 
differed only a little between the groups, and the findings indi-
cated a need for support across all the subgroups. Therefore, our 
findings suggest that the different subgroups share preferences 

for the same self- management and support services, but whether 
such services should preferably be divided according to age, sex, 
diagnosis, or disease duration lies beyond the scope of this study 
and merits further exploration.

Strengths of the current study include the large sample of 
a nationwide and broad range of patients with IJD, covering 3 
of the major IJD diagnosis groups. Furthermore, the inclusion of 
patient research partners throughout all relevant phases of the 
study has greatly contributed to ensuring the relevance of the 
study and its results to patients. However, there are several limi-
tations that need to be considered in the interpretation and gen-
eralizability of the study’s findings. First, the use of self- reported 
outcome measures comprises a risk for response biases, includ-
ing potential social desirability bias and misclassification of diag-
noses. The questionnaire we used to collect data on preferences 
for self- management and support services was originally devel-
oped in male patients with RA. Our findings that a great proportion 
of women reported interest in the various services might indicate 
that the included self- management and support services also 
cover the needs of the female patients. However, women’s needs 
and preferences may be insufficiently covered by the question-
naire. Importantly, our recruitment, which was primarily through 
the Danish Rheumatism Organization and online, is likely to have 
led to a highly selected sample consisting of mainly the more 
resourceful patients and those with an overall greater interest in 
self- management and support services.

Notably, most of our participants were well educated and in 
a relationship, and only a small proportion of men (15%) took part 
in the study. Therefore, in our sample, we might have missed the 
patients most in need of support. All of the abovementioned has 
an impact on the representativeness of our sample and thereby 
also generalizability of the findings to other patients with IJD.

In conclusion, patients with IJD report various needs regard-
ing self- management and support services. Although these prefer-
ences were found to differ across age, sex, diagnosis, and disease 
duration, all subgroups indicated a great need for support, and 
the top preferences did not differ much across the groups. This 
is the first step in exploring the needs and preferences for self- 
management and support services among Danish patients with 
IJD. However, in terms of targeted planning and development of 
both existing and future self- management and support services 
for patients with IJD, further research is warranted to explore the 
optimal timing, content, and setting for these services, as well as 
the potential benefits of services targeting specific subgroups of 
patients.
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Objective. An international multidisciplinary initiative, jointly supported by the American College of Rheumatology 
and European Alliance of Associations for Rheumatology, is underway to develop new rigorous classification criteria 
to identify patients with high likelihood of antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) for research purposes. The present study 
was undertaken to apply an evidence-  and consensus- based approach to identify candidate criteria and develop a 
hierarchical organization of criteria within domains.

Methods. During phase I, the APS classification criteria steering committee used systematic literature reviews and 
surveys of international APS physician scientists to generate a comprehensive list of items related to APS. In phase 
II, we reviewed the literature, administered surveys, formed domain subcommittees, and used Delphi exercises and 
nominal group technique to reduce potential APS candidate criteria. Candidate criteria were hierarchically organized 
into clinical and laboratory domains.

Results. Phase I generated 152 candidate criteria, expanded to 261 items with the addition of subgroups and 
candidate criteria with potential negative weights. Using iterative item reduction techniques in phase II, we initially 
reduced these items to 64 potential candidate criteria organized into 10 clinical and laboratory domains. Subsequent 
item reduction methods resulted in 27 candidate criteria, hierarchically organized into 6 additive domains (laboratory, 
macrovascular, microvascular, obstetric, cardiac, and hematologic) for APS classification.

Conclusion. Using data-  and consensus- driven methodology, we identified 27 APS candidate criteria in 6 clinical 
or laboratory domains. In the next phase, the proposed candidate criteria will be used for real- world case collection 
and further refined, organized, and weighted to determine an aggregate score and threshold for APS classification.
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INTRODUCTION

Antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) is a systemic autoimmune 
disease characterized by thrombosis and/or pregnancy morbid-
ity in patients with persistent antiphospholipid antibodies (aPLs). 
Classification of APS for clinical trials and studies is currently 
based on clinical and laboratory criteria described in the Sapporo 
classification criteria published in 1999 (1), validated in 2000 (2), 
and revised in 2006 (3), now known as the revised Sapporo APS 
classification criteria (or Sydney criteria).

The original Sapporo APS classification criteria included clin-
ical (vascular thrombosis or pregnancy morbidity) and laboratory 
items (persistent lupus anticoagulant [LAC] test and/or IgG/M anti-
cardiolipin antibody [aCL] positivity with at least 2 tests performed 
at least 6 weeks apart) (1). In the revised criteria (3), modifications 
were made including IgG/M anti– β2- glycoprotein I (anti- β2GPI) 
antibodies as a new laboratory test, wider time interval between 
serologic testing (at least 12 weeks instead of 6 weeks), clarifica-
tion of a time interval between serology and clinical manifestations 
(maximum of 5 years), and specification of laboratory assay titer 
threshold and non- criteria aPL- manifestation definitions. Over the 
past decade, substantial evidence has accumulated describing 
additional clinical and laboratory manifestations associated with 
aPLs (4– 7). Additionally, new methodologically rigorous and data- 
driven approaches to address biases and develop a robust set of 
classification criteria have been published (8– 12).

In 2016, the 15th International Congress on Antiphospholipid 
Antibodies task force on APS classification conducted a needs 
assessment survey of international physicians with expertise in 
APS. Respondents indicated the need for the following compo-
nents in a new APS classification criteria system: 1) capturing the 
full spectrum of clinical and laboratory manifestations of disease;   
2) distinguishing APS from other comorbidities; 3) weighting certain 

clinical factors more than others; and 4) including a strong evi-
dence basis for definitions of aPL positivity or pregnancy morbidity.

An international effort was thus initiated with the overall goal 
of developing a new APS classification system, which is jointly 
supported by the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) and 
the European Alliance of Associations for Rheumatology (EULAR). 
The objective was to develop new APS classification criteria that 
will demonstrate excellent face, discriminant, and construct valid-
ity. We aimed to incorporate the use of bias reduction strategies 
to arrive at a system with the highest sensitivity, specificity, and 
positive predictive value for the likelihood of APS against the gold 
standard of expert consensus while retaining face validity for 
classification. Here, we summarize the overall methodology and 
results from the first 2 phases of our 4- phase APS classification 
criteria development initiative.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The APS classification criteria development involves a 
4- phase methodology, as previously used in other classification 
systems of rheumatic disease. Details of the overall methodology, 
as well as the APS steering committee development and experts 
and stakeholders involved in phase I/II, are provided in Supple-
mentary Appendix A, available on the Arthritis Care & Research 
website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24520/ 
abstract.

Phase I item generation. During phase I, the APS clas-
sification criteria steering committee used surveys and literature 
review to generate all potential candidate criteria associated with 
APS. First, we asked 54 collaborators in an emailed survey to 
list all features that, in their experience, occur as part of the aPL/
APS laboratory and clinical spectrum. The purpose of this ques-
tion was to help identify potential candidate criteria with positive 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• During the item generation and item reduction 

phases of an international multidisciplinary ini-
tiative that is underway to develop new rigorous 
classification criteria to identify patients with high 
likelihood of antiphospholipid syndrome (APS), we 
generated 261 items, which were reduced to 27 po-
tential APS candidate criteria.

• Using data-  and consensus- driven methodology, we 
identified 27 APS candidate criteria organized into 
6 domains (laboratory, macrovascular, microvascu-
lar, obstetric, cardiac, and hematologic), which will 
be further refined, organized, and weighted to de-
termine an aggregate score and threshold for APS 
classification.

• This work demonstrates a potential role for clini-
cal components not previously included in the APS 
Sapporo classification criteria.

Table 1. Phase I/II methodology of the new antiphospholipid 
syndrome (APS) classification criteria development

Phase I: Item generation
Part A

Item generation survey with open- ended questions (54 
collaborators)

Part B
Item expansion to incorporate negatively weighted responses 

and APS subgroups (20 steering committee members)
Literature screening for thrombosis risk factors and additional 

criteria not identified by survey responses
Phase II: Item reduction

Part A
Item reduction survey A with Likert scale (61 collaborators) 

(low- specificity items [Likert score <1] eliminated)
Systematic literature reviews and meta- analyses

Part B
Item reduction survey B (19 steering committee members) 

(low- specificity items [Likert score <2] eliminated)
Systematic literature reviews and meta- analyses

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24520/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24520/abstract
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weight. Respondents were encouraged to consider their real- life 
experience with aPL- positive patients rather than focus only on 
the current APS classification criteria. Responses were systemat-
ically clustered by organ system to avoid duplication and improve 
interpretability. Second, we asked participants to provide poten-
tial criteria that, if present, would lead a physician to question the 
diagnosis of APS, i.e., candidate criteria with negative weight, 
whose presence points away from APS but does not rule it out. 
These potential negatively weighted items were also organized 
into separate categories. Third, we asked whether physicians 
consider patients with APS in different subpopulations (Tables 1 
and 2). Three of the core planning group members (MB, SZ, DE) 
additionally compiled and screened an article reference library 
(n = 26) including mostly recent APS- related systematic reviews 
and meta- analyses (see Supplementary Appendix A, available at 
http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24520/ abstract) to 
include additional items related to aPL/APS.

We analyzed the comprehensive list of potential aPL- 
associated manifestations as follows: first, we clustered the gen-
erated candidate criteria into meaningful categories by organ 
system; second, each potential criterion included in the list was 
checked for reliability and precision in its measurement; and third, 
similar or highly correlated criteria were eliminated to avoid redun-
dant data.

We then used the following strategies to further expand the 
list of potential criteria: 1) for items that were submitted with sub-
categories during the phase I survey (e.g., age below or above 
55 years; stroke with or without hypertension; aCL titer < or >40 
units), we expanded the list to consider all potential items within 
subgroups individually; and 2) the steering committee systemati-
cally reviewed the results of the additional phase I survey designed 
to identify candidate criteria with potential negative weight and 
aPL/APS subgroups.

Phase II item reduction. Item reduction was guided by 
the following principles: 1) the criteria remaining after phase II 
should demonstrate good face, construct, and discriminant valid-
ity; 2) items with low sensitivity or specificity, poor reliability, redun-
dancy, or insufficient feasibility should be removed; and 3) items 
should be organized into separate domains. This phase was also 
an iterative process guided by literature reviews, surveys, Delphi 
exercises, steering committee communications (email, telecon-
ference, in- person meetings), and the development of domain 
subcommittees.

Literature reviews. To aid in their decision- making, the 
core planning group provided phase II survey respondents and 
steering committee members with the article reference library 
(n = 26) (see Supplementary Appendix A, available at http://
onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24520/ abstract). Addi-
tionally, 5 different teams (under the guidance of SZ and DE) 
worked on meta- analyses of selected other manifestations of 
aPL, i.e., livedo, thrombocytopenia, hemolytic anemia, aPL 

nephropathy, and cardiac valve disease. These meta- analyses, 
together with others, helped guide the steering committee and 
collaborators during the development efforts of the new classi-
fication criteria. To better clarify arterial and venous thrombosis 
risk factors, the core planning group evaluated major recent 
international thrombosis and cardiovascular disease (CVD) 
guidelines and conferred with North American and European 
cardiologists. In addition, our pathology domain subcommittee 
(renal pathologist [SVS] and rheumatologists [MB, MT, DE]) and   
vascular medicine specialist (SZ), in collaboration with a ne-
phrologist, have been leading an effort to better characterize the 
definition of aPL- associated nephropathy, a poorly defined but 
specific and clinically relevant pathologic manifestation related 
to APS.

Item reduction surveys A/B and Delphi exercises. We ad-
ministered 2 surveys for item reduction in phase II (A and B), 
summarized in Table 2. In survey A, 61 collaborators and se-
lected steering committee members were emailed a survey to 
assess each item generated in phase I based on the specificity 
of each feature in differentiating APS from other similar condi-
tions using a Likert scale (range – 5 to +5; where – 5 = extremely 
strongly against APS, i.e., more likely related to another disease 
entity; 0 = not for or against APS; and +5 = extremely specific 
for APS). Mean ± SD survey scores for each item were calcu-
lated. Items were ranked from highest to lowest mean score. 
Low specificity items (Likert score <1) were eliminated when also 
agreed upon by the steering committee. In survey B, the steer-
ing committee members (n = 20) were asked to score previous-
ly identified items from survey A using a Likert scale (range – 5 
to +5) based on how specifically each item differentiated APS 
from other similar conditions. Items were then ranked again by 
their mean ± SD survey scores, and again, low specificity items 
(Likert score <2) were eliminated after discussion and agreement 
by the steering committee. The threshold for elimination of low 
specificity items by Likert score was intentionally slightly higher 
for survey B (score <2) compared to survey A (score <1) to im-
prove specificity.

Domain identification, organization, and assessment of face 
and content validity. After completion of each survey (A and B), 
core planning group and steering committee members reviewed 
survey responses, survey scores, and literature reviews; nominal 
group technique (via in- person, email, and teleconference meet-
ings) was used to organize and group highest scoring items into 
separate domains. We created domains under the guidance of 
classification criteria methodology experts (RN and KC) using 
basic principles for domain identification, consistent with pre-
vious classification criteria (13) and suggesting the need for the 
following: 1) no more than 8– 10 domains; 2) separate domains 
allowing for an additive classification criteria system; 3) hierarchy 
of candidate criteria within each domain based on item speci-
ficity; 4) the highest specificity item within each domain to be 
scored; and 5) scores from each domain to be summed (i.e., 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24520/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24520/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24520/abstract
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additive domains) to produce a final APS classification criteria 
score.

In- person meeting preceding the 2018 ACR annual con-
gress. Proposed domains and candidate criteria within domains 
were presented and further refined by the steering committee 
before the ACR annual congress (October 20, 2018, Chicago, 
IL), which also included patient participation. Changes to the 
number and content of domains and criteria within domains 
were made in response to group consensus. Literature was also 
presented to discuss sensitivity, prevalence, and specificity of 
items. Challenges with drawing conclusions related to APS from 
the literature on the general population were also discussed, 
as were the relevance of definitions used in past classification 
criteria. In order to define more precisely, to cluster, and to or-
ganize items, the steering committee also recommended form-
ing domain subcommittees to review the literature and come 
to consensus on the definition, reliability, and precision of each 
potential criterion in its measurement. Additionally, the core plan-
ning group proposed classification entry criteria (i.e., minimum 
criteria required for consideration of APS classification) to the 
steering committee, and the concept of risk stratifying venous 
and arterial thrombosis in aPL- positive patients in the context of 
venous thromboembolism and CVD risk factors was discussed 
to increase APS specificity based on phase I and II survey results.

Other important considerations relevant to phase   
I/II. Following this meeting of the steering committee, we admin-
istered a separate survey asking the steering committee to assess 
and rate proposed entry criteria and risk factors for thrombosis. 
Additional questions were included regarding the definitions of 
aPL “persistence,” aPL “positivity,” whether LAC testing in the 
setting of anticoagulation should be included in the classification 
criteria scoring, which aPL laboratory tests to include in the entry 
criteria, and whether a separate classification system should exist 
for primary APS versus APS- associated with other systemic auto-
immune diseases.

RESULTS

Phase I item generation. Based on our phase I item 
generation survey and literature review, we generated a com-
prehensive list of potential aPL- associated manifestations, in 
particular those occurring at the time of APS diagnosis (Table 2). 
Survey responses were originally clustered based on organ sys-
tems (n = 152) (see Supplementary Appendix A, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24520/ abstract) and then expanded to incor-
porate negatively weighted responses and aPL/APS subgroups 
(n = 261) (see Supplementary Appendix A, available at http://onlin e   
libr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24520/ abstract). We checked 
each potential criterion for reliability, redundancy, and precision 
in its measurement. For example, thrombotic stroke was defined 

as a focal clinical neurologic event confirmed by neuroimaging 
studies such as computed tomography or magnetic resonance 
imaging (14). Additionally, similar criteria (e.g., deep vein thrombo-
sis [DVT] and thromboembolism) or highly correlated criteria (e.g., 
DVT and pulmonary embolism) were merged to avoid redundant 
data. The reported subpopulations of APS patients, grouped 
based on age, clinical manifestations, aPL profile, and risk level, 
are shown in Table 2.

The core planning group subsequently restructured the 
phase I results. In total, 152 candidate criteria, identified during 
phase I, were expanded to 261 with the addition of subgroups 
and candidate criteria with potential negative weight (Table 1). 
The phase I literature screening of the article reference library 
did not yield additional candidate criteria that were not already 
included in the comprehensive list generated by the surveys. 
Potential criteria with subgroups (e.g., age <55 years, stroke 
without hypertension, or an aCL titer >40 units) were expanded 
into individual criteria. We also added potential negatively 
weighted criteria to the list of 152 candidate criteria, including 
but not limited to infections (e.g., HIV, hepatitis B or C, or syphi-
lis), other thrombosis risk factors (i.e., surgery, immobilization, or 
infective endocarditis), and items that overlapped with positive 
criteria (e.g., false- positive venereal disease research laboratory 
test for syphilis).

Phase II item reduction. Literature reviews and addi-
tional studies. Thrombosis risk factors. Based on phase I survey 
results and steering committee consensus to consider arterial 
and venous events in the presence or absence of thrombosis 
risk factors, we reviewed major recent international guidelines 
that emphasized the need to incorporate cardiovascular risk 
factors (e.g., hypertension and hypercholesterolemia) for arterial 
thrombosis events (15– 20) and venous thromboembolism risk 
factors (e.g., oral contraceptive use) for venous events (21– 24). 
The committee agreed that these risk factors will be further de-
fined and structured during phase III.

Meta- analyses. Meta- analyses performed in patients with 
systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) with and without aPL 
demonstrated the increased odds ratios (ORs) of various clin-
ical manifestations, including cardiac valvular disease (OR 3.13 
[95% confidence interval (95% CI) 2.31– 4.24]), livedo (OR 3.36 
[95% CI 2.49– 4.55]), thrombocytopenia (OR 2.48 [95% CI 2.10– 
2.98]), hemolytic anemia (OR 3.22 [95% CI 2.40– 3.42]), and renal 
impairment (OR 2.9 [95% CI 1.9– 4.3]) in aPL- positive SLE patients 
compared to aPL- negative SLE patients (6,25– 26). These studies 
provided additional evidence that the presence of aPL may in-
crease the likelihood of the above clinical manifestations.

Additional studies. The pathology domain subcommittee 
evaluated real- world renal biopsies to better characterize aPL 
nephropathy. The committee concluded that biopsy reports in-
consistently use aPL nephropathy– related terminology, and the 
use of aPL nephropathy– related terms varies among pathologists 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24520/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24520/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24520/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24520/abstract
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Table 3. Phase II survey A results and subsequent steering committee and domain subcommittee decisions and rationale for item reduction 
during the new antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) classification criteria development*

Candidate criteria and domains
Committee consensus supported by the literature review for 

items eliminated (despite score >2) or retained (despite score <2)
Cardiopulmonary

Retained: CV vegetation, CV thickening, AH† AH: Considered distinct entity associated with aPL (36); retained for 
phase 3 microvascular domain.

Eliminated: Pulmonary hypertension (TE),‡ heart failure due to 
ischemia

Pulmonary hypertension (TE): Commonly due to pulmonary 
embolism in APS, which is redundant with the item VTE (chronic TE 
pulmonary hypertension [group 4]) (37,38).

Dermatologic
Retained: LRa, livedoid vasculopathy
Eliminated: LRe,‡ atrophie blanche de Milan, pyoderma 

gangrenosum– like skin ulcers, anetoderma
LRe: Relatively common in general population; not as specific as LRa 

for APS classification (39,40).
Hematologic

Retained: Thrombocytopenia (mild), thrombocytopenia (severe)† Thrombocytopenia (severe): Given that other more likely explanations 
than aPL exist, the committee proposed evaluating cutoff 
thresholds (mild– moderate– severe) in phase 3 to improve 
specificity (41,42).

Eliminated: Microangiopathic hemolytic anemia, positive Coombs  
test results without hemolytic anemia

Neurology
Retained: TIA without ARF (age <55 years), TIA without ARF (age ≥55 

years),† TIA with ARF (age <55 years),† TIA with ARF (age ≥55 years),† 
acute ischemic encephalopathy (age <55 years)

TIA: Retained for phase 3 independent of age and ARF, with plan to 
further analyze in context of age and ARF during case collection.

Eliminated: Seizure/epilepsy,‡ atypical multiple sclerosis– like disease, 
migraine responsive to anticoagulation, chorea, cerebral white 
matter lesions, cognitive dysfunction, longitudinal extensive 
transverse myelitis, multiinfarct dementia

Seizure/epilepsy: Rarely associated with aPL; mainly secondary to 
stroke in aPL- positive patients; poor definability (5,43).

Obstetric
Retained: Fetal loss (single†/recurrent/consecutive), stillbirth, early 

pregnancy loss (recurrent†), preeclampsia (early/severe/mild/late†), 
HELLP syndrome†, eclampsia, intrauterine growth restriction†

Obstetric morbidity: Restructured domain for evaluation of individual 
items during phase 3 case collection (44,45).

Eliminated: Chorea gravidarum, pregnancy- induced hypertension
Vascular

Retained: AT without ARF (age <55 years), AT with ARF (age <55 years),† 
AT without ARF (age ≥55 years),† AT with ARF (age ≥55 years),† VTE 
without ARF (age <55 years), VTE with ARF (age <55 years),† VTE 
without ARF (age ≥55 years),† VTE with ARF (age ≥55 years),†   
SVT without ARF (age <55 years), SVT with ARF (age <55 years),†  
SVT without ARF (age ≥55 years),† SVT with ARF (age ≥55 years)†

AT, VTE, and SVT: SVT considered to have lower specificity for aPL 
than AT or VTE (5,46). However, all 3 retained for phase 3 
independent of age and risk factors; committee agreed to include 
age thresholds and additional thrombosis risk factors during case 
collection.

Renal/abdominal
Retained: Nephrotic syndrome, adrenal hemorrhage

Pathology
Retained: Thrombosis/infarction without vasculitis, PC,† FIH,† focal 

cortical atrophy
PC and FIH: PC is increasingly associated with aPL (36). FIH is 

considered the most frequent chronic lesion in primary aPL 
nephropathy (47). Retained and restructured both items for phase 
3 data collection under microvascular domain.

Laboratory part I
Retained: Lupus anticoagulant test

Laboratory part II
Retained: IgG/IgM aCL,† IgG/IgM anti- β2GPI antibodies† IgM aCL and anti- β2GPI: Wide variation in survey scores for IgM aPL 

ELISA based on titer level and single/persistent positivity. IgM aPL 
ELISA is noted to have lower specificity than IgG for APS. Final 
decision was to collect detailed aPL ELISA isotype and titer 
information during phase 3 (48,49).

Eliminated: Anti- DI antibodies,‡ anti- PS/PT,‡ IgA aCL, IgA anti- β2GPI, 
antiprothrombin antibodies

Anti- DI and anti- PS/PT: Limited commercial availability; additional 
research needed to define feasibility, clinical correlation, and 
standardization.

* aCL = anticardiolipin antibodies; AH = alveolar hemorrhage; anti- β2GPI = anti– β2- glycoprotein I; anti- DI = antidomain I; anti- PS/PT = anti– 
phosphatidylserine/prothrombin complex; aPL = antiphospholipid antibody; ARF = additional risk factor; AT = arterial thrombosis; CV = cardiac 
valve; ELISA = enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay; FIH = fibrous interstitial hyperplasia; HELLP = hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, and low 
platelets (syndrome); LRa = livedo racemosa; LRe = livedo reticularis; PC = pulmonary capillaritis; SVT = superficial venous thrombosis; TE = 
thromboembolic; TIA = transient ischemic attack; VTE = venous thromboembolism. 
† Any item scoring <2 but retained based on committee discussions. The reason for retention was based on committee agreement, supported 
by survey Likert score >2, and is explained in the second column. 
‡ Any item scoring >2 but eliminated based on committee discussions. The reason for elimination was based on committee agreement, supported 
by survey Likert score <2 (low specificity), and is explained in the second column. 
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while reporting the biopsy findings of kidney involvement in aPL- 
positive patients (data to be published separately).

Item reduction surveys A/B and Delphi exercises. Phase II, 
survey A, mean Likert scale scores for item specificity ranged 
from – 2.29 to 4.65; items of low specificity (score <1) were elim-
inated. The higher specificity items (n = 132) were organized into 
7 clinical (cardiopulmonary, dermatologic, hematologic, neu-
rologic, obstetric, renal/abdominal, and vascular), 2 laboratory 
(aPL immunoassays and lupus anticoagulant test), and 1 patho-
logic domain (Tables 2 and 3). Items overlapping or describing 
similar concepts were combined to arrive at n = 64. Phase II, 
survey B, mean item scores ranged from – 1.05 to 4.79; items 
of low specificity (score <2) were eliminated (Tables 2 and 3). 
Each item was considered by the steering committee, and in 
certain situations, the committee agreed to retain or eliminate 
criteria regardless of their survey score for further evaluation in 
phase III, as described in Table 3. Both survey A and B results 
demonstrated very different weights for macrovascular domain 
outcomes with or without additional thrombosis risk factors.

Domain identification, organization, and assessment of face 
and content validity. After phase II survey A and B completion, 
based on subsequent literature reviews, nominal group tech-
nique, steering committee and domain subcommittee discus-
sions, and 1 in- person face- to- face steering committee meeting 
(see below), 64 items identified in phase II survey A were re-
duced to 27 candidate criteria (Table 4). Through literature review 
and domain subcommittee expert- based discussions, face and 
content validities of each candidate criterion were assessed and 
determined. Specificity of a candidate criterion for APS was de-
termined to be contingent on assessment in a non- APS popula-
tion using literature review, when available, and/or expert opinion. 
Consensus was achieved among the steering committee for the 
following: 1) only score a particular criterion if no other more like-
ly cause exists; 2) clinical criteria can occur on 1 occasion and 
need not occur simultaneously with other clinical criteria; and 
3) only the highest weighted criterion in each domain would be 
counted toward the total APS score. The core planning group 
and steering committee members adhered to the recommenda-
tions outlined by the classification criteria methodology experts 
and hierarchically organized the highest scoring candidate cri-
teria into 6 separate and additive domains (Table 4).

In- person meeting prior to the 2018 ACR annual congress. 
During this face- to- face meeting, the steering committee agreed 
that candidate clinical criteria must be interpreted in the context 
of a clinically acceptable aPL profile. Thus, all members voted in 
favor of proposed permissive, rather than restrictive, entry criteria 
requiring fulfillment of at least 1 laboratory criterion (aPL positivity 
[LAC test, IgG/M aCL, or IgG/M anti- β2GPI positivity above the 
normal laboratory range] at any time) and 1 clinical criterion (iden-
tified from the clinical domains). The group also discussed and 
eliminated items with low specificity (i.e., phase II survey A Lik-
ert score <1) or poor definability; items overlapping or describing 

similar concepts were combined (Table 3). The committee also 
agreed with the need for further evaluation of the following: 1) the 
definition of aPL laboratory “persistence” and titer level cutoffs; 2) 
use of an age cutoff; 3) and phase I and phase II survey A results 
suggesting that thrombotic events with other risk factors should 
be weighted differently than those without risk factors. The steer-
ing committee agreed that there are not enough data supporting 
the inclusion of the IgA isotype in the classification criteria until 
there is better understanding of the pathogenic and prognostic 
significance. This decision was based on the following: 1) our 
phase II survey B results demonstrating low scores for aCL or 
IgA anti- β2GPI regardless of titer or persistence (Likert score <1); 
2) multiple studies demonstrating the lack of predictive value of 
isolated IgA positivity for APS manifestations, including a study 
led by members of our laboratory domain subcommittee team 
(27,28); and 3) the lack of feasibility and standardization (29– 31). 
During and after the pre- ACR 2018 in- person meeting, the pro-
posed candidate criteria within domains were further refined by 
domain subcommittees.

Table 4. Phase II survey B results with proposed domains and 
items (for phase III case collection) during the new antiphospholipid 
syndrome classification criteria development*

Proposed domains (n = 6) Proposed items (n = 27)
Candidate laboratory criteria

aPL testing, coagulation- 
based functional assays

Lupus anticoagulant test

aPL testing, solid- phase 
assays

IgG anticardiolipin antibody, IgM 
anticardiolipin antibody; IgG 
anti– β2- glycoprotein I, IgM 
anti– β2- glycoprotein I

Candidate clinical criteria
Macrovascular Superficial vein thrombosis, 

venous thromboembolism, 
arterial thrombosis, transient 
ischemic attack

Microvascular Livedo racemosa, livedoid 
vasculopathy, adrenal 
hemorrhage or plexus 
thrombosis, acute ischemic 
encephalopathy, cardiac 
microvascular disease, 
pulmonary hemorrhage, acute 
aPL nephropathy, chronic aPL 
nephropathy

Obstetric Pregnancy loss <10 weeks (w) of 
gestation, fetal death between 
10 w to <16 w of gestation, 
fetal death between 16 w to 
34 w of gestation, 
preeclampsia with severe 
features <34 w of gestation, 
placental insufficiency with 
severe features <34 w of 
gestation

Cardiac valve disease Noninfectious valve vegetation, 
thickening

Hematologic Platelet count <20 × 109 per liter, 
platelet count 20– 130 × 109 
per liter, platelet count 
131– 150 × 109 per liter

* aPL = antiphospholipid antibody. 
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Other important considerations relevant to phase 
I/II. Based on phase II survey C results and additional steering 
committee discussions, the following consensus decisions were 
also made: 1) additional thrombosis risk factors with low speci-
ficity were eliminated (72– 89% agreed with proposed thrombo-
sis and CVD risk factors and definitions); 2) entry criteria would 
be used to identify the relevant patient population to whom the 
classification criteria would be applied; 3) 84% voted in favor of 
introducing a time restriction between a positive aPL test and the 
aPL- related clinical event in the entry criteria; 4) 89% agreed that 
persistence of laboratory testing should be defined as at least 12 
weeks apart; 5) 79% agreed that timing of aPL testing with respect 
to known active infections and malignancy should be included in 
the assessment; and 6) 100% agreed with including LAC testing 
based on International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis 
guidelines (32).

DISCUSSION

The first 2 phases of the APS classification criteria develop-
ment support the concept that clinical manifestations associated 
with aPL are heterogeneous and complex. We used a data- driven, 
consensus- based approach to identify and organize 27 candidate 
criteria for classification of APS into 6 separate domains using pre-
viously established methodology and incorporating bias- reduction 
techniques. Phase I/II involved a dedicated, multidisciplinary team 
of ~80 physicians, investigators, epidemiologists, classification 
criteria methodologists, and patients worldwide, allowing for 
diversity of opinions and experiences. In the next phase, these 
proposed candidate criteria will be used for real- world case col-
lection and further refined, hierarchically organized, and weighted 
so that an aggregate score and threshold for APS classification 
can be determined.

Our methodology builds on recently published rheumatic 
disease classification criteria, including that of SLE, systemic 
sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, and IgG4- related disease, but also 
includes novel concepts (33– 35). Given our findings that physi-
cians view aPL- positive patients in different subpopulations (e.g., 
by thrombosis provoking risk factors, age, and aPL profile), con-
sideration of these factors provides a unique risk stratification 
aspect to the new classification criteria development, which differs 
from previous rheumatic disease or prior APS classification criteria 
(3). Additionally, the need to evaluate candidate clinical criteria in 
the context of a clinically significant aPL profile emphasizes the 
important role of entry criteria and may alter the structure of the 
final threshold determination by suggesting the need for separate 
clinical and laboratory summation scores.

Classification criteria, in contrast to diagnostic criteria, are 
used to identify relatively homogeneous groups of patients for 
inclusion in clinical trials and observational studies; thus, the goal 
of the new APS classification criteria is to better standardize 
patients for APS research. Given the heterogeneity of aPL- related 

clinical manifestations and laboratory tests, our methodology ulti-
mately aims to develop a weighted scoring system to increase 
the validity and performance of APS classification criteria. 
Through expert-  and data- driven methods, we captured the wide 
spectrum of APS manifestations, which were eventually refined 
to more specific manifestations. In particular, inclusion of micro-
vascular, hematologic, and cardiac valve disease domains will 
improve the sensitivity and generalizability of the new classifica-
tion criteria.

Given the major morbidity and mortality risk related to APS 
and currently limited treatment options, the development and val-
idation of stringent, high- performing classification criteria is critical 
to improve understanding of APS epidemiology and clinical out-
comes. Additionally, research on the immunologic, genetic, and 
diagnostic aspects of APS has been evolving rapidly. Fortunately, 
our new classification criteria methodology will allow us to modify 
the domains in the future, e.g., to include new commercially avail-
able laboratory tests or clinical criteria shown to be highly specific 
for APS.

Our study has a number of potential biases and limitations. 
First, a major source of potential bias in classification criteria devel-
opment is one of circularity of reasoning, which may result when 
the same experts who contribute to development of classification 
criteria also provide patient data (in phase III) and participate in 
validation (phase IV). Additionally, we asked experts to consider 
the clinical spectrum of aPL/APS during phase I/II and not to use 
the previously published Sapporo criteria as a decision- making 
guide. As one bias reduction strategy, we ensured that the major-
ity of collaborators involved in phase I/II would be mutually distinct 
from those who would be involved in future phases. Second, our 
literature reviews revealed a relative dearth of studies evaluating 
the performance characteristics (e.g., sensitivity and specificity) or 
prevalence of certain candidate criteria. However, by using expert- 
based surveys, nominal group technique and Delphi exercises, 
forming domain subcommittees, and conducting our own meta- 
analyses and additional studies, we aimed to address these gaps 
in knowledge and to minimize its effect on the validity and reliability 
of the data.

Following the work described above, phase III will refine 
the definitions of entry criteria and relative candidate criteria and 
collect real- world, international potential APS cases. This next 
phase aims to use Multi- Criteria Decision Analysis methodology 
and 1000Minds software. We will test our criteria for reliability and 
applicability, employ a systematic methodology for weighting and 
threshold determination, test the performance of the scoring sys-
tem at the margin between included and excluded cases, and use 
cohorts for testing and validation, which deliberately include the 
gray zone where classification is difficult.

In conclusion, substantial advances in the methodology for 
classification criteria development have occurred since formula-
tion of the original APS Sapporo classification criteria. By employ-
ing a new methodology used for the development of classification 
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criteria for other rheumatic diseases, and by incorporating novel 
disease- specific strategies, we anticipate that the new APS clas-
sification criteria will have excellent face validity, criterion validity, 
and performance.
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Trends in Systemic Sclerosis Mortality Over Forty- Eight 
Years, 1968– 2015: A US Population– Based Study
Eric Y. Yen,1 Devanshu R. Singh,2 and Ram R. Singh3

Objective. To identify secular trends associated with systemic sclerosis (SSc) mortality over a 48- year period.
Methods. Using national mortality data compiled by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Wide- 

Ranging Online Data for Epidemiologic Research, and population data from the US Census Bureau, we calculated an 
age- standardized mortality rate (ASMR) for SSc and non- SSc (all other causes), and we also calculated the ratio of 
the SSc ASMR to the non- SSc ASMR for each year from 1968 to 2015. We then used a joinpoint regression model to 
evaluate mortality trends overall and by sex and race.

Results. From 1968 to 2015, there were 46,798 deaths with SSc recorded as the “underlying” cause of death and 
106,058,839 non- SSc deaths. There were an additional 9,063 deaths with SSc recorded as a “contributing” cause of 
death from 1999 to 2015. Whereas the non- SSc ASMR decreased throughout the 48- year time period, the SSc ASMR 
increased from 1968 to 2000, followed by decreases each year from 2001 to 2015. The SSc ASMR also decreased for 
deaths where SSc was a contributing cause from 1999 to 2015. Women and Black persons had higher SSc ASMRs 
and SSc ASMR to non- SSc ASMR ratios than men and White persons, respectively. Additionally, SSc ASMRs and 
SSc ASMR to non- SSc ASMR ratios increased at higher rates in women and White persons than in men and Black 
persons, respectively, during the initial three decades.

Conclusion. Mortality attributable to SSc increased from 1968 to 2000, followed by a steady decline from 2001 
to 2015. However, SSc mortality relative to non- SSc mortality remains high. SSc mortality has disproportionately 
changed by sex and race over the 48- year period assessed in the present study.

INTRODUCTION

Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is a systemic autoimmune disease 
that causes premature death due to complications from intersti-
tial lung disease, pulmonary arterial hypertension, gastrointesti-
nal dysmotility, renal crisis, and malnutrition (1,2). Over the past 
2 decades, advances in the treatment of SSc- associated com-
plications may have affected patient outcomes (2). For example, 
with the availability of prostanoids for the treatment of pulmonary 
arterial hypertension, the 2- year survival of patients with SSc- 
associated pulmonary arterial hypertension has improved from 
47% to 71% (3). However, the influence of these advances on 
SSc mortality trends in the US general population is unknown.

The disease- specific mortality rate is an important mea-
sure of the burden of disease. The actual mortality burden of 
SSc is unknown. Previous studies of SSc mortality were based 
primarily on deaths in patient cohorts at referral centers (4– 7), 
which does not capture changes in incidence over time and 
does not reflect the actual burden and trends of SSc mortality 
in the general population. A few studies have used population- 
based designs (8,9) but were limited to specific regions, small 
samples, or relatively short durations. We therefore undertook 
a population- based observational study of all death counts 
in the US over 5 decades to examine temporal trends in 
SSc mortality overall and by sex and race. In order to evalu-
ate SSc mortality in the context of changes in overall mortality 
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in the US population, we compared SSc mortality to non- 
SSc mortality from all other causes.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Data sources. The Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion (CDC) National Vital Statistics System maintains a mortality data-
base that encompasses >99% of deaths of US residents in all 50 US 
states and Washington, DC. We used the CDC Wide- Ranging Online 
Data for Epidemiologic Research (WONDER) website application (10) 
to gather data on SSc deaths from 1968 (the earliest year for which 
the CDC published county- level mortality data) through 2015.

The underlying cause of death, defined as “the disease or injury 
that initiated the events resulting in death” is provided on the death 
certificate as an International Classification of Diseases (ICD) code 
(11,12). We identified specific ICD codes for SSc (ICD- 8 [734.0], 
ICD- 9 [710.1], and ICD- 10 [M34]) and used standard methodol-
ogy to ascertain race (13). We obtained annual death counts of the 
entire US population and separately by sex (men and women) and 
race (White, Black, and “other”). Information on Hispanic ethnicity 
and Asian or Pacific Islander, or American Indian or Alaska Native 
racial categories is not available before 1999 in the CDC WONDER.

Since 1999, information on the contributing cause of death, 
defined as “other significant conditions contributing to death but 
not resulting in the underlying cause” (12), became available on 
CDC WONDER. To address the possibility that SSc may have 
directly contributed to death but was not listed as the underlying 
cause of death, such as patients who died of SSc- related compli-
cations, we reanalyzed our mortality data where SSc was listed as 
a contributing cause of death. For calculation of mortality rates, we 
obtained the size of the population (total and each group) from the 
US Census Bureau for each year.

Annual mortality rates. We quantified age- specific 
crude mortality rates for SSc and non- SSc for each year from 1968 
to 2015 as the number of deaths in each year divided by the num-
ber of persons in the US general population in that same year. This 
was done within age strata (Supplementary Table 1, available on 
the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.
com/doi/10.1002/acr.24411/ abstract) for the total US population 
as well as separately for men and women and each of the 3 racial 
groups.

To calculate the overall age- standardized mortality rate 
(ASMR) for the population for each year from 1968 to 2015, we 
combined the yearly age- specific crude mortality rates with the 
age distribution of the US population in 2000, as described in 
Supplementary Table 1 (14). We performed this analysis sepa-
rately for the total US population, sex, and race for both SSc and 
non- SSc deaths. We then computed the ratio of the SSc ASMR 
to the non- SSc ASMR for each year.

Statistical analysis. We used a joinpoint regression model 
to assess trends in the annual SSc ASMR, non- SSc ASMR, and 
SSc to non- SSc ASMR ratio. Joinpoint regression analysis identi-
fies changes in trend data by fitting a set of joinpoints, the calen-
dar years at which the change in the slope (of ASMR) is statistically 
significant, over the entire period. The model then computes the 
slope (year- to- year percentage change in annual ASMR) and the 
95% confidence interval (95% CI) over each linear trend segment 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• Our joinpoint regression analysis of 55,861 system-

ic sclerosis deaths in the US shows that mortality 
attributable to systemic sclerosis has steadily de-
creased in the last decade and a half after continu-
ously increasing over the previous 33 years.

• Systemic sclerosis mortality has disproportionately 
changed by sex and race over the 48- year period, 
with an increase shown in in women and White per-
sons and a decrease in men and Black persons.

• The recent, steady improvement in the systemic 
sclerosis mortality rate could have resulted from 
advances in the management of its complications, 
such as pulmonary hypertension and renal crisis.

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of systemic sclerosis (SSc) and non- SSc deaths, 1968– 2015

Characteristic

SSc deaths* Non- SSc deaths* Average population size†

No. % No. % No. %
Total deaths 46,798 106,058,839 258,208,302
Sex

Male 10,150 21.7 54,915,106 51.8 126,273,136 48.9
Female 36,648 78.3 51,143,733 48.2 131,935,166 51.1

Race
White 38,060 81.3 91,729,629 86.5 214,348,874 83.0
Black 7,630 16.3 12,555,274 11.8 32,518,150 12.6
Other race‡ 1,108 2.4 1,773,936 1.7 11,341,278 4.4

* Absolute number of deaths from all 50 US states and Washington, DC. The annual death count ranged from 466 to 1401 
for SSc and 1,898,350 to 2,700,382 for non-SSc causes. 
† Average annual population derived from US Census Bureau files. 
‡ Information on Asian or Pacific Islander, or American Indian or Alaska Native racial categories and on Hispanic ethnicity is 
not available before 1999 and is therefore not shown. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24411/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24411/abstract
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between adjacent joinpoints, as previously described (14,15). We 
calculated the annual percent change (APC) with 95% CIs for 
each trend, and then determined the average APC with 95% CIs 
for the entire study period (Supplementary Methods, available on 
the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.
com/doi/10.1002/acr.24411/ abstract).

RESULTS

There were 46,798 deaths with SSc listed as the underlying 
cause and 106,058,839 non- SSc deaths in the US from 1968 to 
2015. Additionally, we identified 9,063 deaths with SSc listed as a 
contributing cause from 1999 to 2015. The proportions of deaths 
among women and non- White persons were higher for SSc than 
for non- SSc (Table 1).

Mortality trends for SSc. The ASMR for SSc was 2.7 
(95% CI 2.4, 2.9) per million persons in 1968. The SSc ASMR 
increased at an APC of 1.0% from 1968 to 1987 and then 
increased at a higher APC (2.2%) from 1987 to 2001 before 
decreasing starting in 2001 (APC −2.6% for 2001– 2015) 
(Figure 1). Despite the steady decrease for 15 years, the SSc 
ASMR was 3.2 (95% CI 3.0, 3.4) per million persons in 2015, 
which was 18.5% higher in 2015 than in 1968 (Table 2). In con-
trast, the ASMR for non- SSc decreased continuously between 
1968 and 2015 (Figure 1).

To highlight the changes in SSc mortality relative to non- 
SSc mortality, we calculated the ratio of the SSc ASMR to the 
non- SSc ASMR (Figure 1). The ratio increased at higher rates 
between 1968 and 2001, followed by decreases each year start-
ing in 2001, indicating decreases in the proportion of US deaths 

from SSc during 2001– 2015. However, the SSc ASMR to non- 
SSc ASMR ratio was still 111.6% higher in 2015 than in 1968 
(Table 2).

The reduction in SSc ASMR after 2001 could be due to SSc 
not being recorded as the underlying cause on the death certifi-
cates for some patients. To address this possibility, we conducted 
a joinpoint analysis for deaths where a contributing cause was 
SSc (Figure 1). Like trends observed for deaths where the under-
lying cause was SSc, the ASMR for SSc as a contributing cause 
decreased from 1999 to 2015.

SSc mortality trends by sex and race. The SSc ASMR 
was higher in women (3.5 [95% CI 3.1, 3.9]) than in men (1.8 
[95% CI 1.5, 2.1]) in 1968 (Table 2). From 1968 to the early 2000s, 
SSc ASMR increased at a higher APC in women (1.1– 2.9%) 
than in men (0.3%), followed by similar decreases observed 
among both women and men (−2.3% and −3.0%, respectively) 
(Figure 2). This trend resulted in a cumulative change of +40.0% 
in women and −22.2% in men (Table 2) at an average APC of 
+0.5% in women and −0.6% in men over the 48 years (Sup-
plementary Table 2, available on the Arthritis Care & Research 
website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24411/ 
abstract).

Black persons had higher SSc ASMRs than White persons, 
with SSc ASMRs of 4.9 (95% CI 3.8, 6.1) and 2.4 (95% CI 2.2, 
2.6), respectively, in 1968 (Table 2). After that, White persons had 
higher annual increases in the SSc ASMR than Black persons 
from 1968 through the early 2000s, when it began to decrease at 
similar APCs for each race (Figure 2). Over the 48 years, the SSc 
ASMR increased in White persons (with a cumulative increase 
of 33.3%), whereas the SSc ASMR decreased in Black persons 

Figure 1. Trends in age- standardized mortality rate (ASMR) for systemic sclerosis (SSc) and non- SSc causes, and ratio of SSc to non- SSc 
mortality rates, 1968– 2015. ASMRs per million persons for SSc causes (left), non- SSc causes (middle), and SSc as a contributing (Contrib) 
cause of death (left) are shown. Data are displayed per calendar year of death with lines fitted based on joinpoint analysis. The ratio of SSc 
ASMRs to non- SSc ASMRs (× 10−5) is also shown (right). A positive slope indicates an increased risk for death from SSc versus non- SSc 
causes, whereas a negative slope indicates a decreased risk of death from SSc. Stacked bars under each panel represent the annual percent 
change (APC) for each trend in SSc ASMRs, non- SSc ASMRs, and the ratio of SSc ASMRs to non- SSc ASMRs. Each stack is segmented at 
the year in which the change in slope is statistically significant and is aligned with the trend line. Numbers in each stack denote the APC (95% 
confidence interval [95% CI]). Red- shaded stacks indicate an increasing trend, unshaded stacks indicate a nonsignificant trend, and light green– 
shaded stacks indicate a decreasing trend. * = P < 0.05 for slope change. NA = not available; Under = underlying cause of death.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24411/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24411/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24411/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24411/abstract
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(with a cumulative decrease of −20.4%) (Table 2), with an average 
APC of 0.4% in White persons and −0.4% in Black persons (Sup-
plementary Table 2).

In contrast to the increase- and- decrease trends in SSc 
ASMRs, non- SSc ASMRs decreased or stayed stable through-
out the 48 years in all subpopulations (Supplementary Figure 1, 
available on the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://
onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24411/ abstract). Con-
sequently, the SSc to non- SSc ASMR ratio initially increased at 
greater APCs in all demographic subgroups studied (Figure 2B). 
Starting in the 2000s, the ratio decreased in all subpopula-
tions, although the differences were not statistically significant 
in Black persons and other races. All subpopulations studied 
had a relative cumulative increase in the ratio from 1968 to 
2015 (Table 2).

DISCUSSION

In addition to large- scale, population- based prospective 
studies covering almost all SSc deaths in the population, the 
national death certificates database remains a useful source for 
an unbiased assessment of the mortality burden from a disease 
at the population level. This burden of disease data may be useful 
for healthcare policy planning, resource allocation, identification of 
high- risk population, and assessment of changes in disease man-
agement at the population level. This information cannot be 
obtained from limited cohort- based studies at referral centers, as 
the cause- specific mortality may vary due to changes in the inci-
dence of disease, disease severity, or both over time.

Our joinpoint regression analysis of 55,861 SSc deaths 
in the US shows that mortality attributable to SSc has steadily 
decreased in the last decade and a half after 33 years of sus-
tained increase from 1968 to 2000. Despite these 15 years of 
steady improvement, mortality rates for SSc relative to non- SSc 
were still higher in 2015 than in 1968. The rise- and- decline trend 

in SSc mortality may reflect changes in disease incidence, SSc 
recognition, improved evaluation, and/or better management, 
as illustrated in Figure 3. We explore some possible reasons for 
changes in SSc mortality rates over five decades below.

First, SSc incidence rates in the US increased from 0.6 new 
cases per million persons annually in the 1940s (in Tennessee 
[16]) to 12 cases per million per year (Minnesota) (17), 19 cases 
per million per year in the 1990s (Michigan) (9), and 28– 33 cases 
per million per year during the 1990s to 2007 (Utah) (18) (Figure 3). 
Analysis of US administrative health care data sets also suggests 
a higher prevalence of SSc (0.03– 0.05%) from 2001 to 2002 (19) 
than previously reported in 1991 (0.02%) (9). Taken together, the 
incidence of SSc in the US increased between the 1960s and 
1970s (16,20) and doubled between the 1970s and 1980s (20). 
SSc incidence then stabilized over the next decade (9). Thus, 
changes in SSc incidence over time could partially explain the 
observed rising trends in SSc mortality from the 1960s to the 
1990s.

Second, the establishment of SSc classification criteria in 
1980 (21) and the introduction of SSc- associated autoantibodies 
in the 1980s could have contributed to the increase in the num-
ber of diagnosed cases, and subsequently, to the attribution of 
death to SSc. However, the increase in SSc recognition cannot 
explain the mortality trends in recent years. The development of 
new criteria for the classification of early SSc in 2001 (22) and 
identification of the relationship between autoantibodies and 
prognosis (23,24) appears to have coincided with improvement in 
SSc mortality (Figure 3). It is possible that the description of skin 
scores and autoantibodies as predictors of disease course in the 
1990s (23,24) might have helped with early intervention, and sub-
sequently, with declining SSc mortality in the 2000s. The devel-
opment of classification criteria for early SSc in 2001 (22) may 
have also helped with early diagnosis and treatment of the dis-
ease, thus contributing to the improved SSc outcomes observed 
in recent years.

Table 2. Cumulative percentage change in SSc ASMR, non- SSc ASMR, and ratio of SSc to non- SSc ASMR, 1986– 2015*

Variable

SSc Non- SSc† SSc:Non- SSc ASMR ratio

1968 2015

% change 
1968– 2015

1968 2015

% change, 
1968– 2015

1968 2015

% change 
1968– 2015

ASMR per 
million (95% 

CI)
No. of 
deaths

ASMR per 
million 

(95% CI)
No. of 
deaths

ASMR 
per 

million

ASMR 
per 

million
Ratio 
× 10−5

Ratio 
× 10−5

All 2.7 (2.4, 2.9) 466 3.2 (3.0, 3.4) 1,195 18.5 13,032.9 7,298.1 −44.0 20.7 43.8 111.6
Sex

Male 1.8 (1.5, 2.1) 145 1.4 (1.2, 1.5) 227 −22.2 16,334.6 8,591.6 −47.4 11.0 16.3 47.9
Female 3.5 (3.1, 3.9) 321 4.9 (4.6, 5.2) 968 40.0 10,422.2 6,215.7 −40.4 33.6 78.8 134.7

Race
White 2.4 (2.2, 2.6) 378 3.2 (3.0, 3.4) 987 33.3 12,706.2 7,319.7 −42.4 18.9 43.7 131.5
Black 4.9 (3.8, 6.1) 80 3.9 (3.3, 4.5) 166 −20.4 16,118.3 8,463.8 −47.5 30.4 46.1 51.6
Other race NA‡ 1.8 (1.3, 2.5) 42 42 9,29.4 4,253.1 −54.2 NA‡ 42.3 NA‡

* 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; ASMR = age- standardized mortality rate; NA = not available. 
† Total non– systemic sclerosis (non- SSc) deaths in 1968 and 2015 were 1,928,931 and 2,700,382, respectively. 
‡ Data are not shown because of small sample size (<20 SSc deaths) in 1968 in this subpopulation. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24411/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24411/abstract
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Third, medication toxicities in the 1960s to 1980s and new 
treatments for SSc complications in the 1990s and 2000s might 
have influenced mortality trends (Figure 3). D- penicillamine was 
used to treat SSc starting in the 1960s (25) until studies per-
formed in the 1990s highlighted its inefficacy (26) and toxicity 
(26,27). Additionally, glucocorticoids used in the 1960s to the 
1980s were implicated in precipitating SSc renal crisis (28), which 
was associated with high mortality, until the recognition in the 
1990s of the beneficial effects of angiotensin- converting enzyme 
inhibitors in preventing this complication (29). Furthermore, the 
benefits of early screening for alveolitis and selected use of cyclo-
phosphamide in SSc- related lung disease were reported in the 
early 2000s (30,31). Finally, the introduction in the early 2000s of 
prostanoids, endothelin receptor antagonists (ERAs), and phos-
phodiesterase 5 inhibitors to treat SSc- associated pulmonary 
arterial hypertension has led to improved SSc outcomes (2,3,32). 

Together, multiple factors likely influenced the SSc mortality trends 
that we observed.

Conflicting results have been published about sex differences 
in SSc mortality. Standardized mortality ratios for SSc were similar 
between men and women in some studies (7,33), but were higher 
in men compared to women in other studies (6). However, the 
standardized mortality ratios calculated in these studies may not 
have accounted for a higher incidence of SSc in women, which 
appears to have increased between 1972 and 1982 (from 13 to 
27.6 per million per year). In contrast, the incidence of SSc in men 
has remained relatively stable over this period (20). These observa-
tions may explain our finding that SSc mortality rates, which were 
higher in women than men in 1968, increased at an even higher 
rate in women than in men until 2000. Since ASMR depends 
on both the prevalence and severity of the disease, we cannot 
exclude the possibility that SSc may be more severe in men than 

Figure 2. Trends in the systemic sclersosis (SSc) age- standardized mortality rate (ASMR) and in the ratio of SSc mortality rates to non- SSc 
mortality rates by sex and race, 1968– 2015. Results are shown as ASMR for SSc per million persons (A) and the ratio of SSc mortality rates to 
non- SSc mortality rates (B). Annual number of SSc deaths ranged 321– 1,116 among women, 144– 293 among men, 378– 1,138 among White 
persons, and 80– 234 among Black persons. Data for other races are shown only for the 1997– 2015 period (n = 26– 58 deaths) as data before 
1997 are unreliable due to small numbers of reported SSc deaths (less than 20) per year in this subpopulation. Stacked bars below each panel 
represent the annual percent change (APC) for each trend for each subpopulation. See Figure 1 for an explanation of data under each panel. * 
= P < 0.05 for slope change. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; NA = not available.
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women. Accurate SSc prevalence rates across the US are needed 
to calculate the case- fatality rate that adjusts for differences in SSc 
prevalence between men and women. It is also plausible that SSc 
was recognized or recorded on death certificates more often for 
women than for men from 1968 to 2000. Nevertheless, our data 
show that the ASMR that represents SSc mortality burden in the 
general population is higher in women than in men.

As reported previously (8,34), SSc mortality rates were higher 
in Black persons than in White persons. The potential causes 
for this disparity in SSc mortality may include higher SSc inci-
dence, more severe disease, and younger age at diagnosis in 
Black persons (35). However, SSc ASMRs increased at a higher 
rate in White persons than in Black persons from 1968 until the 
early 2000s, when it began to decrease at similar rates in both 
races. Furthermore, SSc mortality in Black persons showed a 
cumulative decrease between 1968 and 2015 (−20%), whereas 
it increased in White persons during the same period (+33%). 
It is unclear, whether from 1968– 2001, White persons experi-
enced more severe disease activity, higher prevalence of disease, 
increased recognition of SSc, or improved recording of SSc on the 
death certificates as compared to Black persons. Further analyses 

of mortality by race/ethnicity could not be reliably evaluated using 
the CDC WONDER database, which does not have information 
on Hispanic, Asian, or Native American categories before 1999.

Strengths of this study include the use of an unbiased, sys-
tematic approach to assess SSc mortality in a large sample size 
comprising all recorded deaths in the US over 48 years, the use 
of joinpoint regression analysis as a computational approach 
to identify trends, and computation of the ratio that compares 
SSc mortality relative to non- SSc mortality. Calculation of the 
standardized mortality ratio, reported in previous studies on 
SSc mortality (4– 6), uses an indirect method of adjustment that 
depends on the age structure of the study population (SSc, in this 
case) (36). However, the age structure may vary between different 
study cohorts, across populations of different regions and coun-
tries, and over time (37). Thus, the standardized mortality ratios 
computed for one population may not represent SSc mortality in 
another population. Therefore, we performed a direct method of 
adjustment using a standard population to calculate the ASMR for 
both SSc and non- SSc causes (36).

Our study has limitations. First, the validity of our findings 
depends on the accuracy of the physicians’ coding of causes of 

Figure 3. Evaluation and management milestones and changes in incidence of systemic sclerosis (SSc) over time in relation to SSc mortality 
trends, 1968– 2015. Age- adjusted morality rate (ASMR) per million persons for SSc as the underlying or contributing causes of death is shown 
(graph at top) in relation to the timeline for major therapeutic developments for SSc (top row), the timeline for major advances in SSc evaluation 
(middle row), and changes in SSc incidence in different US states over time (bottom row). ACE-I = angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor; Aza 
= azathioprine; Cent = anticentromere antibody; Cor = corticosteroids; Cyc = cyclophosphamide; HSCT = hematopoietic stem cell transplant; 
MI = Michigan; Mmf = mycophenolate mofetil; Mtx = methotrexate; PD-5-I = phosphodiesterase-5 inhibitor; Pen = D- penicillamine; Prost = 
prostanoids; RNAP = anti- RNA polymerase antibodies; Rtx = rituximab; TN = Tennessee; Topo = anti- topoisomerase (Scl- 70) antibody UT = Utah.
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death recorded on death certificates, which is difficult to ascertain. 
Nevertheless, the strong associations that we detected cannot be 
explained by a low specificity on the cause of death recorded on 
death certificates, as random misclassification increases the sim-
ilarity between the study population and the general population, 
creating an underestimation of the risk estimates. To the best of 
our knowledge, there are no reports on misclassification of SSc 
on the death certificates (i.e., SSc recorded on the death certifi-
cate for the decedent that did not have SSc). While misclassifica-
tion on death certificates has been reported in other autoimmune 
diseases, it is still rare. For example, for the 731 decedents for 
whom lupus was recorded on the death certificate, only 2 had 
lupus erroneously recorded as a cause of death (i.e., decedent 
did not have lupus) (38). Death certificates are unlike electronic 
health records and claims databases where a substantial pro-
portion of subjects (about 25% in one study) coded as having 
SSc did not fulfill criteria for SSc (39,40), likely due to the entry 
of probable/possible/working diagnoses. In contrast, physicians 
who encounter patients at the time of death are likely to record the 
disease that was the most proximate or probable cause of death 
recorded on death certificates. Thus, misclassification of SSc on 
the death certificates is less likely to have influenced SSc mortality 
rates substantially.

Second, SSc might be left off the death certificate in some 
portion of the 30– 50% of deaths among SSc patients that were 
caused by infection, cancer, and cardiovascular disease (7,33). 
These proximate causes of death may be perceived to be unre-
lated to SSc, when in fact, the disease or the medications used 
for it predispose patients to them. Such underestimation of 
cause- specific mortality has been reported in other autoimmune 
diseases. For example, multiple sclerosis was not mentioned on 
death certificates in 6– 27% of patients who died of unrelated 
causes at an older age (41), and lupus was not recorded on the 
death certificates of some patients who died of complications 
such as infections, cardiovascular events, and respiratory dis-
eases (42). Increasing awareness among primary care physicians 
and internists about the multi- organ complications of autoimmune 
diseases such as SSc and their varying presentations at the time 
of death would help assess the actual burden of SSc mortality in 
the future.

Third, the underreporting of SSc on death certificates might 
selectively occur in specific subpopulations. For example, SLE 
was not recorded on the death certificate in older patients, those 
without health insurance, and those with low education levels in 
other autoimmune rheumatic diseases (43,44). Nevertheless, the 
significant differences in SSc mortality by sex and race are less 
likely to be artifacts from the misclassification of cause of death in 
any meaningful way because greater underreporting of SSc as the 
cause of mortality in underprivileged groups would lead to a larger 
underestimation of SSc mortality in the groups that we found mor-
tality to be higher in, e.g., female patients and Black persons. Our 
data show that mortality attributable to SSc increased at higher 

rates in women and White persons relative to men and Black per-
sons, respectively, from the 1970s to the 1990s. This finding raises 
the possibility of whether factors related to disease evaluation, 
healthcare delivery, or socioeconomic issues led to a differential 
recognition and reporting of SSc by sex and race during this period.

Fourth, ICD revisions between ICD- 8 and ICD- 9 and between 
ICD- 9 and ICD- 10 might have influenced the estimation of mor-
tality trends. However, studies that measured the effects of ICD 
revisions have reported good comparability ratios for disease clas-
sification between revisions (45,46).

Finally, changes in the physicians’ reporting of SSc as the 
underlying cause of death versus contributing cause of death over 
time could have influenced SSc mortality trends. However, analy-
sis of deaths for which SSc was recorded as a contributing cause 
in 1999– 2015 showed a similar pattern, suggesting that errors in 
the coding of cause of death did not substantially bias the findings 
at least over the last 15 years.

In conclusion, SSc mortality has begun to improve after the 
year 2000. Still, the improvement in SSc mortality has not kept up 
with an improvement in mortality from other causes in the gen-
eral population. Comprehensive examination using prospective, 
population- based data could help clarify the mechanisms of the 
changing disparities in SSc mortality and identify modifiable risk 
factors that could be altered to improve outcomes.
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Lifetime Risk of Primary Shoulder Arthroplasty From 
2008 to 2017: A Population- Level Analysis Using National 
Registry Data
Daisuke Miura,1 Ljoudmila Busija,1  Richard S. Page,2 Richard de Steiger,3 Michelle Lorimer,4 and  
Ilana N. Ackerman1

Objective. To estimate the lifetime risk of primary shoulder arthroplasty in Australia and to examine changes over 
time.

Methods. For this retrospective population- level analysis, de- identified individual- level data on all primary partial 
shoulder arthroplasty (PSA) and total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA) procedures performed in Australia from 2008 to 
2017 (n = 38,868) were obtained from the Australian Orthopaedic Association National Joint Replacement Registry. 
Population data and life tables were obtained from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. Lifetime risk of primary shoulder 
arthroplasty was calculated for each year using a standardized formula. Separate calculations were undertaken by 
sex and for PSA and TSA.

Results. The lifetime risk of shoulder arthroplasty increased significantly over time. For men, this risk more than 
doubled from 0.78% (95% confidence interval [95% CI] 0.73– 0.84) in 2008 to 1.78% (95% CI 1.70– 1.86) in 2017. 
Lifetime risk for women rose from 1.54% (95% CI 1.46– 1.62) to 2.88% (95% CI 2.78– 2.99) over the study period. This 
increase was predominantly driven by growth in lifetime risk of TSA. In contrast, lifetime risk of PSA decreased over 
time, from 0.25% (95% CI 0.22– 0.28) in 2008 to 0.11% (95% CI 0.09– 0.13) in 2017 for men, and from 0.55% (95% 
CI 0.51– 0.60) to 0.11% (95% CI 0.09– 0.13) for women.

Conclusion. By the end of 2017, the lifetime risk of primary shoulder arthroplasty in Australia increased to 1 in 57 
for men and 1 in 35 for women. Compared to declining PSA trends, there was substantial growth in TSA use over a 
decade. These data improve our understanding of the rising national burden of primary shoulder arthroplasty and can 
assist in planning to meet future surgical demand.

INTRODUCTION

Primary shoulder arthroplasty is an intervention increasingly 
used for end- stage shoulder disorders that no longer respond 
to nonoperative treatment. Shoulder arthroplasty is used by 
orthopedic surgeons to relieve patients from pain and to repair 
anatomical damage to the glenohumeral joint and surrounding 
structures (1). The 2 main classes of shoulder arthroplasty include 
partial shoulder arthroplasty (PSA), which involves replacement of 
1 joint surface, or total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA), where both 
joint surfaces are replaced. Both types of procedures have been 

shown to be highly cost- effective for improving quality of life due 
to severe shoulder disease (2– 4). One of the most frequent indica-
tions for shoulder arthroplasty is glenohumeral osteoarthritis (OA) 
(5,6), which is a relatively common condition among older people 
(7,8). Data from published reports and cohort studies indicate that 
the incidence of shoulder arthroplasty is rising over time in many 
health care regions and countries (9,10). In particular, the use of 
reverse TSA (a class of primary TSA that reverses the usual ana-
tomical orientation of the glenohumeral joint) has increased inter-
nationally over the past decade (9). Growth in the use of reverse 
TSA likely relates to expanding clinical indications for this type of 
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surgery, together with improved prostheses and a larger surgical 
workforce skilled in performing these procedures. The increasing 
use of primary shoulder arthroplasty is of public health importance 
given aging populations, the breadth of indications for surgery, 
and the relatively high cost of each procedure.

Australia has a longstanding national joint replacement regis-
try that collects data on all arthroplasty procedures. These com-
prehensive data provide an opportunity to understand changes 
in the use of shoulder arthroplasty at a national level. Calculating 
the lifetime risk of shoulder arthroplasty quantifies the probability 
of a person having the procedure within their lifetime. Lifetime risk 
estimates can serve as a marker for disease burden in a popu-
lation and can enable health funders and the health workforce 
to plan for likely future demand. These metrics can also be used 
by health care professionals to provide patient education and 
improve engagement with preventative health measures. Previous 
studies have quantified the lifetime risk of both total knee arthro-
plasty (TKA) and total hip arthroplasty (THA) in several countries 
(11– 15). To date, this epidemiologic approach to the quantification 
of disease burden has not been applied to shoulder arthroplasty. 
This study aimed to estimate the lifetime risk of primary shoulder 
arthroplasty in Australia and to examine changes in lifetime risk 
over a 10- year period.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design and ethics approval. This was a retro-
spective population- level analysis of national registry data. Ethics 
approval for this study was obtained from the Monash University 
Human Research Ethics Committee (#17924), Melbourne, Aus-
tralia. Approval was also obtained from the Data Review Com-
mittee of the Australian Orthopaedic Association National Joint 
Replacement Registry (AOANJRR), Adelaide, Australia. Consent 
to participate was not required for this study because only de- 
identified data were used.

Data sources. The AOANJRR collects arthroplasty data 
from all hospitals in all Australian states and territories that per-
form arthroplasty surgery. It has a near- complete capture rate 
(>98.8%) of all hip, knee, and shoulder arthroplasties performed 
in Australia (16). The AOANJRR first started collecting data on 
shoulder arthroplasty in 2004, and full national data collection 
was implemented from 2008; 2017 was the most recent year 
of data available for this study. AOANJRR data are validated 
against state and territory health department unit record data 
using a sequential multilevel matching process. The accuracy 
of this process indicates a negligible potential for missing data 
or misclassification of data, even in the early phase of data col-
lection. De- identified individual- level data were obtained from 
the AOANJRR on all primary PSA and TSA procedures per-
formed in Australia from January 1, 2008 to December 31, 2017 
(n = 38,868 procedures), including patient age, patient sex, Aus-
tralian state/territory, type of surgery (PSA, TSA, unilateral, or 
bilateral) and prosthesis class, primary shoulder diagnosis (e.g., 
OA, fracture, rotator cuff arthropathy, rheumatoid or inflamma-
tory arthritis), date of surgery, and side of surgery (left or right). 
Life table data from 2006– 2008 to 2015– 2017 (stratified by 
sex) and data on Australia’s population size (by age and sex) for 
each year from 2008 to 2017 were obtained from the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics (ABS) (17,18).

Data analysis. We used the same data analysis methods 
as previous studies that have estimated the lifetime risk of primary 
hip and knee arthroplasty in Australia and internationally (11– 13). 
A “standardized lifetime risk” approach (19) incorporating age- 
specific utilization rates was used to calculate the lifetime risk of 
primary shoulder arthroplasty. Age data were categorized for analy-
sis according to the following prespecified age groups by years: 
<40, 40– 49, 50– 59, 60– 69, 70– 79, and ≥80.

The formula used to calculate lifetime risk is shown in Figure 1. 
Lifetime risk was calculated for each age group by dividing the 
total number of people having primary shoulder arthroplasty (PSA 
plus TSA) procedures within that year (obtained from AOANJRR 
data) by the age group– specific and sex- specific population for 
that year (obtained from ABS population data). These rates were 
then multiplied by the total number of people expected to be alive 
at the middle of the age group interval (obtained from ABS life table 
data). A Poisson distribution was assumed when calculating 95% 
confidence intervals (95% CIs). Separate analyses were under-
taken for men and women given known sex- based differences 
in the prevalence of joint pathologies such as OA (20). Separate 
analyses were also undertaken for PSA and TSA, given the differ-
ing range of clinical indications for these procedures. A subgroup 
analysis (examining the lifetime risk of reverse TSA arthroplasty 
and total stemmed arthroplasty, as the 2 most commonly used 
TSA prostheses) was also undertaken.

Consideration was given to bilateral shoulder arthroplasties 
(representing 2.4% of all primary shoulder arthroplasties in the 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• This national- level study, using comprehensive and 

well- validated registry data, is the first to quantify 
the lifetime risk of primary shoulder arthroplasty in 
any country.

• The study methods can be easily reapplied for on-
going population- level surveillance and to facilitate 
future international comparisons.

• From 2008 to 2017, the lifetime risk of primary to-
tal shoulder arthroplasty increased 3- fold for men, 
while lifetime risk over this period more than dou-
bled for women.

• These data improve our understanding of the rising 
national burden of primary shoulder arthroplasty 
and can assist in planning to meet future surgical 
demand.
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cohort) to avoid the potential overestimation of lifetime risk. Where 
these were performed, simultaneous bilateral shoulder arthroplas-
ties (performed on the same day) were counted as 1 procedure 
to avoid potential overestimation of lifetime risk. Where staged 
(sequential) bilateral shoulder arthroplasty procedures were per-
formed within the same year, only the first procedure was included 
in the lifetime risk analysis.

Where a clear pattern of linear increase or decrease in lifetime 
risk was evident, the Prais- Winsten regression method (21), which 
takes into account correlation between adjacent years, was used 
to test for linear trend. Lifetime risk estimates were calculated 
using Excel (Microsoft), version 16.20. Poisson CIs and linear 
trend analyses were carried out in Stata software, version 15.1.

RESULTS

Characteristics of the primary shoulder arthro-
plasty cohort. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of all pri-
mary shoulder arthroplasties undertaken in Australia from 2008 to 
2017. Of the 38,868 primary shoulder arthroplasties performed 
over this period, 5,979 (15%) were primary PSA procedures, and 
the majority (n = 32,889, 85%) were primary TSA procedures. 
Less than 3% of procedures were undertaken for younger patients 
(those age <50 years), with people age ≥60 years comprising the 
greatest proportion of individuals undergoing primary PSA or pri-
mary TSA. The sex distribution was similar for primary PSA and 
primary TSA, with 63.9% and 61.9% of procedures, respectively, 
performed on women. The most common operative diagnosis for 
primary PSA was fracture (2,724 of 5,979 cases, 45.6%), while 
for primary TSA the majority of procedures were performed for 
glenohumeral OA (21,324 of 32,889 cases, 64.8%). As shown in 
Table 1, the most frequently used class of primary PSA was hemi- 
stemmed arthroplasty. For primary TSA, total reverse arthroplasty 
was the class most commonly used. Most shoulder arthroplasty 
procedures were unilateral (98%).

Changes in demographics and surgical indications 
over time. Table 2 compares key demographic variables 
for primary shoulder arthroplasty in 2008 compared to 2017. 
The median age at the time of primary PSA decreased from 71 
years in 2008 to 63 years in 2017. In contrast, the median age 
at the time of primary TSA remained consistent at 73 years. 
There was a notable difference in the proportion of primary PSA 

procedures performed on female patients over the study period, 
decreasing from 67% in 2008 to 47% in 2017. However, there 
was little change in the sex distribution for primary TSA over this 
time (64% and 61% of procedures were performed for women in 
2008 and 2017, respectively).

Ten different primary diagnoses were reported in the AOAN-
JRR data. Only the 5 most common primary diagnoses are 
reported here because the remaining 5 diagnoses comprised 
<1% of all primary shoulder arthroplasty cases. Glenohumeral OA 
was the most common primary diagnosis for both PSA and TSA. 
Clear shifts in the indications for PSA and TSA were observed over 

Figure 1. Lifetime risk formula.

Table 1. Characteristics of the primary shoulder arthroplasty 
cohort from 2008 to 2017*

Characteristic
Primary PSA 
(n = 5,979)

Primary TSA 
(n = 32,889)

Age, years
<40 207 (3.5) 89 (0.3)
40– 49 339 (5.7) 317 (1.0)
50– 59 758 (12.7) 2,115 (6.4)
60– 69 1,677 (28.0) 9,225 (27.8)
70– 79 1,721 (28.8) 14,253 (43.0)
≥80 1,277 (21.4) 6,890 (20.8)

Sex
Men 2,157 (36.1) 12,524 (38.1)
Women 3,822 (63.9) 20,365 (61.9)

Diagnosis
Glenohumeral 

osteoarthritis
2,376 (39.7) 21,324 (64.8)

Fracture 2,724 (45.6) 3,126 (9.5)
Rotator cuff arthropathy 279 (4.7) 6,840 (20.8)
Avascular necrosis 183 (3.1) 434 (1.3)
Rheumatoid arthritis 106 (1.8) 610 (1.9)
Instability 160 (2.7) 258 (0.8)
Tumor 128 (2.1) 137 (0.4)
Other inflammatory 

arthritis
22 (0.4) 149 (0.5)

Osteochondritis 
dissecans

1 (0) 0 (0)

Other 0 (0) 11 (0)
Arthroplasty class

Hemi- stemmed 4,413 (73.8) NA
Hemi- resurfacing 1,353 (22.6) NA
Partial resurfacing 167 (2.8) NA
Hemi– mid- head 46 (0.8) NA
Total reverse NA 19,573 (59.5)
Total stemmed NA 11,980 (36.4)
Total mid- head NA 1,128 (3.4)
Total resurfacing NA 208 (0.6)

* Values are the number (%). NA = not applicable; PSA = partial
shoulder arthroplasty; TSA = total shoulder arthroplasty. 
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the study period. The proportion of PSA procedures performed for 
fracture decreased over time, from 44% in 2008 to 26% in 2017, 
while the proportion of TSA procedures performed for this reason 
increased (Table 2). For TSA, the proportion of procedures per-
formed for rotator cuff arthropathy increased 3- fold, from 9% in 
2008 to 27% in 2017.

Lifetime risk of primary shoulder arthroplasty. As 
shown in Table 3, the lifetime risk of shoulder arthroplasty increased 
significantly over time for both sexes (P < 0.001). For men, the 
lifetime risk more than doubled from 0.78% (95% CI 0.73– 0.84) 
in 2008 to 1.78% (95% CI 1.70– 1.86) in 2017. Lifetime risk for 
women rose from 1.54% (95% CI 1.46– 1.62) to 2.88% (95% CI 
2.78– 2.99) over the study period. To put these estimates in con-
text, the lifetime risk of shoulder arthroplasty for men was ~1 in 130 
in 2008, increasing to 1 in 57 in 2017. For women, the lifetime risk 
increased from 1 in 65 in 2008 to 1 in 35 in 2017.

Lifetime risk of primary PSA. Figure 2 shows the life-
time risk of primary PSA by sex for each year from 2008 to 2017. 
Both men and women demonstrated a decrease in the lifetime 
risk of this procedure over the 10- year period. The lifetime risk 
of primary PSA for men decreased from 0.25% (95% CI 0.22– 
0.28) in 2008 to 0.11% (95% CI 0.09– 0.13) in 2017, representing 

a relative reduction of 56%. The relative reduction in lifetime risk 
of primary PSA among women was even greater, with lifetime risk 
decreasing from 0.55% (95% CI 0.51– 0.60) in 2008 to 0.11% 
(95% CI 0.09– 0.13) in 2017 (a relative reduction of 80%). While 
women initially had a higher lifetime risk than men, both sexes 
demonstrated an equivalent lifetime risk of PSA by 2017.

Lifetime risk of primary TSA. The lifetime risk estimates 
for primary TSA for each year from 2008 to 2017 are shown in 
Figure 3. In contrast to PSA, the lifetime risk of TSA increased over 
time for both men and women. Notably, from 2008 to 2017 the 
lifetime risk of primary TSA for men more than tripled, from 0.54% 
(95% CI 0.49– 0.58) in 2008 to 1.68% (95% CI 1.60– 1.76). For 
women, the lifetime risk more than doubled, from 0.99% (95% 
CI 0.92– 1.05) to 2.77% (95% CI 2.67– 2.88). Although the lifetime 
risk of primary TSA was consistently higher for women compared 
to men, both sexes demonstrated a comparable magnitude of 
increase over time (a relative increase of 211% for women and 
180% for men). A subgroup analysis focusing on reverse TSA and 
total stemmed arthroplasty (representing the 2 most commonly 
used prostheses for this cohort, as shown in Table 1) is presented 
in Supplementary Figures 1 and 2 and Supplementary Table 1, 
available on the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin e  
libr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24353/ abstract. While a sharp 
increase in the lifetime risk of reverse TSA was seen (with annual 
increases of 8– 38% for men and 11– 29% for women), there was 
little overall change in the lifetime risk of total stemmed arthro-
plasty from 2008 to 2017.

DISCUSSION

This study reports the burden of primary shoulder arthro-
plasty at a national level in Australia. It draws on established 
epidemiologic methods that have previously been applied for 
lower- extremity joint arthroplasty (11,12). To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first study to quantify the lifetime risk of primary 
shoulder arthroplasty at a national level, analyze changes over 
time, and describe sex- based differences. The data also provide 
important insights into shifts in the clinical indications for primary 

Table 2. Key demographic variables for PSA in 2008 and 2017*

Characteristic

Primary PSA Primary TSA

2008 2017 2008 2017
Age in years, median (IQR) 71 (62– 80) 63 (51– 73) 73 (67– 78) 73 (67– 78)
Women 577 (67.2) 141 (47.3) 964 (63.5) 3,357 (61.2)
Primary diagnosis

Osteoarthritis 389 (45.3) 159 (53.4) 1,184 (78.0) 3,113 (56.7)
Fracture 380 (44.2) 78 (26.2) 87 (5.7) 638 (11.6)
Rotator cuff arthropathy 24 (2.8) 10 (3.4) 141 (9.3) 1,487 (27.1)
Rheumatoid arthritis 14 (1.6) 11 (3.7) 48 (3.2) 72 (1.3)
Osteonecrosis 25 (2.9) 20 (6.7) 24 (1.6) 85 (1.5)

* Values are the number (%) unless indicated otherwise. PSA = partial shoulder arthroplasty; TSA = total 
shoulder arthroplasty. 

Table 3. Lifetime risk of primary shoulder arthroplasty for 2008– 
2017 by sex*

Year Men Women
2008 0.78 (0.73– 0.84) 1.54 (1.46– 1.62)
2009 0.91 (0.85– 0.97) 1.81 (1.73– 1.90)
2010 0.97 (0.91– 1.03) 1.85 (1.77– 1.94)
2011 1.08 (1.02– 1.15) 2.05 (1.96– 2.14)
2012 1.27 (1.20– 1.34) 2.04 (1.95– 2.13)
2013 1.21 (1.14– 1.28) 2.24 (2.15– 2.33)
2014 1.38 (1.31– 1.45) 2.32 (2.23– 2.42)
2015 1.44 (1.37– 1.52) 2.44 (2.34– 2.54)
2016 1.64 (1.56– 1.72) 2.71 (2.61– 2.81)
2017 1.78 (1.70– 1.86) 2.88 (2.78– 2.99)

* Values are the lifetime risk estimates, presented as percentages
(95% confidence interval). Primary shoulder arthroplasty incorporates 
both partial and total shoulder arthroplasty procedures. P < 0.001 for 
linear trend for women and for men. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24353/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24353/abstract
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PSA and TSA procedures over a 10- year period. From 2008 to 
2017, nearly 40,000 primary shoulder arthroplasty procedures 
were performed in Australia. A large proportion were performed 
for diagnoses of glenohumeral OA, proximal humeral fracture, and 
rotator cuff arthropathy. The incidence of these conditions in many 
countries is likely to increase in the future given aging populations 
(22), foreshadowing greater demand for shoulder arthroplasty. 
The approach used to calculate lifetime risk in our study can be 
easily reapplied in future years for population- level monitoring. 
The estimates generated can be used to guide public health pol-
icies and to assist in health care resource allocation, supporting 
health services to plan ahead for the changing demand for primary 
shoulder arthroplasty.

We examined trends in lifetime risk for primary shoulder 
arthroplasty overall and separately by procedure type (PSA or 
TSA). This approach enabled us to provide arthroplasty surgery 
burden estimates that are relevant to health service providers and 
policymakers and to identify divergent trends with regard to pro-
cedure type. While TSA is the dominant form of shoulder arthro-
plasty (representing 85% of all primary shoulder arthroplasty 
procedures in Australia from 2008 to 2017), we contend that 
investigation of PSA utilization remains important given current 
clinical interest around its role in younger patients and its use in 
the treatment of fractures. Our approach is also valuable for future 
benchmarking because PSA is more widely used in some juris-
dictions. We found that the lifetime risk of primary PSA decreased 
significantly for men and women over the 10- year study period; 
the lifetime risk for men more than halved and for women this 
reduced by 80%. The decrease in lifetime risk of primary PSA 
aligns with US administrative data that showed a reduction in 
hemiarthroplasties for patients age >55 years from 2002 to 2011 
(from 58% to 21% of all shoulder arthroplasties) (23), and with US 
data from a health insurer cohort that demonstrated a large fall in 
shoulder hemiarthroplasty cases from 2005 to 2013 (from 40% 

to 9% of all shoulder arthroplasties) (10). Potential reasons for the 
declining use of PSA include increased risk of persistent pain (24), 
higher revision rates at 10 years (16), and lower cost- effectiveness 
compared to TSA for the treatment of conditions such as gleno-
humeral OA (2). In contrast to the PSA findings, we found that the 
lifetime risk of primary TSA for both sexes increased significantly 
over the same period, tripling for men and more than doubling 
for women. Other studies using administrative data sets or reg-
istry reports have reported increasing counts or rates of primary 
TSA in the US (6,9,10,25,26), although the timeframes examined 
and magnitude of growth vary considerably between studies.

In our study, women consistently displayed a higher lifetime 
risk of primary TSA at all time points, likely reflecting a higher prev-
alence of conditions for which this procedure is indicated. The 
steep increase in lifetime risk of TSA over time probably relates 
to addressing previously unmet demand for surgery given the 
increasing availability of orthopedic shoulder surgeons who are 
trained to perform the procedure and advances in prosthesis 
design, materials, and outcome monitoring (27). Improvements 
in perioperative management may mean that these complex 
surgical procedures can now be more safely performed for older 
patients. Greater awareness among both patients and health pro-
fessionals of successful outcomes following TSA may have also 
contributed to the observed growth. A shift in prosthesis pref-
erences among orthopedic surgeons may have further contrib-
uted, including an increasing uptake of reverse TSA for conditions 
such as glenohumeral OA, fracture, and rotator cuff arthropathy 
(6,16,28). The increasing uptake of reverse TSA procedures may 
reflect recent evidence for the superiority of reverse TSA over 
primary PSA procedures, particularly for older patients. Such 
benefits include better functional outcomes while demonstrating 
equivalent prosthesis longevity (29,30). The higher cost of reverse 
TSA procedures (previously a limiting factor) can be justified by 
evidence demonstrating greater cost- effectiveness for conditions 

Figure 2. Changes in the lifetime risk of primary partial shoulder 
arthroplasty from 2008 to 2017. Lifetime risk estimates are 
presented as percentages with 95% confidence intervals. The 
black line is for women; the gray line is for men. Linear trend P < 
0.001 for women and P = 0.003 for men.
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Figure 3. Changes in the lifetime risk of primary total shoulder 
arthroplasty from 2008 to 2017. Lifetime risk estimates are presented 
as percentages with 95% confidence intervals. The black line is for 
women; the gray line is for men. Linear trend P < 0.001 for women 
and for men.
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traditionally treated with primary PSA (4,31). Our subgroup analy-
sis showed a sharp increase in the lifetime risk of reverse TSA over 
the study period for both sexes, with little overall change observed 
for total stemmed procedures. Growth in the use of reverse TSA 
(associated with expanding clinical indications, improved prosthe-
ses, and greater surgical experience in the technique) has likely 
been a major driver of the rise in lifetime risk of primary shoulder 
arthroplasty in Australia.

In the absence of comparable lifetime risk data with which to 
compare our findings, growth in primary shoulder arthroplasty use 
over the study period can be considered in the context of primary 
TKA and THA use. TKA and THA procedures are more frequently 
performed in Australia than shoulder arthroplasty procedures (16), 
and this difference is reflected in published lifetime risk estimates. 
In 2013, the lifetime risk of primary TKA and primary THA for men 
in Australia was 1 in 7 and 1 in 10, respectively. For women, the 
lifetime risk of primary TKA and primary THA was 1 in 5 and 1 in 
8, respectively. As demonstrated in this study, the lifetime risk of 
primary shoulder arthroplasty was estimated to be 1 in 57 for men 
and 1 in 35 for women. However, the rate of growth in primary 
shoulder arthroplasty has clearly exceeded the reported growth 
in primary lower- extremity arthroplasty. Calculations based on our 
findings indicate that the average annual change in lifetime risk of 
primary shoulder arthroplasty was +13% per year for men and 
+9% per year for women. In contrast, the average annual change 
in lifetime risk of primary TKA from 2003 to 2013 was +5% per 
year for men and for women (11). For primary THA, the average 
annual change from 2003 to 2013 for men and women was +4% 
and +3%, respectively (12).

This study has several key strengths, including our use of 
comprehensive, well- validated national data from the AOANJRR 
that include procedures performed in public and private hospital 
settings. The large cohort provided a valuable opportunity for 
calculating lifetime risk with high precision, as reflected in the 
narrow CIs around these estimates. The methods used to esti-
mate lifetime risk have been previously applied to primary TKA 
and THA procedures at national and international levels; how-
ever, their application to primary shoulder arthroplasty is novel. 
These methods incorporate life expectancy and all- cause mor-
tality (through the use of life tables) while also taking the age 
structure of the Australian population into account. This analytic 
approach represents an advance over traditional methods of 
quantifying population burden (for example, utilization or inci-
dence rates), which crudely use only the number of surgical pro-
cedures and population size.

The limitations of this research should also be acknowl-
edged. The generalizability of our findings to other countries is 
limited given likely geographic variation in utilization. There is 
currently a lack of international lifetime risk estimates for primary 
shoulder arthroplasty, which would be useful for benchmarking 
purposes. We also acknowledge that our approach only includes 
procedures that have been performed and does not consider 

people who may need shoulder arthroplasty (for example, those 
on surgical waiting lists). This study provides information about 
the overall use of shoulder arthroplasty for all clinical indications, 
and it was not intended to examine differential use according to 
shoulder diagnosis. Finally, this study has estimated population- 
level risk and is not intended to reflect risks at the individual 
level, which could vary depending on clinical and demographic 
characteristics.

In conclusion, this national- level study has identified an 
increase in the lifetime risk of primary shoulder arthroplasty over 
a decade, with a clear shift away from use of PSA toward the 
use of TSA. Changes in the clinical indications for surgery were 
also observed, with an increasing proportion of TSA procedures 
now being performed for fracture and rotator cuff disease. These 
data improve our understanding of the rising burden of primary 
shoulder arthroplasty in Australia and may aid in informing health 
funders and health services to plan for the expected continued 
rise in population demand for primary TSA. The statistical meth-
ods used for this study can be easily reapplied in future years for 
ongoing population- level surveillance and to facilitate a planned 
international comparison.
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Machine Learning– Based Individualized Survival Prediction 
Model for Total Knee Replacement in Osteoarthritis: Data 
From the Osteoarthritis Initiative
Afshin Jamshidi,1  Jean- Pierre Pelletier,2  Aurelie Labbe,3 François Abram,4 Johanne Martel- Pelletier,2

and Arnaud Droit5

Objective. By using machine learning, our study aimed to build a model to predict risk and time to total knee 
replacement (TKR) of an osteoarthritic knee.

Methods. Features were from the Osteoarthritis Initiative (OAI) cohort at baseline. Using the lasso method for variable 
selection in the Cox regression model, we identified the 10 most important characteristics among 1,107 features. The 
prognostic power of the selected features was assessed by the Kaplan- Meier method and applied to 7 machine learning 
methods: Cox, DeepSurv, random forests algorithm, linear/kernel support vector machine (SVM), and linear/neural multi- 
task logistic regression models. As some of the 10 first-found features included similar radiographic measurements, 
we further looked at using the least number of features without compromising the accuracy of the model. Prediction 
performance was assessed by the concordance index, Brier score, and time- dependent area under the curve (AUC).

Results. Ten features were identified and included radiographs, bone marrow lesions of the medial condyle on 
magnetic resonance imaging, hyaluronic acid injection, performance measure, medical history, and knee- related 
symptoms. The methodologies Cox, DeepSurv, and linear SVM demonstrated the highest accuracy (concordance 
index scores of 0.85, Brier score of 0.02, and an AUC of 0.87). DeepSurv was chosen to build the prediction model 
to estimate the time to TKR for a given knee. Moreover, we were able to decrease the features to only 3 and maintain 
the high accuracy (concordance index of 0.85, Brier score of 0.02, and AUC of 0.86), which included bone marrow 
lesions, Kellgren/Lawrence grade, and knee- related symptoms, to predict risk and time of a TKR event.

Conclusion. For the first time, we developed a model using the OAI cohort to predict with high accuracy if a given 
osteoarthritic knee would require TKR, when a TKR would be required, and who would likely progress fast toward 
this event.

INTRODUCTION

Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common joint disorder 
and leading cause of disability across the world. Typically, this 
disease progresses slowly over many years. However, for many 

subjects with knee OA, the disease progresses rapidly. Recent 
studies have documented that in a population with no radiographic 
knee OA, it was estimated that over a 4- year timeframe, the inci-
dence of “accelerated knee OA” ranged from 0.4% to 22.1% 
(1,2). Davis et al further showed that knees with accelerated OA 
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have a higher chance of needing a total knee replacement (TKR) 
compared to those with a more gradual onset or without acceler-
ated knee OA (3).

The initiation and rapid progression of primary OA over time 
for a given knee is generally unknown. Integrating data for uncov-
ering the complex mechanisms of subjects with knee OA lead-
ing to a TKR event will enable objective- driven analytical leads, 
improve survival prediction (4– 6), and help develop better thera-
peutic strategies for these subjects.

Survival analysis is one of the fundamental tools in the medi-
cal domain to identify predictors of time to adverse events and to 
develop systems for clinical decision support. In knee OA research, 
survival analysis can be used to predict time of pathologic events 
such as TKR. However, for this disease, it is not possible to apply 
traditional survival analysis methods (7) as it involves integrated 
high- dimensional and nonlinear data structures. For instance, 
the most commonly used approach for analyzing survival data, 
the semiparametric Cox proportional hazards regression method 
(8), demonstrated several drawbacks in analyzing nonlinear 
data structures, high dimensions, and low sample size data (9). 
Machine learning/deep learning– based survival prediction models 
have proven to be a better option in the case of complex data with 
interactions among the features, as in OA (10).

To date, there have been no comprehensive attempts to 
identify the most important features and to build a survival- 
based model for predicting the time to TKR for an individual 
with OA. Recently, Heisinger et al, with the use of a small cohort 
(n = 165), applied 14 factors in a 4- year period prior to TKR to 
predict an individual’s need for TKR surgery (11). In addition, an 
image- based model with knee radiographs to classify individuals 
with OA who are at high risk of TKR has also been recently devel-
oped (12). There are also other works on TKR survival analyses, 
but all were done for subjects following TKR surgery, not before. 
For example, the research questions in these studies included the 
following: How long does a TKR last (13)? What is the subject 
death rate after TKR surgery (14)? And what are the clinical and 
radiologic outcomes of TKR (15)?

Our study is the first to look at TKR as the survival outcome. 
Two specific research questions were addressed: 1) Which 

features at baseline are most associated with accelerated knee 
OA leading to TKR? and 2) Can we estimate for a given OA knee, 
the risk and time to TKR (e.g., remaining useful life [RUL] for a 
given knee)? To answer these questions, we evaluated the length 
of time from the date of enrollment until the TKR event (overall 
survival) by applying feature selection methods to find the most 
important features in survival analysis of a TKR event and devel-
oping a survival prediction model based on the selected features 
using machine learning– based methods.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Ethics approval and consent to participate. Ethics 
approval was obtained by each Osteoarthritis Initiative Cohort 
(OAI) clinical site (University of Maryland Baltimore Institutional 
Review Board [IRB], Ohio State University Biomedical Sciences 
IRB, University of Pittsburgh IRB, and Memorial Hospital of 
Rhode Island IRB) and the OAI coordinating center (Committee 
on Human Research at University of California, San Francisco). 
All patients provided written informed consent for participation in 
the OAI. The Institutional Ethics Committee Board of the Univer-
sity of Montreal Hospital Research Centre approved the present 
study.

Data availability statement. All data used in this study 
are publicly available from the OAI cohort (https://data- archi 
ve.nimh.nih.gov/oai/). Additional data may be obtained from the 
corresponding author upon reasonable request.

Knee selection. Data used in this study were from the OAI 
cohort. Details of the study cohort are shown in the Supplemen-
tary Methods, available on the Arthritis Care & Research website 
at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24601/ abstract.

Selection of predictor features. The predictor features 
were selected at baseline from the OAI database and from the 
quantitative determination of knee tissues by magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) (Supplementary Tables 1– 3, available on 
the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.
com/doi/10.1002/acr.24601/ abstract). Feature selection was 
performed using the target knee of each subject (see Supplemen-
tary Methods for definition of “target knee”). In the present study, 
1,431 knees were included in our assessments (Figure 1).

For the feature selection, as the knees with accelerated OA 
(progressors) have a higher chance of needing a TKR compared 
to knees without accelerated OA (3), we considered 2 groups: 
progressors and non- progressors. The OA knee progressor and 
non- progressor definition from this cohort has been previously 
described and discussed (16). Data from the knees of 733 pro-
gressors and 698 non- progressors were included (Figure 1). The 
Supplementary Methods further explain how groups were catego-
rized for the present study.

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• Individualized prediction time to total knee replace-

ment (TKR) can be done with high accuracy using 
only 3 features.

• A combination of radiographs, bone marrow le-
sions, and knee- related symptoms demonstrated 
the most significant impact in prediction time to a 
TKR event.

• The developed TKR prediction model, once validat-
ed, could guide clinicians to appropriate therapeu-
tic strategies.

https://data-archive.nimh.nih.gov/oai/
https://data-archive.nimh.nih.gov/oai/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24601/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24601/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24601/abstract
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Next, we used all the features recorded at baseline in the 
OAI database, which included standard features (clinical, demo-
graphic characteristics, anthropometry, among others) as well as 
other uncommon features (health care access, nutrition, knee 
MRI data). After data cleaning, 1,107 features remained and were 
divided into categories and subcategories as described previously 
(16) and reported in Supplementary Tables 1– 3, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24601/ abstract. Data cleaning methodology is 
shown in the Supplementary Methods.

Feature selection was performed using the lasso method for 
variable selection in the Cox regression model. Data from 1,431 
knees were divided into training sets (80%) and testing sets (20%) 
to generate the prediction model and data applied for measur-
ing the accuracy of the developed prediction model, respectively. 
For extraction of the most important features, the glmnet pack-
age was used in R (17). With the use of the Cox model with the 

lasso method (18), the 10 top baseline features were extracted 
and served for designing a TKR survival prediction model.

TKR survival. For the survival analysis, we considered all 
the knees to predict the outcome (time to TKR) (Figure 1). Knees 
(n = 7,589) with complete data at the final visit (108 months) 
were included. As a first step, to verify if and which of the most 
important features described in the literature could individually 
impact TKR survival, we compared, among the well- known fea-
tures related to OA, the survival curves of 6 of these features. 
These characteristics included age, sex, race, body mass index 
(BMI), Kellgren/Lawrence (K/L) grade (19), and pain measured 
with the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoar-
thritis Index (WOMAC) (20). Further, Kaplan- Meier analysis with 
log rank test (P < 0.050) was used on the selected features to 
compare the prognosis power of each feature for risk and time 
to TKR.

Figure 1. Flow chart of knee selection from the Osteoarthritis Initiative Cohort (OAI) used for assessment in the present study. CVL = cartilage 
volume loss in the medial tibial plateau; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging.

Knees studied for MRI CVL 
at 96 months (n=1598) 

Knees not classified as 
progressors or non-

progressors at 96 months 
(n=605)

Baseline target knees 
(n=4796)

Knees with complete 
MRI data at baseline 

(n=4085)

Knees with missing 
MRI data at baseline

(n=711)

Knees with MRI at 96 months 
(n=2203)

Knees with missing MRI data 
at 96 months (n=1882)

Knees studied for survival 
analysis (n=7589)

Knees studied for feature 
selection process (n=1431)

(progressors, n=733; 
non-progressors, n=698)

Knees with missing data 
for the most recent OAI 
contact at 108 months

(n=167) 

Knees with missing 
data for the 9 selected 
features and the most 
recent OAI survival 
data at 108   months 
(n=2003)

Of the 1107 features, 10 
were selected and one was 

eliminated  

All baseline knees
(n=9592)

Osteoarthritis Initiative Cohort

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24601/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24601/abstract
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Machine learning methods applied for building survival pre-
diction models. Survival prediction models for TKR events were 
built with 7,589 knees, which were categorized into a training set 
(n = 6,071) and a testing set (n = 1,518). The following models in 
the PySurvival package (21) in Python 3.7 were applied: 1) Cox- 
PH model (8), 2) DeepSurv/nonlinear model (10), 3) linear multi- 
task logistic regression (22), 4) neural linear multi- task logistic 
regression model (23), 5) random survival forest model (24), 6) 
linear support vector machines (SVM) model (25), and 7) kernel 
SVM model (26) (for details on models used, refer to the Sup-
plementary Methods, available on the Arthritis Care & Research 
website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24601/ 
abstract). Supplementary Figure 1 illustrates the pipeline of the 
data analysis.

Hyperparameter tuning. For hyperparameter tuning, we ap-
plied the GridSearchCV in scikit- learn to determine which values 
of hyperparameters perform best in each model (Supplementary 
Table 4). We selected the configuration with the largest valida-
tion Concordance index. A description of the concordance index 
is available in the Supplementary Methods (http://onlin elibr ary.
wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24601/ abstract).

Prediction of the performance evaluation. To compute the 
prediction performance of the models mentioned above, we 
 applied 3 metrics on the test data set: concordance index, Brier  
score, and the time- dependent area under the curve (AUC) of 

the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) (Supplementary 
Methods).

Overall and knee- specific predictions of TKR sur-
vival. To compute the prediction performance of the best model, 
we compared the time series of the actual and predicted number 
of knees experiencing a TKR event, for each time (t), by calculat-
ing the mean and median absolute error and a root mean square 
error.

To show representative curves of the TKR survival of dif-
ferent conditions, we used 5 knees from the OAI that demon-
strated a range of values for each selected feature and applied the 
selected model to predict their specific survival curves.

RESULTS

Association between clinical/demographic fea-
tures and TKR survival. Of the 7,589 knees included in the 
analysis, 413 had a TKR event and 7,176 survived a TKR event 
(right- censored data, which occurs when the TKR event does 
not happen by the end of study) at the end of follow- up (3,320 
days or 108 months). Supplementary Figure 2A, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24601/ abstract, illustrates that at 3,000 days, 
7,224 knees survived TKR and 365 knees had TKR.

Figure 2. Probability of survival for the most important clinical/demographic features before a total knee replacement event. Probability of 
survival associated with race (A), body mass index (BMI) (B), Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC) pain 
score (C), and Kellgren/Lawrence (KL) grades (D) are shown. In the Osteoarthritis Initiative Cohort, BMI was measured using the following 
categories: healthy (≤24.9 kg/m2), morbidly obese (>40 kg/m2), obese (≤39.9 kg/m2), overweight (≤29.9 kg/m2), and underweight (≤18.5 kg/m2). 
WOMAC pain was scored as a continued numerical feature (score 0– 20 [20]) and categorized into 4 different groups. A. = American; Cauc. = 
Caucasian, O = non- White, other non- White.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24601/abstract
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Next, we assessed the association between age, sex, race, 
BMI, WOMAC pain, and K/L grade features with survival probabil-
ity before a TKR event and illustrated the most important features 
(Figure 2) and less important ones (Supplementary Figure 2B).

With regard to race (Figure 2), although the survival curves 
showed a very small difference between groups in regard to the time 
to survival, they appeared to be statistically different (P = 0.0078). 
The time to TKR for Asian individuals and other non- White groups 
is slightly higher than the other 2 groups studied (White/Caucasian 
and Black/African American). This could be because of the smaller 
number of patients available in these 2 groups (105 and 60, respec-
tively). In addition, it is believed that the slight difference (about 3%) 
between the groups with the best and worst survival curves may 
not be due to less disease, but for other reasons, such as access 
to surgery and preference of some groups for surgical intervention.

Another major risk factor involved in the OA process is BMI 
(Figure 2). Data showed that knees of subjects who were morbidly 
obese, obese, and overweight had a higher chance of experienc-
ing TKR in compared to knees of subjects who were a healthy 
weight and underweight (P < 0.0001). In addition, knees from 
healthy subjects are slightly more at risk of a TKR event than those 
from underweight subjects.

For WOMAC pain (20), knees from the groups that had pain 
scores of 6– 10 and 11– 15 on the WOMAC have a high chance of 
a TKR event (P < 0.0001) compared to knees from subjects with 
a lower level of pain (scores 0– 5) and knees from subjects who 
reported a high level of pain (scores 16– 20) (Figure 2). At the end 
of the study, survival of the groups having a score of 6– 15 on the 
WOMAC was ~87%.

K/L grade, a widely used approach for classifying the sever-
ity of knee OA with the use of knee radiographs (19), was also 
assessed. There was a drastic and significant decrease in survival 
chances of OA knees with a K/L grade of 3 (84% survival at the 
end of study) (P < 0.0001), but more so of knees with a K/L grade 
of 4, in which the probability of survival decreased to ~60% at the 
end of the study (Figure 2).

For age, data showed that though there was a statistically 
significant difference between the 2 groups (P < 0.0001), the 
knees in the group of subjects ages 60 years or older had a lower 
chance of survival compared to knees from subjects ages 60 
years or younger. The probability of survival in both groups was 
>90% at the end of the study (Supplementary Figure 2B, avail-
able on the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr 
ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24601/ abstract). Additionally, there 
was no significant difference found in survival probability for a TKR 
event in individuals based on sex (Supplementary Figure 2B).

When comparing the above 6 features together (Figure 2 and 
Supplementary Figure 2B), it appears that WOMAC pain, and to a 
higher degree, K/L grade, have a more significant impact on TKR 
survival, and probability of survival in the other groups was still very 
high (>90%) at the end of the study.

Building a model for time to TKR event. Selection of 
survival- based features. To build the model for time to TKR event, 
1,431 knees were used (Figure 1) to identify the most important 
TKR survival– based features among 1,107 features overall (Sup-
plementary Table 1). This was performed using the Cox model 
with the lasso method. The selected top 10 features (Table 1) 

Table 1. Top 10 features selected using Cox model with the lasso method for TKR survival prediction*

Priority† Relative importance Label Category
1 1 Severe radiographic damage of the knee at baseline: composite OA 

grade 4 (quasi– K/L grade [score 0– 4])
Radiograph

2‡ 0.82 BMLs in the medial condyle (>0.2, with data expressed as BML size 
in regions)

MRI

3 0.62 Knee radiograph at baseline, with osteophytes and joint space 
narrowing (both with a score of 2 on a 0– 2 scale)

Radiograph

4 0.48 Unable to perform 400- meter walk (excluded for heart rate) Performance measure
5 0.47 Baseline radiographic knee OA (defined as a K/L grade of ≥2 in the 

left knee, right knee, or both (45)
Radiograph

6 0.47 Charlson comorbidity index: history of stroke, cerebrovascular 
accident, blood clot or bleeding in brain, or transient ischemic 
attack

Medical history

7‡ 0.37 K/L grade of 4 Radiograph
8 0.29 Received 1 injection of hyaluronic acid treatment in either knee 

within the past 6 months
Medication

9‡ 0.25 Presence of knee symptoms (sometimes swelling in the last 7 days) Knee symptoms
10 0.21 Baseline symptomatic knee OA (defined as radiographic OA and 

frequent knee pain in the same knee [45])
Radiograph

* MRI = magnetic resonance imaging; OA = osteoarthritis; TKR = total knee replacement. 
† Priority indicates the importance of the selected features. Relative importance is calculated as the absolute importance of a variable divided 
by the absolute importance of the most important variable. The bone marrow lesion (BML) value is between 0 (no BMLs) and 1 (the BML 
extends into the entire bone region) (37,44), with 0.2 corresponding to 20%. Knee symptoms were scored according to the Osteoarthritis Initiative 
nomenclature (range 0–4, with 0 indicating “never swelling” and 4 indicating “always swelling”), and the Kellgren/Lawrence (K/L) grade was based 
on a 0–4 scale (with 4 indicating severe radiographic damage of the knee at baseline). For further details about scoring, refer to Figures 2, 3, and 
Supplementary Figure 3, available on the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24601/ abstract.
‡ The final 3 features used for the prediction of TKR survival. 
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included 5 radiographs, MRI- assessed bone marrow lesions 
(BMLs) in the medial condyle, a performance measure, medical 
history, medication use, and knee symptoms (sometimes swell-
ing over the last 7 days).

We then assessed the association of the selected fea-
tures with survival probability before a TKR event, with the most 
important features shown in Figure 3 and features of lesser 
importance shown in Supplementary Figure 3, available on 
the Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.
wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24601/ abstract. Of note, a graph 
for K/L grade was not included in Figure 3 as this information 
was already shown in Figure 2 and in data described above; 
however, K/L grade was included in our model that assessed 
features shown in Figure 3. Data showed that in addition to K/L 
grade 4 (Figure 2), 4 other features demonstrated a high impact 
on the TKR event (Figure 3). For 3 of these features (composite 
OA grade 4, the presence of >0.2 medial condyle BMLs, and 
osteophytes and joint space narrowing [JSN] both with a score 
of 2), survival probability at the end of the study was ~65%. 
For the fourth feature analyzed in this model (having received an 
injection of hyaluronic acid [HA] in the past 6 months), survival 
probability was 75%.

For the other features analyzed (Supplementary Figure 3), 
although a statistical difference was demonstrated (not included 
the 400- meter walk feature), survival probability at the end of 
study was >80%.

Development of survival prediction models based on the 
selected features. Seven machine learning methods were ap-
plied. As mentioned above, the 400- meter walk feature was not 
statistically different (Supplementary Figure 3, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.
com/doi/10.1002/acr.24601/ abstract), and the survival pre-
diction models were developed without this feature included. 
By using the 9 remaining features (Table 1) and the 7 machine 
learning methods, data showed a very low Brier score for all of 
them (0.02), indicating that all models have very good predictive 
abilities. Cox, DeepSurv, and linear SVM models demonstrated 
the highest concordance index score (0.85) compared to the 
random forest (concordance index score of 0.82), kernel SVM 
(concordance index score of 0.83), and linear/neural multi- task 
logistic regression models (concordance index score of 0.80).

However, as nonlinear analysis outperforms other models 
when assessing the huge amount of data in machine learn-
ing for finding important patterns and predicting diseases, we 
eliminated the linear SVM method during the development of 

Figure 3. Probability of survival for the most important selected features before a total knee replacement event. Selected features 
included a composite osteoarthritis (OA) grade (A); the presence of bone marrow lesions (BMLs) (data are expressed as BML size in 
regions/compartments and corresponds to the percentage of BMLs in this region; for example, >0.2 corresponds to 20% [37,44]) (B); 
a composite quasi– Kellgren/Lawrence grade based on a 0– 4 scale (with grade 4 indicating severe OA damage of the knee at baseline 
on radiographs) comprising evidence of joint space narrowing (JSN) and osteophytes (Ost) (with JSN and osteophytes scored on a 0– 2 
scale, corresponding to severe disease [43]) (C); and the history of hyaluronic acid injection (with either knee having received 1 injection of 
hyaluronic acid within the past 6 months) (D).
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the survival prediction models. Between the Cox and Deep-
Surv methods, we chose DeepSurv as it can consider non-
linear interactions between features and was shown to better 
handle complex data interactions (as an OA data set) among 
features and outperform other models in general and the 
Cox model in particular (7,10). Indeed, the assumption of the 
linear log- risk function in the Cox model may by too simplistic 
when assessing personalized survival predictions. Therefore, 
further analysis was performed with the DeepSurv model to 
better fit OAI survival data with nonlinear log- risk functions. 
As some of the selected radiographs features, including the 
composite OA, osteophytes and JSN, baseline radiographic 
knee OA, and K/L grade 4 (Table 1), are based on a simi-
lar measurement, we further analyzed if 1 or some of these 
features could be removed from the analysis without impairing 
the prediction model. To this end, we studied, in addition to the 
other 5 features (features 2, 6, 8, 9, and 10 shown in Table 1), 
only 1 of the features at a time in the DeepSurv model. Fur-
ther, to explore if eliminating 1 or more of the above- mentioned 
5 features could yield similar statistical indexes, we removed 
each of the features in a recursive manner from the model. 
Data showed that we were able to achieve an identical con-
cordance index score (0.85) and Brier score (0.02) using the 3 
following features: BMLs in the medial condyle, K/L grade, and 

knee symptoms (i.e., sometimes swelling in the last 7 days) 
(Table 1); therefore, for the next steps of analysis we consid-
ered only these 3 features.

Overall predictions of TKR survival. We then compared, 
by using the DeepSurv model, the time series of the actual num-
ber of knees experiencing a TKR versus the predicted number of 
knees experiencing a TKR, as well as the risk of TKR, for each time 
point. Data showed that the time series of actual and predicted 
number of knees experiencing a TKR are quite similar in which 
the predicted values fall in the confidence interval of actual values, 
with a very low mean absolute error (5.64) and median absolute 
error (5.10) and root mean square error (6.55) (Figure 4A). This 
indicates that the average prediction error of the model is very low 
throughout the entire timeline, in which the average error is about 
5 knees for all 3,320 days of the study period.

Knee- specific predictions of TKR survival. To plot the 
knee- specific survival curves and to estimate individually the TKR 
event time using the DeepSurv model, we assessed 5 knees from 
the OAI data set, which were selected according to a range of 
values for each selected feature. Values for the 3 selected features 
and TKR survival curves for the 5 knees assessed are shown (Fig-
ures 4B and C). Comparison of the survival curve indicates that 

Figure 4. Predictions of total knee replacement survival before a total knee replacement event. A, Comparison of actual number of knees 
requiring total knee replacement versus predicted number of knees. Lower and upper confidence intervals are for the actual curve, and both 
represent the lower and upper 95% confidence interval. B, Baseline values are shown for bone marrow lesions (BMLs) in the medial condyle 
data, expressed as BML size in regions and corresponding to the percentage of BMLs in this region (37,44); Kellgren/Lawrence (KL) score 
according to knee osteoarthritis (OA) grade (based on a 0– 4 scale, with 4 indicating severe OA damage of the knee at baseline on radiographs); 
and knee symptoms characterized by swelling in the last 7 days according to the Osteoarthritis Initiative Cohort nomenclature (symptoms were 
scored on a 0– 4 scale, with 0 indicating “never swelling” and 4 indicating “always swelling”). C, Knee- specific survival curves.

A

B
C

Knees BML in the 
medial condyle

KL
grade

Knee symptoms:
sometimes swelling, 

last seven days

1 0 2 0

2 0.011 2 2

3 0.043 3 1

4 0.214 4 3

5 0.311 4 4
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the model could perfectly predict the TKR event time (Figure 4C). 
Hence, when the survival curve reaches 0% survival probability, it 
indicates the approximate TKR event time. Additionally, this could 
identify the RUL of the knee before TKR. RUL could be calculated 
as the difference between the enrollment date and the date that 
the survival curve reaches 0%. Of note, all the curves start from 
day 357 (the first TKR event recorded in the present study); how-
ever, the RUL should be calculated from day 0 until 0% is reached 
on the survival curve. For example, in the case of knee 5, the RUL 
is around 1,000 days. Moreover, knees 1 and 2 showed that their 
time to TKR will be longer than the cohort time limit. This is not 
unexpected as their baseline values for the selected features are 
low (Figure 4B).

With these data, one could classify the knees into different 
groups of TKR event. For example, knees reaching 0% survival 
before 1,000 days could be considered “high risk” (knees 4 and 
5) (Figure 4C), knees that reached 0% survival between 1,000 
and 3,000 days could be considered “medium risk” (knee 3), and 
knees that reached 0% survival after more than 3,000 days could 
be considered “low risk” (knees 1 and 2).

Time- dependent AUC of the developed model. As 
TKR is a time- to- event outcome in which the status changes over 
time, we further looked at the time- dependent AUC. An average 
AUC of 0.86 is shown in Supplementary Figure 4, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24601/ abstract. Of note, the average AUC was 
0.87 when using 9 features in the analysis (data are not shown). 
The highest performance (an AUC of up to 0.99) is achieved at 
the beginning of events from day 357 until day 450, after which it 
slightly fluctuates until 1,700 days, then remains stable until almost 
2,400 days, and slightly decreases (maximum 2%) until the end of 
study (3,320 days [108 months]). These data demonstrated that 
the prediction model is effective in the long- term prediction of TKR 
until 3,320 days and very effective in predicting TKR until 2,400 
days. Therefore, it is possible to predict the TKR event using the 3 
selected features mentioned above with high accuracy and a vir-
tually stable AUC score for a long- term period at each time point 
up to 3,320 days after enrollment.

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we first considered the best- known risk 
factors in OA for identifying the most important factors that lead to 
a TKR event. Data revealed that although age, sex, BMI, WOMAC 
pain, and K/L grade were all significant, a K/L grade of 4 had 
the highest impact on TKR survival, with low survival probability. 
The importance of K/L grade was further confirmed by the fea-
ture selection using machine learning methodology. This finding 
was not surprising, as the importance of K/L grade in the predic-
tion of knee OA severity has been known for a long time (19,27). 
Although these findings provide insightful information, they 

were not sufficient in the developing a powerful survival predic-
tion model as there could be unknown factors impacting the risk 
of a TKR event. As such, for the first time, we used 7,589 knees 
with simultaneous integration of 1,107 features, including stan-
dard and uncommon ones. The 10 most influential features were 
identified, and 9 were used to develop a survival prediction model. 
Further analysis revealed that 3 of these features were the most 
influential, which included the presence of BMLs in the medial 
condyle, K/L grade, and knee symptoms (sometimes swelling in 
the last 7 days). The Cox model with the lasso method was used 
for feature selection as it can perfectly deal with multicollinearity 
issues occurring with OA features, particularly those from MRIs 
and radiographs (28).

Of the selected features, the most important ones were radi-
ographs and the presence of BMLs in the medial condyle. The 
BML finding is not unexpected and reaffirms this altered structure 
prediction of the occurrence of TKR (29– 34). Moreover, BMLs in 
the medial condyle as an indication of the likelihood of a TKR event 
is well in line with findings showing that this is the area in knee OA 
where both BMLs and cartilage degeneration are the most fre-
quently affected (35– 37). There are medications that have been 
shown to prevent or reduce the severity of BMLs (38,39), but to 
the best of our knowledge, there is only one study showing that a 
bone remodelling therapeutic agent, bisphosphonates, was asso-
ciated with about a 25% lower risk of TKR (40).

From those selected, 4 features (2 radiographs, BMLs, and 
HA injection) demonstrated a significant impact on survival analy-
sis by dropping survival probability to 75% or less at the end of 
study, reaffirming the importance of radiograph and MRI features 
in survival prediction of TKR. For HA, our findings corroborate with 
recent studies (41,42) in which HA injection in knees with OA is 
highly associated with a significant delay in TKR (41). However, 
caution should be taken in interpreting the role of HA injection prior 
to TKR, as patients who do not want to undergo TKR may use 
HA as a substitute. This does not apply only to HA, but to other 
alternative measures taken by OA patients for whom surgery is 
not an option for personal or medical reasons.

As conventional survival models such as the Kaplan- Meier 
curve are not designed to predict an outcome, we consid-
ered machine learning– based survival models. By comparing 
7 machine learning models, data revealed that DeepSurv was 
the most appropriate model for the present study. With the Deep-
Surv method and after further analyses, we were able to reduce 
the number of features to 3 without compromising the accuracy of 
the model. By using these selected features, we further estimated 
for any given knee the time to TKR event/RUL. Of note, this pro-
posed methodology could also be applied to other articulations 
(e.g., the hip).

The present study has some limitations. First, although we 
used all possible features (1,107) from one of the most complete 
databases for OA subjects (the OAI), including standard and 
uncommon characteristics, other unanticipated features could 
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putatively also influence the TKR survival time. Second, our model 
was developed using a cohort in which subjects are at a mild- to- 
moderate stage of the disease. To ascertain the generalizability of 
our prediction model, a validation study should be performed with 
another cohort, preferably with clinical trial OA patients or elec-
tronic health research, which will represent more subjects routinely 
seen by a physician. After validation, the next step of this work 
will be to develop a predictive tool which could be used to guide 
clinical decision- making. Finally, it could be said that our model 
requiring an MRI feature to predict time to TKR is not customary 
in clinical practice. Although MRI may not be commonly used as a 
first- line treatment by physicians, these technologies are becom-
ing an increasingly routine part of the investigation of knee OA 
by subspecialists, such as orthopedic surgeons and rheumatol-
ogists. Moreover, the use of MRI for the investigation of knee OA 
is more accessible as availability improves and the cost of the pro-
cedure becomes less expensive.

In the present study, we showed that with the use of the OAI 
cohort, it is possible to predict with a high degree of certainty 
when a TKR event would happen for a given OA knee, and who 
will progress fast toward this event. To the best of our knowledge, 
this is the first study in which a survival prediction model for a TKR 
event was built for knee OA by using machine learning methods, 
applying a survival- based feature selection method, and consid-
ering a very large number of features. Another important contri-
bution of this work is the development of a prediction model that 
estimates the time of the risk of a TKR event for a given knee. 
Presently, as the time estimate to TKR is an arbitrary feature for 
clinicians, this developed survival prediction model built with the 
OAI cohort could, in the future, better guide clinicians to the best 
therapeutic strategy to improve the survival of knees affected by 
OA.
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Participation in Informal Caregiving Among People With 
Arthritis: Findings From a Canadian Longitudinal Study 
on Aging
Jessica M. Wilfong,1  Anthony V. Perruccio,2  Dov B. Millstone,3 and Elizabeth M. Badley2

Objective. Despite the joint pain and significant dysfunction that characterizes arthritis, many people with arthritis 
continue to carry out everyday duties and responsibilities. The objective of the present study was to describe 
participation in informal caregiving (unpaid assistance to someone with a health issue or limitation) among people 
with arthritis.

Methods. Analysis of baseline data from the Canadian Longitudinal Study on Aging (CLSA), a nationally 
representative sample of people ages 45– 85 years (n = 21,241), was performed. A questionnaire covering 
sociodemographic, health, and caregiving variables was completed by each study participant. Caregiving variables 
examined characteristics of the person who received the most care from the questionnaire respondent, as well as 
the types of caregiving (e.g., hands- on versus hands- off tasks) and amount of care provided (e.g., hours per week).

Results. There was no difference in the proportion of people with and without arthritis who provided informal care 
(46%). Individuals with arthritis reported worse health, but this did not affect the likelihood of providing care, nor the 
types or amount of care provided. Caregivers with and without arthritis were most likely to provide fewer than 7 hours 
per week of care, and the most common type of care was characterized as hands- off, particularly transportation 
assistance. Men were just as likely to provide care as women but were less likely to provide high intensity care or 
perform hands- on tasks.

Conclusion. Despite reporting worse health on average, people with arthritis were just as likely as people without 
arthritis to provide informal care. The need to provide informal care among people with arthritis may impact their 
ability to engage in self- management activities for their arthritis.

INTRODUCTION

Arthritis is the most common musculoskeletal disorder and is 
characterized by joint pain that can cause significant dysfunction. 
Altogether, musculoskeletal disorders, including arthritis, are one 
of the leading causes of global years lived with disability (1). The 
literature on arthritis tends to focus on the impacts of the disease, 
including disability and dysfunction, as well as risk factors and 
treatments. Therefore, the narrative surrounding arthritis is often 
focused on what people with the disease cannot do and how their 
life is negatively affected. This view neglects an understanding of 
the everyday duties and responsibilities still carried out by people 

with arthritis. For example, although arthritis increases the risk of 
not being in the labor force (2), studies show that the majority of 
people with arthritis continue to be fully engaged in employment 
(3). One aspect of participation that has not, to our knowledge, 
been explored is the role of people with arthritis providing informal 
care.

Informal caregivers are family and friends who provide unpaid 
assistance to someone with a health issue or limitation and can 
include assistance with everything from transportation to medical 
care. The literature on informal caregiving shows that a substan-
tial proportion of the population participates in this responsibility. 
According to the 2008/2009 Canadian Community Health Survey 
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–  Healthy Aging (CCHS), an estimated 3.8 million Canadians ages 
45 years or older (35%) provide care to a senior individual with a 
short- term or long- term health condition (4). The prevalence of 
informal caregiving is estimated to increase as the aging popu-
lation continues to grow. Studies show that informal caregiving 
reduces demands on the health care system and allows senior 
individuals to remain in their homes longer (5,6). However, many 
studies have also demonstrated that informal caregiving places a 
burden on the caregivers and that caregivers are at an increased 
risk of depression, stress, and anxiety as well as worse physi-
cal health and self- perceived well- being (7– 10). Specifically, it has 
been suggested that caregivers may experience poorer physical 
health due to the effects of physical exertion involved in caregiving 
tasks associated with muscle strain, skeletal injury, aggravation 
of chronic illness such as arthritis, or other sources of physical 
discomfort and pain (11– 13).

Women are consistently shown to be the predominant pro-
viders of informal care compared to men (4,14). Additionally, many 
studies have found a difference in the type and amount of care 
provided by men and women (15– 17). However, these differences 
are not observed consistently across studies (14). More research 
is needed using large population- based samples as most previ-
ous caregiving studies examining gender differences are based 
on convenience samples that have self- selected participation 
and include very small samples of men (18). This area of study 
is becoming more important as demographic characteristics and 
social norms change and men increasingly assume the role of 
informal caregivers (14,19).

While there is an ever- growing body of literature on infor-
mal caregiving, there are no studies we are aware of that exam-
ine the role of caregiving among individuals with arthritis. In the 
present study, we used data from a large population- based 
health survey to describe informal caregivers with arthritis and 

compared them to caregivers without arthritis across socio-
demographic and health characteristics. Additionally, we 
described the types and amount of care provided by those 
with and without arthritis and performed comparisons based 
on sex. Finally, we examined what sociodemographic and 
health factors among individuals with arthritis were associated 
with being a caregiver.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design and setting. Data were obtained from the 
baseline tracking sample of the Canadian Longitudinal Study on 
Aging (CLSA) and were collected between September 2011 and 
May 2014. The CLSA is a longitudinal study that follows ~50,000 
community- dwelling Canadians ages 45– 85 years over a period 
of 20 years. The design and recruitment of the study has been 
described fully elsewhere (20). Briefly, the study consists of two 
samples. The tracking sample, used in the present study, consists 
of a nationally representative sample of 21,241 individuals from 
the 10 Canadian provinces. Participants completed the tracking 
questionnaire via computer- assisted telephone surveys. Partici-
pants were excluded if they could not communicate in English or 
French, had a cognitive impairment at the time of contact, were a 
resident of 1 of the 3 Canadian territories, were a full- time mem-
ber of the Canadian Armed Forces, were a resident in a long- 
term care institution, or were living on reserves or other Aboriginal 
settlements. Additionally, no proxy responses were allowed in the 
present study.

Care activities. Participants were asked to indicate 
whether they had provided informal care or if they had received 
informal or formal care in the past 12 months. Informal caregiving 
was described as “types of assistance you may have provided to 
other people because of a health condition or limitation.” Partici-
pants were instructed to only include “assistance you provided to 
family members, friends, and other people living both inside and 
outside your household.” Informal care receiving was described 
as “different types of assistance that you may have received 
because of a health condition or limitation that affects your daily 
activities.” For this section, participants were instructed to only 
include “assistance from family, friends, or neighbors.” Formal 
care receiving was described as “home care services you may 
have received because of a health condition or limitation that 
affects your daily activities.” Participants were instructed to only 
include “services provided by professionals or paid workers” for 
the formal care section.

Four care activities emerged from the questions: 1) caregiv-
ers who reported providing informal care, 2) care recipients who 
reported receiving informal and/or formal care, 3) both caregiv-
ers and care recipients who reported that they both provided and 
received care, and 4) neither caregivers nor care recipients who 
reported that they did not provide or receive care.

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• The tendency to only focus on the activities that 

individuals living with arthritis cannot do means 
we often neglect considering what duties and re-
sponsibilities individuals living with arthritis do. We 
found that people with arthritis participated in daily 
responsibilities, such as informal caregiving, to the 
same extent as people without arthritis.

• While individuals with arthritis had on average 
poorer health status than those without arthritis, 
this did not affect whether or not those affected by 
arthritis provided informal care, nor did it affect the 
types or amount of care they provided compared to 
individuals without arthritis.

• A similar proportion of men and women with ar-
thritis assumed roles as caregivers, though there 
were differences in the types and amount of care 
they provided.
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Characteristics of care provided. Caregivers were then 
asked a series of questions about to whom they provided care. 
First, they were asked how many people they had provided infor-
mal care to in the past 12 months. Then a series of questions 
were asked about “the person to whom, in the past 12 months, 
you have dedicated the most time and resources to assisting.” 
Relationship to the care recipient was categorized as “spouse/
partner,” “parent/in- law,” “other relative,” or “friend, neighbor, or 
other.” Residence of the care recipient was categorized as the 
same household, another household, and “other,” with “other” 
indicating the recipient either resided in a health care institu-
tion or had been provided care in the past year and was now 
deceased. Finally, participants were asked to indicate the inten-
sity (hours per week) and duration (months in the year) of care 
they provided to the care recipient.

Types of care provided. Participants were asked about 
what types of assistance they provided to someone because of 
a health condition or limitation in the past 12 months, including 
both hands- on and hands- off care. Hands- on care was defined 
as providing personal care (e.g., eating, dressing, bathing, or toi-
leting) and medical assistance (e.g., taking medicine or nursing 
care). Hands- off care was defined as managing care (e.g., making 
appointments), help with household activities (e.g., housework, 
home maintenance, and outdoor work), transportation assistance 
(e.g., trips to the doctor or for shopping), or meal preparation 
(e.g., meal preparation or delivery).

Health variables. Participants were asked about any  
long- term health conditions diagnosed by a health professional, 
and participants were considered to have arthritis if they answered 
yes to having rheumatoid arthritis; osteoarthritis of the knee, hip, 
or hand; or any other type of arthritis. The other conditions asked 
about were asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, high 
blood pressure, diabetes mellitus, heart disease, stroke/transient 
ischemic attack, neurologic disorders, migraines, ulcers, bowel 
disorders, urinary incontinence, cancer, osteoporosis, thyroid dis-
orders, kidney disease, mood disorders, anxiety disorders, and 
“other” conditions. We categorized the number of additional con-
ditions that a participant reported (excluding arthritis) into 0, 1, 2, 
and 3 or more categories of co- occurring conditions for descrip-
tive analyses. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated using self- 
reported height and weight, excluding pregnant women. BMI 
categories included: under/normal weight (<24.9 kg/m2), over-
weight (25– 29.9 kg/m2), or obese (≥30 kg/m2). Participants were 
also asked to self- rate their health. Responses were dichotomized 
as follows: 1) excellent or very good or good and 2) fair or poor.

Participants completed the Center for Epidemiological Stud-
ies Short Depression Scale (CES- D 10) and were given a total 
score (range 0– 30). Any score of 10 or higher was considered 
to signify a “depressed” state (21). Participants also completed 
the Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS), and a total score was 

calculated (range 5– 35) (22). Participants were classified as “dis-
satisfied” for scores between 5 and 19, and “neutral or satisfied” 
for scores between 20 and 35 (23). Additionally, participants who 
identified as not being free of pain or discomfort were asked 
how many activities their pain or discomfort prevented (“none,” 
“a few,” “some,” or “most”). Participants were identified as having 
pain that prevents activities if they responded that at least a few 
of their activities were limited. Participants were also asked about 
difficulty performing everyday activities such as lifting their arms 
above their shoulders, stooping, crouching or kneeling, pushing 
or pulling large objects, lifting 10 pounds, handling small objects, 
standing or sitting for long periods of time, standing up after 
sitting, walking for various amounts of time, making their bed, 
washing their backs, cutting food with a knife, and, finally, able to 
withstand some force or impact through their arm. For descriptive 
analyses, those who reported having any difficulties with at least 2 
of the movements were identified as having functional difficulties.

Sociodemographic variables. Age was categorized into 
10- year intervals (45– 54, 55– 64, 65– 74, and 75– 85 years). Mari-
tal status was dichotomized as either single or married/common 
law married. Household income was separated into 3 categories 
(<$50,000; $50,000– 99,999; and >$100,000). Highest level of 
education achieved was categorized as high school or less and 
postsecondary education. Employment was categorized as not 
working or retired, working 1– 19 hours per week, working 20– 
29 hours per week, and working full- time (>30 hours per week).

Statistical analysis. The distribution of people with and 
without arthritis who participate in care activities was depicted with 
a stacked bar graph. Comparisons between groups were made 
by examining the overlap of 95% confidence intervals (95% 
CIs). Sociodemographic and health characteristics of informal 

Figure 1. Proportion of caregivers (solid), care recipients (white), 
and both caregivers and care recipients (stripe) with arthritis (A) and 
those without arthritis (NA) who provide and receive care overall and 
by age in years.
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caregivers were described for individuals with arthritis and those 
without, as well as the characteristics and types and amount of 
care provided by these individuals. Significant differences between 
caregivers with arthritis and those without were identified by chi- 
square test. Multivariable Poisson logistic regression analyses 
were performed to compare the characteristics of caregivers 
with arthritis and those without arthritis, adjusting for differences 
in demographic characteristics between the two groups and to 
test which sociodemographic and health factors were associated 
with caregiving among individuals with arthritis. Prevalence ratios 
(PRs) produced by Poisson logistic regression analysis are a more  
accurate estimate of risk when the outcome is not rare (≥10%) (24). 
The characteristics and types of care provided were further stratified 
by sex, and differences were assessed by chi- square tests. Analytic 
weights provided by the CLSA were used to derive estimates repre-
sentative of the Canadian population in the 10 provinces.

RESULTS

Proportion of sample providing/receiving care. Over 
one- third (36%) of the CLSA sample reported having arthritis. 
Proportions of individuals with arthritis and those without who 

reported providing and receiving care overall and by age group 
are shown in Figure 1. Supporting numerical information, including 
proportions and 95% CIs used to make comparisons between 
groups, is presented in Supplementary Table 1, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24329/ abstract. More people were caregivers 
than care recipients overall and within each age group. The pro-
portion of care recipients increased with age and was higher for 
people with arthritis. Including the minority of the study population 
who were both caregivers and care recipients, almost half were 
caregivers, with the same proportion (46%) among people with 
arthritis and those without. Excluding those who both provided 
and received care, the proportion of people with arthritis who pro-
vide informal care (36%) was nonetheless similar to people without 
arthritis (41%).

Characteristics of caregivers. Characteristics of the care-
givers with arthritis and those without are presented in Table 1. 
Overall, the proportion of women who reported providing infor-
mal care was only slightly higher than the proportion of men who 
reported providing informal care. The mean age of the study pop-
ulation was 63 years, and the majority of individuals were married 

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of caregivers with arthritis compared to caregivers without 
arthritis

Caregivers 
with arthritis, %

Caregivers  
without arthritis, % P

Female sex 62.0 52.0 <0.001
Age, years

45– 54 25.9 46.1 <0.001
55– 64 36.2 30.8 – 
65– 74 24.0 15.9 – 
≥75 years 13.9 7.2 – 

Married/common law 71.5 77.0 <0.001
Yearly household income

<$50,000 34.7 24.0 <0.001
$50,000– 99,999 37.7 37.7 – 
≥$100,000 27.6 38.2 – 

Postsecondary education 71.0 75.6 <0.001
Employment status

Not currently working 55.6 35.9 <0.001
1– 19 hours per week 9.2 9.7 – 
20– 29 hours per week 5.3 7.1 – 
≥30 hours per week 29.9 47.3 – 

Body mass index
Normal/underweight 31.6 40.9 <0.001
Overweight 37.8 38.8 – 
Obese 30.6 20.3 – 

Co- occurring medical conditions  
0 10.9 22.3 <0.001
1 18.8 29.1 – 
2 22.5 21.9 – 
3+ 47.8 26.7 – 

Fair/poor self- rated health 17.0 7.5 <0.001
Dissatisfied state on life satisfaction scale 14.1 9.7 <0.001
Depressed state on depression scale 23.0 15.5 <0.001
Presence of pain that limits abilities 37.1 14.6 <0.001
Presence of ≥2 functional difficulties 50.5 18.4 <0.001

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24329/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24329/abstract
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and had a postsecondary education. Characteristics of infor-
mal caregivers with arthritis and without arthritis were generally 
similar, but there were minor differences. Caregivers with arthri-
tis were more likely to be women and tended to be older, have 
lower education attainment, and be more likely to not currently 

work full- time compared to those without arthritis. Caregivers with 
arthritis were also much more likely to report worse health out-
comes. A higher proportion of caregivers with arthritis, compared 
to those without, reported fair or poor health, life dissatisfaction, 
and depression.

Table 2. Health- related characteristics of caregivers with arthritis compared to caregivers without 
arthritis*

PR (95% CI)  
for arthritis P

Body mass index (ref. normal weight/
underweight)

Overweight 1.11 (1.02– 1.22) 0.018
Obese 1.20 (1.09– 1.33) 0.000

Self- rated health (ref. excellent/very good/good)
Fair/poor 0.91 (0.81– 1.03) 0.148

Life satisfaction scale (ref. satisfied/neutral)
Dissatisfied 0.97 (0.86– 1.09) 0.602

Depression scale (ref. not depressed)
Depressed 1.00 (0.91– 1.10) 0.981

Number of co- occurring conditions 1.06 (1.03– 1.08) <0.001
Pain that limits activities (ref. No)

Yes 1.48 (1.36– 1.62) <0.001
Number of functional difficulties 1.09 (1.07– 1.11) <0.001

* Values were adjusted for sex, age, marital status, education, and employment status. Data were 
calculated by Poisson logistic regression analysis. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; PR = prevalence ratio. 

Table 3. Characteristics of the care provided by individuals with arthritis compared to individuals without 
arthritis

Caregivers  
with arthritis, %

Caregivers  
without arthritis, % P

Sex of recipient of most care
Male 31.0 31.5 0.586
Female 69.0 68.5 – 

Relationship to recipient of most care
Spouse/partner 15.3 14.2 <0.001
Parent/in- law 34.6 44.5 – 
Other relative 21.2 17.4 – 
Friend, neighbor, or other 28.9 23.9 – 

Dwelling of recipient of most care
Outside of home 64.6 64.4 0.989
In home 19.8 19.9 – 
Other (e.g., health care institution) 15.6 15.7 – 

Number of people cared for
1 person 54.7 56.3 0.121
More than 1 person 45.3 43.7 – 

Hours of care provided per week
<7 hours 63.7 65.1 0.140
>7 hours 36.4 34.9 – 

Duration of care in the past 12 months
1– 4 months 55.1 58.1 0.016
5– 8 months 11.0 10.4 – 
9– 12 months 33.9 31.5 – 

Types of care provided
Hands- off tasks only 58.4 59.4 0.579

Transportation assistance 72.7 73.8 – 
Help with household activities 52.5 54.4 – 
Meal preparation 45.9 43.8 – 
Managing care 31.1 30.7 – 

Hands- on tasks only 3.9 3.7 – 
Personal care 30.0 29.3 – 
Medical assistance 27.1 25.8 – 

Both hands- off and hands- on tasks 37.7 36.9 – 
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Additionally, individuals with arthritis were far more likely to 
report experiencing pain that limits their activities compared to 
individuals without arthritis (37% versus 15%, respectively) and 
were far more likely to report having two or more functional dif-
ficulties compared to caregivers without arthritis (51% versus 
18%, respectively). Differences in health between individuals with 
arthritis and those without arthritis persisted after adjustment for 
differences in demographic characteristics (Table 2). While there 
were no significant differences in general health (self- rated health, 
life satisfaction, and depression), individuals with arthritis were sig-
nificantly more likely to report poorer physical health compared 
to caregivers without arthritis, with more co- occurring conditions 
reported (PR 1.06 [95% CI 1.03– 1.08]), pain that limits activity (PR 
1.48 [95% CI 1.36– 1.62]), and number of functional difficulties (PR 
1.09 [95% CI 1.07– 1.11]). Caregivers with arthritis were also sig-
nificantly more likely to be overweight or obese.

Characteristics of care provided by individuals 
with arthritis. Characteristics of care provided among indi-
viduals with arthritis and those without arthritis are shown in 
Table 3. Differences between the two groups were minimal, 
with individuals with arthritis being slightly less likely to provide 
care to a parent and slightly more likely to provide a longer 
duration of care.

Results of regression analysis. The results of the Pois-
son logistic regression analytical model with the outcome of being 
a caregiver (yes/no) among individuals with arthritis are presented 
in Table 4. Being a woman (PR 1.14 [95% CI 1.06– 1.23]), earning 
a moderate income (PR 1.13 [95% CI 1.03– 1.24]), and having 
a higher educational attainment (PR 1.12 [95% CI 1.03– 1.22]) 
were associated with an increased likelihood of being a caregiver, 
whereas being older (PR 0.84 [95% CI 0.74– 0.95] and PR 0.68 
[95% CI 0.59– 0.78] for the 65– 74 years age group and >75 years 
age group, respectively) and currently working full- time for ≥30 
hours per week (PR 0.88 [95% CI 0.79– 0.98]) were associated 
with a decreased likelihood of being a caregiver. Receiving care, 
number of co- occurring conditions, having pain, and number of 
functional limitations were not significantly associated with being a 
caregiver. Results were similar among individuals without arthritis 
(data not shown).

Characteristics of care provided by sex. Finally, we 
further investigated the relationship between sex and the char-
acteristics of care provided among individuals with arthritis 
(Table 5). Women with arthritis who were caregivers were more 
likely to provide care to a woman, to an extended family mem-
ber, or to someone outside of their household than men. Addi-
tionally, among those with arthritis, women who were caregivers 
were more likely than men who were caregivers to provide a 
greater number of hours per week of care and were more likely 
to report providing care involving hands- on tasks, including 

personal care and medical assistance. Results were similar 
among individuals without arthritis (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

In the present study of a representative population- based 
sample of Canadians ages 45 years or older, we found minimal 
differences in the proportion of people with arthritis and those 
without arthritis who provided informal care. Our findings sug-
gest that the experience of pain and functional difficulties does 
not affect whether someone with arthritis provides informal care. 
We also found that there were distinct differences based on sex 
in the type and amount of care provided by men and women with 
arthritis who provide informal care. To our knowledge, no study 
to date has examined specifically the role of caregiving among 
individuals with arthritis.

In light of the most previous literature that focuses on the lim-
itations of people with arthritis in carrying out activities, it might be 
assumed that people with arthritis would be less likely to partici-
pate in caregiving than those without arthritis. Additionally, previous 

Table 4. Characteristics of individuals with arthritis who are caregivers 
compared to individuals with arthritis who are not caregivers*

PR (95% CI) for 
caregiving P

Care recipient (ref. no)
Yes 1.06 (0.97– 1.17) 0.200

Sex (ref. male)
Female 1.14 (1.06– 1.23) 0.001

Age, years (ref. 45– 54 years)
55– 64 0.99 (0.90– 1.10) 0.917
65– 74 0.84 (0.74– 0.95) 0.004
≥75 0.68 (0.59– 0.78) <0.001

Marital status (ref. single)
Married/common law 1.01 (0.92– 1.11) 0.801

Yearly household income 
(ref. <$50,000)

$50,000– 99,999 1.13 (1.03– 1.24) 0.012
≥$100,000 1.08 (0.96– 1.21) 0.184

Education (ref. high school 
or less)

Postsecondary 1.12 (1.03– 1.22) 0.007
Employment status (ref. 

retired/not working)
1– 19 hours per week 0.90 (0.79– 1.03) 0.122
20– 29 hours per week 0.92 (0.78– 1.09) 0.346
≥30 hours per week 0.88 (0.79– 0.98) 0.015

Number of co- occurring 
conditions

1.00 (0.98– 1.03) 0.649

Pain that limits activities 
(ref. no)

Yes 0.96 (0.89– 1.05) 0.382
Number of functional 

difficulties, by linear 
model analysis

1.00 (0.96– 1.03) 0.813

Number of functional 
difficulties, by quadratic 
model analysis

1.00 (0.99– 1.00) 0.207

* Data were calculated by Poisson logistic regression analysis. 95% CI =  
95% confidence interval; PR = prevalence ratio. 
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work in the literature on caregiving has suggested that poor physi-
cal health may decrease the likelihood of someone participating in 
caregiving activities (12,13), may increase difficulties in managing 
caregiving responsibilities (25), and may also increase the likelihood 
of institutionalization of the care recipient (26). Contrary to these 
observations, we found that despite experiencing much worse 
physical health, caregivers with arthritis provided similar amounts 
and types of care as caregivers without arthritis. Additionally, we 
found that predictors of caregiving did not differ between those 
with arthritis and those without, and most notably, that requiring 
care, having co- occurring conditions, and experiencing pain and 
functional difficulties had no influence over whether someone with 
arthritis was a caregiver or not. This finding could reflect previous 
studies that have shown that a large proportion of caregivers feel a 
lack of choice when taking on the role of a caregiver (27). This lack 
of choice is theorized to possibly stem from kinship relationships 
and a sense of obligation and also be due to the availability and 
accessibility of services and of other family members.

Often due to social and cultural expectations, women 
tend to make up the majority of informal caregivers (14). These 
findings are consistent across studies ranging from small con-
venience samples (18) to studies that examine population 

data (4). In the present study of population- based data, we 
found that the proportion of men who reported being infor-
mal caregivers was only slightly lower than for women. This 
finding supports other recent studies which show that with 
changing social norms, men are increasingly assuming roles 
as  caregivers (14,19).

There has been some debate in the literature with regard to 
whether there are differences based on sex among caregivers, 
including the intensity of care and types of care provided (16,18). 
Our findings support a body of literature that asserts that women 
are more likely to provide personal and hands- on care, such as 
help with eating, dressing, and bathing. It has been suggested 
that women are more likely to take on a primary caregiving role 
and are less likely to solicit help from secondary informal or for-
mal caregivers. Therefore, they are taking on more hours of care 
and taking on more complex duties (15,28,29). Our finding that 
women were more likely to provide more hours of care and more 
hands- on care may suggest that women are caring for individuals 
with greater illness and needs. That men were more likely to pro-
vide fewer hours of care per week and more hands- off tasks may 
suggest that they are providing services such as driving individu-
als to appointments or performing yard work. More investigation 

Table 5. Characteristics of the care provided by individuals with arthritis according to sex*

Male caregivers  
with arthritis

Female caregivers  
with arthritis P

Sex of recipient of most care
Male 34.6 28.8 <0.001
Female 65.5 71.2 – 

Relationship to recipient of most care
Spouse/partner 19.1 12.9 <0.001
Parent/in- law 36.0 33.8 – 
Other relative 16.2 24.3 – 
Friend, neighbor, or other 28.8 29.0 – 

Dwelling of recipient of most care
Outside of home 60.9 66.8 <0.001
In home 23.1 17.8 – 
Other (e.g., health care institution) 31.8 15.4 – 

Number of people cared for
1 person 52.2 56.2 0.021
More than 1 person 47.8 43.8 – 

Hours of care provided per week
<7 hours 68.1 61.0 <0.001
>7 hours 31.9 39.1 – 

Duration of care in the past 12 months
1– 4 months 57.3 53.8 0.083
5– 8 months 9.9 11.7 – 
9– 12 months 32.8 34.5 – 

Types of care provided
Hands- off tasks only 66.7 53.3 <0.001

Transportation assistance 77.3 69.9 – 
Help with household activities 59.1 48.4 – 
Meal preparation 35.7 52.2 – 
Managing care 26.8 33.7 – 

Hands- on tasks only 2.7 4.6 – 
Personal care 21.4 35.2 – 
Medical assistance 23.0 29.6 – 

Both hands- off and hands- on tasks 30.6 42.1 – 
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is needed to understand how individual circumstances surround-
ing the provision of care influences these relationships.

The major strengths of this study are that it utilizes data from 
a nationally representative survey and focuses on individuals who 
reported having arthritis and who also reported providing informal 
care to someone. To our knowledge, this is a group that has not 
been previously studied. Another strength of the study is that it 
focuses on the complete range of caregiving, rather than just care-
givers to people with one certain type of condition (e.g., people with 
dementia or patients receiving palliative care). Details on the health 
of care recipients could not be examined further as the survey we 
used did not collect any information on the condition of the care 
recipient.

A limitation of the study is that not all questions in the survey 
were asked using the same time frame. While questions on caregiv-
ing were asked in the context of the past 12 months, health- related 
information was asked in reference to the time of the survey, thus 
restricting the opportunity to look at the health status of the care-
giver during the time frame of caregiving. Future longitudinal stud-
ies are needed to test whether caregiving tasks aggravate arthritis, 
which has been previously suggested as possibly being a risk of 
these activities (11– 13). Only general questions about caregiving 
were available in our data set. Further studies of caregiving provided 
to others by individuals with arthritis should consider the use of vali-
dated measurements of disease- specific health status and informal 
care- related burden to confirm the findings of the current analyses 
and provide a further base of evidence. As with most population- 
based surveys, arthritis diagnosis was self- reported, which potentially 
introduces misclassification. However, for broad population- based 
work, self- reported arthritis is deemed valid (30,31). Finally, the study 
was based on cross- sectional data, which means we cannot attri-
bute directionality to the reported associations.

Nearly half of people with arthritis provided informal care 
to someone, the same proportion as people without arthritis, 
despite reporting substantial pain, activity limitation, and more co- 
occurring medical conditions. With the aging population of Can-
ada (and other high- income countries), the number of both people 
with arthritis and people who require informal care is on the rise. 
Although informal caregiving provides clear benefits to the health 
care system, it has also been shown to be physically and emotion-
ally demanding for the caregivers. In the future, it is important for 
health care teams to understand that people with arthritis may have 
caregiving obligations, which could impact their ability to engage 
in arthritis self- management activities and to care for themselves.
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B R I E F  R E P O R T

Cost-EffectivenessofColchicineProphylaxisforGoutFlares
WhenCommencingAllopurinol
Philip C. Robinson,1  Nicola Dalbeth,2  and Peter Donovan1

Objective. Colchicine prophylaxis to prevent gout flares when commencing urate- lowering therapy is recommended 
by international rheumatology society guidelines. Whether this is a cost- effective intervention is currently unknown. 
Our objective was to perform a cost- effectiveness analysis using both a US cost input model and an Australian cost 
input model.

Methods. This cost- effectiveness analysis was completed from the point of view of the third- party payer. We used 
a 2- arm decision tree with 1 arm commencing allopurinol with no colchicine prophylaxis and the other with colchicine 
prophylaxis. Model inputs were drawn from published literature where available. We completed a univariate and 
probabilistic sensitivity analysis to confirm the robust nature of the modeling. The time frame for the model was 6 
months.

Results. The colchicine prophylaxis arm resulted in a cost of $1,276 and 0.49 quality- adjusted life- years (QALYs), 
while in the placebo arm the cost was $516 and 0.47 QALYs, with an incremental cost- effectiveness ratio of $34,004 
per QALY gained. In Australia, where cost of colchicine was much lower, the colchicine arm dominated the placebo 
($208 [Australian] in the colchicine arm versus $415 [Australian] in the placebo). Univariate and probability sensitivity 
analysis demonstrated that results were robust to changes in input parameters. In the probabilistic sensitivity analysis, 
the probability of colchicine prophylaxis being the most cost- effective option was 93% in the US and 100% in the 
Australian setting.

Conclusion. Colchicine prophylaxis to prevent gout flares while commencing allopurinol in gout is very cost- 
effective.

INTRODUCTION

Gout is the most common form of inflammatory arthritis, 
affecting ~4% of adults in the US (1). Colchicine is a commonly 
used drug in both treatment of flares and also the prophylaxis of 
flares when commencing urate- lowering therapy (ULT) (2). The 
successful treatment of gout requires serum urate to be lowered 
below an appropriate target of either 5 mg/dl (0.30 mmoles/liter) 
or 6 mg/dl (36 mmoles/liter) (3). This usually requires the use of 
ULT. The introduction of ULT is often associated with an increase 
in gout flares. Strategies to reduce gout flares during initiation of 
ULT usually involve the use of antiinflammatory agents such as col-
chicine, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, or glucocorticoids. 

Randomized controlled trials have demonstrated the benefit of 
this approach in reducing gout flares (4,5), and the use of antiin-
flammatory prophylaxis when introducing ULT is recommended 
by international rheumatology society guidelines (6– 8).

Colchicine is relatively inexpensive in many jurisdictions, 
including Australia. In the US, colchicine was given orphan drug 
status in 2009 for gout and familial Mediterranean fever, and the 
price increased from cents per tablet to dollars per tablet (9). This 
change has resulted in a reduction in the prescription of colchicine 
for newly diagnosed patients with gout and familial Mediterranean 
fever (10).

At present, it is unknown whether gout flare prophylaxis with 
colchicine is a cost- effective intervention. The aim of this study 
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was to examine the cost- effectiveness of gout flare prophy-
laxis with colchicine when introducing the ULT agent allopurinol 
with models using inputs from both the US and Australian health 
care environment. The US was chosen because drug pricing is 
generally higher there than in other developed nations, and Aus-
tralia was chosen because it is an example of a largely single phar-
maceutical purchaser resulting in generally lower pricing.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

The reporting of our methods and results of this economic 
analysis conforms with the Consolidated Health Economic Eval-
uation Reporting Standards (CHEERS) statement (11). To con-
duct this study, we performed a cost– utility analysis using TreeAge 
Pro 2015 R2 (TreeAge Software). We used a decision tree that 
assessed a treatment duration of 6 months and modeled 2  
different scenarios (Figure 1). We modeled from the perspective of  
the third- party payer, so costs borne directly by the patient (e.g., 
out- of- pocket costs or costs associated with driving to the doctor) 
were not included. The common components were a patient with 
gout commencing on allopurinol 100 mg and increasing in 100- mg 
increments, with 50- mg increment increases for those with creati-
nine clearance of 20– 50 ml/minute. The 2 arms then modeled either 
colchicine 0.6 mg twice a day or placebo. The central model param-
eters were based on the published trial by Borstad et al for prevent-
ing gout flares with allopurinol initiation, which is the only published 
trial of this approach (4). This trial was a prospective, randomized, 
double- blind placebo- controlled study that treated 43 patients, 21 
in the colchicine group and 22 in the placebo group. The mean age 
was 63 years; there were 37 men and 6 women. All participants who 
received the study drug were included in the analysis.

Patients in each arm were modeled to incur gout flares at the 
same frequency as seen in each arm of the trial by Borstad et al 
(4). Model assumptions for the costs are shown in Supplemen-
tary Table 1, available on the Arthritis Care & Research website 
at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24357/ abstract. 
Patients in the active colchicine prophylaxis arm had the finan-
cial cost of the colchicine and the financial cost of treating flares, 
including cost for both medication and medical services along 
with the cost of quality- adjusted life- years (QALYs) incurred by 
any gout flares and diarrhea. Patients in the placebo arm had no 
financial colchicine cost but the financial cost of medication for 

treatment of gout flare and cost of medical services to treat those 
gout flares, along with the cost of QALYs from gout flares and 
diarrhea. As per our previous published research, we modeled the 
cost and location of gout flare treatment in 3 different ways (12). 
We modeled home/self- treatment, primary care physician (PCP) 
treatment, and hospital treatment. The proportion of the flares that 
were treated in each setting was based on model inputs taken 
from previous published research, which determined that 20% of 
patients with gout in New Zealand were not treated by PCPs or in 
hospital, and that 1.3% of patients with gout had their gout flares 
treated in hospital, leaving 78.7% treated by PCP (2,12– 17).

We modeled the costs of treatment of gout flares using both 
Australian inputs and US inputs in 2019 dollars. For home treat-
ment of gout flares, we modeled the QALY reduction. For PCP 
flare treatment, in the base case analysis, we modeled the cost of 
the medical consultation, and laboratory tests were also assumed 
to have been ordered at 50% of these PCP appointments (1 each 
of full blood examination, C- reactive protein level, and electrolytes 
and renal function tests). We also modeled the QALY reduction. 
For hospital treatment, we modeled the cost of a gout hospital 
admission in the US and Australia and the QALY reduction. For 
hospital admission cost calculation, we used diagnosis- related 
group (DRG) 553 and 554 for “bone diseases & arthropathies with/
without major complication or comorbidity.” For the base case, 
we modeled a 50:50 proportional split between these 2 admission 
costs. For the US model, we used reported Medicare costs for 
admissions, physician visits costs, and laboratory costs (18). For 
the Australian model, we used Australian refined DRG cost weights 
from the Independent Hospital Pricing Authority (v8.0x) for admis-
sions (19) and the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme for medication 
costs (20). We used the Australian Medicare Benefits Scheme for 
costs associated with physician visits and laboratory tests (21).

In the trial conducted by Borstad et al (4), there was a chance of 
diarrhea both in the colchicine arm (38%) and placebo arm (4.5%). 
When patients experienced diarrhea, we modeled them decreas-
ing their medication dose to only 0.6 mg per day. Colchicine- 
related diarrhea was common in the study by Borstad et al (4) but 
was never a reason for patients to withdraw from the study, and 
all participants who experienced it responded to a dose decrease. 
Colchicine- induced diarrhea was the only modeled adverse event, 
as this is the only common adverse effect of colchicine observed. 
This is supported by a recent meta- analysis of randomized con-
trolled trials of colchicine (22). We did not model a change in flare 
rate based on dose reduction of the colchicine because that infor-
mation was not included in the results of the study by Bortsad et al.

Data on quality of life were obtained from the study by Perez- 
Ruiz et al, which details a disutility of 0.0097 and a 7- day duration 
for a single gout flare based on EuroQol 5- domain questionnaire 
data (23). This duration of gout flare correlated well with the study 
by Borstad et al (4), which found gout flare duration of 5.6– 6.0 
days (4). QALY reductions attributable to diarrhea are not available 
specifically for colchicine, so we used data on QALY reductions 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• Colchicine prophylaxis is very cost- effective for pre-

venting gout flares in both the US and Australian 
health care systems.

• Despite the increased cost associated with pre-
scribing colchicine in the US health care environ-
ment due to its prior orphan drug status, it is still 
cost- effective.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24357/abstract
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with rotavirus infection in hospitalized children, a condition that we 
speculate is more severe than colchicine diarrhea (24). We there-
fore estimated a QALY reduction of one- half this value in the base 
case and included a wide range in the sensitivity analysis up to the 
value reported in these hospitalized children.

There is a wide variation in the cost of colchicine through the 
US health care system, so we included a wide range in our sen-
sitivity analysis based on multiple sources. The cost of colchicine 
was modeled in the base case on the median reported Federal Sup-
ply Scheme (FSS) cost from the Veterans Affairs (VA) health system, 
being $3.91 per tablet, multiplied by the recommended factor of 
1.21, giving a base case price of $4.73 per tablet. Guidance pro-
vided by the VA on using their data for health economic research 
recommends multiplying the FSS price by a factor of 1.21 to get a 
general US health care system price (25). This is based on work from 
the US Congressional Budget Office, which reports that the Medicaid 
cost is ~121% of the FSS cost (26). The lowest reported VA health 

system cost is $0.75 per tablet, and this price was used as the lowest 
end of the univariate sensitivity analysis (27). The highest FSS cost 
reported by the VA health system was $6.68 per tablet (27). We then 
used Lexicomp data, accessed through UpToDate (28), to determine 
a range of prices in the US health care system as a second way to 
provide confirmation that the price we were using was appropriate 
(29). These prices ranged from $6.54– $8.38 per tablet or capsule. 
We used $8.38 as the upper bound of our univariate sensitivity anal-
ysis. Australian colchicine costs are standardized through the single 
payer system and do not vary ($0.52 [Australian] per tablet).

We performed a univariate sensitivity analysis in which 
the model outcome was reexamined after changing 1 input and 
assessing the effect on the outcome of the model. Where avail able, 
sensitivity analysis ranges (for both univariate and probabilistic sensi-
tivity analysis [PSA]) were based on published literature, and where 
the data were not available, we made assumptions, ensuring that 
all parameters were varied across a reasonable and broad range.

Figure 1. Model diagram of the study. Probabilities at the chance node, plus overall probability, cost, and quality- adjusted life years gained 
for each arm of the decision tree are displayed. Patients taking colchicine were assumed to have experienced 0.57 flares over 6 months, on 
average, while patients taking placebo were assumed to have experienced 2.96 flares over 6 months, on average, according to the study by 
Borstad et al (4). Flare costs were multiplied by the expected flare frequency for each arm. The costs in the colchicine arm for home treatment 
represent the estimated costs for low dose ($4.73 × 180 = $851) and high dose ($4.73 × 180 × 2 = $1,703) colchicine therapy alone. Square 
represents decision node; circles represent chance nodes; triangles represent terminal nodes.
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We performed a PSA, which allows multiple parameters to 
be varied simultaneously. By convention, probabilities were fitted 
to a β distribution, and the mean to a normal distribution, with 
costs and utility reductions to a γ distribution (30). Monte Carlo 
simulation was then employed using random number generation 
as the seed. This was performed 1,000 times using different val-
ues from each distribution. The individual outcomes from these 
1,000 trials were then examined. We used a willingness- to- pay 
(WTP) threshold of $100,000 per QALY gained in the US model in 
base case analysis but also assessed thresholds of $50,000 and 
$200,000, as suggested by Neumann et al (31). In the Austral-
ian model, we used a WTP threshold of $50,000 [Australian] per 
QALY gained, as per our previous publication (12). The time hori-
zon for the model was 6 months, given that this was the duration 
of the trial by Borstad et al (4). While the dose size of colchicine in 
the US is 0.6 mg, in Australia it is 0.5 mg; therefore, the models 
differed in this respect. The 2 different doses are generally used 
interchangeably in clinical practice.

RESULTS

The twice a day colchicine prophylaxis arm resulted in a cost 
of $1,276 and 0.49 QALYs, while the placebo arm had a cost of 
$516 and QALY of 0.47, with an incremental cost- effectiveness 
ratio (ICER) of $34,004 per QALY gained. Cost savings in Aus-
tralia were more substantial, with a cost of $208 (Australian) in the 
colchicine arm versus $415 (Australian) in the placebo arm due to 
lower colchicine cost.

The univariate sensitivity analysis demonstrated that the 
results were robust to changes in input parameters (Table 1). 
The model was most sensitive to changes in the cost of colchicine, 
changes in quality of life associated with a gout flare, and rates of 
gout flares on placebo (with ICER ranges of – $10,308 to $84,923, 
$22,405– $70,501, and $21,365– $58,588, respectively).

In PSA in the US model, colchicine treatment was cost- 
effective compared to placebo in 70% of iterations at a WTP 
threshold of $50,000 per QALY gained, in 93% of iterations at a 
threshold of $100,000, and in 98% at a threshold of $200,000 
per QALY gained (see Figure 2A for the cost- effectiveness 
acceptability curve of the US model). The incremental cost- 
effectiveness scatterplot of the US model is shown in Figure 2B, 
with a WTP threshold of $100,000 per QALY gained shown. In 
the Australian model, the colchicine treatment arm was cost- 
effective in 99.9% of iterations at a WTP threshold of $50,000 
[Australian].

DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates that colchicine prophylaxis when 
commencing allopurinol is cost- effective in both the Australian 
and US health care settings. The result of this study may also be 
generalizable to other forms of ULT when patients have similar 

rates of gout flare and pharmaceutical purchase costs. The anal-
ysis also demonstrates that in the US health care system, where 
colchicine is more expensive than other Western health systems, 
this approach is still likely to be cost- effective, even if colchicine 
costs up to $8.38 per tablet. Therefore, the implication of this 
study is that payers should be willing to fund treatment with col-
chicine when initiating allopurinol, as it is cost- effective.

The strengths of this study include almost all model parame-
ters coming from previously published gout research or recognized 
sources for costs associated with the purchase of pharmaceuticals 
or the cost of health care provision. The sensitivity testing, both uni-
variate and probabilistic, showed that the model is robust to signif-
icant changes in the input parameters, including large changes in 
the cost of colchicine in the US. This research has some limitations. 
We were unable to find specific disutilities for colchicine-associated 
diarrhea. We feel that the approach we took was a good estimate 
of the likely disutility that would result from colchicine- induced diar-
rhea, but specific studies in colchicine- induced diarrhea would be 
required to confirm this. Varying the QALY cost of colchicine- induced 
diarrhea up to 200% of the base case estimate made no difference 
to the overall outcome of the model, so we are confident that this 
estimate would not impact substantially on the robustness of the 
result. Additionally, many ranges of the sensitivity analysis were 
based on assumptions. However, even our broadly chosen ranges 
had little effect on the overall results of the models, with colchicine 
treatment remaining cost- effective despite large changes in the 
input parameters. There were also only 43 participants in the trial by 
Borstad et al (4), 21 in the colchicine group, and 22 in the placebo 
group. This is a small number of participants, but the result of the 
trial was not equivocal, with 77% of the placebo group experiencing 
flares, and 33% of the colchicine group experiencing flares. Such a 
large difference in outcome supports the finding of our cost– utility 
study because treatment of gout flares incurs substantial cost and 
disutility. The financial cost and QALY cost of colchicine- induced 
diarrhea in comparison with this, based on our reported model, is 
small. While this was a third- party payer cost- effectiveness study, 
we also acknowledge that there are additional out- of- pocket costs 
incurred by patients in taking colchicine. Reduced adherence to 
colchicine would likely lead to an increased probability of flare; how-
ever, due to limited information about adherence to colchicine in this 
context, we have not included this in the model.

Determining the generalizability of the research depends on 
whether the approach to up- titrating allopurinol is similar to the 
approach currently employed in usual clinical practice. Borstad 
et al used a similar approach to what is currently advocated 
by multiple guidelines (4). Allopurinol was started at 100 mg daily 
and increased in 100- mg increments. In those with creatinine 
clearance of 20– 50 ml, allopurinol was escalated in 50- mg incre-
ments. Serum urate levels were measured at baseline and every 
2– 3 weeks. This would suggest that up- titration was also per-
formed every 2– 3 weeks, but this was not specified in the trial by 
Borstad et al (4). The American College of Rheumatology 2012 
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guidelines for the management of gout recommend up- titration 
of allopurinol every 2– 5 weeks (3). Therefore, this trial applied an 
up- titration regimen in line with what is currently recommended. 
The rates of flares and frequency of adverse events are consist-
ent with those in other published research (22,32). In conclusion, 
the present model supports the positive clinical outcome of the 
study by Borstad et al (4) and suggests that not only is colchicine 
clinically effective in reducing gout flare while commencing allop-
urinol but it is also cost- effective.
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B R I E F  R E P O R T

Epidemiology, Time Trends, and Outcomes of Serious 
Infections in Patients With Vasculitis: A Nineteen- Year 
National Study
Jasvinder A. Singh1  and John D. Cleveland2

Objective. To examine the epidemiology, time trends, and outcomes and types of serious infections in people 
with vasculitis in the US.

Methods. We identified people with vasculitis who were hospitalized with a primary diagnosis of pneumonia, 
sepsis/bacteremia, urinary tract infection (UTI), skin and soft tissue infections, or opportunistic infections in the 1998– 
2016 US National Inpatient Sample. We used adjusted logistic regression to examine the predictors of a hospital stay 
>3 days, total hospital charges greater than the median, discharge to a non- home setting, and in- hospital mortality.

Results. We noted 111,345 serious infections in patients with vasculitis (14% of all vasculitis hospitalizations). 
Among the patients, the mean age was 67.3 years, the Deyo- Charlson comorbidity index score was ≥2 in 54%, 37% 
were male, and 67% were White. The serious infection hospitalization rate per 100,000 US National Inpatient Sample 
claims in 1998– 2000 versus 2015– 2016 (and rates of increase) in patients with vasculitis was as follows: overall, 
12.14 versus 25.15 (2.1- fold); opportunistic infections, 0.78 versus 0.83 (1.1- fold); skin and soft tissue infections, 
1.38 versus 2.52 (1.8- fold); UTI, 0.35 versus 1.48 (4.2- fold); pneumonia, 7.10 versus 6.23 (0.9- fold); and sepsis, 2.53 
versus 14.10 (5.6- fold). Pneumonia was the most common serious infection in 1998– 2000 (58%) versus sepsis in 
2015– 2016 (56%). Sepsis, older age, Deyo- Charlson comorbidity index score of ≥2, urban hospital, or medium/
large hospital (by number of beds)  were associated with higher health care utilization and in- hospital mortality rates; 
Northeast region and Medicare and Medicaid payer type were associated with higher rates of health care utilization.

Conclusion. Serious infection hospitalization rates are increasing in patients with vasculitis except among those 
with pneumonia. Sepsis was the most common serious infection in 2015– 2016. Several patient and hospital factors 
are associated with health care utilization and mortality in serious infection hospitalization in vasculitis.

INTRODUCTION

Vasculitis is a systemic autoimmune disease that can rap-
idly progress to a life- threatening condition. It is associated with 
high morbidity and mortality (1). Treatment includes immunosup-
pressive medications, high- dose glucocorticoids, and biologics 
(2). Not surprisingly, infectious complications are a major morbid-
ity during the treatment of vasculitis and are a leading cause of 
death. A 2- center UK- based study of 100 people with antineutro-
phil cytoplasmic antibody– associated vasculitis (AAV), a common 

subtype of vasculitis, found that 28% of these patients were 
hospitalized for infection in 2004– 2011 (3). The infection hospi-
talization rate was 2.23 events per person- year in the presence 
of severe lymphopenia compared to 0.19 events per person- year 
during periods with no lymphopenia (3). In a 1998– 2010 Swed-
ish study of 186 patients with AAV, the risk of severe infection 
hospitalization was 4.5- fold higher versus age-  and sex- matched 
individuals without vasculitis (4). The rate of hospitalized infection 
among patients was 116.2 per 1,000 person- years (4). These 
studies of hospitalized infections in vasculitis provide important 
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insights. Major limitations of these studies were that they con-
sisted of small sample sizes, did not assess health care utilization, 
used data that are almost 1 decade old, and did not include all 
types of vasculitides.

Our objective was to assess the epidemiology, time trends, 
and outcomes of serious infections and their types in patients with 
vasculitis. In order to study the common types of serious infec-
tions in people with vasculitis, we used the US National Inpatient 
Sample (NIS) to examine the epidemiology and time trends and to 
assess health care utilization outcomes and in- hospital mortality 
and evaluate the factors associated with higher health care utiliza-
tion outcomes and in- hospital mortality rates.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

The NIS is a deidentified, national, all- payer, inpatient health 
care database that represents a 20% stratified sample of dis-
charges in the US and is a component of the Healthcare Cost and 
Utilization Project (5). Our analysis used the 1998– 2016 NIS data. 
These data are available from the Agency for Healthcare Research 
and Quality Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUPDistrib-
utor@ahrq.gov) and can be obtained after completing an on- line 
Data Use Agreement training session and signing a Data Use 
Agreement. Individuals are not allowed to distribute these data. 
The Institutional Review Board at the University of Alabama at Bir-
mingham (X120207004) approved this study.

Serious infections. We identified the 5 types of serious 
infections by the presence of the International Classification of 
Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD- 9- CM) code 
in the primary diagnosis position for hospitalization, i.e., the main 
reason. These types included opportunistic infections (OIs; 010.
xx– 018.xx, 031.xx, 078.5, 075.xx, 053.xx, 112.4, 112.5, 112.81, 

112.83, 130.xx, 136.3, 117.5, 027.0, 039.xx, 117.3, 114.xx, 115.
xx, or 116.0); skin and soft tissue infections (SSTI; 040.0, 569.61, 
681.xx, 682.xx, 785.4, 728.86, or 035.xx); urinary tract infection 
(UTI; 590.xx); pneumonia (003.22, 481.0, 513.0, 480.xx, 482.xx, 
483.xx, 485.xx, or 486.xx); and sepsis/bacteremia (sepsis; 038.xx 
or 790.7), as in previous studies (6,7). These infection diagnostic 
codes had positive predictive values of 70– 100% (8– 10) and neg-
ative predictive value of 84– 100% (10) in people with rheumatoid 
arthritis. We also used the ICD- 10- CM codes for infections for the 
2015– 2016 data because the coding system changed from the 
ICD- 9- CM to ICD- 10- CM in 2015 in the US (see Supplementary 
Appendix A, available on the Arthritis Care & Research website 
at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24348/ abstract). 
Composite serious infection was defined as the presence of any of 
the 5 serious infections, i.e., was representative of the overall rate.

We identified people with vasculitis in the secondary diagno-
ses position (any position other than primary) based on the pres-
ence of the ICD- 9- CM code 446.xx or ICD- 10- CM codes M30 or 
M31. This code- based approach showed a sensitivity of 94% and 
a specificity of 95% (11).

Statistical analysis. We compared the demographic 
characteristics of serious infection in people with vasculi-
tis versus those without vasculitis; these characteristics were 
also compared to all hospitalizations of people with vasculitis, 
both without any statistical comparisons to avoid multiple test-
ing (a priori decision). Frequencies and rates of the 5 serious 
infections were assessed per 100,000 NIS claims. We speci-
fied all analyses a priori, including time trends in each infection 
and multivariable- adjusted regression analyses of 3 health care 
utilization and in- hospital mortality outcomes. Serious infection 
rates were analyzed for time trends using the Cochran- Armitage 
test, weighted by the number of hospitalizations in each year.

Unadjusted health care utilization outcomes and in- hospital   
mortality were assessed for each type of serious infection in 
people with vasculitis. Multivariable- adjusted logistic regres-
sion models were performed for a length of hospital stay of >3 
days (median), the total charges above the median (based on 
the median for the year), discharge status (home versus non- 
home health care facility [i.e., inpatient, nursing, or rehabilitation]), 
and in- hospital mortality. Covariates/confounders were adjusted 
in the multivariable-adjusted regression analyses and included 
the following: demographic characteristics (age, sex, race/ethnic-
ity, income quartiles per the NIS); comorbidity using the validated 
Deyo-Charlson comorbidity index based on the presence of ICD-
9-CM codes at index admission (including 17 common medical 
comorbidities such as myocardial infarction, congestive heart 
failure, cerebrovascular disease, dementia, renal disease, liver 
disease, chronic pulmonary disease, diabetes mellitus, etc.) (12); 
insurance type (13,14); and hospital characteristics (region, loca-
tion/teaching status, number of beds). We categorized age into 
age groups as <50 years, 50 to <65 years, 65 to <80 years, 

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• The overall rate of serious infection hospitalizations 

has increased in people with vasculitis over the 19- 
year period from 1998 to 2016.

• Serious infection hospitalizations constituted 12.3% 
of hospitalizations in 1998– 2000 versus 21% of hos-
pitalizations in 2015– 2016 in people hospitalized 
with vasculitis as a secondary diagnosis.

• In 2015– 2016, sepsis was the most common se-
rious infection in hospitalized vasculitis patients, 
compared to 1998– 2000, where pneumonia was 
the most common serious infection.

• Identification of several patient and hospital factors 
associated with health care utilization and mortal-
ity related to serious infection hospitalization out-
comes in people with vasculitis can help recognize 
high- risk groups and provide the data for the devel-
opment of effective interventions that can improve 
these outcomes.
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Table 1. Characteristics of patients with each serious infection and also with vasculitis*

OI  
(n = 5,518)

SSTI  
(n = 13,908)

UTI  
(n = 3,146)

Pneumonia  
(n = 46,940)

Sepsis  
(n = 41,833)

Composite 
infection  

(n = 111,345)
Age, mean ± SE; 

median
62.3 ± 0.59; 66.2 65.4 ± 0.39; 69.2 63.6 ± 0.91; 70.2 68.6 ± 0.21; 72.8 67.4 ± 0.21; 71.1 67.3 ± 0.14; 71.3

Age category, years
<50 1,206 (21.9) 2,868 (20.7) 755 (24.0) 6,728 (14.4) 6,575 (15.7) 18,131 (16.3)
50– 64 1,254 (22.8) 2,935 (21.1) 424 (13.5) 8,081 (17.3) 8,365 (20.0) 21,059 (19.0)
65– 79 2,160 (39.2) 3,984 (28.7) 1,035 (33.0) 16,678 (35.7) 14,579 (34.9) 38,435 (34.6)
≥80 887 (16.1) 4,099 (29.5) 925 (29.5) 15,180 (32.5) 12,245 (29.3) 33,336 (30.0)

Sex
Male 2,315 (42.1) 5,057 (36.4) 535 (17.0) 17,173 (36.8) 16,415 (39.3) 41,495 (37.4)
Female 3,187 (57.9) 8,826 (63.6) 2,603 (83.0) 29,490 (63.2) 25,348 (60.7) 69,455 (62.6)

Race
White 3,284 (59.6) 9,687 (69.8) 2,086 (66.5) 30,950 (66.3) 28,236 (67.6) 74,242 (66.9)
Black 370 (6.7) 895 (6.4) 219 (7.0) 2,749 (5.9) 3,323 (8.0) 7,556 (6.8)
Hispanic 533 (9.7) 860 (6.2) 251 (8.0) 3,031 (6.5) 3,059 (7.3) 7,734 (7.0)
Other/missing 1,321 (24.0) 2,444 (17.6) 582 (18.6) 9,941 (21.3) 7,145 (17.1) 21,433 (19.3)

Deyo- Charlson 
comorbidity 
index score

0 1,552 (28.2) 3,549 (25.6) 824 (26.3) 9,742 (20.9) 7,371 (17.6) 23,037 (20.8)
1 1,407 (25.5) 3,927 (28.3) 848 (27.0) 12,773 (27.4) 8,625 (20.7) 27,580 (24.9)
≥2 2,549 (46.3) 6,410 (46.2) 1,466 (46.7) 24,156 (51.8) 25,768 (61.7) 60,349 (54.4)

Income category, 
percentile

0– 25th 1,032 (19.4) 2,701 (19.9) 592 (19.2) 8,664 (18.9) 8,990 (21.9) 21,980 (20.2)
25– 50th 1,231 (23.1) 3,634 (26.8) 891 (28.9) 12,570 (27.5) 10,484 (25.6) 28,810 (26.5)
50– 5th 1,553 (29.1) 3,453 (25.5) 722 (23.5) 11,891 (26.0) 10,251 (25.0) 27,872 (25.6)
75– 100th 1,514 (28.4) 3,768 (27.8) 874 (28.4) 12,641 (27.6) 11,247 (27.4) 30,044 (27.6)

Insurance
Private 1,635 (29.7) 2,708 (19.5) 632 (20.1) 8,405 (18.0) 7,624 (18.3) 21,004 (19.0)
Medicare 3,159 (57.5) 9,058 (65.4) 2,076 (66.2) 34,027 (73.0) 29,258 (70.1) 77,578 (70.0)
Medicaid 409 (7.4) 1,280 (9.2) 276 (8.8) 2,691 (5.8) 3,298 (7.9) 7,954 (7.2)
Other 132 (2.4) 390 (2.8) 77 (2.5) 698 (1.5) 680 (1.6) 1,978 (1.8)
Self 163 (3.0) 417 (3.0) 77 (2.4) 779 (1.7) 852 (2.0) 2,288 (2.1)

Hospital region
Northeast 1,070 (19.4) 3,103 (22.3) 641 (20.4) 9,517 (20.3) 7,322 (17.5) 21,652 (19.4)
Midwest 1,223 (22.2) 3,061 (22.0) 737 (23.4) 11,713 (25.0) 9,776 (23.4) 26,510 (23.8)
South 1,880 (34.1) 4,904 (35.3) 1,090 (34.6) 16,506 (35.2) 14,520 (34.7) 38,899 (34.9)
West 1,345 (24.4) 2,841 (20.4) 678 (21.6) 9,204 (19.6) 10,216 (24.4) 24,284 (21.8)

Hospital location/
teaching

Rural 432 (7.9) 1,446 (10.7) 372 (12.2) 7,225 (16.0) 3,918 (9.5) 13,394 (12.4)
Urban non- 

teaching
1,679 (30.8) 5,251 (39.0) 1,154 (37.8) 18,406 (40.8) 15,068 (36.7) 41,559 (38.4)

Urban teaching 3,335 (61.2) 6,765 (50.3) 1,526 (50.0) 19,434 (43.1) 22,109 (53.8) 53,169 (49.2)
Hospital size, by no. 

of beds
Small 443 (8.0) 1,945 (14.0) 549 (17.5) 7,068 (15.1) 5,505 (13.2) 15,509 (14.0)
Medium 1,230 (22.3) 3,769 (27.1) 892 (28.4) 12,443 (26.6) 11,525 (27.7) 29,860 (26.9)
Large 3,836 (69.6) 8,178 (58.9) 1,700 (54.1) 27,311 (58.3) 24,613 (59.1) 65,640 (59.1)

Discharge status
Rehabilitation, 

inpatient, or 
nursing facility

1,294 (26.6) 3,036 (22.3) 602 (19.5) 11,196 (25.6) 14,242 (40.8) 30,370 (30.3)

Home 3,571 (73.4) 10,561 (77.7) 2,488 (80.5) 32,470 (74.4) 20,704 (59.2) 69,794 (69.7)
Length of stay, days
≤3 913 (16.6) 4,877 (35.1) 1,598 (50.9) 14,002 (30.0) 9,555 (22.9) 30,944 (27.9)
>3 4,594 (83.4) 9,009 (64.9) 1,540 (49.1) 32,669 (70.0) 32,209 (77.1) 80,022 (72.1)

Died during 
hospitalization

628 (11.4) 154 (1.1) 15 (0.5) 2,774 (5.9) 6,562 (15.7) 10,133 (9.1)

 (Continued)
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and ≥80 years and race/ethnicity as White, Black, Hispanic, and 
other/missing. Household income was based on the patient’s 
zip code and was categorized from the lowest (poorest) to the 
highest quartile (wealthiest; 4 quartiles) based on thresholds for 
each quartile that varied by year as provided by the NIS (15) 
(e.g., the upper threshold for quartile 1 was $28,999 in 1998 and 
$39,999 in 2014). We categorized insurance statuses as Medic-
aid (provides coverage for the low- income and disabled Amer-
icans), Medicare (provides health care coverage for Americans 
ages 65 years or older), private insurance, and self/other (13), 
as in previous studies (14). Hospital region (Northeast, Midwest, 
South, West), location/teaching status (rural, urban non- teaching, 
and urban teaching), and size of hospital (by number of beds; 
small, medium, large) were other standard NIS variables included 
in the models.

The University of Alabama at Birmingham’s Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) approved this study, and all investigations 
were conducted in conformity with ethical principles of research 
(UAB X120207004). The IRB waived the need for an informed 
consent for this database study.

RESULTS

Cohort characteristics and comparison of people 
without vasculitis hospitalized with a serious infection. 
We noted 111,345 serious infections in people with vasculitis 
(14% of all hospitalizations with vasculitis as secondary diagno-
sis; 12.3% of all hospitalizations in 1998– 2000 versus 21% in 
2015– 2016) and 49,855,225 serious infections in people without 
vasculitis.

For people with vasculitis with serious infections, the mean 
age was 67.3 years (35% were ages <65 years), 63% were female, 
67% were White, 55% had a Deyo- Charlson comorbidity index 
score of ≥2, and 70% were covered by a Medicare insurance 
payer (see Supplementary Table 1, available on the Arthritis Care 
& Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
acr.24348/ abstract). Compared to people with serious infections 

in the general population, people with vasculitis with serious infec-
tions were older and more likely to be White, female, covered 
by Medicare, or have higher Deyo- Charlson comorbidity index 
scores. Additionally, people with vasculitis with serious infections 
had higher health care utilization and in- hospital mortality rates 
(see Supplementary Table 1, available at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.
com/doi/10.1002/acr.24348/ abstract).

Type of serious infections, rates, and time trends 
in people with vasculitis. People with OIs were 3– 5 years 
younger than people with other serious infections (Table 1). Peo-
ple with sepsis were more likely to have higher Deyo- Charlson 
comorbidity index scores compared to those with other serious 
infections. People with OIs had the highest mean/median length 
of hospital stay, at 12.7/7.9 days, followed by those with sepsis, 
at 10.1/6.1 days. OIs and sepsis led all serious infection types 
in median hospital charges. Our findings revealed that 41% of peo-
ple with sepsis and vasculitis, and 19– 27% of people with other 
serious infections were discharged to non- home settings (Table 1).

Among people with vasculitis, the overall rate (compos-
ite serious infection) and the rates of each serious infection per 
100,000 NIS claims significantly increased over time, except for in 
pneumonia (Table 2 and Supplementary Figure 1, available on the 
Arthritis Care & Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/acr.24348/ abstract). Raw frequencies and rates in 
the general NIS population are shown (see Supplementary Tables 
2 and 3, available at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
acr.24348/ abstract).

The hospitalization rates per 100,000 NIS claims in 1998– 
2000 versus 2015– 2016 (and rates of increase) in people with 
vasculitis were as follows: OIs, 0.78 versus 0.83 (1.1- fold); SSTI, 
1.38 versus 2.52 (1.8- fold); UTI, 0.35 versus 1.48 (4.2- fold); 
pneumonia, 7.10 versus 6.23 (0.9- fold); and sepsis, 2.53 versus 
14.10 (5.6- fold) (Table 2). When vasculitis hospitalization claims 
were used as the denominator, all trends were significant, but 
only sepsis, UTI, and SSTI showed the positive trends (Table 3). 
National estimates for the total number of hospitalization claims 

OI 
(n = 5,518)

SSTI 
(n = 13,908)

UTI 
(n = 3,146)

Pneumonia 
(n = 46,940)

Sepsis 
(n = 41,833)

Composite 
infection 

(n = 111,345)
Length of stay, mean 

± SE days; 
median days

12.7 ± 0.42; 7.9 6.2 ± 0.15; 4.0 4.5 ± 0.16; 3.0 7.1 ± 0.08; 4.6 10.1 ± 0.13; 6.1 8.3 ± 0.07; 5.0

Total hospital 
charges (USD)

≤median 1,059 (19.2) 6,041 (43.5) 1,648 (52.5) 15,685 (33.6) 9,724 (23.3) 34,158 (30.8)
>median 4,448 (80.8) 7,845 (56.5) 1,490 (47.5) 30,986 (66.4) 32,039 (76.7) 76,808 (69.2)

Total charge (USD), 
mean ± SE; 
median

88,667 ± 5,270; 
36,908

28,775 ± 956; 
16,681

26,023 ± 1,322; 
15,071

38,710 ± 808; 
19,040

89,064 ± 1,722; 
40,642

58,211 ± 849; 
24,699

* Values are the number (%) unless indicated otherwise. OI = opportunistic infection; SSTI = skin and soft tissue infection; USD = US dollar;
UTI = urinary tract infection. 

Table 1. (Cont’d)

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24348/abstract
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have remained stable. Vasculitis hospitalization claims have been 
stable (with slight increase), while claims for OIs and pneumonia 
have decreased over time.

Outcomes of serious infections in people with vas-
culitis, rates, and time trends. Overall, both OIs and sepsis 
were associated with the highest rates of health care utilization 
and in- hospital mortality in both the first (1998– 2000) and the last 
(2015– 2016) periods, with SSTI, UTI, and pneumonia with lower 
rates (see Supplementary Table 4, available on the Arthritis Care & 

Research website at http://onlin elibr ary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
acr.24348/ abstract). Over the observation period, the largest 
increase in median hospital charges posted were seen in OIs 
and sepsis, with a 250% increase observed in each. Over time, 
health care utilization and in- hospital mortality rates decreased 
for each serious infection (with minor exceptions) except for the 
increasing hospital charges noted for each serious infection. 
The median hospital charges increased 2.9– 3.5- fold from the 
1998– 2000 range to the 2015– 2016 timeframe (see Supplemen-
tary Table 4).

Table 2. Rate of hospitalizations for serious infection in people with vasculitis over time per 100,000 NIS claims*

Time periods OI SSTI UTI Pneumonia Sepsis
Composite 
infection†

Total NIS 
claims

1998– 2000 0.78 1.38 0.35 7.10 2.53 12.14 103,665,051
2001– 2002 0.75 1.64 0.32 6.75 2.44 11.89 72,617,381
2003– 2004 0.72 1.87 0.28 6.73 2.97 12.57 74,571,583
2005– 2006 0.79 1.90 0.36 7.04 3.89 13.98 75,919,595
2007– 2008 0.73 2.11 0.34 6.62 4.53 14.34 76,366,797
2009– 2010 0.83 2.09 0.31 6.32 5.97 15.52 75,086,597
2011– 2012 0.90 2.51 0.33 7.53 8.54 19.81 73,447,261
2013– 2014 0.85 2.30 0.39 6.38 11.24 21.15 70,956,610
2015– 2016‡ 0.83 2.52 1.48 6.23 14.10 25.15 71,445,363
P§ <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
Change from 

1998– 2000 to 
2015– 2016¶

1.1 1.8 4.2 0.9 5.6 2.1

* The first time period, 1998– 2000, is a 3- year duration, and the subsequent time periods are a 2- year duration. NIS 
= US National Inpatient Sample (see Table 1 for other definitions). 
† Composite infection indicates any of the 5 hospitalized serious infections as the primary diagnosis. 
‡ 2015– 2016 was the first year that International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification 
(ICD-10-CM) codes were used; therefore, some rates from this period may reflect transition of the coding system 
rather than only time trends. 
§ P by Cochran- Armitage 2- sided test for trend. 
¶ Change was calculated by dividing the number from 2015– 2016 by the number from 1998– 2000. 

Table 3. Rate of hospitalizations for serious infection in people with vasculitis over time per 100,000 vasculitis 
claims*

Time periods OI SSTI UTI Pneumonia Sepsis
Composite 
infection†

Total 
vasculitis 

claims
1998– 2000 788 1,393 354 7,173 2,552 12,260 102,674
2001– 2002 754 1,654 324 6,820 2,467 12,022 71,837
2003– 2004 692 1,792 266 6,457 2,853 12,061 77,732
2005– 2006 730 1,757 331 6,500 3,592 12,910 82,183
2007– 2008 701 2,016 325 6,322 4,327 13,690 80,006
2009– 2010 736 1,856 280 5,618 5,311 13,800 84,420
2011– 2012 725 2,031 269 6,098 6,915 16,037 90,739
2013– 2014 692 1,880 317 5,224 9,196 17,309 86,720
2015– 2016‡ 691 2,109 1,236 5,213 11,802 21,051 85,365
P§ <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
Change from 

1998– 2000 to 
2015– 2016¶

0.9 1.5 3.5 0.7 4.6 1.7

* The first time period, 1998– 2000, is a 3- year duration, and the subsequent time periods are a 2- year duration. 
NIS = US National Inpatient Sample (see Table 1 for other definitions). 
† Composite infection indicates any of the 5 hospitalized serious infections as the primary diagnosis. 
‡ 2015– 2016 was the first year that International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification 
(ICD-10-CM) codes were used; therefore, some rates from this period may reflect transition of the coding system 
rather than only time trends. 
§ P by Cochran- Armitage 2- sided test for trend. 
¶ Change was calculated by dividing the number from 2015– 2016 by the number from 1998– 2000. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acr.24348/abstract
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Multivariable- adjusted associations with health 
care utilization and mortality in people with vascu-
litis. Multivariable- adjusted analyses showed that, compared 
to sepsis, other serious infections were associated with sig-
nificantly lower odds of health care utilization (charges above 
the median, length of stay >3 days, discharged to non- home 

setting) and in- hospital mortality. OIs, however, were asso-
ciated with higher hospital charges above the median and 
higher odds of hospital length of stay of >3 days (Table 4). 
When compared to sepsis, other serious infections were asso-
ciated with odds ratios of 0.03– 0.68 for in- hospital mortality, 
depending on the type of serious infection.

Table 4. Multivariable- adjusted correlates of health care utilization and in- hospital mortality in vasculitis patients 
hospitalized with serious infection*

Hospital charges 
over the median

Discharge to care 
facility†

Length of hospital 
stay >3 days

In- hospital 
mortality

Age category, years
<50 Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref.
50– 64 1.11 (1.00–  1.23) 1.47 (1.29–  1.68)‡ 1.24 (1.12– 1.38)‡ 1.53 (1.27– 1.84)‡
65– 79 0.98 (0.88– 1.10) 2.11 (1.85– 2.42)‡ 1.28 (1.15– 1.43)‡ 2.06 (1.70– 2.50)‡
≥80 0.82 (0.73– 0.93)‡ 4.26 (3.71– 4.88)‡ 1.30 (1.16– 1.46)‡ 2.27 (1.85– 2.77)‡

Sex
Male Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref.
Female 0.92 (0.86– 0.98)‡ 1.09 (1.01– 1.16)‡ 1.04 (0.97– 1.11) 0.88 (0.80– 0.98)‡

Race/ethnicity
White Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref.
Black 1.12 (0.98– 1.27) 1.02 (0.88– 1.17) 1.35 (1.18– 1.54)‡ 0.95 (0.78– 1.16)
Hispanic 1.52 (1.32– 1.74)‡ 0.89 (0.77– 1.03) 1.32 (1.16– 1.51)‡ 1.20 (0.99– 1.45)
Other/missing 1.22 (1.12– 1.32)‡ 1.05 (0.96– 1.15) 1.15 (1.06– 1.24)‡ 1.24 (1.09– 1.40)‡

Deyo- Charlson comorbidity 
index score

0 Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref.
1 1.15 (1.05– 1.25)‡ 1.06 (0.96– 1.18) 1.12 (1.03– 1.23)‡ 1.06 (0.91– 1.24)
≥2 1.36 (1.25– 1.47)‡ 1.43 (1.31– 1.56)‡ 1.39 (1.28– 1.50)‡ 1.25 (1.10– 1.43)‡

Income category, percentile
0– 25th 1.01 (0.92– 1.12) 1.19 (1.07– 1.31)‡ 1.04 (0.95– 1.15) 1.02 (0.88– 1.19)
25– 50th 0.96 (0.88– 1.05) 1.08 (0.98– 1.18) 1.04 (0.95– 1.13) 1.12 (0.97– 1.28)
50– 75th 0.95 (0.88– 1.03) 1.04 (0.95– 1.14) 1.01 (0.93– 1.10) 1.11 (0.98– 1.27)
75– 100th Ref Ref. Ref. Ref.

Primary infection diagnosis
Sepsis Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref.
OI 1.18 (1.00– 1.39)‡ 0.65 (0.56– 0.76)‡ 1.60 (1.35– 1.91)‡ 0.68 (0.56– 0.83)‡
SSTI 0.40 (0.36– 0.44)‡ 0.41 (0.37– 0.46)‡ 0.57 (0.51– 0.62)‡ 0.07 (0.05– 0.10)‡
UTI 0.29 (0.24– 0.34)‡ 0.33 (0.27– 0.41)‡ 0.30 (0.25– 0.35)‡ 0.03 (0.01– 0.09)‡
Pneumonia 0.66 (0.62– 0.71)‡ 0.43 (0.40– 0.47)‡ 0.70 (0.66– 0.76)‡ 0.35 (0.31– 0.39)‡

Insurance payer
Medicare 1.12 (1.01– 1.23)‡ 1.33 (1.19– 1.49)‡ 1.08 (0.98– 1.19) 0.88 (0.76– 1.02)
Medicaid 1.27 (1.10– 1.46)‡ 1.26 (1.06– 1.49)‡ 1.18 (1.03– 1.35)‡ 0.94 (0.75– 1.19)
Other 1.23 (0.96– 1.57) 0.82 (0.60– 1.13) 0.96 (0.76– 1.21) 1.21 (0.83– 1.76)
Private Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref.
Self 1.04 (0.83– 1.31) 0.69 (0.49– 0.95)‡ 0.80 (0.65– 1.00) 1.35 (0.96– 1.90)

Hospital region
Northeast Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref.
Midwest 0.83 (0.75– 0.91)‡ 0.89 (0.80– 0.98)‡ 0.76 (0.69– 0.83)‡ 0.90 (0.77– 1.05)
South 1.01 (0.93– 1.11) 0.75 (0.69– 0.83)‡ 0.94 (0.86– 1.03) 1.10 (0.95– 1.26)
West 0.72 (0.65– 0.79)‡ 0.66 (0.59– 0.73)‡ 0.56 (0.51– 0.62)‡ 1.01 (0.86– 1.17)

Hospital location/teaching
Rural Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref.
Urban non- teaching 2.54 (2.30– 2.80)‡ 0.93 (0.84– 1.04) 1.47 (1.33– 1.63)‡ 1.61 (1.33– 1.95)‡
Urban teaching 2.35 (2.13– 2.59)‡ 0.78 (0.70– 0.87)‡ 1.39 (1.25– 1.53)‡ 1.83 (1.51– 2.21)‡

Hospital size, by no. of beds
Small Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref.
Medium 1.37 (1.24– 1.50)‡ 0.89 (0.80– 0.99) 1.22 (1.10– 1.35)‡ 1.25 (1.05– 1.49)‡
Large 2.12 (1.94– 2.31)‡ 0.87 (0.79– 0.96)‡ 1.41 (1.28– 1.54)‡ 1.52 (1.30– 1.78)‡

* Values are the adjusted odds ratio (95% confidence interval [95% CI]) unless indicated otherwise. OI = opportunistic 
infections; Ref. = reference category; SSTI = skin and soft tissue infections; UTI = urinary tract infection. 
† Non- home health care facility, i.e., inpatient, nursing, or rehabilitation facility. 
‡ Significant. 
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Older age (≥80 years), a Deyo- Charlson comorbidity index 
score of ≥2, urban teaching or non- teaching hospital, or medium 
or large hospital (by number of beds) were associated with higher 
health care utilization and in- hospital mortality rates; Northeast 
region, and Medicare or Medicaid payer type were associated 
with higher health care utilization (Table 4).

DISCUSSION

The present study is a national study of serious infections 
in people with vasculitis. We examined the epidemiology and 
outcomes of serious infections, i.e., OIs, SSTI, UTI, pneumonia, 
and sepsis, and associated time trends. We identified several 
factors significantly associated with health care utilization and in- 
hospital mortality outcomes in people with serious infection and 
vasculitis. Several findings merit further discussion.

We found increasing rates of serious infections overall dur-
ing the study period, from 1998 to 2016. Serious infection rates 
per 100,000 NIS claims increased for SSTI, UTI, and sepsis but 
remained relatively stable for OIs and pneumonia. In the first study 
period, 1998– 2000, pneumonia was the most common serious 
infection, with sepsis as the second most common serious infec-
tion; in 2015– 2016, sepsis was the most common serious infec-
tion, followed by pneumonia. We found that sepsis surpassed 
pneumonia as the most common serious infection in 2011– 2012. 
In 2015– 2016, sepsis was 2.3 times more common than pneu-
monia in people with vasculitis. Some evidence of systematic 
up- coding of pneumonia to sepsis and possible misclassification 
errors with sepsis codes (16,17) may explain, at least partially, the 
increased rate of sepsis diagnosis over time versus pneumonia. 
To our knowledge, most of the prior studies of serious infections 
in vasculitis are >10 years old and did not examine time trends 
in rates of each serious infection (3,4). Our study provides con-
temporary data on serious infection hospitalizations in people with 
vasculitis.

In Sweden in 1998– 2010 in a population- based sample 
(4), the rates for sepsis, pneumonia/influenza, and skin infec-
tions in people with AAV were 18.2, 50.1, and 7.6 per 1,000 
person- years, respectively. Using a different denominator in 
our hospitalization- based (not population- based) study, the 
respective rates in our study were 53 for sepsis, 56 for pneu-
monia, and 18 for SSTI per 1,000 vasculitis hospitalizations 
in the US in 2009– 2010. These rates are not directly compa-
rable due to different denominators, which may underlie the 
differences; differences in country setting, time period dura-
tion, and the definition of infection categories (influenza was 
not included in our study, and skin versus SSTI) may have also   
contributed.

Our study showed factors associated with higher health care 
utilization and/or mortality rates in people with vasculitis hospi-
talized for serious infections. Among serious infections, sepsis 
was associated with worse outcomes, except that OIs were 

associated with higher hospital charges. As an example, sepsis 
was associated with 34– 97% greater odds of in- hospital mor-
tality when compared to other serious infections. Our findings 
revealed other significant correlates of higher health care utiliza-
tion and in- hospital mortality rates, namely, older age (≥80 years), 
Deyo- Charlson comorbidity index score of ≥2, urban teaching 
or non- teaching hospital, or medium or large hospital (by num-
ber of beds). Northeast region and Medicaid payer type were 
associated with higher health care utilization, but no differences 
in mortality. Our study identifies important risk factors for out-
comes of serious infections in vasculitis and adds to the current 
knowledge.

Our study findings must be interpreted considering lim i ta-
tions and strengths. Our database study is at risk of misclassifi-
cation bias because we used the ICD-9-CM or the ICD-10-CM   
codes to identify vasculitis and serious infections. How-
ever, the seri ous infection (6– 10) and vasculitis (11) diag-
nostic codes were valid in administrative data sets, with 
high positive predictive values in previous studies. Independent 
validation in the NIS is not possible because data are deidenti-
fied and no medical records are available. Misclassification might 
have biased our results toward the null. The NIS does not contain 
vasculitis- specific factors, such as organ involvement, disease 
severity, and organ damage (disease activity and/or sever-
ity measures), as candidate variables that are related to out-
comes and therefore their impact could not be analyzed. The NIS 
does not have data on laboratory test results and medications. 
Therefore, we are unable to examine the effect of these disease/
treatment variables on outcomes of interest. Future studies 
should examine, in particular, the critical nature of the relative 
and absolute contribution of glucocorticoids versus immuno-
suppressive medications versus biologics to the risk of serious 
infection. The unit of analysis in the NIS is hospitalizations, not 
people. The NIS does not provide longitudinal data after hospital 
discharge, which limits the ability to examine the post- discharge 
outcomes and/or readmission risk. The NIS provides inpatient 
hospital charges, not actual costs, which are likely much higher 
than the actual cost. Our study strengths include the use of a 
national data set, a large sample size, and the inclusion of several 
potential confounders in our analyses.

In conclusion, among serious infection hospitalizations, peo-
ple with vasculitis versus those without differed from each other. 
We found an overall increasing rate of serious infections in vasculi-
tis over time. Time trends for OIs, SSTI, UTI, pneumonia, and sep-
sis differed. Sepsis surpassed pneumonia as the most common 
serious infection in 2011– 2012. We identified significant correlates 
of health care utilization and mortality in people with vasculitis hos-
pitalized with serious infections. These findings can better inform 
patients and providers about the risk and outcomes of serious 
infections in vasculitis. Interventions are needed in patients with 
vasculitis to avoid serious infections and to improve its outcome 
once it occurs.
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